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Literary portraits, as the basic mode of character development in the seventeenth 
century, constitute a fundamental element of early French fiction. I trace the reverberations 
of the popular detached portrait in aesthetic and ideological realms, a study that reveals its 
important functions beyond its role as a salon game. I study the literary portrait’s 
incarnations in order to locate the ways in which its more energized presence in literature and 
society interact with the evolving novel. To uncover these exchanges, I undertake an 
elucidation of the literary portrait’s ties to painted portraiture, a history of the practice of 
literary portraiture in prose works from 1650-1730, and a hierarchical system of 
classification. I examine verbal depiction’s presence in portrait collections, nouvelles, and 
psychological novels to discover its shifting content, import, and functions. All the while, I 
consider it in terms of its contribution to French prose fiction’s evolving codes of 
verisimilitude.
I have found that instead of replacing or erasing the set-piece heroic portrait as a 
result of changing tastes in narrative verisimilitude, the nascent French psychological novel 
uses the literary portrait in new, complex ways as a function of verbal depiction’s changing 
status as an activity and a textual object. The lens of the psychological novel’s incorporation 
of the literary portrait thus allows for the identification of a continuing aesthetic impulse 
centered upon the idea of plausibility throughout the early modem period. Furthermore, a 
study of literary portraiture’s interactions with the novel validates literature’s ability to 
reshape ideology and thus to perpetuate sociopolitical change. As a major force in the rise of 
the modem novelistic subject, the literary portrait therefore participates actively in the social
upheaval that frames the early French novel’s development. In virtue of its simultaneous 
display of the realistic persona and the real person, this “forme breve” provides a valuable 
key to deciphering the dynamic systems of exchange between public character and private 
individual, gossip and truth, and art and society.
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1Introduction
Walking the length of the Louvre’s gallery of large-scale French paintings, the 
viewer experiences juxtaposed historical scenes and portraits: alongside Theodore Gericault’s 
vision of the horrors of shipwreck, Le Radeau de la Meduse (see figure 1, page 421), is 
Jacques-Louis David’s portrait of Madame Recamier (see figure 2, page 422). Striking noble 
poses, such as Juliette Recamier’s reclining figure on a Grecian chaise longue, the sitters 
depicted in the works labeled “portraits” project a stillness and serenity that their companions 
in the gallery do not possess. Their subjects seem to pause to return the viewer’s gaze rather 
than act out scenes, and their calmness provides a stark contrast to the busy scenes of 
drowning, fighting, and killing that surround them.
However, such composure is deceiving. As Christian Jouhaud underscores in his 
study of representations and self-presentations of Cardinal Richelieu, La Main de Richelieu, a 
portrait, like a historical painting, has raging undercurrents of tension. Functions of both the 
complex nature of the depicted individual’s existence and the inevitable discrepancies 
between real life and artistic rendering, a portrait’s uneasiness quickly rises to the surface to 
emerge as a focal point in paintings such as Champaigne’s most famous painting of Richelieu 
(see figure 3, page 422). While the Cardinal’s face may project a stony placidity, a “fragilite” 
(49), and even a certain kindness around the eyes, his gesturing hand that at once beckons and 
points underscores his tight grip on French politics. Moreover, the hidden parts of his body, 
enshrouded in voluminous official garments, suggest Richelieu’s secretive, devious methods 
of fulfilling his goals.
Jouhaud notes that his position simultaneously suggests coming and going— an 
equivocal pose that further destabilizes the viewer:
2Le cardinal bouge: il pivote sur lui-meme, vers le spectateur ou, au contraire, sans la 
direction de l’ouverture noire dessinee par la tenture qui s’ecarte a l’arriere-plan.
Dans le premier cas, le regard precede le mouvement du corps, dans le second, il 
s’attarde sur qui le regarde. Le contraste apparait done net entre 1’immobile solennite 
de la masse rouge et la vivacite dur corps cache, et comme absent, entre la majeste 
hieratique de la fonction de la promptitude de Taction. (50-51)
Assuming a standing posture reserved for monarchs and members of the noble elite (50), 
Richelieu is an ambiguous figure: is he the cardinal or the controller of the State? All of 
these symbols and contradictions animate Champaigne’s portrait far more than the suggestion 
of movement lodged in the Cardinal’s extended foot.
Sources of tension springing from the relationship between art and reality are 
likewise noticeable in Madame Recamier’s “disturbing” (Monneret 141) image, whose 
unfinished state speaks to the emotional dramas that underlie the serene neo-classical scene. 
At once a “lascivious odalisque” and a symbol of “virginal purity” (141), Juliette possesses 
an ambiguous quality that underscores the contrast between the softness of her gown and 
body and the severely minimalist background. Similarly, her defiant gaze (perhaps a product 
of impatience and frustration with David’s painfully slow progress and constant complaining) 
clashes with her open, relaxed hand and comfortably bare feet. Such oppositional elements 
hint at the eventual animosity between painter and sitter that resulted in the painting’s 
unfinished state. They also recreate her enigmatic state as a “frigid” beauty married to her 
mother’s lover (possibly her own father) and devoting herself platonically to Chateaubriand 
(140).
In Fictions of the Pose: Rembrandt against the Italian Renaissance. Harry Berger 
explores the representational characteristics of the painted portrait that break apart its
3seemingly unified surface of sheer resemblance. As suggested by a painting’s physical 
texture, works belonging to the “textural mode” like those of Rembrandt are highly aware of 
themselves as representations: “the textural mode accentuates its value as an indexical sign 
that represents the cause— painting— of which it is the effect” (53). Furthermore, paintings 
in this mode “activate the observer shuttle” (57), or encourage viewer participation by 
moving between overall impression and close examination. Like the Half-length figure of 
Rembrandt (see figure 4, page 423), “a portrait that imitates self-portraits in which 
Rembrandt parodies both himself and the patron he impersonates” (5), such depictions 
ostentatiously exploit the space between reality and art to play, comment, and project 
meaning.
Berger also emphasizes that all acts of being depicted involve the social act of 
posing: “A patron who commissions a portrait doesn’t simply roll over and hold still while 
the painter portrays him; he gets himself portrayed: he participates in what, for him, is an act 
of self-portrayal, or self-presentation, or self-representation” (4). Added to the layer of self­
fiction are the artist’s filter, or his/ her act of posing the subject physically and 
representationally on the canvas, and the viewer’s act of interpreting the positioned subject. 
As a result of this collision of play, meaning, effort, and desire, the image pulses with the 
messiness of life under its taut veneer of tranquility. Indeed, one feels that if only the 
portraits of Juliette Recamier or Rembrandt were given speech (a common fancy in the 
seventeenth century), their sitters would rupture this surface tension and spring to life, thus 
clearing up but also dramatizing the ambiguities of resemblance inherent in plastic depiction.
Displayed in pastoral novels, romances, comic novels, nouvelles, portrait books, 
dedications, panegyrics, funeral orations, gazettes, letters, memoirs, and early psychological 
novels, verbal sketches of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries seem to endow their
4sitters with the faculty of speech as if to fulfill this fantasy. They present themselves 
categorically as talking paintings, a dominant metaphor, yet it is the portraitist who speaks in 
order to articulate her/ his version of the pose struck by the sitter. As do the names, mottoes, 
and signatures added to many painted portraits, written portrayals of real and fictional people 
prove that speaking for the sitter (or even allowing the sitter to speak for him/ herself) does 
not yield transparent representation, for, as a symbolic medium that expresses a version of a 
subject, language infuses its depicted subjects with a shiftiness comparable to that found in 
painted ones. Enigmatic shadows of individuals, literary portraits, like their painted 
counterparts, provide a source of pleasure as well as frustration for the reader in virtue of 
portraiture’s ambiguity.
Moreover, this characteristic makes literary portraits an incredibly supple medium for 
the writer. While generally projecting an air of simple resemblance, this representational 
form allows the author to imitate an individual’s similarly ambiguous presence in society, a 
function of participation in multiple social framing contexts. At the same time, its basic 
uncertainty vis-a-vis resemblance (hence, its problematic transparency as a sign) permits the 
author to comment on both the shifting nature of the sitter’s existence and the chosen means 
of representation.
The literary portrait’s incredible ability to represent and comment on the human 
condition is the subject of this dissertation. More specifically, I analyze the interactions 
between the “classical”1 seventeenth-century detached salon portrait and the nascent 
psychological novel, a course of study suggested and briefly explored in articles by Sandra
11 place this adjective in quotation marks because, while it is useful and meaningful to most readers, I 
wish to recognize that the idea of a dominant seventeenth-century aesthetic based on “classicism” has 
been convincingly challenged by critics like Rene Demoris, Jan Herman, Erica Harth, and Faith 
Beasley.
5Dijkstra and Faith Beasley.2 However, the former author limits her discussion of novelistic 
character development to the model provided by the very exclusive Divers portraits, an idea 
that overdetermines the work’s impact. By contrast, Beasley intriguingly proposes a 
subversive function for the salon portrait: that of relating an unofficial, parallel history of 
private feminine existence during the Old Regime, an account that she claims lies at the root 
of the evolution of the French psychological novel. While Dijkstra’s scope is much more 
limited and Beasley’s is colored by a more feminist palette, my dissertation is an affirmation 
and a continuation of their suggestive studies of the importance of the literary portrait in the 
world of early fiction. Furthermore, literary critics like Erica Harth, Louis Marin, Orest 
Ranum, and Jules Brody and modern art theorists like John Pope-Hennesy, Richard Brilliant, 
Lome Campbell, and Berger have studied the portrait as a powerful ideological tool, an idea 
that further urged me to explore written sketching.
I build on the above works by balancing specific inquiry into the portrait’s literary 
existence with wider theoretical and historical analysis of the oscillations between literature 
and society. This methodology resembles Peter Brooks’s approach in The Novel of 
Worldliness, a study of eighteenth-century fiction and social frames in works by Marivaux 
and Laclos among others. He eloquently describes the need for striking such a balance: 
methodologically this study must necessarily be situated somewhere between 
formalist analysis and literary history [...] because it is only through attention to their 
literary techniques and linguistic code that we, from our temporal and cultural 
remove, can grasp the sense and significance of these novels. (8)
2 See ‘’La Grande Mademoiselle’ and the Written Portrait: Feminine Narcissism, Aristocratic Pride, or 
Literary Innovation?” Pacific Coast Philology. 13 (1978): 19-28 and “Rescripting Historical Discourse: 
Literary Portraits by Women,” Papers on French Seventeenth Century Literature 14, no. 27 (1987): 
517-35, respectively.
6To bridge these temporal and cultural gaps, the following chapters feature close readings of 
key texts that illustrate broad aesthetic and social conclusions.
This mode of research has suggested that portraits, as the basic mode of character 
development and “le prelude ordinaire des narrations” (Villedieu, “Histoire” 568) in the 
seventeenth century, constitute a fundamental element of early fiction. The aim of this study 
is thus not to explore the causes of the so-called portrait craze of 1659 (the subject of 
Jacqueline Plantie’s Le Portrait litteraire) or of the emergence of the French psychological 
novel. Rather, it is to trace the reverberations of the new genre of the salon “portrait detache” 
in aesthetic and ideological realms (if the two can be separated). Furthermore, it is to tease 
apart the portrait’s incarnations in order to locate the ways in which this form’s more 
energetic presence in literature and society interacted with the evolving novel. I propose that 
instead of replacing or erasing the heroic portrait as a result of “changes in taste” (Showalter 
28), the emergent French psychological novel uses it in new, complex ways based on what 
verbal depiction comes to represent as an activity as well as a textual object.
The lens of the psychological novel’s incorporation of short forms allows for both the 
identification of a continuing aesthetic impulse throughout the early modem period and a 
validation of literature’s ability to rework ideology. Harth in Ideology and Culture in 
Seventeenth-Century France summarizes this power neatly in the statement, “art is ‘in 
ideology’ at the same time that it produces it” (30). Her take on the complex interaction of 
the real and the artistic during the seventeenth century emphasizes mutual exchange, a 
primary idea of my dissertation:
Culture in general produces ideology anew. It is a material production of and by
ideology. Art as one branch of cultural production is conditioned by factors common 
to this production as a whole [...]. Art produces but does not necessarily reproduce 
ideology; it reshapes it. (30)
7Sara Maza applies similar thinking in her critical look at the “causes celebres” in the 
eighteenth century, Private Lives and Public Affairs, where she pleads eloquently “for greater 
attention to the social role of fiction, in the widest sense of the term, in our approach to the 
past. It is hardly necessary to emphasize the powerful role played by narrative in shaping our 
understanding of ourselves and our world” (17).
In virtue of its unique position at the crossroads of the realistic and the real, the 
literary portrait is a Rosetta stone for deciphering the dynamic systems of exchange between 
public character and private individual, gossip and truth, and, on a larger scale, between art 
and society. For this reason, I have undertaken a study of the French literary portrait that 
includes an elucidation of its ties to painted portraiture, a history of practice from 1650-1750, 
and a hierarchical system of classification, or typology. This typology, when coupled with a 
study of the historical overview of practice, allows for the creation of a topology of the 
literary portrait. By charting the flux of the portrait’s historical incarnations, this mapping 
establishes the succinct verbal sketch as a major player in the rise of the modem subject and, 
therefore, in the sociopolitical changes in which the evolving novel participates.
To realize this map, I ask the questions “how?” “why?” and “to what effect?” about 
the evolving role of the verbal sketch in literature and its surrounding socio-political 
environment. Beginning with works contemporary with the “roman heroique,” this study 
wends its way mainly through portrait collections, nouvelles, and psychological novels to 
discover the different ways in which portraits are incorporated into texts, the changing 
interactions of the portrait with its surrounding frames and with other portraits in the same 
work, and the shifting content, import, and functions of the embedded texts themselves. All 
the while, I consider the written depiction in terms of its contribution to the “mensonge 
romanesque” (Herman) or the evolving codes of verisimilitude in prose fiction, which 
provide clues to early modem authors’ conceptions of social contexts.
I have chosen the seventy-year period from the Fronde revolts to the first part of 
Louis XV’s reign, or, in terms of literary history, from Mademoiselle de Scudery’s Artamene 
on le Grand Cvrus to L ’Abbe Prevost’s Manon Lescaut. because of the literary revolution that 
ran parallel to the complex, intense social and ideological turmoil of this epoch. Described 
by Harth as “the formation of a new society [...] within the womb of the old” (19), this period 
is characterized by the transformation of an entire way of life from the inside out. This 
transformation is in turn manifested in the writing of the period, which is characterized by the 
novel’s emergence as the dominant form of literature. Although their views on the particulars 
concerning the novel’s “coup d ’etat” vary, critics agree that a major literary shift took place 
during this time. In general, this change resulted in the nineteenth-century “triomphe [...] de 
l’ecriture bourgeoise” (Degre 41) over “l’ecriture classique” (42), as Roland Barthes 
describes it.
Although I agree that writing was changing, for it would be impossible not to notice 
the difference between the literary production of 1650 and that of 1730,1 reject the notion of 
an abrupt action-reaction schema. I see the gradual blending of two co-existing literary 
streams: the classical forms with the prose fiction that has traditionally been considered its 
countercurrent. This view applies Raymond Williams’s broad characterization of cultural 
shifts to the evolution of the French psychological novel. In Marxism and Literature, he 
describes the exchanges among three elements in any given culture: those that are “residual 
(“effectively formed in the past, but [...] still active in the cultural process”) (122), those that 
are “dominant,” and those that are “emergent” (“substantially alternative or oppositional to 
the dominant culture”) (123). He cautions that “in authentic historical analysis it is necessary 
at every point to recognize the complex interrelations between movements and tendencies 
both within and beyond a specific and effective dominance” (121). Thus, in describing a 
dominant culture, one must not ignore “the ‘residual’ and the ‘emergent,’ which in any real 
process, and at any moment in the process, are significant both in themselves and in what 
they reveal of the characteristics of the ‘dominant’” (122). Williams’s application of
9elements of Marxist theory to writing usefully permits catch-all descriptors of dominant 
aesthetic trends like “classicism” and “bourgeois writing.” At the same time, it allows (even 
demands) a discussion of oppositional forces within this writing culture.
The idea of a continuing yet changing aesthetic from the seventeenth to the 
eighteenth century is magnificently revealed in the oscillations between the “formes breves” 
associated with the “Siecle des Grands Classiques” and the emergent novel. Portraits, 
aphorisms, and anecdotes form the very basis of novels, for they function as character, moral, 
and plot. In short, the early novel’s existence depends almost entirely on the ancient forms 
mentioned above, which suggests something different than a simple dynamic of action- 
reaction, or the replacement of the “short” with the “long.”
Indeed, Harth’s idea of a new bourgeois ideological system growing in the womb of 
the old and destroying it from the inside is in fact the reverse of what I witness in the 
aesthetic principles deployed in the early psychological novel after Madame de La Fayette’s 
La Princesse de Cleves (1678). This novel reveals itself as the frame that encloses classical 
forms and therefore maintains rather than erases their existence. Moreover, in light of the 
inherently subversive nature of the novel that critics like Barthes and Mikhail Bakhtin 
describe, the fact that this aesthetic dynamic suggests the opposite of the widely accepted 
view on the rise of the bourgeois ideological system comes as no surprise. My approach to 
reconciling ideology and literature, therefore, more closely resembles that of Maza, who shies 
away from viewing the novel as a reflection of a “class struggle between rising bourgeoisie 
and decaying nobility” that leads to the Revolution (14). Careful not to oversimplify these 
processes, she instead “trace[s] the connections between canonical texts and lesser-known 
works [...] to reconstitute the linguistic, and broader cultural, contexts within which the 
Revolution became ‘thinkable’” (8). I study the ties between classical literature (in the form 
of the portrait) and novels to achieve a similar goal.
Just as French society was undergoing massive upheaval, the function of 
incorporated “formes breves” within the psychological novel metamorphosed over time from
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a means of reinforcing the story to an instrument of subversion. My interest in the portrait 
was initially piqued by the realization that in the pastoral novel, romance, and nouvelle 
(before the emergence of the psychological novel), portraits and narrative interact 
complementarily (the character’s personality is recreated in his/ her deeds and vice-versa), 
even while they keep a formal distance. The various means of physical and textual separation 
yield a cobbled-together series of short forms that speak with one voice to further the fanciful 
plot. La Princesse de Cleves. however, heralds a smoother integration of different types of 
portraiture and an emerging tension between portraits and their sitters’ actions. As 
exemplified in this text, early psychological novelists no longer habitually separate succinct 
portraits from the narrative via white space and glosses. Rather, they prefer to let their 
sketches evolve more subtly throughout the novel. Moreover, the set pieces that do appear in 
their works generally fulfill ironic rather than uniquely descriptive roles.
One cannot ignore the affinities between the more subtle and subversive ways in 
which early psychological novelists use portraiture and the sociopolitical shifts of the epoch. 
A short form associated with the nobility, the heroic portrait, given new functions within the 
frame of the evolving novel, participates in the changing atmosphere that eventually gives 
power to non-noble castes. Several of the portraits that I select for scrutiny flaunt an 
ideological agenda, whereas others participate in social change in more subtle ways. 
Knowingly or not, bourgeois and aristocratic novelists alike wield the portrait to promote an 
agenda based on the importance of the individual, an idea that reverberates throughout 
literary and political structures in the “Siecle des Lumieres.” The portrait evolves under the 
pens of psychological novelists into what I term the “hyper-portrait,” or the time-infused 
character, a persona that more closely mimics a complex individual in his/ her shifting social 
frame.
The transition of the verbal sketch from “short form” to “long form,” or from 
identifiable mini-text to ongoing, developing character description, is suggested by the 
continued presence in prose fiction of set-piece heroic portrayals as well as of painting
11
metaphors. As Part Three explores, psychological novelists employ the portrait as both an 
“archaic” and a “residual”3 form (to use Williams’s terminology) (122): they ostentatiously 
use the classical form while simultaneously juxtaposing it with their newfound focus on time- 
infused depiction. Once the sole means of character description (and presented as such), 
portraiture provides a source of irony yet remains the framing idea at the root of character 
development in the early novel, an idea that is indicated by the lingering cultural and literary 
touchstone of the set-piece portrait. This is not to say, however, that eighteenth-century 
writers use heroic portraiture for the same ends; they do so for their own complex critical 
purposes.
I will show that the literary portrait’s functions evolve and flourish within the novel 
in virtue of its changing literary and social symbolic value, which shifts, in part, due to the 
novel’s interactions with it. The idea of a circular series of oscillations lies at the heart of my 
arguments for the portrait’s relationship to the novel and the novel’s complex ties to society. 
The exploration of such mutual exchanges necessitates a discussion of framing. Drawing 
from Erving Goffman’s work, I relate my studies of individuals and society, short forms and 
the novel, and art and society to period and modem notions of frame theory throughout the 
dissertation.
Studying the literary portrait likewise entails a discussion of philosophical notions of 
public and private selves. A means of manipulating perceptions of one’s own self and the 
identities of others, portraiture is both a powerful literary and ideological tool and an 
expression of period ideas about identity. Drawing from literary theorists like Stephen 
Greenblatt and Jean-Marie Apostolides and scholars of painted portraiture like Brilliant and 
Berger, I examine evolving notions of personal spaces and self-projections as they manifest
3 “I would call the ‘archaic’ that which is wholly recognized as an element of the past, to be observed, 
to be examined, or even-on occasion to be consciously ‘revived’, in a deliberately specializing way. 
What I mean by the ‘residual’ is very different. The residual, by definition, has been effectively 
formed in the past, but it is still active in the cultural process, not only and often not at all as an 
element of the past, but as an effective element of the present” (Williams 122).
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themselves in the types of verbal depiction of my chosen period. This line of inquiry 
overlays and informs the other primary areas of analysis mentioned earlier, namely, the 
relationship between art and society as exhibited in the portrait, the evolution of the novel’s 
codes of plausibility, and the interactions of literary and social frames.
Above all, I strive to assume intelligence rather than naivete on the part of early 
modem authors. While imperative in the American justice system, an “innocent until proven 
guilty” mentality when approaching these texts does them an mjustice. Critics have long 
approached psychological novels of the early eighteenth century like L ’Abbe Prevost’s 
Manon Lescaut and Marivaux’s La Vie de Marianne with an expectant attitude, and the result 
is a large body of criticism devoted to the innovative and subversive themes, styles, and 
techniques of emergent French fiction. However, the dearth of material concerning the 
literary portrait hints at its global critical characterization as a mere salon conceit. What is 
more, even those choosing to study it like Harth and Plantie disparage the verbal sketch as a 
form, thereby diminishing the value of their own work. Rather than viewing even the most 
idealized of salon portraits as “pathetic [...] attempts to externalize”4 (108), as does Harth, or 
questioning the sanity of researching the effects of “des oeuvrettes galantes, fort souvent 
insipides, ecrites assez frequemment par d ’obscurs ecrivains, ces ‘faiseurs de portraits,’ ces 
plagiaires pretentieux” (14), as does Plantie, I set aside as much as possible modern concepts 
of the realistic and the frivolous.
This approach has allowed me to discover seventeenth-century literary portraitists’ 
often sophisticated views on art and society. Following the lead of Brooks, I deny the 
impulse of modem critics, who “tend to look for the wrong things, to emphasize the 
rudiments of a ‘realism’ which was not these writers’ concern (or criticize its absence)” and, 
in so doing, “fail to take account of their distance from us, the assumptions which informed 
their work and are now alien” (3). This perspective, when combined with a more rigorous
4 She uses “pathetic,” here to mean (in modem slang) “lame” rather than “melancholy” or “provoking 
sadness.”
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analysis of its existence as a literary form, has revealed the literary portrait to be a much 
richer subject of study, aesthetically and socially. Its significance is clear, however, only 
after first considering thoroughly its relationships to visual art, as I do in Part One. 
Furthermore, as I explain in Part One and demonstrate in Part Two, in order to understand 
this significance, it is essential not to conflate the literary portrait with the detached salon 
portrait. These principles have permitted me to merge a history of practice and a typology of 
the written sketch and, in so doing, to explore verbal depiction’s enhanced presence and 
functions within the early novel.
With these goals in mind, I have separated the many portraits considered in preparing 
this study into distinct, nested morphological categories that elegantly correspond with the 
time line of fiction’s changing face. While, as Domna Stanton explains when presenting her 
classification of the honnete homme and the dandy, “a typology, of course, is an abstraction 
from a predetermined set of examples, none of which ever contains all the elements in the 
typology itself’ (10), I have tried to ensure the solidity of my system by considering 
examples from a broad range of works: official and clandestine, prose and theatrical, comic 
and tragic, fictional and historical. The model that I have chosen to describe the diversifying 
verbal sketch is based on the elementary principles of evolutionary theory but is also molded 
by the ideas of Mary Campbell, E. M. Forster, Berger, and Plantie. As part of this general 
introduction, I will explain the principles of my taxonomy, which, together with a loose 
chronology, dictate the dissertation’s overarching organization.
Campbell argues convincingly that the opposing but overlapping concepts of 
“wonder and science” (the title of her recent book) characterize the main modes of thinking 
of the early modern period. Associated “with stasis and incomplete understanding” as well as 
with “speechlessness and a kind of paralysis” (4), wonder was in part a product of the fear, 
excitement, and ignorance that intensified because of massive “intellectual, technological, 
religious and economic transformation in Western Europe” (4). Its simultaneous adversary
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and cohort, science, which Campbell describes as “the epistemological innovation that 
eventually constituted ‘wonder’ as a drag’” (5), was likewise a product of these 
transformations. Nevertheless, science sought to dispel slack-jawed admiration, imagination, 
or trepidation through “natural philosophy” (5). According to Campbell, the “deluge” (7) of 
mathematical, biological, and anthropological facts and discoveries countered the urge to 
marvel while simultaneously providing new sources of wonder. In this “age of the mirror” 
(Norman 2), the literary portrait’s tense mix of fictional recreation of the private individual 
and scientific scrutiny of the public persona seems an ideal textual incarnation of the dual 
urges of this period’s authors, scientists, and historians (categories that hardly existed as 
separate entities at the time) both to imagine and speculate and to study and classify.
The literary portrait thus inhabits the intersection of wonder and science, but it also 
forges a bridge between character and painting. This second locus encourages an application 
of the ideas of Forster, who classifies novelistic characters, and Berger, who does the same 
for Renaissance painting, to a new organization of the verbal sketch. In this introduction, I 
will briefly treat the basics of their systems as they relate to a study of the literary portrait; 
more in-depth analyses occur throughout the dissertation as I introduce my own taxonomy.
In Aspects of the Novel. Forster famously separates novelistic characters into “flat” 
and “round” (67). The former category resembles Aristotle’s idea of an ethos in that a flat 
character projects a single, defining personality trait. This trait allows the reader to identify 
the figure instantly as a social type:
Flat characters were called “humorous” in the seventeenth century, and are 
sometimes called types, and sometimes caricatures. In their purest form, they are 
constructed round a single idea or quality: when there is more than one factor in 
them, we get the beginning of the curve towards the round. (67)
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Moreover, Forster explains that, as incarnations of social tics, flat characters help establish 
the setting and are “easily remembered by the reader afterward, [...] which gives them in 
retrospect a comforting quality” (69). Despite their inhuman two-dimensionality, they 
function in the interest of verisimilitude, for they provide a textual comfort zone in which the 
reader feels immediately at home. As a primary example of flat characters, Forster mentions 
those of Dickens, of which “nearly every one can be summed up in a sentence” (71). His 
concept of flatness applies directly to the salon portrait, a largely homogeneous form that 
displays either superlatively good or thoroughly evil characters. It is also useful in general 
for describing simple types, characters with an idee fixe, in all genres of writing.
According to Forster, a character that has “roundness” (69) mimics more closely a 
real individual’s existence. A round character exhibits a plausible unpredictability that lends 
complexity to its novelistic presence:
The test of a round character is whether it is capable of surprising in a convincing 
way. If it never surprises, it is flat. If it does not convince, it is a flat pretending to 
be round. It has the incalculability of life about it— life within the pages of a book. 
(78)
Forster admires the round characters of Jane Austen, William Thakeray, and Fyodor 
Dostoevsky, which please the reader with their capacity to be “changed by circumstances” 
(69). His idea of true roundness thus relies on two criteria: surprising complexity and 
evolution over time. As I explain later, I use these factors to further separate portraits into 
smaller categories.
In terms of the relationship between the types of characters, he holds that the two 
groups exist synchronically in the best novels: “a novel that is at all complex often requires 
flat people as well as round, and the outcome of their collisions parallels life more
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accurately” (71). This notion is essential for my study of early psychological novels like La 
Princesse de Cleves. which employ different types of portraits to achieve a new level of 
plausibility. Forster’s consistent focus on the contributions of character to novelistic 
verisimilitude is likewise a model for my course of analysis.
Harry Berger in Fictions of the Pose uses similar geometric metaphors when 
describing early modern painting’s four progressive modes of representation: the 
“decorative,” “graphic,” “optical,” and “textural.” Echoing Forster’s language, he uses the 
adjective “flat” in his explanation of the first mode, which dominated depictions before the 
fifteenth century:
Because of its context and symbolic function, the decorative mode is used to 
dramatize the distance and difference between the image and the figure or event it 
represents. It’s expressly an artificial, flat, conventional representation rather than a 
lifelike one because the transcendent figure or event it symbolizes exists beyond it. 
(42)
Unlike Forster’s view of flatness, Berger’s conception of the decorative mode underscores the 
explicitness of the depiction’s two-dimensionality. The artist’s view of the decorative 
painting as a “symbolic link of the image to the otherworldly” or its value as a sign and portal 
to an idea opens the door to new linguistic interpretations of verbal sketches that 
ostentatiously project a similar flatness. What is more, this mode emphasizes “the 
importance, value, and preciousness of the painting’s context and support” (42), or its 
ritualized presence. “Liturgical rather than magical” (42), the decorative painting’s functions 
inform those of the salon portrait. My baseline of study, the succinct salon portrait was an art 
form that likewise exhibited liturgical qualities (those indicating participation in a rigid code 
of conduct) within the context of the salon and court.
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The emergence of Berger’s graphic mode represents a shift in focus from the 
symbolic to the objective (44). In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, he explains, artists 
begin to create portraits that indicate an impulse to paint things and people “as they are 
known or thought to be” (44) or in a way that more closely resembles modern notions of 
plausibility. The focus on portraying the probable rather than the possible speaks to the 
nouvelle and early psychological novel’s avoidance of the romance’s coincidences and 
incredible peripeteia, which is a shift that accompanies a probing of private mental spaces. 
This new narrative territory represents a fertile domain that permits flights of imagination 
while applying different codes of plausibility .
The urge to copy objectively nature as it is experienced continues with the 
subsequent optical mode. Berger explains that this movement is characterized by the 
depiction of objects and individuals “as they are seen” (48). In terms of the later 
development of the French novel, such empirical tendencies speak to the intense scrutiny of 
visible public personae that parallels the focus on psychology. Again, Campell’s concept of 
an epistemological atmosphere of wonder and science overlaps with the interactions of the 
graphic and optical modes.
According to Berger, the above strategies give way to textural painting, in which “the 
qualities of paint and the traces of the painter’s hand are interposed between the eye and the 
image” (53). The final mode first underscores the painting’s status as representation. The 
modern novel’s modus operandi as described by Barthes, in which “l ’ecrivain montre du 
doigt le masque qu’il porte” (Pegre 32), seems to recreate Berger’s textural mode in this 
respect. Just as in the world of plastic depiction, novels gradually incorporate characters that 
both contribute to the web of verisimilitude and point to their own artifice together with 
ancestral flat types and more complex, human-like figures.
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Berger also notices that the textural mode highlights the artist’s primordial role in 
shaping reality as (s)he sees fit in virtue of purposefully visible brushstrokes, an idea that can 
likewise be applied to the evolving novel’s intense focus on modes of writing. This trend is 
readily apparent in the eighteenth century, the heyday of the epistolary and memoir forms. 
Finally, the textural mode stresses the viewer’s role in interpreting both the techniques and 
the meanings exhibited in the work. Shifting his/ her mental focus from global impression to 
minute technical detail according to his/ her position in front of the work, the recipient has the 
power “to make and unmake” the painting (56). Novels likewise increasingly call for reader 
interaction in a more ostentatious way. Although this demand is present even in the pastoral 
novel and romance of the early seventeenth century, which play upon the notion of the 
“roman a cles,” it intensifies with the eighteenth-century found-document novel.
In short, this study owes much to the above classifications of novelistic characters 
and modes of painting. In formulating my own typology, I have also considered Plantie’s 
exhaustive research on the history of detached salon portraiture. Although her work was an 
invaluable resource for me, I view my system of classification as an attempt to replace her 
binary grouping of fictional versus historical portraits. Like that of Forster, her system entails 
categories that are too large and thus messy to be entirely productive. Of the two, however, I 
find Forster’s system nuanced by Berger’s the more similar to my concept of a valid 
taxonomy. In light of my insistence upon the contributions of the portrait genre in the 
development of the modem novelistic subject, my system naturally resembles Forster’s idea 
of “flat” versus “round” characters, and it also incorporates elements of Berger’s shrewd take 
on painted portraiture’s development.
For Berger as well as Forster, flat depiction precedes more lifelike (in the modern 
sense) rendering. While they both concur that the modes exist synchronically (just as
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ancestral species and new ones may co-exist, at times without competition), they loosely 
sketch an evolution from naive or knowing flatness to other means of representation. I 
propose a typology that similarly categorizes elements according to dimensionality and traces 
their transformation over time. While retaining a sense of wonder at the literary portrait’s 
many variations and functions, I aim to create a more scientific classification of its forms, an 
effort that will hopefully prove a useful tool not only for the study of literary portraits as a 
genre, but also for the exploration of the development of the modem literary and political 
subject within literature.
In developing this system, I took into account the history and methods of scientific 
taxonomical classification in addition to the efforts to categorize artistic works mentioned 
above. At the heart of my formulation of a typology was the desire to create a classification 
that logically accounted for the many examples of verbal sketching that I have encountered. 
Furthermore, it was essential to select a system that possessed the flexibility to accommodate 
future (heretofore unanalyzed or undiscovered) texts. I was able to flesh out these 
groundrules in light of the large body of work by evolutionary biologists exploring 
phylogenetic relationships, or the evolutionary system that falls out of the intricate processes 
of natural selection. Applying these rigorous principles to literary classification provided the 
frame in which I develop my “evolution of the literary portrait.” These lines of thinking have 
revealed the genre to be as complex and unique as an animal or plant species in the natural 
kingdom.
The family of portraits that I consider includes prose characters, most notably those 
of the psychological novel. As I aim to prove throughout, a historical literary analysis 
justifies the close relationship between the early modem prose character and the concept of 
the literary portrait, which critics have generally viewed as synonymous with the detached
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salon portrait. Intriguingly, Forster recognizes this connection in his characterization of Jane 
Austen as a “miniaturist” (74), an allegory of artistic production that he doubtless borrowed 
from her own writing.5 Moreover, his idea of flat and round, as metaphors that suggest 
physicality, evoke portraiture and sculpture. Similarly, the classification system presented 
here, one that suggested itself after a close scrutiny of many texts, is based on dimensionality. 
As such, it rightly highlights literary portraiture’s connections to plastic representation in 
addition to offering a means of linking the portrait and the character via a nested system of 
ancestry.
My model indicates that dimensionality is the characteristic that, once defined, allows 
for a clearer separation of the types of French verbal sketching from 1650 to 1730. Using W. 
Hennig’s ideas on objective taxonomical analysis in Phylogenetic Svstematics as a guide, I 
have found that three types of literary portraits form a nested hierarchy according to their 
shared differences, or derived (more specific) characteristics, rather than shared similarities, 
or primitive (more general) ones. Douglas Theobald explains the usefulness of such a system 
in the field of evolutionary biology:
This method, known as cladistics,6 does not assume genealogical relatedness a priori, 
since it can be used to classify anything in principle, even things like books, cars, or 
chairs that are obviously not genealogically related in a biological sense. Neither 
does it use circular logic; the conclusions and predictions from a cladistic analysis are
5 In a letter to her nephew James Edward Austen dated 16 December 1816, she characterizes her work, 
perhaps with a false modesty, as that of a miniaturist: "What should I do with your strong, manly, 
spirited Sketches, full of Variety & Glow?—How could I possibly join them on to the little bit (two 
Inches wide) of Ivory on which I work with so fine a Brush, as produces little effect after much 
labour?" (323).
6 Cladistics is defined as a “system of biological taxonomy that defines taxa uniquely by shared 
characteristics not found in ancestral groups and uses inferred evolutionary relationships to arrange 
taxa in a branching hierarchy such that all members of a given taxon have the same ancestors.”
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not part of the input data. Using firm evolutionary arguments, Hennig reasoned that 
his method was the most appropriate classification technique for determining 
evolutionary relationships generated by lineal descent. In fact, Hennig's cladistics is 
in fact nothing more than a rigorous formalization of the classification methods 
biologists had been using intuitively ever since Linnaeus penned Systema Naturae. 
Biologists today construct their phylogenetic trees based on Hennig's method, and 
because of cladistics these phylogenetic trees are reproducible and independently 
testable. (N. pag.)
The application of classification methods developed for living organisms to that of 
literary portraits may seem at first tendentious, for a body of literature, whose members are 
purposefully shaped by the human imagination, is different from that of living taxa, whose 
members (until humans began selecting for certain traits in various organisms) were not 
similarly engineered. However, a taxonomy of living creatures shares with a study of literary 
genres the basic goal of fleshing out the history of interconnectivity over time, and the 
resulting patterns of descent turn this history into a basis for classification. What is more, 
literary critics often use biological terms in their treatises, as suggested by the title of English 
Showalter’s book Evolution of the French Novel: 1641-1782. As Showalter implies, there 
are intriguing resemblances between the evolution of life as described by cladistics and that 
of literature. First, just as organisms and texts have ancestors, authors have models— past 
writers to emulate and react against. Participating in the socially saturated symbolic system 
of writing, texts rely on previous writing for their existence by inheriting styles, forms, and 
tropes. Additionally, both biological and literary systems are subject to the constraints of 
time. Along time’s linear path, they may appear to loop back, but the irreversibility of time
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assures at a basic level a one-directionality of change. These affinities suggest that both 
systems will exhibit branching and nesting.
Moreover, studies of the realms of life and literature involve similar challenges.7 The 
first of these is the inevitability of incomplete data. As Stanton’s earlier quote points out, no 
example can exhibit all of the qualities of the group, and no study can include every possible 
example. Nevertheless, there is a point at which overwhelming evidence burgeons into 
significance, and the quantity of texts that I consider tilts the scales in the direction of fact 
rather than artifact. A further complication of classifiation is the subjective nature of the 
decision to highlight certain characteristics from the outset. I approached the texts with a 
vague hypothesis that the portrait must have interacted with other forms of early French prose 
but formulated the following taxonomy, again, only after experiencing a wide range of verbal 
sketching. Finally, one must not overlook the incidence of simultaneous and convergent 
evolution, or the incredible flexibility of organisms and texts. Just as living beings can 
develop similar traits at the same time or redevelop lost characteristics, texts, in virtue of the 
author’s ability to shape her/his work, can not only break new ground, but they can also 
revisit past forms and recombine forms to generate hybrids.
Even the seemingly obvious differences between phylogenetic classification and an 
organization of the literary portrait soften under scrutiny. One might argue that literature, as 
the product of the human mind, is not bound as tightly by rules of parsimony. Science 
generally demands acceptance of the “simplest is best” maxim (Ockham’s razor), but the 
writer can choose or develop his own central myth. Nevertheless, natural selection, like 
literature, resists this simple characterization. As scientists understand further the processes
7 For an exhaustive discussion of caveats about reconstructing phylogenetic trees using cladistic 
analysis, see the introduction to Part One of Douglas Theobald’s 29+ Evidences for Macroevolution
(http://www.talk0rigins.0rg/faqs/c0mdesc/secti0nl.html#cladistics).
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of evolution, it is clear that the simplest explanation does not always reflect the realities of the 
natural world; for example, whales are mammals rather than fish.
One might counter that continued interactions among literary systems are not as 
limited as they are in the world’s living systems: a novelist can incorporate poetry into his 
work, but a cat cannot mate with a dog. Again, however, living and literary systems reveal 
deep-set analogies. Cross-mating among species is rampant in the natural world; the 
outbreak of the SARS virus in 2002 proves that the DNA of different species intermingles. In 
light of these parallels, I am convinced that a model loosely based on the one preferred by the 
majority of evolutionary biologists—one that asks “what is different?” about groups of 
realted texts— will prove productive and enlightening.
Thus, I have used a system based on shared, derived characteristics rather than on 
ones that belong to the larger group (those that distinguish portraiture from other genres of 
writing) to sort verbal sketches into three useful categories. To return briefly to previous 
models of classification in an effort to name these subgroups, Linnaeus’s hierarchical trinity 
of “kingdoms of nature” in which “Minerals grow; Plants grow and live; Animals grow, live 
and have feeling” (19) would be whimsically fitting. Literary portraits seem to arrange 
themselves into his ternary complex consisting of “mineral” (orderly depictions of 
“crystallized” characters with no flaws), “vegetable” (descriptions of living but immobile 
individuals) and “animal” (portrayals that, through development over time, animate the 
portrait to create the semblance of an evolving, self-determining human). Preferring not to 
degrade sitters such as the King of France by labeling him a “vegetable,” I give the groups 
names that relate to Forster’s idea of dimensionality. Like that of Linnaeus, this system 
shows a nested pattern: the more complex categories exhibit the basic characteristic (here, 
dimensionality) of the simpler ancestors. In this new typology, portraits that depict the
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subject as a single socio-literary type are deemed “planar” (two-dimensional), those that react 
against the type to yield a character with conflicting traits are labeled “spherical” (three- 
dimensional), and those that present a multi-faceted, multi-framed character that develops 
over time are named “hyper” (four-dimensional).
The elegance of this system lies in its ability to address simultaneously intention and 
finished product while not relying on the sticky status of a portrait’s referent, a la Plantie. As 
described earlier, Plantie separates historical portraits forged by authors who “ont voulu 
‘reciter’ l ’homme” (34) from fictional portraits created by those “qui fa9onnent l’homme” 
(54). Her model yields indistinguishable boundaries not only because it hinges upon an 
impossible knowledge of intent, as suggested by the verb “vouloir,” but also because it does 
not take into consideration the inherently slippery nature of the idea o f resemblance, which I 
discuss in detail in Part One. Briefly, one can choose to argue that all portraits must be 
lodged at least partially in the real in virtue of the social codes imprinted upon them or, 
conversely, that no portrait (even a self-portrait), as a symbolic object that can only mimic 
social poses rather than individuals, truly resembles the complexity of any sitter.
The dimensionality model described above eliminates the need to consider the 
authenticity of the model (whether the portrait is keyed), for the texts are all presented as 
“literary portraits.” Whether they are auto-portraits of historical individuals, social tics 
distilled into “caracteres,” or confected, ongoing sketches of fictional characters, the texts 
share a primary fiction inherent to portraiture: that of the inescapable type, or “pose,” to use 
Berger’s vocabulary. Portraits of real people and fictional ones are subject to similar 
constraints and ambiguities, for both groups are fictions at their cores. As such, they are both 
subject to the same rules of classification in this system. For example, I hold that largely 
fictional characters like Marivaux’s chatty, self-centered Marianne or Madame de La
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Fayette’s exotic, gorgeous Zaide are just as planar as the gallant Monsieur from Divers 
portraits or Mademoiselle de Scudery’s “Grand Cyrus,” based on the Prince de Conde. What 
counts here is the complexity (dimensionality, in this model) of the finished product— 
whether the portrait presents a single fiction, whether it divides the character into the more 
human layers of multiple fictions, or whether it is both complex and ongoing, thus allowing 
the character to change over time. Indeed, the grouping of real and realistic individuals 
together speaks to portraiture’s ability to comment on human existence by its very form. As I 
show throughout, real individuals wrap themselves in portraits as they fashion their behavior 
after their own notions of how they wish to behave.
The simultaneous ancestor and companion of the other two groups of portraits, my 
first category, planar portraiture, denotes a creature that has more than one feature but whose 
sum of features equals a single idea: an unironic type. The characters of the “roman 
heroique” and the precious portrait book of 1659 are often cited as archetypes of two- 
dimensionality, for they generally present the sitter as an idealized hero or villain who has no 
human-like inconsistencies. Such portraits have attracted by far the most critical attention in 
articles and books by Plantie, Harth, Dijkstra, Beasley, Jean Lafond, Richard Sorman, Susan 
Read Baker (who briefly mentions “the lasting influence of the portrait on the novel form”) 
(14), and Nicole Aronson, among others. For this reason, I devote the least amount of space 
to this ancestral form of verbal sketching. Planar portraiture, of which I study examples from 
romances and portrait collections, has in most critical works served as the definition of 
“literary portrait”; for example, Plantie’s Le Portrait litteraire focuses on the salon set pieces 
of the 1650’s.
Here, I show that the “detached salon portrait” (my name for the works in the 1659 
books) belongs almost exclusively to a larger body of texts: planar portraits. This group
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highly idealizes its sitters to forge portraits with generic faces that correspond to an overall 
view of perfect (or perfectly imperfect) behavior. Moreover, they achieve this in part by 
relying heavily upon the practice of brevitas as exhibited in ancient biographical works by 
authors like Suetonius and Plutarch. Despite the subset’s generally homogeneous content, 
however, I show that the functions of two-dimensional portraits were remarkably complex, 
which suggests a purposeful and savvy agenda of compression on the part of their authors.
The second group in my portrait gallery, “spherical” portraits, present themselves as 
“spheres,” or “little globe[s]” (75) rather than as two-dimensional “disks” (69), to use some 
of Forster’s metaphors. By analyzing verbal sketches from La Grande Mademoiselle’s 
Divers portraits. Bussy-Rabutin’s Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. the anonymous Caracteres 
de la famille rovale. and La Bruyere’s Caracteres together with examples of comic subversive 
characters, I argue that spherical depictions knowingly conscript many of the formal 
conventions of the heroic set piece in order to satirize and/ or subvert the planar form by 
providing it with particularity.
I wish to make clear from the outset that, while I globally characterize them as “anti­
portraits,” I do not view three-dimensional portraits as the simple product of an abrupt 
“change in taste” (Showalter 28) that dictated increased verisimilitude. It is essential to 
understand that a variety of reasons, from the overtly political to the purely comic, drove anti­
portraitists. A polymorphic group in virtue of the wildly different motives of their creators, 
spherical portraits generally aimed to counterbalance the hyper-idealization prevalent in 
planar portraiture’s encomiums. This reaction pushed literary portraiture along a different 
path, one now recognized as leading toward the characters that more closely adhere to 
modern codes of plausibility. However, their authors did not seem to have stronger notions 
of what was or was not lifelike. Rather, they forged paintings meant to oppose, and the
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primary means of opposing was to debunk the mythical character, or to repaint the hero in the 
colors of a real individual. Applied to members of the nobility, exotic figures from other 
countries, and members of non-noble castes, these hues were mixtures of good and bad 
characteristics instead of the pure black and white of planar sketches. Spherical portraits thus 
sketch in the faces of the heroic portrait’s featureless sitters.
Three-dimensional portraits are like human time-slices, for they provide a limited 
scope but give the character the complexity of a real person, if briefly. Often describing a 
social mask in order to contrast it with the sitter’s underlying (thus, true) nature, this group of 
sketches invariably focuses on moral depiction. Stripped of their literal and figurative 
clothes, spherical characters find themselves placed between two slides under the authorial 
microscope: the text does not stop at an analysis of their public personae, but rather it seeks to 
pose them in a more natural, private way. Although taken from a wide variety of prose 
works, the portraits presented here represent a collective step along the way toward the more 
openly critical self-scrutiny that culminates in the superbly complex characters of nineteenth- 
century “realist” novels like Flaubert’s Madame Bovarv.
The final subset of portrait, the “hyper-portrait,” allows for a separation of degrees of 
human-ness from human-like transformation over time (Forster groups them together). 
Descriptions that display the continuing evolution of an individual belong to the prose genres 
of the biography, the autobiography, and the novel— forms that intertwine and merge, aided 
by portraiture, throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Memoirs and pseudo­
memoirs are privileged forms in the history of the early psychological novel, and they emerge 
as the breeding ground for expanding portraits. I draw my examples of these most complex 
sketches from two such texts: La Princesse de Cleves. a mixture of biography, history, and 
fiction, and Memoires d ’un homme de qualite. a confected memoir containing the falsely
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biographical Manon Lescaut. More subtly displaying and using their ties to detached 
portraiture, hyper-portraits embody the early novel’s attitudes toward verbal sketching. No 
longer a simple means of character presentation, the portrait takes on new functions as first- 
person narrators use it in their portraits of others and in their evolving, ongoing self­
characterizations.
In this final section, I make my case for the portrait’s crucial role in the history of the 
modem novelistic subject through an exploration of the early psychological novel’s explicit 
and implicit references to and uses of portraiture. In these works, heroic set pieces, spherical 
depictions, and ongoing characterizations exist side-by-side with metaphorical images of 
depiction. The portrait is, thus, both flaunted in its classical (“archaic,” to use again 
Williams’s term) form and changed into a new, novelistic form. The resulting mix serves to 
underscore the importance of written sketching for the novel even as the narrative frame 
usurps it for its own ends and toys with its form.
To display the relationship of the set-piece portrait and the novelistic character, I 
have juxtaposed the two inside a different gallery, one where viewers see them in the new 
light generated by reflections and distortions among genres. The time-infused character’s 
displacement from the novel and placement alongside examples of set-piece verbal sketching 
highlights similarities and interactions between two literary forms traditionally considered 
separate. Here, the distinction between “portraits” and “characters” is blurred: is a portrait a 
character or a character a portrait? This chiastic question establishes the literary portrait, 
heretofore deemed a subset of “forme breve,” as both frame and element of a broader 
painting that displays not only figures from all literary landscapes, but also the complex 
relationships between characters and real individuals living out theatrical lives in early 
modem France.
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Part I: Heads and Tales: An Introduction to Painted 
and Literary Portraits
Chapter I: Preliminary Considerations
Presented as a pictorial mise-en-abime. the traditional frontispiece is a translation of a 
book’s content from the representational medium of writing into that of drawing. Common in 
published works from all seventeenth-century genres, this introductory woodcut or engraving 
often includes the work’s name, publisher, and dedication in its concentrated version of the 
text’s subject. The ancient phenomenon of the frontispiece,8 as an illustration that 
reinterprets a collection of words through both sketching and text, occasions reflection upon 
the tight yet tense relationship between painting and poetry. This association is likewise 
highlighted by the topic of my thesis, the literary portrait, which is, in a sense, a collection of 
words that reinterprets a picture.
The rapport between painting and writing is further intensified (and made tense) by 
the existence of frontispieces in compilations of French portraits like the 1659 Recueil des 
portraits et eloges en vers et en prose. Entitled “La Galerie des Peintures ou Recueil des 
Portraits en Vers et en Prose,”9 the illustration represents the content of the text as a long, 
column-filled hall of stacked circular portraits, at the end of which is a sculpted bust of Louis 
XIV (see figure 5, page 424). While the mausoleum-like building with its cartoonish 
drawings of sitters in similar poses seems to capture the essence of the text’s rather
8 Frontispieces occur in the first printed books discovered, like the Chinese Diamond Sutra, which 
dates from the ninth century AD.
9 Interestingly, the publishers of this book, Sercy and Barbin, renamed the entire work Galerie des 
peintures after the frontispiece for the 1663 reprint.
homogenous, stylized descriptions of long dead aristocrats, the altered title indicates an 
agonistic dynamic between text and drawing.
A plastic representation of a literary work that claims to mimic the art of painting, 
this frontispiece embodies the circularity of the kinship within the “sisterhood” (Braider, 
Paradoxical” 168) of painting and poetry. The circularity is further underscored by the 
picture’s status as an illustration o f the portraits that those texts in turn claim to mimic. The 
frontispiece presents itself as a re-forging of the original portraits; yet, the resulting rows of 
roughly sketched heads suffer mimetically from their ostensible translation from real sitters 
(themselves self-fashioned portraits) to plastic portraits to verbal sketches to this composite 
engraving. Thus, as the aesthetic questions raised by “La Galerie des Peintures ou Recueil 
des Portraits en Vers et en Prose” suggest, defining the relationship between the sister arts is a 
stimulating but daunting task.
As both the title of Recueil’s frontispiece and its own name imply, the literary 
portrait is an artistic form that relies upon this perceived relationship for its very existence. 
However, looked at closely, the term “literary portrait,” like the above title that labels a 
picture a recueil, is a bit o f a paradox. One wonders how a “portrait,” commonly thought 
o f as a painted depiction of an individual, can be “literary,” and, further, what results from the 
infinite system of exchange between the two representational forms. Although both are 
wedded to the vague notion of the “arts,” the two elements o f this compound term seem 
unlikely companions, as they overlook an aesthetic schism between the written and the 
plastic. Moreover, the idea of an unbridgeable space between the two means of artistic 
expression is recreated in the gap between the two words, which together denote a single 
concept. The resulting term is thus the product of a combination of signifiers that are both 
closely related and inherently different. More questions, however, arise: is the resulting work
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classified first and foremost as a type of “portrait,” thus emphasizing its plasticity, or is it 
primarily a work of literature? The fact that “portrait” is the noun and “literary” the modifier 
suggests an emphasis on the painted portrait, but the end result belongs to the realm of 
literature (or written history).
Modifier and modified, signifier and referent— a series of challenging questions 
swirl around this hybridized term, including, most importantly, “What is a literary portrait?” 
The answer to this query is, in fact, the subject of my entire thesis, which classifies and traces 
the incarnations, functions, and effects of this “forme breve” during the late seventeenth and 
early eighteenth centuries. Nevertheless, I can begin neither to sketch a “topology” of the 
evolving, shifting literary portrait nor use the metaphor of painting while referring to writing 
without first exploring the verbal portrait’s relationship to the normative portrait. Indeed, this 
discussion is a crucial first step in defining the literary portrait.
A detailed comparison of painted and verbal portraits is a critical path that scholars, 
while freely exploiting the metaphorical possibilities of their relationship, have neglected to 
explore. Examples of written portraiture abound in critical works treating painted portraits, 
but none of these studies supply an accompanying examination of the complex relationship 
between the two art forms. For example, Richard Brilliant’s Portraiture mixes literary and 
plastic examples as if the early modem concept of transparency between painting and poetry 
were an unchallenged notion, as in his discussion of Madame Bovary (33). Similarly, Lome 
Campbell in Renaissance Portraiture uses examples of verbal portraiture to support certain 
points regarding painting’s functions, as in his reference to two written descriptions of Dom 
Carlos of Spain (197). Such an unreflecting interchange of portrait media is particularly 
puzzling considering the many studies of the “ut pictura poesis” aesthetic doctrine that cast 
the underlying principle of an identity between painting and poetry in a naive light.
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Hence, it is essential to examine the driving force of early modem aesthetics, “ut 
pictura poesis” (“as is/ in painting, so is/ in poetry”) (Horace 361),10 and the slippery concept 
of “nature,” the principle object of artistic imitation under this system,11 before comparing 
portrait types. Part One will first explore how the “ut pictura poesis” mantra creates the
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artistic ambiance for the painting-poetry coupling that produces the “literary portrait.” 
Despite the dominant early modem conflation of the two, I will show that, just as replication 
between sisters is impossible in the natural world, the rapport between painted and literary 
portraits is one of complementary difference rather than transparent mimesis. Applying 
Gotthold Lessing’s insights on painting versus poetry in Laocoon (1766) to the realm of 
human depiction, I, too, find that their differences do not prevent poetry from “help[ing] out 
painting” and vice-versa (3); on the contrary, as Lessing argues, there is a “balance [...] 
between the two arts” (3) that deserves more careful consideration.
An investigation of the meaning of the term “portrait” will precede my analysis of 
this relationship. Taking my cues from studies of Renaissance painted portraits (of which 
there is no shortage), I will examine the interactions of the painter, sitter, and viewer, the 
means of execution, and the varying functions of painted and literary portraits. Seeking to 
avoid the common critical misstep of failing to clarify the categories of portraiture that I 
discuss, I am limiting this preliminary comparison to Renaissance painted portraits of real, 
single individuals and to seventeenth-century literary set pieces of real, single individuals. 
Through this careful study of terms and relationships, I hope to clarify the literary portrait’s
10 Cited by line number in the Latin original from the Loeb Classics 1926 edition.
11 On the “ut pictura poesis” doctrine, see Rensselaer W. Lee, Ut Pictura Poesis: The Humanistic 
Theory of Painting, (New York, 1967); Erica Harth, Ideology and Culture in Seventeenth-Century 
France (Ithaca and London, 1983) pp. 68-127; Jacqueline Plantie, La Mode du portrait litteraire en 
France 0641-1680 (Paris, 1994) pp. 115-43; and Christopher Braider, “The paradoxical sisterhood: 
‘ut pictura poesis’” in The Cambridge History of Literary Critcism III (Cambridge, 1998): 168-75.
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special version of depiction and, thereby, construct a solid platform on which to build my 
subsequent argument regarding the literary portrait’s significant contribution to the 
development of the novel.
Mimetic Modes in Seventeenth-Century France
From the mid-sixteenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries, painting and poetry were, as 
Rensselaer Lee explains, “considered almost identical in fundamental nature, in content, and 
in purpose” (3). They were deemed the “sister arts” (3), a relationship that was performed by 
the replacement of the word “peinture” in French precious discourse with the metaphor “la 
soeur de la poesie” (Somaize II, 202). Horace’s comment “ut pictura poesis” (361) and the 
related saying ascribed to Simonides by Plutarch in Moralia’s De Gloria Atheniensium 
“poema pictura loquens, pictura poema silens” (“poetry is a speaking picture, painting mute 
poetry”) (3. 347a)12 provided the foundation for this identity. Artists took these dictates as a 
call for painting and literature to subscribe to the same version of representation, one based 
on the embellishment of nature and the imitation of noble human action.
Unlike the shared goal of “mimetic idealism” (Berger 80), which, as Lessing 
explains, was “the first law of art, the law of Beauty” (12) in ancient Greece, the transparency 
between painting and poetry— the basic principle of much of seventeenth-century artistic 
production— was an idea that originally had little substance. As Harth argues, “ut pictura
12 Cited by book, chapter, and section number of the original text in Greek from the Loeb edition of 
1927 (based on the Bemardakis edition of 1888-96).
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poesis” was in Horace’s Ars Poetica “little more than a conceit” (24). Moreover, this central 
dogma springs from an error in translation, as Braider explains:
As cited by Renaissance theorists, the crucial phrase is the product of a pronounced 
misreading, a ‘creative misprision.’ This misprision was favoured by a corrupt 
punctuation of Horace’s text tying the key verb “erit” [‘will be’] to the initial phrase 
ut pictura poesis rather than to the actual subject of the main clause. This yields, in 
place of Horace’s careful comment that it will sometimes happen, in poetry as in 
painting, that one work is best viewed close to and another from a distance, the 
general stricture, ‘ut pictura poesis erit’: it will be, always and essentially, in poetry 
as in painting. (“Paradoxical” 170)
This misappropriation is not surprising, for the classical aesthetic that dominated early 
modem France was a patchwork of ancient ideas lifted out of their contexts and twisted 
together in an attempt to shape a perfectly unified theory of art. Harth explains this process: 
From eclectic fragments of ancient thought the moderns built an aesthetic uniting the 
verbal and the visual arts. Its cornerstone was Aristotelian in origin, but the 
theoreticians expanded Aristotle's principle of art as the imitation of human action 
into that of art as the imitation of nature. Following both Aristotle and Horace, they 
linked the aesthetic and the moral, pleasure with instmction. (24)
Although the essence of the entire system— that is, the concept of art as 
representation or imitation— was extracted primarily from Aristotle and Horace, the 
moderns significantly altered this concept in theory and practice. (25)
The moderns’ radical altering of ancient aesthetic theories, all the while citing Greek 
and Roman authors, suggests a desire to seek sources for predetermined ideas, as Braider also 
suggests (“Paradoxical” 170). The result of their scramble to find quotes to fit a
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preconceived theoretical mold was an aesthetic riddled with contradiction that favored poetic 
idealism over painterly naturalism. This central artistic theory was based on the transparency 
between painting and writing and on what Jan Herman terms the first commandment of 
classical poetics: "l'art doit imiter la nature" (129). The second founding principle, 
contradictory itself because of the hazy concepts of “imitation” and nature (what gets 
imitated? what imitates nature?), merits further examination in virtue of its pertinence to my 
study of portraiture, an art form that presents itself as primarily an imitative art.
In On the Sublime. Longinus states, “Art is perfect when it seems to be nature”
(22).13 By this, he means that a work achieves perfection when it ceases to imitate the copy 
of nature that the artist experiences or when it represents adequately Plato’s “ideas or forms” 
of nature (596b). Such perfect imitation of nature (or an imitation of a perfect nature) was the 
artistic goal of many seventeenth-century writers and painters. For them, imitation was to 
happen only through imitation of artists from Antiquity: “les Maistres de nostre Art,” as 
Pierre le Moyne dubbed them in 1641 (9). Greek and Roman writers and sculptors, according 
to the French classicists, had managed to represent nature, and their later counterparts wished 
to channel this connection to nature by imitating their ancestors. For example, Boileau, in 
L ’Art poetique. tells the poet, “que la nature soit done votre etude unique” (3. 359),14 while 
constantly instructing him to follow closely in the footsteps of ancient writers.
Roger de Piles speaks similarly out of both sides of his mouth concerning imitation 
and painting. He admires Rubens’s idealized depictions for their “natural” subject matter: “il 
a cru ne pouvoir mieux chercher les beautez de la Nature que dans la Nature mesme” (254- 
55), but he equivocates as to what nature truly is. Piles counsels artists of his time “not to
13 This is the chapter number from the Roberts translation of 1899.
14 Cited by canto and verse number. I intend to use this standard format henceforth for L’Art poetique.
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limit themselves” to imitation of Ancients, yet he admires Greek and Roman statuary as 
models for this type of imitation:
Mais les Peintres qui ont dequoy imiter la Nature plus parfaitement, ne doivent pas se 
bomer aux Ouvrages anciens, ny les imiter en cela; ils ne s’en doivent servir tout au 
plus que comme des moyens pour faire choix de la belle Nature dont les Statues 
Antiques tirent toute leur beaute. (254)
Boileau and Piles’s simultaneous dictates of “imitate ancient art” and “imitate nature” 
are not, however, contradictory, for it is clear that they equated the two. Again, they 
considered artists of the “Age d ’or” as perfect imitators of nature; thus, ancient models 
provided a key to successful mimetic strategies. Moreover, this view encouraged the valuing 
of imitation, not only of ancient works and the ideas that closeness to nature aroused, but 
also, for painters and poets, of mimetic modes characteristic of the opposite sister art. As 
Harth eloquently states:
Painting and poetry, in their respective manners, imitated each other's means of 
representation as well as their respective objects of representation. The value of the 
representation came to consist in the ‘artifice,’ or skillful manner, of its imitation. 
From the ancient concept of art as imitation the modems evolved an art o f  imitation. 
(26)
In this way, the desire to imitate nature was inextricably tied to the “ut pictura” doctrine.
Harth's comments underscore the idea that the classical dictate to imitate nature was 
far from a call to represent reality through art, although period artists subscribing to the 
reigning aesthetic viewed this “art of imitation” as a means of achieving verisimilitude. The 
concept of “art as imitation of imitation of nature” indicates a gulf between early modern and 
modem ideas of nature, a term that today has as its first meaning “the essential character of a
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thing” (Webster’s New World Dictionary). In sum, modem critics concur that the 
seventeenth-century dominant aesthetic required imitation of an idealized nature that was, 
paradoxically to the modern reader, intangible in an age distanced from the “Age d ’or.” Jan 
Herman, quoting Catherine Kintzler, describes this idealization of nature:
Ce “naturalisme” classique n’est cependant pas un realisme15: il preconise la 
conformite de l'oeuvre d'art a un modele ideal qu'on appelle conventionnellement la 
nature. [...] II convient done de preciser que selon la doctrine classique, il s’agit de la 
“belle nature,” de la nature prise dans sa verite profonde. [...] La copie ne doit pas 
etre en tout semblable a la nature meme. Si l’imitation doit etre fidele aux traits 
essentiels et permanents du modele, elle peut (elle doit) modifier les elements 
variables en les embellissant. Ce qui est done offert a la contemplation esthetique, 
e’est “une nature cultivee, maitrisee, poussee a bout, plus vraie et plus fragile en 
meme temps parce que l’essentiel ne se devoile jamais qu’a contre-cceur.” (129-30). 
Classical literature is thus generally marked by the seemingly contradictory desire to 
imitate plausibly and perfectly a certain kind of nature: “la belle nature,” or the invisible and 
hypothetical essences of observable things (Plato’s “forms or ideas”) (596b).16 To many 
writers of this period (with the great exception of the satirists), representation meant the 
exclusion of the quotidian and brutal in order to portray nature as literally “belle.” In Les 
Reflexions sur la poetique de ce temps et sur les ouvrages des poetes anciens et modemes 
(1674), Pere Rapin explains this mode of depiction to the early modern reader/ beholder:
15 Obviously, Kinzler’s discussion of nature in the seventeenth-century (as well as my own 
characterization) does not apply to satirical versions of the widely held view, which exude a modem 
“realism” in their effort to subvert.
16 Such oppositional impulses are showcased in romances such as Mademoiselle de Scudery’s Le 
Grand Cyrus, which displays idealized portraits modeled after real people.
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La partie la plus importante et la plus necessaire au poete pour reussir dans les grands 
sujets, est de s9avoir bien distinguer ce qu’il y a de beau et d’agreable dans la nature 
pour en faire des images. Car la poesie est un art ou tout doit plaire. Ce n'est pas 
assez de s'attacher a la nature, qui est rude et desagreable en certains endroits: il faut 
choisir ce qu'elle a de beau d'avec ce qui ne Test pas: elle a des graces cachees et des 
sujets qu’il faut decouvrir. (57)
Rapin describes nature’s images as necessitating examining, digging, and sorting before they 
become the poet’s object of description.
To classical authors of the seventeenth century, mimesis involved not only selection 
but also rectification; Roger de Piles sets up these dual concerns in Diverses conversations 
sur la peinture (1699) while listing the benefits of imitating other good painters:
Le premier est, qu’il y verra la Nature debarrassee de beaucoup de choses qu’on est 
oblige de rejetter quand on la copie: le second est, qu’il apprendra par la a faire un 
bon chois de la Nature, a n’en prendre que le beau, et a rectifier ce qu’elle a de 
defectueux. (17-18)
The theorist LeMoyne sketched out the second step of this representational process in Les 
Hvmnes de la Saeesse divine (1641), in which he gives orders to poets to “embellish” and 
“correct”:
II faut que le Poete apporte un soin particulier a l’embellissement des Sujets 
difficiles. II faut qu’il les tire du Caractere dogmatique; qu’il en oste les inegalitez et 
les rudesses; et les purifie de certaines expressions mal propres et barbares, qui sont 
aux bonnes choses ce que la terre est a l’or nouvellement tire de la mine. [...] II y a 
bien plus, il faut qu’il corrige les defauts de la Nature, et qu'il acheve ce qu'elle n'a
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fait qu'ebaucher: il faut qu’il se fasse luy-mesme un fonds d’ldees plus riches et plus 
belles que les siennes. (19-20)
Braider summarizes this view of nature:
When poets and painters are said to ‘imitate nature’, the nature meant is, first and 
last, nature as portrayed in great poetry and art. The point, as Piles forcefully puts it 
in the ‘Portrait of the ideal artist’ prefacing his collection of the lives of real ones, is 
not to learn to imitate nature directly, but instead to begin by imitating her as selected 
and rectified in the noblest works of the past. (“Paradoxical” 174)
In L ’Art poetiaue. Boileau offers the related idea that the mere fact of artful 
representation renders any object pleasing:
II n'est point de serpent, ni de monstre odieux,
Qui, par l'art imite, ne puisse plaire aux yeux;
D'un pinceau delicat l’artifice agreable
Du plus affreux objet fait un objet aimable. (3. 1-4)
It is interesting to note the performative aspect of this quotation, which, unlike the preceding 
two by Rapin and LeMoyne, is part of an artistic work. The following lines from Aristotle’s 
Poetics obviously provided the inspiration for Boileau’s verses: “the forms of those things 
that are distressful to see in reality— for example, the basest animals and corpses—  we 
contemplate with pleasure when we find them represented with perfect realism in images” 
(47). Boileau transforms Aristotle’s prose with his “nobles alexandrins” (Brody 51) and, in 
doing so, provides an example as well as an explanation of his notion of taking art (or is it 
nature?) and changing it for the better.
Paradoxically, these quotations also suggest that seventeenth-century classicists used 
the term “nature” to mean something both that presents “belle” and “rude” scenes to the poet
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and that exists in an idealized realm separate from the unavoidable ugliness of the artist’s 
surroundings. Nature is, therefore, experienced through empiricism, but it is likewise a 
synonym for the abstract concept of truth, or, particularly in Boileau, “bon sens” or “raison.” 
Puzzling over these contradictions, Herman argues that “la nature de l ’un n ’est pas la nature 
de l ’autre” (129), an equivocal conclusion that encourages the reader to agree with Rene 
Demoris’s blanket statement that “le classicisme est aussi une maniere de vivre des 
contradictions mal resolues” (6).
However, this puzzling oppositional yet parallel vision of nature is explained by 
Campbell’s “wonder and science” characterization of the early modem period. By applying 
her view that wonder and science operated as a system (although an agonistic one on many 
levels), it is clear that the seemingly opposing views of the concept of nature recreate the 
period’s tense but complementary urges to marvel and study. Moreover, as I will show 
throughout my dissertation, this tendency manifests itself in the literary portrait. In its many 
appearances and forms throughout my chosen period, the verbal sketch balances in various 
ways the dueling compulsions to idealize (to distance) and to scrutinize (to bring closer).
In summary, the basic tenets of the “ut pictura poesis” doctrine complicate the 
notions of nature and imitation. If art and writing, like two facing mirrors, must reflect each 
other, where does one find a reflection of nature in its true form? The early modern artist’s 
display of a parallel “mimetic idealism” and “physiognomic skepticism” (Berger 169), or her/ 
his predilection for rectified portrayal, seems to leave no room for such a depiction. This 
paradox calls into question the very notion of a “portrait” as an artistic form that relies on 
real-life resemblance. Nevertheless, the portrait remains inextricably tied to the notion of 
counterfeiting, or resembling, an individual. Like its framing society, the French literary 
portrait of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries operates according to a system that at
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once requires mimesis and presents itself as an imaginative work. In the following section, I 
will outline that system as I formulate a definition of the “literary portrait.”
What is a “Literary Portrait?”
A literary work overtly mimicking a plastic genre, the verbal portrait is an ideal 
example of the reigning dictate “ut pictura poesis” and its inherent contradictions. Before 
examining how and why the literary portrait imitated the painterly portrait at this time and 
how it was limited in this reflection (resulting, intriguingly, in new modes of portrayal), it is 
first necessary both to explain what I mean by the term “literary portrait” and to delineate its 
ostensible object of depiction: the plastic portrait.
As I mentioned in the introduction, critics who study the verbal sketch like Dijkstra, 
Plantie, and Lafond generally use the compound noun “literary portrait” to refer to a very 
small group of texts, those appearing in the 1659 portrait books Divers portraits and Recueil 
des portraits et eloges en prose et en vers. Harth, in particular, broadens the category to 
include written sketching throughout the century in works as varied as royal genealogies, the 
“roman historique,” and secret histories like Bussy-Rabutin’s Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. 
I use the 1659 portraits, the product and perpetuator of the verbal sketch’s popularity among 
salon-goers, as a baseline for defining the literary portrait in the seventeenth century. 
According to the taxonomy that I later develop, they function as an ancestor to later forms of 
portraiture; nevertheless, it is essential to state that I do not refer strictly to them when I speak 
of the “literary portrait.” To clarify this difference, I call the 1659 texts “detached salon
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portraits.” Most of these fall into the larger category of “type,” “heroic,” or “planar” sketches 
outlined in the following chapter.
In part because of its physical separateness, the detached salon portrait is an easily 
identifiable literary creature. The white space surrounding each mini-text in the 1659 
compilations aids in conveying a picture effect, which is an enactment of the painting 
metaphors ubiquitously strewn throughout this variety of portrait. This effect is further 
enhanced by the detached salon portrait’s reliance on the principle of brevity. Usually only a 
few pages long, the works strive to distill their subjects’ personalities— to summarize them in 
a short series of “mots justes.”
As simultaneous “formes breves” and representations of individuals, these sketches 
marvelously illustrate Norman Bryson’s theory that Western art aims both at “perfect 
reduplication of the objects of the world” and at being “a place where certain dimensions of 
the real world are to be renounced,” notably via the technique of “miniturization” (Word xv). 
Bryson postulates that reduction, inherent in all artistic works, generates pleasure through “a 
collapse of normal awareness of scale” (xv). Art, according to Bryson, is able to symbolize 
and comment in virtue of “the renunciatory impulse which refuses the image that primal 
plenitude, and seeks its conversion from an end to a means, a means to meaning” (xvi). For 
the literary portrait, brevity, thus, serves as a framing device and a “means to meaning” or a 
way to broach social and aesthetic arguments while appearing primarily concerned with form 
and style.
It is this second, more subtle agenda of detached salon portraits, their use of form and 
style to convey meaning, that critics have failed to explore. Held up as supreme examples of 
courtly flattery, they have only been noticed for their flatness, yet they are ostentatiously 
planar. In light of Bryson’s ideas, an analysis of their program of reduction seems the key to
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unlocking the door to their functions and meanings in seventeenth-century society. I 
investigate this meaning in Part Two as I broach the ancestral category of my nested 
hierarchy of written depiction: the planar portrait.
Encompassing detached salon portraits, oppositional depictions that exploit the 
planar form, and novelistic versions, my view of the “literary portrait” is much broader than 
that of other contemporary critics. As I show in Parts Two and Three, I consider eighteenth- 
century novelistic characters as verbal sketches, a new take on much-studied figures like the 
Princesse de Cleves and Manon Lescaut. I am able to enlarge the genre of literary portraiture 
for two main reasons: first, in virtue of portraiture’s essential role in seventeenth-century 
prose fiction and anecdotal literature, and second, because of the continued significant 
presence of both the language of depiction and the set-piece portrait itself in the early 
psychological novel. The more complex meaning that I accord the term “literary portrait” 
therefore reflects its newly recognized incarnation as, among other incarnations to be 
discussed later, the novelistic character. Pointing to a group of texts, however, does not 
define the genre of literary portraiture. To do so, I must first examine the term itself, its 
period and contemporary meanings, its relationships to other forms of portraiture, and, 
finally, its many complex functions.
The normative meaning of a “portrait” is, as it was in the past, a plastic depiction of 
an individual. Richard Brilliant neatly defines painted portraits as “art works, intentionally 
made of living or once living people by artists, in a variety of media, and for an audience” 
(8). Lessing pinpoints plastic depiction’s central dogma: “although even a portrait admits of 
an ideal, still the likeness must be the first consideration; it is the ideal of a certain man, not 
the ideal of a man” (11). Daniel Russell assures us that from the Middle Ages to the 
seventeenth century “the meaning of the word [...] appears to have changed little over the
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centuries, and only to the extent that it has been restricted to our current meaning of the word 
‘portrait’ in English or in French as the painted or photographic likeness of an individual”
(86). In support of this notion, he cites the definition of “pourtraict” from the Cotgrave A 
Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues of 1611 as “a pourtraict, image, picture, 
counterfeit, or draught of” an individual (86). The first edition of Le Dictionnaire de 
l'Academie Francoise (1694) likewise gives the first definition of the term “portrait” as a 
drawn reproduction that resembles a particular individual:
Image, ressemblance d'une personne, par le moyen du pinceau, du burin, du crayon, 
&c [...] Portrait, signifie aussi, La description qu'on fait d'une personne tant pour le 
corps que pour l'esprit. Portrait en prose, portrait en vers, il reussit fort bien en 
portraits, c ’estoit la grande mode, il y a quelque temps, de faire les portraits de tout le 
monde.
In the above passage, the set-piece literary depiction, “portrait en prose, portrait en 
vers,” is listed as a different type of portrait, but there is no elaboration of the relationship 
between the two methods of portraiture. The further qualification that the written portrait is 
outdated (“c ’estoit la grande mode, il y a quelque temps”) allocates a secondary status to the 
verbal sketch, an idea reinforced by the tome’s lack of an entry for “literary portrait.” Indeed, 
this compound term does not figure separately in any modern or period dictionary.
Early modem authors and theorists, thus, largely considered the literary portrait, 
while obviously a written text, as a subordinate variety of portrait (painted portrait), whence 
Jacqueline Plantie’s assertion that “le portrait ecrit est comme le tableau” (23). The closing 
remark of the following commentary on literary portraiture from Pierre Richelet’s Les Plus 
belles lettres francoises sur toutes sortes de suiets r...l (1698), also cited by Plantie, 
underscores the idea that literary portraitists were to take their cues from painters:
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Le Portrait est une description grave, enjoiiee, ou satirique de quelque personne. II a 
pour matiere le corps, l’esprit, les vertus, ou les vices. Son caractere est fleuri, et 
nature! On fait le portrait en vers, ou en prose; ou bien en vers et en prose tout 
ensemble. Les choses s’y tournent d’une maniere a inspirer de l’estime, de l’amour, 
ou de la haine: et l’un travaille a y marquer naturellement l’air, le visage, les mceurs 
et les inclinations des gens. L ’une de ses plus sensibles beautez consiste en cela. II 
ne faut pourtant pas peindre si fort d’apres nature, qu’on n ’aille un peu au dela, mais 
sans choquer la vrai-semblance. Les grand Peintres le pratiquent de la sorte; et on 
doit les imiter. (1.187-88)
As Richelet suggests, imitation of painted portraiture was in many ways the literary 
portraitist’s aim, an idea that likewise manifests itself throughout the portrait books of 1659. 
As the frontispiece of Recueil des portraits et eloges en prose et en vers anticipates (see figure
5, page 424), salon portraitists’ sketches continually draw parallels between verbal and 
painted depiction. For example, Recueil des portraits’s dedication to Mademoiselle de 
Montpensier refers to its writers as “peintres” (ii) and to its sketches as Tableaux (vi), 
metaphors, along with “pinceau” and “peinture,” that authors use in virtually every entry of 
the compilations. Furthermore, most of the sketches begin with a short treatise on written 
portraiture’s idealization techniques and relationship to painting, such as in the opening 
paragraph of the anonymous “Portrait de sa Majeste” in Recueil des portraits:
Quoy que la Portraiture soit un Ouvrage ou nostre imagination est continuellement 
occupee, il n’y en a point dont le succes soit plus difficile; la ressemblance, et la 
diversite des Visages qui nous doivent aider, estant celle qui nous empesche. La 
peinture des moeurs n ’est pas plus facile, parce que les Vertus sont de la mesme sorte 
egales et differentes: Et si les grands Peintres ont pretendu qu’il leur estoit permis de
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corriger les defauts qui se rencontrent dans le naturel, ce n ’estoit plus un Portrait, 
mais une peinture de fantaisie contraire aux principes de l’Art, qui ne demande 
qu’une expression fidele des choses telles qu’elles sont, non pas de ce qu’elles 
devroient estre. (8-9)
The author continues her/ his argument against idealization by, paradoxically, 
claiming that the “perfect” (9) model, Louis XIV, needs no embellishment and that true 
representation of him is “impossible” (9). This flattering statement, however, undermines the 
writer’s claims of painting according to the unembellished “naturel,” an argument that calls 
portraiture’s first rule of thumb, that “the likeness must be the first consideration” (Lessing 
11), seriously into question. The above author’s duplicity concerning mimesis versus 
idealization highlights the tensions between painting and poetry, sisters that painters and 
writers alike forced to hold hands.
Artists of both forms also explicitly play up the contrasts between the two art forms. 
As the tone of the above passage suggests, the fact that the portrait books of the mid­
seventeenth century rely upon painting metaphors does not preclude authors’ criticism of or 
condescension toward their painterly counterparts. Jacqueline Plantie asserts that on the other 
side of the coin of generic mimesis was “le desir constamment affirme de rivaliser avec la 
peinture” (22). The idea of rivalry, or perhaps more clearly of an antagonism brought about 
by mutual necessity (an idea I develop later in the following chapter), is underscored by a 
consideration of the status of painting at the time, which found itself in the “Siecle des 
Grands Classiques” without a theoretical basis from Antiquity.
Painting was dependant on an identity with literature to validate itself as an art form, 
for Renaissance poetry possessed a rich theoretical and technical heritage from its Greek and 
Roman literary ancestors that included Aristotle’s Poetics and Horace’s Ars Poetica (Lee 6).
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Rensselaer Lee explains that critics during the “humanistic age” (7) emphasized the “ut 
pictura poesis” mantra in order to establish a tight relationship between the two arts for the 
benefit of painting. Early modem theorists thus likened painting to writing with the goal of 
investing it “with the dignity of a liberal art” (7). In this way, painting could boast antique 
theoretical roots, even if indirectly.
After considering the case of the literary portrait, I find that the relationship of the 
sister arts in seventeenth-century France functioned more like an oscillating big sister-little 
sister relationship rather than one of interchangeable twins. While period dictionaries finger 
the painted portrait as the model and the literary portrait as the variation, at the heart of the 
“ut pictura” system is the theoretical ancestry of poetry rather than painting. The tensions 
between the plastic and the written incarnated by the literary portrait indicate that depiction 
and words established an uneasy truce during the early modem period, but by no means did 
they merge into the ideal, unified form of representation that the quotations “ut pictura 
poesis” and “poema pictura loquens, pictura poema silens” required. The relationship 
between painting and poetry can be summarized as imitative but competitive, an idea that 
repels the Renaissance and early modem compulsion to establish transparency between the 
two art forms dictated by the “ut pictura” misprision. This interaction, characterized by the 
dual desires to mimic and replace, holds true of literary imitation itself: Boileau, for example, 
urges imitation of ancient forms and styles, but he posits L ’Art poetique as a versified 
improvement upon texts like Horace’s Ars Poetica. from which he draws much material.
Twin sister or cousin? Reflection or rival? Ancestor or descendant? Arguments of 
primacy regarding the two types of portraiture seem like chicken-and-egg conundrums. An 
answerable set of questions concerning their rapport (and one that likewise negates the idea 
of transparency between the two), however, arises from a careful comparison of the various
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capabilities and limitations of the painted depiction versus the written sketch. Following a 
brief delineation of the baseline group of salon portraits, chapter two of this section will treat 
the harmonies and discords between these art forms, an analysis that will both inform the 
study of the history of portraiture and the wider story of early modem aesthetics.
Models and Sources of the Detached Salon Portrait
Emerging from a murky sea of elegies, funeral orations, comic novels, theater, 
pastoral novels, emblems, characters, memoirs, essays, lives, and histories, the literary 
portrait came into its own as a genre in 1659, when the two most well-known compilations, 
Divers Portraits and Recueil des portraits et closes en vers et en prose, were published.
Plantie (76) and Lafond (Ure 143) state that the two works mark the passage of the portrait 
from textual ornament to detached and independent genre (a notion that I address in Part 
Two). Tracing the history of this genre until its apogee in salon circles is a daunting task, one 
that Plantie undertakes in painstaking detail in La Mode du portrait litteraire en France: 164L 
1681. The following section includes a brief summary of her work as well as discussions of 
additional sources that she overlooks, notably several key religious and comic texts. The 
bulk of my thesis, however, will pick up where she leaves off both to discover what happens 
to the portrait “after the party,” or after the novelty of salon portraits wanes among its 
proponents and critics, and to offer a different taxonomy of the literary portrait that includes 
both countercurrents of opposition and novelistic incarnations.
The anonymous author of Divers Portraits’ preface presents its 59 portraits as a new 
genre of writing that Madame la Princesse de Tarente and Mademoiselle de la Trimoui'lle 
imported from Holland. Citing Mademoiselle de Montpensier’s “curiosite” twice (N. pag.),
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this preface emphasizes the compilation’s novelty, an idea that is both right and wrong. It is 
true that the appearance of this group of portraits along with the more voluminous Recueil 
des portraits serves as the detached salon portrait’s figurative debutant ball— its coming out 
as “un genre a part entier” (Lafond, Lire 143). As Plantie is quick to point out, however, both 
historical and fictional written sketches existed before this date. Texts from Antiquity 
through the seventeenth century are rife with physical and moral descriptions of individuals; 
from Theophrastus to Sidonius Apollinaris to Montaigne to Mademoiselle de Scudery, 
portraits are everywhere in literature. This ubiquity, Plantie explains, presents both dead ends 
and grand boulevards of discovery to the researcher of the genre: “la prehistoire de la mode 
est si riche qu’il est impossible d ’etre complet et difficile d’etablir des filiations et de tracer 
de belles avenues: tous les chemins menent a Rome, tous les chemins conduisent a la mode 
du portrait” (80).
To guide her search for its historical models, Plantie establishes that the “portrait 
mondain” (her term for the planar portraiture of the salon) possesses all or some of the 
following characteristics:
description de personnes precises (reelles et on simplement imaginaires); portraits 
enfermes dans une forme nette, une ‘forme fixe’ parfois, comme dirait Lanson; 
portraits rivalisant avec la peinture de maniere explicite et meme systematique, avec 
une sorte d’application tetue, minutieuse, et ce que notre epoque appellerait un 
complexe—  tantot de superiorite, tantot d’inferiorite— par rapport aux peintres; 
portraits cherchant a atteindre Finvisible par le visible, le ‘dedans’ par le ‘dehors’; 
portraits groupes en recueils ou en ‘galeries.’” (31)
Using the above description to finger precursors, Plantie, admittedly exploiting Montaigne s 
terminology, divides verbal sketches into two categories: accurate or realistic (in the modem
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sense) portraits, those by authors who “ont voulu ‘reciter’ l’homme” (34), and embellished, 
distorted, or idealized portraits, created by those “qui fa?onnent l’homme” (54).
While her examples are invaluable to my study, I find that there are several flaws in 
Plantie’s system of biographical versus fictional portraiture. First, it does not question the 
ability to “recite” a real individual during a time when history and fiction were hardly 
distinct. Second, it is based on the knowledge of authorial intent, a dark water of conjecture 
that all critics must enter but perhaps not so enthusiastically. Third, it does not consider 
literary context (framed versus detached portraits). Fourth, it does not identify and allow for 
ironic and satirical sketches. Finally, style is not taken into account. To remedy these 
ambiguities, I later propose a much different classification of seventeenth and eighteenth- 
century verbal sketches based on a schema of dimensionality. In this initial overview of the 
history of oral portraiture, however, Plantie’s dichotomy suffices, particularly as the salon 
portrait’s background is not the subject of my thesis.
Under the heading of “historiens de l’homme,” Plantie places great emphasis upon 
the Romans Sallust and Tacitus. She mentions Suetonius as the first known historian to 
accentuate physical peculiarities in his descriptions of the twelve Caesars (34) and likewise 
fingers Plutarch’s Lives, which she credits as inspiring the “galeries” of literary portraits of 
the seventeenth century (36). Plantie singles out several Italian historians as those who 
probably represent the strongest connection between the portraitists of Antiquity and those of 
modern times. She focuses on the stinging descriptions by Guicciardini, a man who had 
“l’audace de tout dire, d ’aller au-dela des apparences” (36-37), as his statement that 
Alexandre VI Borgia was “le pape le plus mauvais [...] qu’on eut vu au cours de bien des 
siecles” (qtd. in Plantie 37) suggests. In terms of French historians of the seventeenth century 
whose accounts may well have shaped the salon portrait, she mentions Francois de Mezeray s 
astute descriptions of the royal family (38-39) and Jean-Fran9ois Sarasin’s portrait of
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Wallenstein (39-40). She also touches upon anonymous satirical political tracts published 
during the Fronde rebellions (40-42) and the many collections throughout the Renaissance 
and early modern period of “hommes illustres” dedicated to rulers, sculptors, writers, and 
even women named Anne (42-45).
Plantie also underscores the likely impact of Michel de Montaigne’s essays on the 
salon portrait and self-portrait (46-50) (Harry Berger credits this philosopher with shaping the 
history of plastic self-portraiture as well). Montaigne’s radical statement of purpose, je suis 
moy-mesmes la matiere de mon livre” (34), coupled with his judgment that such a subject is 
“si frivole et si vain” (34) posits his writing as a direct ancestor of the literary portrait, if one 
can make such a claim. As Plantie remarks, “la peinture qu’il fait de soi-meme n ’a pas de 
limites” (47); Montaigne bares his soul, while never consistently, in his continually evolving 
treatises. He also bares his body, so to speak, in Chapter XVII of the second book of essays, 
in which he studies his physical self as well as his moral self, including his gestures, accent, 
height, and face (295-304). Plantie cites the essay “De la Presomption” as providing the 
blueprint for the form of the “portrait mondain,” which normally treats the physical aspects of 
the subject first (beginning with the face) before describing the individual’s personality.
Plantie also credits Montaigne with providing several common topoi of the “portraits 
mondains,” such as an evaluation of the subject’s memory and judgment. In her exhaustive 
study of the roots of this genre, she does not ignore Montaigne’s successors, the later auto­
portraitists Mademoiselle de Gournay and Voiture. However, she concludes that 
Montaigne’s effort was never rivaled by these imitators: “ils ont montre qu’on pouvait etre 
peintre, meme sans etre un Montaigne” (50).
Finally, before studying the group of “fa5onneurs de l ’homme,” or writers of 
idealized portraits, Plantie devotes several pages to two detailed descriptions of women, one 
by Sarasin and a second by the Chevalier de Mere, which appeared in letters in 1652. Both 
Sarasin’s portrait of the “bourdelaise” Mademoiselle du Viger and Mere’s of the “belle 
indienne” Madame Scarron are noteworthy for their goals (both are attempts to recommend
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the subject to the recipient) and for their detailed praise of physical and moral attributes (52- 
53). Their efforts to evoke stylishly the absent subject through words while underscoring its 
absence for both pleasure and purpose announce Plantie’s salon portraits.
Plantie’s description of the second rubric of salon portrait predecessors, works by 
“romanciers de l’homme,” begins with Lucien of Samosate’s Images or Portraits, which gives 
“le parfait prototype d ’un portrait mondain en pieces rapportees” (55) by using art 
references— various elements of famous statues and paintings— to describe individuals. 
Theophrastus’s Characters deserve more attention than Plantie accords them (66), for, 
although their subject matter is highly idealized and thus unlike (in Plantie’s view) that of 
literary portraits, their brevity provides the basic form used by the verbal painters she studies. 
From Antiquity, Plantie skips to the fifth century AD to examine the letters of Sidonius 
Apollinaris, a name frequently associated with the genre of the literary portrait. Plantie 
credits this bishop with perpetuating the notion common throughout the Middle Ages, 
Renaissance, and seventeenth century that “le ‘dehors’ exprime le ‘dedans’” (67) or the 
physiognomic fallacy. Sidonius’ vivid descriptions like that of the grotesque parasite and the 
magnificent Theodoric, king of the Goths, exemplify this theoretical underpinning (66-67). 
Moreover, she notes the probable relationship between this phenomenological idea and the 
various unflattering portraits of Anne Boleyn of the mid-seventeenth century. The perception 
of a physical-moral link is clearly evident in portraits of Katherine of Aragon’s rival, which 
harshly criticize her morals via a focus on her physical deformities (68).
Regarding other literary precursors of the verbal sketch in the Renaissance and the 
“Grand siecle,” Plantie mentions Pierre Ronsard’s elegy to Janet of 1555 for its detailed (yet 
idealized and mythologized) physical description (58-59), Charles Sorel’s parodies of the 
idealized portrait in I .e Berger extravagant (1627-28) (60-61), and Paul Scarron’s satirical 
self-portrait in the dedication of Relation veritable de tout ce qui s’est passe en l’autre monde 
au combat des Parques et des poetes sur la mort de Voiture (1648) (62-65). Plantie also 
logically fingers the the many collections of “lives” from Antiquity and Renaissance Italy and
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France as contributing to the atmosphere in which salon portraits evolved. Among the many 
authors who studied such “illustres ,” she mentions Petrarch, Boccacio, Paul Jove, Vasari, 
Poriorato, Theodore de Beze, Saint-Marthe, Puget de la Serre, Campion and Brantome (42). 
Plantie observes, however, that the glorifying images of historical figures in these collections 
consist generally of biographies of deceased members of the nobility, whereas the literary 
portraits of the “Grand Siecle” are descriptions of living men and women. She also very 
briefly mentions Andre Thevet, whose ethnograpic studies of the sixteenth century, as I will 
argue in Part Two, shaped future portraitists approaches to sketching.
To conclude this section on the “fa?onneurs de l’homme,” she investigates portraits 
of Jesus Christ from the Renaissance and seventeenth centuries, which aimed to present the 
reader with the image of a perfect man based on meager historical information (70). She 
notices that writers forged images of Jesus by describing what he was not, rather than what he 
was: “ ’Jesus ne portait pas le visage rond ni aigu’, d’apres Nicephore; pour la taille, ‘il etait 
grand comme ceux qui sont de taille moyenne a notre epoque; pour le nez, il n ’etait m petit m 
trop grand” (70). Idealization that uses negative characterizations finds its way into the 
“portraits mondains,” some of which, like that of “M********* fait par luy-mesme” in 
Rer.neil des portraits, playfully exploit the technique. In this wry sketch, the author claims to 
have “rien de beau” (277) and supports this claim by listing his many disagreeable physical 
and moral qualities.
Although Plantie concedes that her history of portraits before 1656 is not exhaustive 
(73), the tradition of the “oraison funebre” seems curiously absent. Texts such as DuPerron s 
1586 tribute to Ronsard and Charles de Sainte-Marthes’s 1550 funeral oration of Marguerite 
of Navarre share traits with the salon portrait. Unlike the salon portrait, their function was 
heavily commemorative and their sitters were invariably absent. Nevertheless, the brevity, 
idealization, and attention to style of “oraisons funebres,” the most famous of which are those
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by Bossuet from the second half of the seventeenth century, mark them as relatives of the 
“portrait mondain.”
Furthermore, although she mentions briefly the portrait’s function as “le moyen” of 
attaining political power (44), Plantie does not accord enough attention in her history of the 
“portrait mondain” to the royal historiographers, first exploited heavily by Richelieu and used 
throughout the seventeenth century to glorify past French kings and increase and maintain 
Louis XIV’s absolute power. Orest Ranum in Artisans of Glory investigates the roles of 
these individuals who “attempted to assure their own self-esteem, or even ‘gloire,’ while 
writing to perpetuate the memory of French kings” (3). Such royal biographies, like the 
collections of “hommes illustres,” undoubtedly played a major role in the evolution of the 
portrait genre.
Another related group of sketches of real people that deserves mention are the 
popular collections of saint’s lives. Texts like La Vie des saints pour tous les ]ours de 1 annee 
by Claude Pierre Goujet (1730) are found on publishers’ lists throughout the Renaissance and 
early modern period. Following the calendar of the Catholic Church, such popular works 
provide a short biography of a saint (sometimes several) upon which to meditate for each day 
of the year. Books of saints’ lives, like La Vie des saints, give factual data about the saint 
(birth, deeds, death) in addition to an analysis of his/ her outstanding moral qualities (traits 
like chastity and courage). The brevity and moral analyses exhibited in these works seems 
related to the collective form and focus of the salon portrait.
Courtesy books of the Renaissance and seventeenth century also merit a place in the
salon portrait’s history, if not heritage. Instruction manuals of proper conduct, morals, and 
manners, practical works like Les Fortunes des gens de qualite. et des Gentils-Hommes 
particuliers F.nseimiant l’art de vivre a la cour, suivant les maximes de la politique & de la 
morale (1660) combine verbal sketches, aphorisms, and anecdotes to paint the portrait of the 
successful courtier and, particularly, “honnete homme.” Their focus on the codes of correct
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behavior in “le monde” speaks to the salon sketch’s function, which I discuss later, as a moral
example of “honnetete.”
One final addition to the list of important precursors that Plantie does not discuss is 
the literary dedication. Dedicatory poems and paragraphs throughout the Middle Ages, 
Renaissance, and seventeenth century, such as one finds in works by Christine de Pizan, 
F ran c is  Rabelais, and Moliere, painted flattering portraits of noble subjects to gain and 
retain protectors. Dedications, like the “oraison funebre and examples of saints lives, 
resemble the literary portrait in virtue of their brevity, idealization, and detailed description of 
moral attributes. Moreover, their social, commemorative, and economic functions as tributes 
to living patrons closely parallel those of the salon verbal sketch outlined in the following 
chapter.
In conclusion, one can find relatives— some direct ancestors, some distant cousins— 
of the literary portrait in virtually every genre and every language, for descriptions of people 
in various forms have always circulated in literature and society. As Plantie and Lafond 
suggest, however, there was a moment in the mid-seventeenth century when it achieved 
literary and social stardom as a particular, self-aware genre, a form that held considerable 
literary and social sway in salon, court, and bourgeois society. Moreover, as I prove in Parts 
Two and Three, this presence accorded the verbal sketch a lasting presence that made it a 
flexible literary and social tool well into the eighteenth century. Before undertaking a study 
of the inheritors of the detached portrait, however, it is first necessary to define further the 
portrait both through an evaluation of the salon portrait s relationship with painting and a 
delineation of its myriad artistic and ideological functions.
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Chapter 2: Exploring the “Sisterhood” through Function and 
Form: Affinities and Differences between Literary and Painted 
Portraiture
Consistently defining themselves in relation to the painted portrait, verbal sketches of 
all sorts explicitly demand an evaluation of their relationship to plastic representations.
While they use two separate media to forge images, a great source of overlap between painted 
and literary depictions is located in their many artistic and social roles. An analysis of 
function, however, also provides evidence against their interchangeability and suggests that 
they are two separate media, related but divergent. In the following chapter, I come to this 
conclusion despite the impulse of classical artists to view painting and poetry as 
interchangeable and the failure of modern critics, who simultaneously condemn their 
conflation and exploit it in their own metaphors, to analyze their interactions.
Here, I clarify the painting-poetry relationship by evaluating in detail the functional 
similarities and differences between the two types of portraiture. To facilitate this effort, I 
have generally limited my discussion of painted and literary portraits to what I consider the 
baseline subset of each in the seventeenth century: the commemorative, single-sitter painted 
portrait and the detached salon written portrait. As the headings of the subsections reveal, a 
comparison of essential roles leads to a better understanding of planar portraiture, the portrait 
type that provides a starting point for my exploration of the portrait’s relation to other, later 
forms of prose. Thus, a study of function allows me to redefine not only the relationship 
between the sister arts, but also the heretofore nebulous genre of the literary portrait.
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Lome Campbell in Renaissance Portraits: European Portrait Painting in the 14th.
15th and 16th Centuries provides a rough blueprint for this chapter by listing succinctly the 
many functions of the painted portrait. Drawing heavily from John Pope-Hennessy’s The 
Portrait in the Renaissance, he begins with the normative function of commemoration and 
delivers a study of its many roles, including its value as a decoration, game, teaching device, 
display of health and family ties, courtship ritual, tool of propaganda and political power, 
means of slander, method of social advancement, exhibition of artistic skill, economic 
commodity, and talisman (193-226). Based on Campbell’s work, I explore the plastic 
portrait’s functions that speak most pertinently to those of the verbal sketch. The results of 
this undertaking complete my answer to the question, “what is a literary portrait?” and 
thereby allow me to begin a series of historical and taxonomical analyses of real examples of 
the genre.
Resemblance and Caste Identity
To begin with the most easily identifiable affinity between painted and written 
sketches, both have the same normative function that Braider ascribes to painted miniatures: 
“to preserve the likeness of the dead or distant original whose commemorative copy it 
contains” (“Image” 1147). Citing Renaissance portraitists like Dttrer and Leonardo, 
Campbell similarly concludes that “the basic function of portraiture was and is 
commemorative” (193), a statement that echoes Pope-Hennessy’s earlier assertion in The 
Portrait in the Renaissance that “initially the role of the Renaissance portrait was 
commemorative; it was consciously directed to a future when the living would no longer be
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alive” (8). Both types of portraits make their subject matter present through the medium of 
art by stimulating the recollection or setting the image of a person, or a referent, in the 
observer/ reader’s mind. Thus, as Pascal suggests in Les Pensees , a portrait is simultaneously 
a symbol of absence and presence due to its inherently representational function: “un portrait 
porte absence et presence, plaisir et deplaisir” (Sellier 291).17 This presence-absence dynamic 
is the subject of much scholarship devoted to the painted portrait (by authors like Louis 
Marin, Brilliant, Berger, and Braider). In virtue of the verbal sketch’s function of 
resemblance through art, it is also clear that the literary portrait projects this same 
“characteristic ambiguity” (Braider “Image” 1150): “a portrait achieves not (to use a 
theologically loaded term) some sort of real presence but only a pseudo- or quasi-presence” 
(1150).
Larry Norman, in his study of Moliere’s brand of written portraiture The Public 
Mirror, describes the portrait’s seemingly impossible position on the fence between presence 
and absence as a “paradox”: “the paradox of the truly successful portrait is that it is no longer 
a portrait: it is, in fact the person” (44). As Norman observes, this idea was debated in the 
seventeenth century, for example in a couplet from Boileau’s L ’Art poetique, in which the 
classicist lauds Terence’s perfect degree of theatrical portraiture:
Ce n’est pas un portrait, une image semblable;
C ’est un amant, un fils, un pere veritable. (3. 419-20)
Norman summarizes the conundrum in his questioning of Boileau’s intention: does he praise 
“art which hides art tars est cleare artem)” or art that seems “to destroy itself’ (44)? In other 
words, does he value the artistry or its effect of seemingly transparent depiction?18 Boileau’s
17 This is the fragment number of the Sellier 1976 edition. I will use this format henceforth.
181 discuss the period argument regarding Moliere’s version of depiction in detail on pages 234-45.
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quote further highlights the paradox (knowingly or not) in that it exploits the figure of the 
“lover,” a type rather than an individual. Moreover, the use of the indefinite article (“un 
amant, un fils, un pere”) throws all of the characters into the realm of the type figure— 
Terence does not present “the son,” “this son,” or “her son,” but “a” generic son.
Quoting an early sixteenth-century poem by Castiglione that likewise suggests an 
awareness of the art of portrayal’s inherent ambiguities,19 Brilliant asks similar questions 
about the “double nature of portraiture” or its “magical effect” of transcribing the individual: 
for some viewers the portrait was no art object but a living being. Portraits contain 
images that with bewildering success pretend not to be signs or tokens invented by 
artists, but rather aim to represent the manner in which their subjects would appear to 
the viewer in life. (20)
Does it follow from the above arguments that a perfect portrait can become the sitter by, 
paradoxically, the process of effacing itself? While I subscribe to the power of portraits to 
appear to make presence out of absence and to advertise a painter’s skill by the appearance of 
transparency, portraiture is intrinsically a representational medium. It, therefore, cannot truly 
multiply the private individual in a physical way, and, as Bryson teaches, its counter impulses 
are to reduce overtly and to contain— “to renounce” mimesis (xvi). The basic similarity 
between the two types of portraiture, then, lies in the act of representation: both painted and 
literary portraits aim to (re)create a subject through a symbolic medium and to be prized, in 
part, per se, for their success in so doing (for their artfulness).
19 “When alone, the portrait by Raphael’s hand
Recalls your face and relieves my cares, I play with it and laugh with it and joke,
I speak to it and, as though it could reply,
It often seems to me to nod and motion,
To want to say something and speak your words.
Your boy knows and greets his father, babbling.
Herewith I am consoled and beguile the long days” (qtd. in Brilliant 20)
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All of the above arguments, however, rely on the stability of the sitter (of the referent 
of the portrait’s “sign”). The notion of posing, explored by Berger, casts doubt upon the 
reliability of the stable individual, who plays roles and strikes poses as well as any actor on 
the stage. Berger points out that every painted portrait necessarily entails a “fiction of 
objectivity”:
Commissioning and posing for one’s portrait are acts of self-presentation (which of 
course may include a gesture of conspicuous consumption), an intentional act in 
which one gives oneself to be seen in a semblance offered to others as an image 
possessing at least a core of spectacular truth [...] one never simply, unconditionally, 
presents oneself. Rather, one presents oneself as— as a sitter of a certain sort, and 
the “sort” is determined by a differential system of social conventions or discourses 
correlated to a differential system of poses. “A sitter of a certain sort” denotes a 
ready-made cultural interpretation, a prefabricated representation of, say, a noble, a 
merchant, asa matron, a general, a patriarch, a marriageable daughter. To present 
oneself as any of these is not merely to perform it but to interpret oneself through it, 
and the painter in turn presents the portrait as an interpretation of this act. (171)
To emphasize his point, Berger’s example of “a sitter of a certain sort” enacts the view that 
all sitters self-present as social types by employing indefinite articles (a la Boileau): Berger 
describes “a sitter” rather than “the sitter.”
Berger’s observation also reiterates Norman’s explanation for Moliere’s appeal to 
“miroirs publics” (Critique I: 658) for his models. As I discuss in Part Two, Norman 
provides an answer to Moliere’s enigmatic mimetic agenda when he emphasizes the 
theatricality inherent in the playwright’s milieu. Norman suggests that Moliere’s “mirror 
does not only reflect nature, it also reflects other mirrors” (2). In other words, Moliere is,
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indeed, mining his surroundings for material, but the individuals upon which he bases his 
characters, as public personae, are themselves types by being imitations of ideals of social 
types. As the above examples reveal, portraiture is intrinsically a circular art: portraitists may 
seem to depict individuals, but those individuals, via the act of posing and being posed, 
imitate conceptions of portraiture. This circularity blurs the portrait s referent, particularly, 
as I explain later, in the case of the literary variety.
Richard Brilliant sums up the challenge of the painted portrait’s shifting referent by 
boiling it down to a problem with the metaphysical notion of “identity :
Conflicting views on the nature of personal identity have confounded the very 
concept of the portrait as a significant genre of representation because they affect the 
answer to a basic question presented by art works of this kind: Who is the who that 
is being represented?” Those who would deny the existence of a singular personal 
identity, separate from its social context, would consider this question irrelevant; 
identity, conceived in such absolute terms, would be incomprehensible to an artist 
and, thus, impossible to represent. The allegedly irreducible nature of human beings 
may present a dilemma to philosophers, resolvable only by an extended metaphysical 
speculation about the ‘beingness’ of the ‘someone’ embodied in the person, let alone 
secondarily represented by a portrait. [...] Portrait artists may not often concern 
themselves with metaphysics. [...] Portrait artists do, however, confront the issue of 
truthfulness of representation, given the occasionality [the relationship of the 
depiction to the sitter] of reference inevitably connecting the art work and the person. 
(13)
While I disagree with Brilliant’s assertion that portraitists “may not often concern themselves 
with metaphysics” (for the painters and writers whom I study were very much aware of the
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difficulties of summing up a thinking being in an artistic medium), he pinpoints portraiture’s 
inherent problem: resemblance. The gap between sitter and depiction, created by the sitter s 
assuming a social role as (s)he sits for her/ his portrait, is a crucial feature of both types of 
portrayal. The challenge presented by this automatic disparity represents the impetus for my 
attempts to characterize, categorize, and chart the portrait along its literary journey.
The answer to Brilliant’s question “who is the who that is being represented?” or 
“what is being resembled?” is, as noted above, dependent upon the painter, who interprets, 
poses, and presents his sitter, and the sitter, who poses (presents) himself as he wishes to be 
seen. However, the relationship between these two figures is uncertain. Brilliant’s use of the 
term “battlefield” (33) to refer to the meeting of artist and sitter suggests a state of constant 
tension between the desires and artistic visions of the participants. The artist cannot share the 
sitter’s exact notion of self and, therefore, is not able to depict him precisely as he wants to be 
depicted.
What is more, artists, as scrutinizers, often produce portraits tinged with irony. 
Painting individuals who wish to be depicted (often a product of vanity), artists manipulate 
the image in myriad ways to mock their sitters. For example, Hans Holbein the Younger 
suffuses the portrait Georg Gisze (1532) (see figure 6, page 425) (and, hence, the sitter) with 
unease by manipulating the merchant’s bodily proportions, the painting s perspective, and the 
objects displayed.20 As exhibited by Georg Gisze, the contrasting views of the sitter’s self 
cast additional doubt upon the transparency between the sitter and the portrayal, or upon the 
very idea of resemblance.
20 See pages 145-46 for an in-depth discussion of this painting.
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The tensions between model and portrait are further intensified by the shifting 
recipient, a figure to whom Brilliant accords the crucial role of interpretation:
Whether formed in conflict or in a more collaborative manner, any portrait represents 
some compromise at the time of making, a compromise that may be neither 
understood nor accepted by a third party, a viewer not privy to the intimate 
psychological exchange between the artist and the person portrayed but whose view 
often determines the significance of the work, or of the subject. (33)
The painted or literary portrait’s version of the model (altered by both his/ her pose and the 
artist’s filtering gaze) is thus reified in a sense after completion, but the constantly changing 
recipient inserts a final element of uncertainty into the representational process. Braider, 
using J. L. Austin’s views on language to challenge Amauld and Nicole’s argument for 
transparency between sitter and depiction, explains that the viewer contributes to the 
construction of the sitter’s identity, for (s)he interprets the portrait according to his/ her own 
experiences, desires, etc.:
Meaning is not confined to the sense we consciously give our words: it also depends 
on what Austin calls uptake—  the understandings and emotions others bring to 
hearing them. Insofar as the effect that our words produce is ultimately a function of 
how others take them, their most decisive meanings are often those we least notice or 
intend. [...] Even an image is subject to mistake because it, too, entails uptake: the 
problems of sense and force, intention and idiosyncrasy against which the Logique 
[of Amauld and Nicole] invokes it as a saving paradigm all return, with a vengeance, 
the moment the miniature begins to circulate. (“Image” 1152)
The portrait therefore occupies a place at the juncture of a fixed and changing identity where 
history and fiction compete.
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Braider’s observations register the fact that classical authors considered the portrait a 
sign. Like a word, a depiction is subject to the challenge of the sense-referent gap,21 a chasm 
that foments ambiguity and misunderstanding but that allows for fertility and invention. 
Drawing on the semiotic studies of Umberto Eco in Fictions of the Pose. Harry Berger comes 
to the same conclusion: “I define a portrait as a sign that denotes by resemblance, a sign 
whose content purports to refer to some possible state of the world that corresponds to it but 
is absent from it” (27). Like Sganerelle’s misconstrued miniature that Braider describes in 
Moliere’s Sganerelle. ou le cocu imaginaire. a written sketch, once dropped out of a pocket, 
can be (mis)interpreted as a love letter or a literary study, depending upon the motivations 
and knowledge of the hands in which it lands.
One need look no farther than the case of Bussy-Rabutin’s Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules (1660) to find an example of the power of uptake vis-a-vis written depiction. While 
he claimed to have written a private chronicle of court gossip to entertain his sick mistress, 
Bussy’s set of vignettes, which was clandestinely copied and circulated, resulted in his 
permanent social disgrace, mainly due to its scandalous portraits. Bussy’s claimed intention 
was diversion, but recipients outside of his intended circle viewed it as libel and/ or a weapon 
to use against its author. These alternate ways of receiving and interpreting Histoire had 
damaging real world results for Bussy and, moreover, have forever colored future 
interpretations.
Painted and literary portraits of real individuals thus present similar challenges of 
resemblance and reception that problematize the normative value of commemoration. 
Claiming to capture the essence of the sitter or to make the model (absent because of death or
21 The main sources for my ideas concerning words and their meanings are Saul Kripke’s Naming and 
Necessity (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1980) and Ferdinand de Saussure’s Cours de linguistique 
generate (Oxford and Tarrytown, NJ, 1996).
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physical distance) present through representation, the two media rely on the ideas of 
resemblance and identity while at the same time idealizing their subjects. Yet, the idea of 
resemblance seems more ingrained in the painted portrait than in its literary cousin. While 
the style of painting, the subject’s pose, and her/ his clothing may be similar in seventeenth- 
century portraits belonging to a certain school, their sitters are unique. Plastic portraiture has 
a baseline of truth that the artist cannot avoid. Lessing summarizes its grounding in the real: 
“for although even a portrait admits of an ideal, still the likeness must be the first 
consideration; it is the ideal of a certain man, not the ideal of a man” (11). In other words, 
touched up a bit or not, the painted Louis XIV is perfectly distinguishable from the painted 
Prince de Conde.
Conversely, the verbal sketches of the king and Conde in Divers Portraits, both by 
Mademoiselle, use similar language and metaphors to forge very similar portraits, from their 
“jambes belles” to their shared dancing abilities and courage on the battlefield (Portraits 69- 
79). Despite the homogeneity of their finished products, however, the “honnetes gens” of the 
salon claimed to admire skill in accurate, particular verbal depiction. Throughout the 
sketches, one finds an emphasis on “natural” rendering. For example, in the preface of 
Recueil des portraits et eloges en prose et en vers, the author (possibly Saint-Evremond) 
(Plantie 683-707), declares: “on auroit peu d’amour pour les belles choses, et l ’on seroit peu 
curieux, si l ’on ne s’empressoit pas de voir de quelle maniere, et avec quelle sincerite des 
Heros et des Heroines ont descrit leurs perfections et leurs defaux” (N. pag.). Criticism of 
excessive flattery is also a hallmark of the salon portrait. Madame de Motteville chastises 
portraitists for over-idealization: “Ils embellissent ce qu’ils ont de bon; ils adoucissent leurs 
defauts en leur donnant des explications favorables, et jusqu’a cette heure je n’ai guere vu de 
ces portraits par lesquels il me fut facile de reconnoitre l ’original” (151). Yet, the modern
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reader shares Harth’s frustration with such portraitists, who, “in their attempts to rout the 
flatterers, [...] have run the risk of imitating them. Many of their portraits are nothing but 
embellished flattery” (108).
However, one must be careful not judge this seeming hypocrisy too harshly. First, in 
a sense, portraiture is itself inherently flattering, for a sitter is important enough to merit a 
representation, even if only an unflattering one. Moreover, regarding the related seventeenth- 
century French praise-poem, John Lyons in Exemplum: The Rhetoric of Example in Early 
Modem France and Italy demands a naive approach in virtue of appropriate period form and 
language:
In the first place, a particular epithet like ‘heroic’ applied to Louis in a particular 
poem should not be taken out of context and treated as a lie invented by the writer to 
flatter the monarch. If one is writing an ode to the king or another form of panegyric, 
this is the kind of adjective one has to use. The idea of writing a panegyric was a 
normal one in the seventeenth century. The rhetoric of praise and blame (epideictic 
rhetoric, as it was called) was one of the three major divisions of oratory. (36) 
Relying on ancient rhetorical techniques, precious portraitists were not purposefully 
lying by extolling honest depiction. In fact, Harth identifies their world as the product of a 
collective, transformed desire to create a new type of portraiture not based on flattery:
No matter how much the protestations of realism in Mademoiselle’s portraits may 
sound at times like empty claims, the consistent opposition portrait/ flattery confers 
on them the authority of statements. The dynamic of the opposition operates so as to 
reduce on the one hand the previous efforts at portraiture by the professionals to mere 
flattery, on the other hand to elevate their own efforts to the category of accurate
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representation. The result is that a claim acquires the status of a perceived fact.
(108)
It is important to understand that the stated wish to distinguish precious portraiture from its 
idealized state in the romance22 and from its unpolished state in the hands of uncouth 
imitators was not an insistence on “realistic” portraiture in the modem sense. Idealized to the 
extreme, planar portraits highlight uniform honnetete at the expense of particular 
resemblance.
In light of these observations, can one conclude that the function of resemblance is 
completely effaced in the salon portrait? The answer is equivocal, for, while this type of 
portraiture does not allow the reader to single out its sitters per se. it commemorates a certain 
time-bound view of a perfect (or imperfect— some of the salon portraits are negative) 
individual belonging to a certain caste. Like Boileau and Berger, I use the indefinite article to 
emphasize the fact that this “individual” is a type figure. Detached salon portraits present a 
blank face: one common to a caste of individuals rather than marked by individual traits. The 
salon portrait thus resembles, but the referent is a collective ideal of “honnetete” held by the 
circle of noble portraitists. Portraiture’s inescapable circularity surfaces again with this idea, 
for the ideal portrait to which they manifestly refer is, in part, the product of portraiture itself.
The idea of a caste identity and the use of portraiture in its determination is informed 
by Stephen Greenblatt’s notions of the self in Renaissance England. While they apply to 
more radical cases of “Other,” his observations nuance further the salon portrait’s version of 
resemblance and its functions. Furthermore, they go far in explaining the homogeneous 
positive and negative characterizations of period romances and official portrait collections.
221 believe this to be one of the reasons that Mademoiselle de Scudery is not listed as a precursor in the 
preface of Divers portraits.
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Greenblatt argues that “self-fashioning”23 in British Renaissance texts occurs commonly in 
relation to the idea of Other: “self-fashioning is achieved in relation to something perceived 
as alien, strange, or hostile. The threatening Other— heretic, savage, witch, adulteress, 
traitor, Antichrist— must be discovered or invented in order to be attacked and destroyed”
(9). As my study in Part Two of Clelie’s negative sketch of the courtier Amerinthe reveals, 
the unmasking of menacing outsiders, particularly those, like Amerinthe, that masquerade as 
complicitous insiders, is, in part, a means of defining the insiders. Pointing out what is “not” 
thus helps delineate what “is.”
This phenomenon is glaringly evident in Divers portraits’s “Portrait des Precieuses,” 
in which the author (said to be Mademoiselle herself), criticizing the members of “cette 
secte” (Portraits 219) in the harshest terms, expressly characterizes them as interlopers: “ces 
persones n ’etoient pas nees dans un etat monarchique ou Ton auroit grande peine a en 
souffrir” (219). As I discuss later in this chapter, the portrait is completely negative; the 
“precieuses” have no redeeming qualities in the author’s eyes whatsoever. In light of 
Greenblatt’s study of how a group forms an identity, one can postulate that because of its 
inclusion in the collection, Mademoiselle, whether she wrote it or not, uses the sketch as a 
point of contrast to the overall portrait/ self-portrait projected by Divers portraits.
The “precieuses,” as an indignant, imitative Other, give Mademoiselle a target to 
which she opposes her own example of a dignified, witty, stylish collective self— a self that 
is still noble despite its humiliation in the Fronde rebellions. “Portrait des Precieuses” thus 
aids Mademoiselle in her own construction of self, which, in virtue of the homogeneity of the 
surrounding positive descriptions, is identical to that of the collective self of her circle. 
Regarding salon portraiture, “self-fashioning” is more like “caste-fashioning,” an idea that,
23 This is a term that Berger rejects because of its ambiguities. Here, Greenblatt uses it to mean the 
purposeful construction of a social self.
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while it does not negate the idea of resemblance, is certainly a modification of plastic 
portraiture’s agenda of mimesis.
Decoration of Spaces and Idealization of Individuals
Scholars often contrast portraiture’s normative function, as described above, with its 
decorative possibilities. Gracing the walls of chateaux and bourgeois households alike, 
plastic portraits served as a primary means of ornamentation. Speaking of fifteenth-century 
Italian portraits, Pope-Hennessy notes that in some works “the emphasis [...] is decorative” 
(36) in virtue of the bright colors of the clothing that contrast with the flat features of the 
sitters. This function, however, was secondary according to Pope-Hennessy. He states that 
“initially the role of the Renaissance portrait was commemorative; it was consciously 
directed to a future when the living would no longer be alive” (8). Moreover, he downplays 
the significance of the above Italian works that seem to highlight the decorative:
this bias toward decoration is usually explained as a matter of aesthetic choice, but 
the evidence is that these portraits were first and foremost social documents and only 
secondarily works of art. [...] it is likely that they sprang up in obedience to the 
precept that, as a complement to the family tree, a visual record should be kept of the 
members of the family. (37)
Overall, however, Pope-Hennessy describes a “balance between decoration and 
representation” (37) in each Renaissance portrait. Disregarding other functions, painted 
portraiture operated according to an x-y axis upon which each painter weighed the work’s 
functions of embellishment versus commemoration. Different schools posited their works at
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various points on the idealization-representation grid; William Wilson in the preface of Dutch 
Seventeenth-Centurv Portaiture opposes “the realistic northern tradition for portraiture 
established by van Eyck, Diirer and Holbein” and “the Italian Renaissance tendency to 
idealize man” (N. pag.).
The idea that patrons relied on plastic portraits to decorate is, at least partially, related 
to early modem portraiture’s widescale “mimetic idealism” (Berger 80), or embellishment of 
the sitter to make her/ him more pleasing to the eye. Musing about the Greek laws 
(particularly those of the Thebans) dictating idealization and forbidding caricature (10), 
Lessing contrasts eighteenth-century norms of portraiture, “of which the Beautiful is only a 
small part” (14) to ancient times when “expression” was subjected “to the first law of art, the 
law of Beauty” (12). During the Renaissance revival of classical artistic tastes, beauty again 
took center stage as a main source of pleasure in art, whence, in part, the embellishment of 
the sitter’s good features. Other important artistic and socio-political functions (discussed 
throughout this chapter) fostered the widespread urge to render sitters more attractive, but the 
desire for pleasing decoration seems also a likely contributor to the Renaissance and early 
modern equivalent of soft touch photography. The idea of decoration of space is therefore 
tied to that of embellishment of the sitter; beautifying a sitter’s portrait, even at the expense of 
resemblance, may well have served to help beautify a room.
Unlike in studies of the painted portrait, the decorative functions of the detached 
salon literary portrait (“decoration” in both senses of the word: adornment of textual space 
and idealization of the sitter) are the main foci of critical attention. In terms of the verbal 
sketch’s ability to adorn the space of a text, Harth argues that the genre served as 
“embellishment” (118) for romances. Similarly, Plantie underscores the importance of the 
1659 portrait books in the verbal sketch’s evolution from textual “ornament” to independent
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genre: “les portraits ont d ’abord ete cultives par les romanciers dans la mesure ou ils etaient, 
au meme titre que les maximes et les lettres, des ornements attendus par les lecteurs” (76).
Harth and Plantie’s assertion that portraits were largely decorative pieces of 
writing— texts neither necessary nor central to the plot— is a complete contrast to the 
painted portrait’s initial position ascribed by Pope-Hennessy on the decoration-representation 
grid, described above. These authors may be selling short the functions and representational 
capacities of the romance portrait, however, for the idea that portraits rendered narrative more 
pleasing via their diverting presence is merely one way of viewing the relationship between 
framed and frame. The prominence of portraits in romances like Mademoiselle de Scudery’s 
Le Grand Cvrus and Clelie suggests that the story functioned as a vehicle for the presentation 
of portraits, or as a portrait gallery, an idea that calls into question the general notion that 
romance-writers considered portraits “first” (if the “first” here means “first and foremost”) as 
decoration. Not merely textual baubles to adorn the “real” story, these “formes breves” not 
only furnished narrative frames with characters, but also served as the selling-point for the 
works as a whole (for example, Le Grand Cyrus flew off the shelves because of its portraits) 
(Harth 97). Furthermore, even if Plantie’s “d ’abord” means “earlier in time,” the idea is also 
suspect, for even in the earlier pastoral novel, such as Honore d ’Urfe’s L ’Astree. both painted 
and written portraits function as plot devices. One need only think of Celadon’s portrait- 
shrine to Astree, which consisted of plastic and written tributes to her, to counter the 
argument.
Perhaps the critical compulsion to overemphasize the portrait’s role as textual 
ornament stems from its ah' of frivolity. Long associated with the riddle in virtue of the idea 
of the key, the salon portrait cultivates a playful reputation. Moreover, its authors, largely 
novices, were purveyors of “sprezzatura” (the art of appearing artful without having to work
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at it) who generally project a slap-dash attitude that bespeaks a valuing of instant wit rather 
than painstaking skill. The anonymous author (possibly Segrais) of Divers portraits’s preface 
highlights this pose by commending Mademoiselle for the ease with which she achieves her 
self-portrait:
II fut pense et ecrit en un quart-d’heure, comme il est aise de le voir, et plus aise 
encore de le croire a ceux qui la connoitront: car les personnes dont 1’ esprit va aussi 
vite que le sien, font rarement les choses a deux fois: et bien qu’elles soient mal des 
la premiere, il vaut mieux les laisser de la sorte que n ’y rien changer; les graces 
naturelles se decouvrant d’autant mieux, qu’elles sont degagees de tout artifice. (N. 
Pag.)
In Mademoiselle’s society, “natural” talent was thus equated with a lack of effort. The 
opposite of Monsieur de Ligniere’s detested “trade” practiced by “auteurs de profession” (70) 
(a comment he makes in his self-portrait in Recueil de portraits), noble portraiture posited 
itself as a whim or diversion, dependent more upon its particular social milieu to infuse it 
with value than was painted portraiture. Its aura of being fashioned hastily, whether truth or 
smokescreen, together with the questionable talent of many portraitists are sources of the 
salon portrait’s overall undervaluing and misinterpretation as pointless decoration in literary 
circles.
Another source of its misinterpretation is lodged in the second meaning of 
“decoration”: “idealization of the sitter.” The terms “homogeneity” and “flattery” invariably 
pepper critical works treating the salon portrait, which bemoan its rigid codes that produce 
similar texts. Like pearls on a necklace, planar sketches use the same metaphors, structures, 
and adjectives in their embellishment of very different individuals. Their global similarity 
frustrates many critics, even those like Harth and Plantie who study the genre. To succumb
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to this frustration, however, is to focus on the individual pearls without seeing the beauty and 
possibilities of the necklace: a piece of jewelry can be used simply to adorn, but it can also 
function as a gift, status symbol, and/ or promise. Similarly, a salon verbal sketch adds 
elements of diversion and stylistic interest to a framing text (it decorates according to the first 
definition), in part accomplishing this via decoration (idealization) of its sitters, but it also, as 
I show later in this chapter, fulfills other literary and social functions.
Hence, on Pope-Hennessy’s x-y axis of embellishment versus representation, one 
must not assign a value of zero to the salon portrait’s representational capacities, despite its 
projection of nonchalant non-resemblance. As I develop throughout this chapter and Part 
Two, the flat sketch contorts the notion of resemblance to forge a collective image of a caste 
rather than that of an individual. Indeed, the seventeenth-century obsession with keys to 
romances supports the notion that the public expected (and demanded) a representational 
element in these so-called strictly ornamental portraits. While the verbal sketch’s “balance” 
(Pope-Hennessy 37) is often seemingly skewed to favor decoration in virtue of differing 
artistic styles and aims, scholars must not deny the literary portrait its other primordial roles, 
particularly that of commemoration of a particular social caste and its codes of behavior.
The tendency to overdetermine the function of the French literary portrait also 
springs from the historical view of preciosity, an ambiguous mode of behavior associated 
with salon portraiture that I must clarify before broaching the verbal sketch’s many additional 
functions. Illustrating a common attitude, David Smith in 1929 ignores these roles in his 
unfavorable comparison of French portraits to the “richness” (ix) of British set pieces. In 
Characters from the Histories and Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century, he lauds the ability 
of the British sketch to single out its sitter or to commemorate, as in John Aubrey’s Brief 
Lives. Smith argues that “in France, it [literary portraiture] was to be practised as a mere
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pastime; to sketch well-known figures in society, or to sketch oneself, was for some years the 
fashionable occupation of the salon” (x). As the above citation underscores, the French 
portrait was until very recently largely pigeonholed as a participant in the fickle world of 
fashion, or, more precisely, the fashion of “preciosite.”
It is true that the authors of “portraits detaches” were generally salon-goers who 
valued “h o n n e te te a  quality that Richelet’s 1680 dictionary defines as “civilite, maniere 
d’agir polie, civile et pleine d’honneur, procede honnete et qui marque de la bonte” (405). 
While modern critics refer to these writers and conversationalists as “precieux” and/ or 
“precieuses” (a distinction that Domna Stanton uses to separate the aristocratic ones from the 
wannabes) (28), the terms were used “only pejoratively” in the mid-seventeenth century (27). 
Portraitists certainly cultivated the relationship between their texts and fashion, as evidenced 
by the opening lines of both Mademoiselle’s “Portrait du Roy” in Divers portraits and by 
Ligniere’s self-portrait in Recueil des portraits, which exclaim, respectively, “c ’est la mode 
de faire des portraits” (265) and “les Portraits sont en vogue” (327).
Although noble contributors to Mademoiselle’s exclusive Divers portraits publicly 
reviled the “precieuses” and even used portraiture as their chosen instrument of attack (in 
“Portrait des Precieuses”), verbal depiction’s involvement with “preciosite” is supported by 
Somaize’s general description of this code of behavior in Le Grand Dictionnaire des 
Precieuses (1661):
ce sont seulement celles [les femmes d’esprit] qui se meslent d’escrire ou de corriger 
ce que les autres escrivent, celles qui font leur principal de la lecture des romans, et 
sur tout celles qui inventent des fagons de parler bizarres par leur nouveaute et 
extraordinaires dans leurs significations. J ’adjouteray a cela qu’il faut encor qu’elles
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soient connues de ces messieurs que Ton appelle autheurs, et qu’il seroit malaise ou 
mesme impossible de parler d’elles sans les y mesler. (II. 23)
Emphasizing the connection of “preciosite” to certain ways of writing, reading, and speaking, 
Somaize posits the trend as primarily linguistic. As a literary mode cultivated in the salon, 
the portrait took part in the precious atmosphere of meticulous attention to verbal expression 
that included both adhesion to a “maniere d ’agir polie, civile et pleine d ’honneur” and 
employment of linguistic innovation (as pastiched in Moliere’s Les Precieuses ridicules).
This preoccupation with novel (in both senses of the word) style, which analysts 
perceive as an effacement of the function of resemblance, occasioned much of the period 
criticism aimed the verbal sketch’s way. Stanton labels “the criterion by which precieuses 
were judged ridicules” as “the banal charge of affectation” (29), a judgment arrived at most 
famously in critical treatises by D ’Aubignac, Furetiere, and Boileau-Despreaux24 and in 
Moliere’s Les Precieuses ridicules. Tying romances to “preciosite,” portraiture, and illogic, 
Boileau’s Dialogue des heros de roman (first published in 1688 but begun in 1666) is perhaps 
the best example of seventeenth-century hostile criticism of salon culture and literary 
production. Boileau distilled his hatred of romances (and his hatred of his past self for liking 
them) into a diatribe against Mademoiselle de Scudery, whose works he considered the 
embodiment of precious “puerility”25:
Comme j ’estois fort jeune dans le temps que tous ceux de la Calprenede et de tous les 
autres, faisoient le plus d’esclat, je les leus, ainsy que les lisoit tout le monde, avec
24 See Plantie’s discussion of the attitudes of these authors on pages 532-45.
25 Joan DeJean in Tender Geographies: Women and the Origins of the Novel in France postulates that 
the source of Boileau’s attitude toward the romance stemmed from its status as a genre written by and 
for women that challenged social norms (181). Stanton’s The Aristocrat as Art anticipates this 
argument: “the outpouring of satirical literature against the so-called pedantic and prudish, unnatural 
and unaristocratic precieuses (not precieux) may well represent a threatened and threatening male 
response to feministic assertions of power over sex and logos in seventeenth-century society” (28).
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beaucoup d’admiration, et je les regarday comme des chefs-d’oeuvres de nostre 
langue. Mais enfin mes annees estant accreues, et la Raison m ’ayant ouvert les yeux, 
je reconnus la puerilite de ces Ouvrages. Si bien que l’esprit satirique commengant a 
dominer en moy, je ne me donnay point de repos, que je n ’eusse fait contre ces 
Romans un Dialogue a la maniere de Lucien, ou j ’attaquois non seulement leur peu 
de solidite, mais leur affeterie pretieuse de langage, leurs conversations vagues et 
frivoles, les portraits avantageux faits a chaque bout de champ de personnes de tres 
mediocre beaute, et quelquefois mesme laides par exces, et tout ce long verbiage 
d’Amour qui n ’a point de fin. (445)
Here, Boileau stresses the fields of activity for election to the club of “precieuses” as 
does Somaize (the predilection for writing, linguistic variation, and conversation), but he 
frames them as elements of a larger scheme of childish unreasonableness and philosophical 
shallowness. His use of the terms “affeterie” and “frivoles” link the portrait, the embedded 
genre that he singles out for attack, again to the idea of fashion. Boileau’s posture reinforces 
the idea that many early modem critics and artists classified literary portraits as a means for 
“precieuses” to decorate their affected speech and vain writings. Like a fancy picture hiding 
a hole in the wall, the literary portrait was, according to its opponents, a meaningless, modish 
disguise for an empty mind and a vacuous text.
To return again to the second meaning of “decoration,” the embellishment of 
precious discourse with the popular verbal sketch (a way of beautifying speech to a certain 
crowd) is closely related to the idealized way in which salon portraitists, who reviled any 
mention of distasteful qualities, describe their sitters. Again, the painted portrait’s agenda of 
mimetic idealism is intensified in the salon depiction to the point of preventing particular 
resemblance. Features of precious discourse like extreme flattery and affectation were
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equated with dishonesty under the pens of writers like Boileau, who particularly detested the 
idealizing, transfiguring capacity of the portrait: “les portraits avantageux faits a chaque bout 
de champ de personnes de tres mediocre beaute, et quelquefois mesme laides par exces 
The widespread embellishment of the sitter in these works suggests a view of 
linguistics that conflates word and referent via the lens of beauty. In the precious world, 
signifiers seem to be beautiful in virtue of the qualities they describe. Striving for beauty in 
speech, such authors describe only positive qualities common to the members of their ideal 
caste. Together, precious authors forge a portrait of the type of the honnete homme, an image 
that, despite Boileau’s desire to destroy it, helps modem critics comprehend the literary and 
socio-political environment in the “Grand siecle.”
A key to understanding this type, its functions, and significance lies in the distinction 
between the “precieuse” and the “precieuse ridicule” (or, in Stanton’s view, the “precieux” 
and the “precieuse”). Unlike the even-handed Somaize, Boileau and his fellow detractors did 
not differentiate between the two groups, the existence of which is a continuing subject of 
debate among scholars even though (and perhaps because) it is a distinction embedded in the 
body of so-called precious writing. The following entry under “Pretieuse” in Richelet (1680) 
reveals that the division as well as the difficulty of ascertaining the difference is featured in 
period dictionaries:
Ce mot a moins que d’etre acompagne d’une favorable epitete se prend toujours en 
mauvaise part et lorsqu’il est acompagne d ’une epitete favorable il veut dire celle qui 
rafme sur le langage, qui fait qulque chose et qui se pique d’esprit mais comme dans 
ce sens le mot de pretieuse est assez rare, lorsqu’on se sert de ce mot sans epitete, ou 
avec une epitete facheuse il signifie celle qui par ses manieres d ’agir et de parler 
merite d’etre raillee. (212)
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The contributors to Divers portraits, who are generally held up as models of 
aristocratic preciosity today, did their best to establish the difference between themselves— 
models of “honnetete” — and poor imitations of these models: distorted portraits of real or 
fictional “honnetes gens.” Somaize’s Le Grand Dictionnaire des Precieuses addresses this 
misprision in its anonymous preface, in which two groups of “precieuses” are identified as 
the third and fourth categories of women (the first two being those who do not read and who 
are “ignorantes” or have “un esprit borne”) (II. 8):
Ce sont de ces deux demieres sortes de femmes dont Monsieur de Somaize parle 
dans son dictionnaire sous le nom de pretieuses: les unes sont des pretieuses galantes 
ou pretieuses du second ordre, et les autres sont de veritables pretieuses. Les 
premieres sont cause qu’il parle des hommes dans leur histoire, parce qu’elles ont 
beaucoup de galands, et les secondes parce que’elles sont visitees de beaucoup 
d’autheurs, avec qui elles ont un perpetuel commerce d’esprit. (II. 9).
The first group, the fakes, “taschent de se tirer hors du commun” (II. 8) and “taschent de bien 
parler” (II. 9), but failure is built into the writer’s use of the verb “to try.” As this prefatory 
classification system indicates, the notion of striving hard to fit the mold of “honnetete” ran 
counter to the aura of being natural that this code of behavior demanded (Stanton 7). 
However, as I described earlier, early modem perceptions of the natural varied widely; one 
can thus easily see how the portrait’s critics, both past and present, tie it to a vision of 
“preciosite” that conflated the natural affectation of the true “precieux” with the simulated 
(thus, unnatural) style of the “precieuses ridicules.”
The “portrait ridicule” may therefore be a product of the “precieuse ridicule,” but 
who is this frivolous figure? In Les Precieuses. Myriam Maitre usefully summarizes the 
ambiguity of the very term “precieuse” by outlining the disparate answers to this question: a
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“fausse precieuse” is a person, fictional or real, who purposefully and adeptly or unknowingly 
and poorly imitates precious models, fictional or real (116-20). As she points out, the 
combinatory possibilities of the above scenarios occasion reflection upon the polarity of 
critical discourse regarding both the existence of “precieuses” (“existent-elles? sont-elles pur 
affabulation?”) and the mimetic dynamics in seventeenth-century society (120). Because of 
the difficulty of deciding who in this theatrical society in which none claimed the 
identification represented the honorable form of “preciosite” (really, “honnetete”) versus the 
warped mimetic version, I will refer to them collectively throughout this study as “precieux. 
Stanton explains additional, pragmatic reasons for arriving at the same conclusion:
The differences between Mere’s view of Voiture or Moliere’s view of the precieuses 
ridicules on the one hand, and the honnete homme on the other, are only of degree, 
not kind. The similarities have more to tell us than the differences: preciosite (-) and 
honnetete (+) share the same elitist impulse, the same desire to create a 
consummately artistic— and of necessity artificial— secondary self designed to exact 
recognition of superiority through an elaborate strategy of seduction. To the 
realization of this goal the honnete homme and the “affected” precieuse devoted their 
exclusive energies. (30)
Stanton’s focus on the “aristocrat qua artist” (3) among the “precieux,” or their drive 
“to transform the self into art” (29), informs a discussion of planar portraiture’s complex 
agenda of idealization, or decoration of the sitter. The notion that literary portraitists— the 
initiators, the copycats, and every version in between— viewed themselves as highly stylized 
artistic works allows for an understanding of how such idealized texts could have been 
labeled “portraits.” This sociological approach simultaneously clears the way for an analysis 
of the verbal sketch’s other functions and condemns the angry confusion of critics faced with
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an idealized text that lauds “natural” depiction, seemingly paradoxically, as frivolous 
posturing.
A Game with High Stakes
The view that the salon portrait is a strictly decorative genre arises in part a result of 
its overarching reputation as a salon game. This oversimplified characterization contrasts 
with the general view of the plastic portrait, a genre that conjures up images of dusty galleries 
of dead ancestors meant to honor and commemorate. Nevertheless, Campbell reassures us 
that painted depictions were similarly sources of entertainment during the Renaissance. This 
impulse existed particularly among the noble crowd, whose members could afford the luxury 
of a well-crafted comic portrayal (205).
Campbell states that the plastic portrait amused patrons during the Renaissance in 
virtue of its capacities to exploit optical illusions, satire, and unusual content. The 
anamorphosis of Edward VI of England, which resembles the young monarch only when 
viewed from the side, (see figures 7 and 8, page 426) and the slatted portrait of Charles II of 
Tuscany and his daughter Christina, which displays images of different people when viewed 
from different angles, (see figure 9, page 427) represent examples of the portrait’s ability to 
captivate through optical play. Another of Campbell’s examples, the “unequal lovers” 
pastiche of Francis I and Queen Eleonora (see figure 10, page 428), is a work that illustrates 
visual satire. Henry VIII’s commissioned distortion of the king and queen was meant to
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maliciously poke fun at the enemy ruler. The most extensive category of portraits that aim to 
entertain is that composed of portraits of freaks and fools that circulated in Renaissance 
courts, of which the hirsute daughter of Petrus (see figure 11, page 429) is a famous example 
(205-7). Like the presence of a little person or person of color (who were court decorations 
in a sense), pictures like these served to incite curiosity and elicit conversation.
Because of its form, the written portrait did not serve as a display of optical tricks. 
Nevertheless, like its plastic counterpart, it made use of the sting of satire and the unusualness 
of the model to amuse the reader. Furthermore, it often diverted by exploiting the mystery of 
the enigma, whence its frequent characterization based on its function as a diversion for bored 
ex-Frondeurs. Such nobles, lacking invitations to court, indeed amused themselves with 
word play, including riddles, poetry contests, and keyed and non-keyed portraits. A look at 
precisely how and why these works functioned as amusements provides access to some of its 
more profound social roles.
Whether to praise the subject, chastise him/
her, or simply display a curiosity, verbal portraitists often imbued their work with the 
spirit of diversion, most frequently by painting an explicitly ambiguous portrait— one whose 
referent begged conjecture. Harth describes how all set pieces from the 1659 portrait books 
have a ludic function related to the ideas of identity and skillful depiction:
Usually the subject of the portrait is identified with his or her real name even if a 
pastoral or mythological name is also given. When the subject is unidentified, the 
portrait becomes an enigma. The game here is of course to identify the subject, but 
even the portraits with identified subjects present themselves as games. The purpose
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in the case of a portrait with an identified subject was to see how well one could 
execute it, that is, with how much art one could imitate the model. (104)
Harth’s comments necessitate a brief analysis of the notion of the “roman a cles, a 
literary phenomenon intrinsically tied to portraiture and a primary source of the verbal 
sketch’s diversionary function. As the incompleteness and downright dubiousness of keys to 
portraits in seventeenth-century portrait books and romances attest, period and modern 
readers alike have met with varying degrees of success in their efforts to uncover the true 
identities of models. While anagrams and initials have allowed certain identifications (for 
example, the self-portrait of “M.R.D.” in Recueil des potraits is of La Rochefoucauld), other 
sitters and authors’ identities remain veiled, such as those of “Mile de ***” and “M. de ***” 
in the two sketches that precede La Rochefoucauld’s sketch. The questionable existence of a 
1657 key to Le Grand Cvrus that Victor Cousin published in the mid-nineteenth century in La 
Societe francaise au XVTIe siecle d ’apres ‘Le Grand Cyrus’ de Mile de Scudery (Godenne 
83-84) is one of many examples of the unanswered questions that continue to swirl around 
the idea of the salon portrait’s “key.” Moreover, the absence of definitive answers to these 
riddles continues to interest researchers today, such as Jacqueline Plantie, who provides 
informed new hypotheses regarding models and authors of the 1659 compilations in Le 
Portrait litteraire (725-35), and Alain Niderst, whose attempts to identify Clelie’s characters 
in the article “Les Mysteres de Clelie” are less convincing.26
26 Niderst’s failure to research the history of the 1659 portrait books leads him to make unfounded 
claims about possible identities of Clelie’s characters. For example, he attributes Recueil des portraits 
et eloges en prose et en vers to Mademoiselle de Montpensier (16), he does not explore the generic 
nature of set-piece portraiture, and he does not take into account the haste with which Sercy and 
Barbin, the editors of Recueil des portraits, produced their tome (a possible source of so-called 
plagiarism of Clelie).
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Regardless of whether readers now know the model, whether the enigmatic sketch 
was flattering or mocking,27 or whether the sitter was real or a composite, the purpose of 
using initials, anagrams, or antique names as substitutes for sitters’ real names was to engage 
the reader. Even skeptics of Le Grand Cvrus’s status as a “roman a cles” like Andre Le 
Breton describe the enigmatic quality of Mademoiselle de Scudery’s portraits in terms of an 
agenda to “pique the curiosity” (182) of the reader. In a quote also cited by Rene Godenne in 
the helpful Les Romans de Mademoiselle de Scuderv (1983), Le Breton explains the problem 
of the sitter in this romance:
Vingt lignes se rapportent bien a un de ses contemporains, puis tout se brouille, le 
heros fait un geste, prononce une parole qui n ’est plus d’accord avec les paroles et les 
gestes de l’original, et nous renonfons a chercher en lui-meme l’ombre d’un vivant. 
Les traits restent a l’etat d ’illusion; s ’il n ’en fallait pas plus pour piquer la curiosite 
des mondains de 1650, ce n’est pas assez pour constituer une galerie de portraits 
historiques. (182)
In short, it was the idea of the “roman a cles” or, in the case of the 1659 compilations, the 
“livre de portraits a cles” that provided an inexhaustible source of guessing games for readers 
and writers of literary portraits.
One of the most famous key-less portraits is “Portrait des Precieuses” in Divers 
portraits, a scathing text that also provides an example of the literary portrait’s use of satire to 
divert. As in the satirical painted portrait (often a caricature), the satirical literary portrait s 
tone was partly a ploy, like the enigma, to further muster the reader’s interest. Described 
throughout as a “secte,” this group with a penchant for affectation is associated with old age,
27 For an example of a flattering, enigmatic portrait, see Catherine Desjardin’s (Madame de 
Villedieu’s) tribute to “Daphnis” in Recueil des portraits (444-48). Mademoiselle’s critical portrait of 
“Amarante” in Divers portraits (88-93) provides an example of a critical, unidentified portrait.
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ugliness, bad manners, stupidity, denigration, impiety, spinsterhood, social ambition, royal 
disapproval, unfriendliness, selfishness, dishonesty, poor dancing skills, and derision (in a 
text that derides) (219-22). The author adopts an ironic tone near the end of the sketch when 
(s)he refers to “leur grand jugement” in a passage that speaks of their lack of honesty:
elles ont la bonte de souffrir celle [l’amitie] des autres, et d’agreer leurs services 
quand elles en ont besoin; mais craignant trop fatiguer les personnes de qui elles les 
souffrent, elles veulent honorer plusieurs de la gloire de les servir, chacun a son 
temps, et leur grand jugement fait son effet ordinaire, car leur memoire n ’en est point 
chargee. (222)
The satire concludes with the following commentary on painting, a metaphor that the author 
uses as a weapon against these high priestesses of bad taste. In the author’s view, the 
unpleasant, generic traits of the “precieuses” threaten to vacate the content of the sketch: 
Quand j ’ai commence, je cragnois ne pouvoir pas faire un bon tableau, car les 
peintres font mal d’ordinaire les choses a quoi ils ne prennent pas de plaisir, et 
assurement leurs personnes et leurs visages ne sont pas plaisants a regarder, et meme 
je craignois que les traits de mon portrait ne fussent aussi effaces que ceux de leurs 
visages, mais je pense que leur caractere est si bien ecrit ici, qu’il reparera en une 
maniere ce qui sera efface en l’autre. (222)
As satirized objects whose “faces are not pleasant to look at,” the “precieuses” as 
portrayed here recall not only the caricatured painting of Francis I and his bride (figure 5) but 
also the grotesque image of the daughter of Petrus (figure 6). The above author’s harangue 
singles out these women as marginalized figures: social misfits akin to the court freaks 
depicted in Renaissance paintings. “Portrait des Precieuses” presents its sitters as objects of 
public scorn to be identified, studied, feared, loathed, and libeled. Like the “particulier”
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Monsieur de Brais, Mademoiselle’s squire whose sketch appears in Divers portraits.28 the 
“precieuses” were named outsiders to a tightly knit group of nobles, and, as such, they 
provided a cruel form of entertainment for those who considered them inferior and monstrous 
copies of true “honnetete.”
The aristocratic salon portrait’s diversionary function leads to a recognition of its role 
in delineating social castes via two portraits: a caricature of the collective “precieuse” and an 
idealized (hence, blank-faced) painting of the noble group’s version of the ideal “precieux” or 
truly “honnete homme.” As examples of all that Mademoiselle’s circle is not, the 
“precieuses” provide her with an additional means of fleshing out a collective noble identity. 
John Lyons uses the metaphor of a clearing in the woods to describe the usefulness of a 
supporting example in discourse (3). This image is perhaps even better applied to the idea of 
an opposing example like that of the “precieuses.” Devoid of decorum, the landscape that 
these social misfits occupy in salon society is a wasteland amid the lush forest of praise of 
Divers portraits. This pocket of Other is framed and defined by its surrounding texts, but it 
also serves to give distinct boundaries to the encompassing codes of conduct.
Mademoiselle’s lambasting of the Precieuses is thus part of the inevitable process of self­
construction or image making that Goffman describes eloquently in The Presentation of Self 
in Everyday Life.
The fingering of Other to define self is a concept that Stephen Greenblatt discusses in 
Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare. Although applied to self-image- 
making in England, his ideas about purposeful and unconscious “self-fashioning” apply 
equally to processes across the channel. He summarizes that “self-fashioning is achieved in 
relation to something perceived as alien, strange, or hostile. The threatening Other— heretic,
28 See pages 251-66.
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savage, witch, adulteress, traitor, Antichrist— must be discovered or invented in order to be 
attacked and destroyed” (9). Presented explicitly as Other, the “precieuses” are like Jerzy 
Kosinski’s painted bird within the pages of Divers Portraits and the world of the noble salon: 
they are foreign elements to be mocked, attacked, and destroyed. On the other hand, as 
Greenblatt suggests, they are necessary to their detractors as a primary means of self- 
fashioning. In this way, texts like “Portrait des Precieuses” that seem at first simply amusing 
jokes at the expense of others or catty diatribes take on the weighty function of aristocratic 
image-making.
Endowing the negative verbal sketch with such importance likewise informs a 
general understanding of the role of gossip in salon society. Defined today as “rumor or 
report of an intimate nature” or “chatty talk,” the idea of “gossip,” likewise a means of 
diversion, encompasses the entire body of the detached salon portrait. Both flattering and 
libelous texts project an air of chatty intimacy, or the ability to divulge the true nature of the 
sitter. The connection of gossip to literary portraiture is suggested by its consistent presence 
in the gazette Le Mercure galant. Presenting love stories, news, awards, poems, panegyrics, 
funeral orations, reviews of literary works, lists of royal appointments, fashion advice, 
wedding announcements, songs, letters, maps, riddles, and portraits (many using 
pseudonyms), this revue, which Harth declares is “aimed primarily at an aristocratic public 
drawn from the society of the salons” (164), posits itself as a means of informing the 
provincial reader about the gossip of the day. In a gesture reminiscent of Mademoiselle’s 
description of Other, the anonymous narrator (Donneau de Vise), supposedly writing a letter 
to a country gentlewoman, in January 1672 opposes the revue and the Journal des Scavans, 
which “ne parle que des livres de Science qu’on imprime” (N. pag.). He also contrasts Le 
Mercure galant with the official news reports of the kingdom like the Gazette de la Regence:
“je vous manderay des choses que les Gazettes ne vous apprendront point, ou de moins 
qu’elles ne vous feront pas s£avoir avec tant de particularitez. Les moindres choses qui se 
passeront icy, n ’echaperont pas a ma plume” (3). Intimacy is thus a goal, as is literary 
portraiture, as he states in this initial edition, “mon dessin est, en vous mandant des nouvelles, 
de vous faire connaitre le merite des plus considerables Personnes de France” (39). “Faire 
connaitre” or “making known” these important individuals necessarily relied upon verbal 
sketching combined with anecdotes that described their private behavior.
Literary portraiture, describing someone to someone else through words, is thus 
inextricably linked to the idea of gossiping, a type of discourse in which the painted portrait, 
limited by form, cannot participate. Its links to gossip accord the verbal sketch the ability to 
divert, inform, and, most significantly, delineate social standings and relationships. The 
portrait book and gazette’s unrelenting joint insistence on particularity and truth seeks to 
endow the oral sketch with the capacity to tell the story behind the story: the positive sketches 
declare, “this is how we really are,” and the negative, “this is how we are not.” Again, one 
recognizes that planar portraits as displayed in most salon writings do not deny completely 
the function of resemblance, for they purport to draw accurately the features of a clique of 
“honnetes gens”—  to define this group as socially superior by tracing its codes of behavior.
Noble portraitists’ social aims are particularly interesting considering the 
involvement of many authors in Mademoiselle’s circle with the Fronde rebellions. As losers 
in the struggle for power, Frondeurs and their supporters, such as la Rochefoucauld and 
Mademoiselle de Scudery, turned to words to project new images of themselves. Heroes on 
paper, they used mediums of gossip like the oral sketch as a way to re-establish social status. 
Heroic portraits of the mid-seventeenth-century aimed to prove that although their authors 
had lost the battle for political power, they were still superior in terms of morals, wit, and
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style (“honnetete”) to most individuals, of whom many strove (unsucessfully, in the eyes of 
the “salonniers”) to imitate them. Moreover, their flattering tributes provided a vehicle for 
oblique apologies to the king and his immediate family.
These observations reveal that while it has long been considered largely a diversion, 
salon literary portraiture represented a game of high socio-political stakes. Most 
significantly, it provided salon-goers with a means of forging a new composite identity from 
the ashes of the old. Its role in creating versions of the noble self after the Fronde will be 
likewise fleshed out in the following section, which explores plastic and written portraiture’s 
dueling foci on personality and physicality and their various uses as moral teaching devices.
Moral Exempla and Caste Identity
Following Horace’s advice from Ars Poetica “Aut prodesse volunt, aut delectare 
poetae/ Aut simul et jucunda et idonea dicere vitae” (371-72), which tells the poet to instruct 
and please, literary portraitists aimed not only to amuse, but also teach moral lessons (or so 
they claimed). The moral aspect of verbal sketching is closely related to the above arguments 
concerning the need for the salon-goers to re-establish a noble identity. Largely focusing on 
the personality of the sitter (as opposed to the painted portrait, which presents mainly the 
physical details), oral depiction posits the subject’s mind as the key to his/ her identity. The 
impeccable morals of the “honnetes gens” of the salon and the court, such as the devout 
Queen Mother and the courageous Monsieur in Divers portraits, are presented as examples of 
how to behave properly in the “monde” in both senses of the word: court society and society 
at large.
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Authors of set-piece literary portraits shared a preoccupation with finding a moral 
basis for their efforts. The verbal sketch’s worth as a means of teaching good behavior is 
repeatedly stated in the anonymous preface of Recueil des portraits, which criticizes generic 
portraits for their inability to “instruct us.” It also designates its sketches as models of 
propriety for the public to follow: “Ce sont de grandes modelles de beaute, de douceur, de 
piete, de prudence, d ’amour, de generosite et de modestie que Ton donne au public” (N. 
pag.). Harth emphasizes this self-ascribed moral role in her assertion that “exemplum and 
embellishment” were the components of the written depiction’s traditional “double function 
(112). She concludes that “both history and the portrait, serve, therefore, in the tradition of 
classical antiquity, as examples of virtue and greatness” (79). The salon portrait’s 
predilection for moral analysis over physical description underscores the fact that salon 
literary portraitists inserted their works purposefully into an ethical dialogue. Whether an 
honest effort to moralize or not, these texts were meant to transmit information about codes 
of behavior.
Textual examples indicate that morality is ostensibly at the heart of the portraits in 
the romances of Mademoiselle de Scudery. She specifically discusses the moral worth of 
slanderous sketches in Clelie during the game of “portraits partagez” that takes place at 
Princess Lysimene’s court.29 While the princess herself is not as thoroughly convinced of the 
value of negative sketches, her courtiers list several moral uses of them:
ce doit etre contre ceux qui sont medians, medisans, calomniateurs, fourbes, envieux 
de la gloire d’autruy, parce que quelquefois en faisant bien la peinture d’un mechant 
homme, on peut faire hair le vice. Mas apres tout, ces peintures doivent estre 
generates, et ne marquer jamais personne en particulier, si ce n’est qu’il soit
291 discuss this scene at length on pages 210-24.
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necessaire de faire connoistre les gens perfides, de peur qu’ils ne trompent ceux qui 
ne le sont pas. Car comme on fait des marques en certains endroits dans les grands 
fleuves, pour avertir ceux qui y passent qu’il y a des rochers cachez sous l ’eau, ou 
l ’on pourroit faire naufrage, on peut aussi quelquefois faire connoistre les gens 
dangereux, afin que les gens de vertu les evitent plus facilement. (IX. 295) 
Negative portraits can thus serve as examples to make readers “hate vice.” Moreover, they 
represent social instruction manuals for innocent readers: to “make known” immoral 
individuals so that moral ones can steer clear of them.
Just as negative portraits show both how not to behave and whom to avoid, positive 
portraits of truly virtuous people in romances and portrait books provide a guide for proper 
conduct in salon society. While none of the 1659 depictions peddle themselves explicitly as 
moral guides, they imply as much in their collective focus on personality and morality. One 
of the detached sketches that specifically mentions the idea of the moral exemplum is 
Madame de Motteville’s description of the Queen Mother in Divers portraits. The author 
lauds the sovereign for her virtue: “la vertu de la Reine est solide et sans fa$on: elle est 
modeste sans etre choquee de l ’innocense gaiete, et son exemplaire de purete pourroit servir 
d ’exemple a toutes les autres femmes” (155).
Furthermore, Madame de Motteville at the beginning of her sketch claims that her 
subject is the only one she desires to paint— the only one worthy of portraiture: “dedaignant 
les sujets qui n ’ont rien que de commun, je veux chercher sur le trone une personne qui soit 
digne de mes louanges, et publier que je sais de la premiere et de la plus grande reine du 
monde. Je ne veux etre peintre que pour elle” (152). This statement provides insight into the 
fundamental relationship between salon portraiture and the moral example, for it reinforces 
the notion that the verbal sketch, whether of a truly virtuous sitter or not, necessarily adheres
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to social and literary codes that require the author to portray the sitter as a moral example. 
Madame de Motteville agrees to sketch solely the Queen Mother because she feels that she is 
the sole model who lives up to the necessary moral platitudes. In this way, the author 
simultaneously follows those codes (which she criticizes initially) and underscores the truth 
value— the value as moral exemplum— of her text.
Conversely, Madame de Motteville’s insistence that most literary portraits distort the 
sitter via flattery to the point of non-recognition undermines the genre’s assumed role as a 
medium of teaching moral behavior. She strikingly categorizes all of the sketches that she 
has read thus far as lies: “ils embellissent ce qu’ils ont de bon; ils adoucissent leurs defauts en 
leur donnant des explications favorables, et jusqu’a cette heure je n ’ai guere vu de ces 
portraits par lesquels il me fut facile de reconnoitre l’original” (151). What, then, is the 
reader to make of a portraitist who offers a blanket condemnation of a genre in which she 
participates? Once again, the precious verbal sketch proves to have a multi-leveled, multi­
framed existence that denies neat categorizations. In general, it wants to be viewed as a 
genre, like the emblem and the collections of “vies illustres,” with an obviously moral aim, 
but its global insistence on the morality of its sitters (who, in this case, are not saints) renders 
this stance questionable.
The moral stakes of the painted portrait are likewise called into question by the very 
idea of depiction. Campbell ascribes a distinct moral function to certain types of plastic 
portraiture, and his primary example is Lucas Furtenagel’s “Hans Burgkmair and his Wife, 
Anna” (see figure 12, page 430), a work that ostensibly underscores man’s mortality and 
contrasts this condition with eternal life through Christ. Anna’s mirror rearranges and 
distorts the image of the couple into of a pair of skulls, an image heavy with religious 
symbolism. Recalling the skull of Adam found in many period Crucifixion paintings, the
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mirror’s grotesque image reminds the couple and the viewer of man’s fate. The painting aims 
to function as a memento mori and a contemptus mundi: a reminder of mortality and a 
shunning of earthly life. Moreover, the mirror is inscribed with the statement “erken dich 
selgs” (“know thyself’), a command to examine one’s conscience. The simple, proverbial 
nature of the text gives it, like the picture, the solidity of an object of contemplation.
Here, painting and text function as moral fetishes for the viewer, who is highly 
implicated in the artistic and didactic process. The imperative statement “know thyself,” the 
fixed gaze of the sitters, and Hans Burgkmair’s pointing fingers together draw the viewer into 
the moral debate. The impossibility of the angle of reflection (it seems as though the skulls 
are placed in opposition to the sitters’ positions) likewise calls into question the “who” that is 
being depicted in the mirror— is it the Burgkmairs or a generic reference to “man and 
woman” (the viewer)? This double mirror effect lends a moralizing voice to the sitters, who 
seem to say, “You, viewer, like us, are destined to die, and we are all subject to the same 
judgment.” In virtue of the art of portraiture, the couple continues to preach this sermon 
centuries after their deaths.
Morality, however, competes with the notion of posterity (creating a replica of the 
Burgmair’s mortal existences) for attention in this picture. The grim expressions and simple 
attire of the subjects suggest that it places greater value on delivering its message than on 
glorifying its sitters, but the fact remains that its sitters desired to be memorialized as 
individuals who looked a certain way, and, more importantly, knew the truth about the human 
condition. Their chosen means of delivering their message, portraiture, denies them the level 
of piousness that they strive to achieve because of the prideful gesture of posing. The desire 
to be depicted and remembered and the accomplishment of this costly endeavor necessarily
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draw attention to the social status of the sitters; vanity and pride are thus displayed alongside 
humility in the Burgkmair’s image.
The desire to neutralize the prideful gesture of self-presentation at the heart of 
portraiture underlies every aspect of the Burgkmair’s portrait. According to Campbell, this 
was a concern of many sitters and proponents of the art of depiction. Using Sir Thomas More 
as an example, he explains that the moral aspect of plastic portraiture was publicly played up 
to counterbalance the vanity lodged in the acts of posing for posterity and displaying one’s 
likeness:
Many people were clearly worried that commissioning a portrait might be taken as a 
mark of ostentation and self-satisfaction, and some philosophers and art theorists 
were anxious to provide portraiture with a moral justification. Sir Thomas More, for 
instance, wanted “the ymages of notable men” to be set up in the market-places of his 
Utopia, “for the perpetual memorie of their good actes; and also that the glory and 
renowne of the auncestors may sturre and provoke their posteritie to vertue.” This 
view was widely shared. (194)
The idea that theorists, painters, and sitters underscored verbally and visually moral 
uses for plastic depiction to head off accusations of vanity sheds light upon the salon 
portrait’s homogeneous insistence on the moral uprightness of its sitters. Wishing their caste 
to appear as modest as it says it is, salon literary portraitists, like Furtenagel, attempt to 
convince the reader of the good nature of the sitter (thus, his caste) by repetition of the same 
idea. The ability of artists to convince the modern viewer/ reader of this message is 
secondary to the very gesture of repetition. Again, the notion of a collective, heroic identity 
informs an understanding of the peculiar nature of the heroic literary portrait, a genre that 
seems to deny the basic function of resemblance.
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Lyons’s definition of “example,” what these sketches claim to be, provides the key to 
the relationship between morality and caste identity:
An example is a dependent statement qualifying a more general and independent 
statement by naming a member of the class established by the general statement. An 
example cannot exist without (a) a general statement and (b) an indication of this 
subordinate status. Moreover, examples are most frequently used to (c) provide 
clarification of the general statement and (d) demonstrate the truth of the general 
statement, (x)
As “de grandes modelles de beaute, de douceur, de piete, de prudence, d’amour, de generosite 
et de modestie,” salon sketches present themselves as examples of a more general group.
They attempt to define the group via an abundance of similar portraits that are “subordinate 
to the overall depiction of a way of life: the traits of their caste. Lyons indicates that truth is 
inherently implicated in the use of the exemplum (criterion d  above), an idea that salon 
literary portraitists, who incessantly purport to present the truth about the particular sitter, 
seize upon. Used to a different version of verisimilitude, the modem reader scoffs at these 
claims, but, in so doing, (s)he neglects a crucial function of planar portraiture: to establish the 
cohesive identity of the caste by neglecting particular detail concerning personality and 
physical appearance and thereby giving all of its members similar features.
Physical Description and Political Power
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In virtue of their general focus on morality and tendency to iron out the particularities 
of the sitter, official literary portraits were not a source of information about a sitter’s 
physical appearance as was the painted portrait. The latter functioned frequently, according 
to Pope-Hennessy, as “a visual record [...] of the members of the family” (37). Based on 
reports from the courts of Catherine de Medici and Ferdinando II, Grand Duke of Tuscany, 
Campbell concludes that “portraits were used to check on the health of absent members of 
princely families” (196). Sketches were made of new babies or sick relatives and then 
dispatched to remote family members to keep them informed. For example, in 1626 
Sustermans painted Ferdinando II “on the seventh and ninth days” during an attack of small 
pox (197).
Conversely, official written portraiture of nobles generally avoids mention of illness 
or infirmity, a feature that may well enact the precious desire to cleanse speech of references 
to bodily functions or unpleasant circumstances. Some written sketches of older, noble sitters 
in the 1659 compilations briefly mention aging, but the effects of time are tempered by a 
focus on past beauty. For example, in Madame de Motteville’s 1658 text devoted to the 
Queen Mother (then in her fifties), she describes the monarch’s former attractiveness: “elle a 
ete l’une des plus grandes beautes de son siecle, et presentement il lui en reste assez pour en 
effacer de jeunes qui pretendent avoir des attraits” (152). Mademoiselle’s portrait of the 
Marquis d ’Antragues in Divers portraits begins with the thought that his gray hair may seem 
to him a reason not to figure as the subject of a portrait: “Vous croyez peut-estre que des 
Peintres n ’oseroient faire votre Portrait, de peur de vous facher, en vous faisant des cheveux 
gris” (83). She reassures him by the mere gesture of fashioning his portrait and by her 
complementary text that his age does not prevent him from sitting for the flattering 
encomium.
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This discrepancy between painted and written portraiture can be explained first by a 
closer look at the immensity of Campbell’s category. He groups quickly executed charcoal 
sketches, such as those of Catherine de Medici’s children meant to provide the queen with 
updates on their health (196-97), together with meticulous, official likenesses under the 
expansive title “portrait.”30 Expanding my category of literary portraiture to include not only 
salon set pieces but also descriptions embedded in personal correspondence, I find the 
equivalent of the depictions made for Catherine de Medici. Written self-portraits or sketches 
of family members featured prominently in letters of this time, as revealed in Madame de 
Sevigne’s body of correspondence to her absent daughter, Madame de Grignan. Most of her 
letters refer, at times obsessively, to her anguish at being separated from her daughter and its 
effects on her mental, social, and physical health. For example, she writes on 6 February, 
1671 (the day after her daughter’s departure to join her husband in Provence):
Ma douleur serait bien mediocre si je pouvais vous la depeindre; je ne l’entreprendrai 
pas aussi. J ’ai beau chercher ma chere fille, je ne la trouve plus, et tous les pas 
qu’elle fait l’eloignent de moi. Je m ’en allai done a Sainte-Marie, toujours pleurant 
et toujours mourant: il me semblait qu’on m ’arrachait le coeur et l’ame; et en effet, 
quelle rude separation! Je demandai la liberte d’etre seule; on me mena dans la 
chambre de Mme du Housset, on me fit du feu [...] j ’y passai cinq heures sans cesser 
de sangloter: toutes mes pensees me faisaient mourir. (28)
Descriptions of physical infirmities are also present in the Marquise’s letters. Her 
missive of 3 February 1676 details the effects of rheumatism on her body: “je me trouve 
enflee de tous cotes, les pieds, les jambes, les mains, les bras; et cette enflure, qui s’appelle 
ma guerison, et qui Test effectivement, fait tout le sujet de mon impatience” (69). The tropes
30 Comparisons like this bring to light the need for scholars of painted portraiture to formulate a clearer 
typology for the painted portrait (as I have done for the literary portrait in Parts Two and Three).
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of unhappiness and illness are thus broached in intimate sketches or ones not necessarily 
destined for official publication (circulation, however, is a different matter).
It is important to note that official verbal sketches of Louis XIV are exceptions to the 
standard of avoiding talk of nobles’ illnesses. His smallpox scars are mentioned in both 
encomiums like the anonymous “Portrait de sa Majeste” in Recueil des portraits and libelous 
descriptions like “Portrait du Roy” in Caracteres de la famille rovale de France.31 A simple 
explanation is that the scars function as symbols of triumph over trauma in positive sketches 
and as signs of mortality and weakness in critical texts. Furthermore, studies of the 
relationship of the ruler’s body to the state by Christian Jouhaud (La Main de Richelieu) and 
Jean-Marie Apostolides (Le Roi-machine) suggest that additional social forces may have 
driven this seeming impropriety. An exploration of these pressures allows me to illuminate 
the essential function of the heroic portrait in the fabrication of royal authority.
Jouhaud’s study of “l’enorme abstraction nommee Richelieu” (8) and the ways in 
which the representation of this abstraction contributed to the rise of French absolutism 
provides initial clues about the small pox comments. A “particulier” with the power of a 
monarch, Richelieu strove to establish his own body as a “corps mystique au nom duquel le 
roi a ete charge par Dieu du pouvoir” (72). Jouhaud explains that the cardinal’s method for 
achieving this mythical state was the seemingly incongruous exploitation of both idealized 
portraiture and bodily weakness. Portraiture’s ability to make the absent sitter present 
becomes “une forme superieure de presence” (108) when the sitter is framed by heroic myths 
and multiplied through Renaissance portraiture’s code of “mimetic idealism” (Berger 80).
31 Interestingly, Catherine Desjardins (Madame de Villedieu) in her self-portrait in Recueil des 
portraits mentions smallpox scars. She claims to have “le teint aussi beau que peut l’estre un reste de 
petite verolle maligne” (336). Catherine, however, was a “particuliere” rather than a public person, 
and she describes her social standing later in the same compilation (in her portrait of Daphnis) as “un 
rang ou la flatterie ne soit utile ny necessaire” (445). I discuss the differences between noble and non­
noble portraiture in my detailed study of Monsieur de Brais’s sketch in Part Two.
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Period depictions of Richelieu, such as those in La Serre’s book of engravings Le Portrait de 
Scipion T African (see figure 13, page 431), portray him as a figure as worthy of 
memorializing as the heroes from Antiquity who flank his sides.
Seemingly countering the image of Richelieu-Scipio was the common knowledge 
that “la robe du cardinal cachait de la pourriture, de la putrefaction avant la mort” (66). 
However, “cul pourri” (66), as his detractors were wont to call him, made political use of the 
ailments that ravaged his body. Ever resourceful, Richelieu drew attention to his poor health 
by appearing in a litter as if unable to ride or walk. The cardinal orchestrated such theatrical 
entrances, Jouhaud postulates, to show his extreme devotion to the state: an “exhibition de la 
faiblesse comme icone du sacrifice de sa personne, sacrifice fait au roi et done au Public” 
(76). Having acquired his position as prime minister rather than been awarded it as a divine 
right, the cardinal put his service on display. In short, he tried to overcome the fact that there 
was already a king (by using portraiture, among other methods) by projecting himself as the 
suffering and unwilling answer to a both religious and national demand. Richelieu’s attempt 
to incur pity and awe by highlighting his infirmities suggests a shrewd bid to give himself the 
power of a ruler— to transform himself from a cardinal into “le Grand Cardinal.” As 
Jouhaud explains, this effort was doomed from the start, for “dans le systeme de l’Etat 
d ’Ancien Regime, les monarques sont les seuls vrais personnages publics, car ils incarnent 
l’identite et l’unite du Public” (72).
The motivations behind Richelieu’s public display of illness, however, do not 
adequately explain the official reports of Louis XIV’s smallpox scars in seventeenth-century 
iconography. Unlike the prime minister, the Sun King was a God-given entity whose body 
was only a vessel for an eternal power; thus, the mentions of his scars were not bids to 
establish a public body. Declaring that “la nation ne fait pas corps en France, elle reside tout
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entiere dans la personne du roi” (qtd. in Apostolides 13), Louis accepted and fomented the 
fusion of his body with the public realm. Moreover, the public nature of the royal family’s 
existence, which included giving birth in public (14), enacted this proclamation. Louis’s 
attitude recreates early modem political theory in England and France, which revolved 
around the notion of the “double corps du roi” (11), or, as Apostolides summarizes.
une distinction entre le monarque en tant qu’individu prive et le monarque comme 
persona ficta, incarnation de l’Etat. Dans un meme corps elle permet de differencier 
le roi du Roi. Le premier, homme particulier, possede un corps de chair soumis aux 
memes contingences que celui de ses sujets; le second possede un corps symbolique 
qui ne meurt pas. (11)
Despite this theoretical distinction, the two bodies were technically in one body, 
which resulted in an interconnectivity that essentially placed the king’s private life in the 
public realm: “chaque evenement qui survient dans la vie privee du roi entrame des 
repercussions au niveau de son corps symbolique. Lorsqu’il se marie, c est la nation qui 
s’agrandit et re^oit en dot les nouveaux territoires” (14). As a vessel for the power of the 
state, Louis’s business was the public’s business, and his health reflected and reshaped that of 
the kingdom. Whence, in part, the comparatively intimate nature of his physical descriptions 
in public literary portraits. The small-pox references, therefore, may have been a means for 
Louis XIV to assuage the fears of his people by sending messages of strength and recovery to 
his foes, for this use of depiction was common during the Renaissance: “the princes of 
Europe used portraits [...] to let foreign courts know what they looked like and how they were 
getting on” (Lome Campbell 196).
The above discussions of portraits of Richelieu and Louis XIV stamp with 
importance any mention of physical irregularity in the body of salon portraiture. While
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physical description is not a major element of heroic set pieces, its rare occurrences are 
relevant to the comprehension of the essential socio-political functions of verbal sketching as 
outlined thus far. Moreover, intense physical scrutiny becomes a hallmark of seventeenth- 
century “anti-portraiture” or spherical descriptions that counter heroic planar sketches. As I 
discuss in detail in Part Two, such sketches are often part of a clandestine work (at times with 
explicit political motives) in virtue of their refusal to adhere to codes of portraiture and 
decorum. A famous example of a secret written description that had immense political 
implications is that of the misshapen Prince Don Carlos of Spain, sent to his prospective 
bride, the Archduchess Anne of Austria.
Before exploring this example, it is essential to note the crucial role played by 
painted portraits in courtship rituals during the Renaissance and early modern periods. Often 
required to accept mates they had never seen, nobles relied on portraits to “meet” their future 
spouses:
When a marriage between princes was being negotiated, a portrait of the lady was 
often sent to the man so that he might have some advance knowledge of her 
appearance. [...] The lady was not expected to take so strong an interest in her future 
husband’s appearance but often did receive a portrait as marriage negotiations went 
forward. (Campbell 197)
Marrying six times, Henry VIII of England is one of the most famous figures that 
systematically used portraits to select his brides. He sent the Hans Holbein the Younger and 
Albrecht Durer to European courts to make sketches of prospective queens (ix, 85, 197). 
Henry was also very aware of the portraitist’s ability to idealize. This skepticism manifested 
itself in Holbein’s “choice” of full-face poses for his portraits of Anne and Amelia of Cleves, 
of whom the king married the former (see figure 14, page 432): “Henry VIII, commissioning
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[Holbein] to paint his prospective wives, perhaps felt that any other view might allow some 
hideous blemish to be concealed from him” (84).
While his book is ostensibly concerned with painting, Campbell himself accords the 
same function in noble alliances to literary portraits. He provides as an example of the power 
of a written description to affect a princely alliance the story of the engagement of Don 
Carlos and his cousin Anne. In 1564, the Austrian ambassador Adam von Dietrichstein sent a 
“superficially flattering but in fact devastatingly critical description of Carlos’s physique” 
(197) to the Austrian court to thwart the Spanish prince’s attempt to marry Anne. In the 
letter, the ambassador declares that “Von angesicht ist er zimblich wol gestalt ( in the face 
he is rather well-formed”) but that he has “der ain axl hoher ain wenig alls die andere [...] den 
linkhen fuess auch umb ain gutz lenger dan den rechten” (“one shoulder a little bit higher 
than the other one [...] the left foot [leg] also a bit longer than the right”) (qtd. in Campbell 
269) (translations mine). A painted portrait of the prince by Sanchez Coello was later sent to 
his prospective in-laws (see figure 15, page 433), attached to which was “a covering letter in 
which he [the ambassador] noted that the prince’s mouth always hung open, that his face was 
less full and that his eyes were less open that the painter had represented them” (197-98).
The verbal and plastic portraits were successful in their mission; Anne of Austria instead 
married Don Carlos’s father, Philip II.
The seventeenth-century French author Saint-Real appears to have been aware of the 
role of portraiture in Don Carlos’s real-life struggles to find a wife. He seeded his fictional 
recreation of the prince’s subsequent foiled engagement to Elizabeth of France (who also 
married his father) with different types of portraiture. Interestingly, Saint-Real uses a set- 
piece literary portrait to introduce the prince that seems based on the original German 
portrait. The speaker, however, reverses the order of von Dietrichstein’s observations, a
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gesture infused with sympathy for the hero of the story. Here, Carlos’s depiction begins with 
the admission that he “n’etait pas regulierement fait” (509), but the narrator tempers this by 
lauding the prince’s face and demeanor: “Mais, outre qu’il avait le teint admirable et la plus 
belle tete du monde, il avait les yeux si pleins de feu et d ’esprit, et 1 air si anime, qu on ne 
pouvait pas dire qu’il fut desagreable” (509).
Portraiture is likewise implicated in the plot of the nouvelle. The quasi-fictional 
Carlos receives both verbal and plastic depictions of his would-be bride (as she did in real 
life), a situation that gives clues about the relationship of the two art forms:
Comme tout ce qu’on lui disait de Madame lui en donnait une idee fort aimable, il 
s’abandonna avec plaisir a tout ce que cette idee lui inspirait d’amoureux. Le portrait 
de la princesse acheva ce que la reputation de sa beaute avait commence. On assura 
qu’il etait fort ressemblant, et Dom Carlos le crut aisement, parce qu’il le souhaitait. 
(506)
Saint-Real presents the two types of portraiture as separate techniques that may complement 
or contradict one another. Dom Carlos does not wait for the painted portrait to arrive before 
“abandoning himself with pleasure” to the contemplation of the mental image given to him 
by verbal descriptions, but the painting is posited as a completion of the oral sketch (“the 
portrait finished what the reputation of her beauty had begun”). This example reinforces the 
idea that the portrait exists at the intersection of different vectors, one pointing toward 
transparent representation and the other toward beautification. Here, at the site of Berger s 
“mimetic idealism,” is also the locus of the struggle between different types of portraiture. 
Because they differ in form, painted and literary portraiture can both complement and 
contradict each other. Nobles, however, hoped for a flattering complementarity an
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undivided mask that the public would accept for an image of the particular— between the 
genres at the sites of their princely identities.
The idea of a tense complementarity between the two forms, which are meant to do 
the same thing (resemble) but cannot do so perfectly, is likewise implicated in the real-life 
situation of Don Carlos and Anne of Austria. The ambassador’s gesture of sending both 
types of portrayals suggests that literary and painted portraits formed a team, designed to 
serve as the recipient’s surrogate eyes and ears or to project the presence of the sitter in as 
many representational ways as possible. Quicker to achieve, intimate literary portraits like 
the one sent to Anne’s family may well have served as a “first line of depiction” in courtship 
rituals, and their linguistic images were reinforced or changed by their painterly counterparts 
that followed. In this way, literary portraits take on a new role in the political world of early
modern courts, one heretofore unexplored.
As suggested earlier by the examples of Richelieu and Louis XIV, certain critics have 
recognized the verbal sketch’s political clout in relation to its ability to empower the ruling 
class. Harth explains that at this time “both painted and verbal portraits gained value as art 
forms” (69), an aesthetic trend that paralleled the portrait book’s endowing of “the traditional 
iconography and mythology of the hero with a new ideological function” (75) under 
Richelieu. She observes that “the verbal portrait— ‘lives’ in the Plutarchan m o d e - was 
increasingly put to use by a monarchy desirous of asserting its hegemony over the Protestants 
and the nobility” (127). These desires manifested themselves in the explosion of French 
portraits in the seventeenth-century, instigated by Richelieu and orchestrated later by Colbert, 
Louis XIV’s wizard of mythmaking. Apostolides summarizes the process of creating a 
“mythistoire,” a central myth centered around the king (82-83):
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Le projet qui s’elabore dans l’entourage de Colbert pendant les quatre premieres 
annees du regne personnel vise a mettre les techniques artistiques au service de la 
monarchic. Le theme de la propagande retenu est “les exploits du roi.” II s’agit de 
donner a Louis XIV une image qui echappe au temps et possede un caractere 
immediatement historique. (26)
Peter Burke in The Fabrication of Louis XIV describes the quantities and types of 
reproductions of the king “commissioned to add to his glory” (5), and he claims that 
portraiture ranks “among the most important” (9) of these depictions. He speculates that the 
proliferation of representations of Louis were meant to render the king more visible and to 
encourage certain opinions of him:
Visual images of Louis were available in paint, bronze, stone, tapestry (or more 
rarely in pastel, enamel, wood, terracotta and even wax). They range from 
childhood, to the dignified old age of the famous portrait of Hyacinthe Rigaud. The 
sheer number of statues and painted portraits of the king, of which more than 300 
have survived, was remarkable by the standards of the time. [...] The importance of 
media that could be reproduced mechanically deserves emphasis. Reproductions 
magnified the king’s visibility. Medals, which were relatively expensive, might be 
struck in hundreds of copies. ‘Prints,’ on the other hand (woodcuts, etchings, 
copperplates, steel engravings, and even mezzotints), were cheap. They were 
reproduced in thousands of copies and could therefore make a major contribution to 
spreading views of Louis as well as news about him. The royal image was also 
constructed out of words, oral and written, in prose and verse, French and Latin. The 
oral media included sermons and speeches (to the provincial Estates, for example, or 
by ambassadors abroad). Poems in praise of the king were continually being
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produced. Histories of the reign were written, circulated and even published in the 
lifetime of the king. Periodicals, notably the Gazette de France, published twice a 
week, and the Mercure Galant. published every month, devoted considerable space to 
the king’s actions. The Latin inscriptions for monuments and medals were composed 
with care by leading writers, including Racine. (16-17)
Louis Marin in Le Portrait du roi elaborates upon Burke’s idea that “reproductions 
magnified the king’s visibility.” His focus on the portrait’s ability to multiply the subject and 
how this phenomenon translates into political clout relies on Pascal’s notion that “un portrait 
porte absence et presence” (291). Marin states that “representer est alors montrer, intensifier, 
redoubler une presence. [...] La representation reste ici dans l ’element du meme qu’elle 
intensifie par redoublement” (10). Royal representations in paintings and books and on coins 
and flags accorded the depicted individual the ability to achieve a “pseudo- or quasi­
presence” (Braider “Image” 1150) in multiple public and private spaces. Portraits were thus 
an essential element of the construction and maintenance of absolutism during the latter half 
of the seventeenth century in virtue of their concretization and celebration of the 
unrepresentable power of the king, as Marin explains:
Irrepresentable representation narrative du roi, ce heros, ce dieu qui ne peut etre 
presente, montre ou indique que dans l’aveu de cette irrepresentabilite, tel est le 
ressort essentiel de l’epideixis royale; un discours de celebration qui ne peut a son 
tour s’effectuer, pour approcher l’epiphanie permanente du prince, que par 
preterition, maniere de dire qu’on ne dira pas et qui, par la meme dit avec plus de 
vivacite, d ’intensite ou par une mise en abyme potentiellement infinie de la 
representation absente et qui ne peut qu’etre absente—  de l’absolu du monarque. 
(142)
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The above quotes indicate that Louis and his ministers enlisted the aid of all of the 
visual and written arts to forge, maintain, and multiply his image or his mythical public 
portrait in the interest of absolutism. While the written portrait, a perfect vehicle of praise for 
the king that was exploited heavily, is curiously absent from the above studies, it certainly 
played a major role in the “fabrication” of Louis le Grand. Despite this oversight, these 
scholars’ collective emphasis on the painted portrait and consistent use of terms related to 
portraiture while describing the kingly identity suggest that the portrait can be viewed as a 
mise-en-abime of the reigning socio-political agenda during Louis’s reign.
Libelous penned sketches were also invested with political power in virtue of their 
ability to multiply the sitter, but to his/ her detriment. The absence of such texts with 
specific, aristocratic subjects in French portrait books and early novels with “privileges” is 
the best evidence of their power to damage the collective noble identity so carefully crafted 
by the ruling caste. Still cited today as a general characterization of “preciosite,”32 the 
aforementioned “Portrait des Precieuses” is an example of negative depiction directed toward 
a nebulous sitter that continues to project its ugly image. Modem scholars find negative 
portraiture of aristocrats in works published “sous le manteau” or long after the fall of the 
“Ancien regime.” For example, Tallemant des Reaux’s Historiettes (1834-35), a gallery of 
portraits and anecdotes circulated in manuscript form, shocks even today because of its frank 
descriptions of sexual behavior and cruelty in the upper caste. For example, Tallemant s 
repeated examination of Louis XIIFs relationship with Cinq-Mars (I. 276-90,1. 346-351) 
forever tarnishes the reader’s image of the king forged by official encomiums, medals, and 
statues.
32 See, for example, Stanton (28).
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Another famous example of a work circulated in manuscript form long before its 
publication that has had a similar effect on Louis XIV’s royal image is the Due de Saint- 
Simon’s Memoires (1829). During the year of the king’s death (1715) the duke includes in 
his clandestine memoir a lengthy summary of his evolving personality and major 
undertakings during his reign. The author delivers what seems to be an objective view of the 
king’s character: he mixes praise and criticism regarding the most minute details of Louis’s 
life, from his mistresses to his gardening habits. The overall image that Saint-Simon paints, 
however, is colored by negativity: he finds at the root of most of the monarch’s behavior an 
all-consuming “desir de gloire” (8. 84), coupled with “la vanite et l’orgueil, qui vont toujours 
croissant, qu’on nourissoit et qu’on augmentoit en lui sans cesse, sans meme qu’il s’en 
aper§ut” (8. 85). As suggested by the final quote’s “on,” Saint-Simon places a great deal of 
blame regarding his flaws on Louis’s ministers. Louis thus comes across as a moldable, 
manageable piece of sculpting clay rather than a rigid image stamped on a medal.
Two unsanctioned portrait books written at the turn of the eighteenth century and 
most likely circulated similarly in manuscript form, the anonymous Caracteres de la famille 
rovale de France, etc. (1703) and Boislisle’s Portraits et Caracteres des personnes les plus 
illustres de la cour de France (written in 1703 and not published until 1896), offer examples 
of dangerous set-piece portraiture of the most powerful individuals in France. The tone of 
both books is adequately expressed in the description of Louis XIV from the latter work, 
which quotes its British counterpart:
On a fini heureusement un de ses portraits en disant que ce prince est ‘merveilleux et 
commun, laborieux et faineant, prodigue et menager, bon et mauvais.’ II falloit 
ajouter: ‘fier et timide, cruel et doux,’ pour donner une idee parfaite. (223)
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The two portrait collections open with mixed, unflattering sketches of Louis XIV that 
emphasize physical detail, such as his small pox scars and short stature, which seems a 
further effort to undermine both the traditional salon sketch’s codes and the persona of the 
king. They also equally give as a “raison d’etre” the public need to “know” (“connoistre,” in 
both cases) the real face of the French monarchy.33 In the preface of Caracteres de la famille 
royal the author explicitly outlines a political agenda of using “realistic” portraiture to 
neutralize the “enemy”:
l’on a cru que ce petit Ouvrage seroit de Saison, afm de mieux faire connoitre 
l’Ennemy qui nous occupe. C’est un principe en medecine, qu’un mal bien connu est 
a demy guery; j ’en dis de meme en politique, II est certain qu’on vient plus aisement 
a bout d ’un Ennemy, dont on connoit le fort et le faoble : il est d ’autant plus 
necessaire de donner cette Idee de la france que les sentimens sont fort partages, sur 
la veritable situation de cette Couronne. (N. pag)
As the above examples indicate, written portraiture, particularly that which underscored both 
the sitter’s physical and moral imperfections, was undoubtedly a means of politically 
attacking the subject in his/ her pseudo-presence.
The portrait’s propagation of the sitter— or a certain view of the sitter (positive or 
negative)— leads back to its basic function of commemoration. As Richelieu and Louis XIV 
well understood, a ruler’s omnipotence and future omnipresence relied on the portrait’s 
presence-absence dynamic. Through the power of depiction, “l ’absence devient alors une 
forme superieure de presence” (Jouhaud 108). The idea of quasi-physicality (presence 
through absence) and posterity are tangled up in the portrait’s ability to multiply: the process 
of image duplication projects a time-slice of a pseudo-sitter into the future as well as across
331 study the nature of the sketches in Caracteres de la famille rovale and their socio-political functions 
on pages 250-65.
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distances to recipients who assure its fertility through specific interpretation. Early modern 
rulers recognized the ability of portraiture to quench their collective “thirst for immortality” 
(Pope-Hennessy 23), and they “glorified in the fact that their portraits, in all conceivable 
media, were scattered about the world like those of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and 
Scipio” (Lome Campbell 194). This drive had an important effect on the art of portraiture, 
for, as Pope-Hennessy declares, “status and portraiture became inextricably intertwined” (22). 
Representations thus, at least in part, came to confer the status they implied. As Plantie 
remarks, “au lieu d’etre une suite de la gloire, le portrait en devient le moyen” (44).
The opposite side of this purposefully forged coin represents an interesting twist on 
the portrait’s function of resemblance. Just as nobles wished to project a particular, managed 
image to the public, the public came to expect the sitter to closely resemble her/ his official 
portrait, even in terms of costume. Citing the cleric Camillo Borghese, Campbell describes a 
scene in which Philip II of Spain in 1597 attired himself in black velvet and sat surrounded by 
matching drapery and table coverings, much like Thomas Mor’s later portraits of Philip’s 
sisters. In terms of behavior, Campbell summarizes that “princes would have been to some 
degree obliged to conduct themselves as they appeared to behave in their portraits” (107).
The royal portrait therefore created expectations on the part of the recipient that could be 
fulfilled or shattered by the actual presence of the prince— in some ways, the image 
represented the prince more than the prince himself.
While Renaissance nobles, at whose courts “portraits were of such importance in 
diplomacy and in diversion” (Campbell 208), attempted to harness portraiture’s power to 
maintain an ideological stranglehold on their subjects, the expanding bourgeois class made 
use of painted portraits “for the purposes of social climbing” (209). Although “the evidence 
for portraits of the less exalted and the uses to which they were put is a good deal more
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scattered and fragmentary than that for portraits of princes” (208), the following example of 
Maria Gameel supports this idea:
Imaginary portraits of ancestors, sometimes themselves imaginary, could do 
something to enhance the grandeur of a family, and living persons might be painted 
in poses and clothes that made them seem more like their social superiors than they 
may in fact have been. In about 1569, Comelis de Zeeuw painted Maria Gameel, the 
wife of an Antwerp merchant, in a pose and wearing an expression devised by 
[Antonius] Mor for his portraits of Habsburg princesses. (209) (see figure 16, page 
434)
The goal of bourgeois like Maria Gameel was to catch and reflect some of the noble identity 
projected by noble portraits by assuming the poses and wearing the clothing of their social 
betters.
In his study of Dutch portraiture, Wilson describes the general trend of bourgeois 
social advancement in which portraiture participated:
Later when the wealthy merchant families began to climb the social ladder and 
wished to play down the urban trade origins of family fortunes, they had themselves 
shown on their newly purchased country estate with parks, fountains, verandas and 
often the house itself in the background. At that point in their family “climb,” titles 
would often be appended to names, and coats-of-arms appear in portraits. (N. pag.) 
Berger elaborates on the case of the extensive use of portraiture by the Dutch middle castes 
during the seventeenth century not only to establish themselves as worthy enough to appear 
in portraits, but also to set themselves apart as a group. As one witnesses in the picture of the 
Burgkmairs (see figure 12, page 430), Dutch portrait sitters, particularly of the regent caste, 
straddled a fence between a desire to show their status by being painted and an
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embarrassment at doing so. Berger describes the modest nature of their poses and somber 
clothing (ways of downplaying physicality), characteristic of this homogeneous genre, as a 
defense “against the embarrassment of courtly ostentation imported from Antewerp and Paris, 
settling in The Hague.” On the other hand, he remarks that “portraits and historiated portraits 
were instances of conspicuous expenditure: they were among the most costly of the pictorial 
genres decorating interiors, especially when commissioned from fashionable painters and 
enhanced by gorgeous frames” (261). The seemingly oppositional agendas of shunning 
consumption and ostentatiously consuming through portraiture resulted, according to Berger, 
in the definition of “the regents as a group”:
Part of the furniture of the group’s characteristic life-style, they become material 
agents in the collaborative construction of class identity and thus take on the 
restrictive and normative functions of an official code of self-representation. The 
emergence and expansion of a class of distinctive portraits produces the portrait of a 
distinctive class. (262)
The Dutch regents’ use of portraiture to define a social identity recalls that of the ex- 
Frondeurs mentioned earlier, who exploited the literary portrait in an effort to re-forge a 
collective noble face after their defeat. While he does not address portraiture directly, 
Norbert Elias’s observations on the interactions of the ruling and bourgeois castes in pre- 
Revolutionary France suggest that French bourgeois followed suit in their successful bids to 
self-fashion as members of a higher caste. Unlike in Holland and Germany, there was in 
France during the seventeenth century an “enlargement of the court society through the 
increased assimilation of leading middle-class groups [...], this happened without rupture 
(32). Elias explains that this integration was smooth relative to the situation in other 
countries because “both the courtly bourgeoisie and the courtly aristocracy spoke the same
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language, read the same books and had, with particular gradations, the same manners” (32). 
Until the Revolution, “the courtly-reformist intelligentsia in France remained for a long time 
within the framework of courtly tradition” (35). A product of courtly language, books, and 
manners, portraiture was a significant element of this framework, but it was also, as I show in 
Part Three, a means for bourgeois to establish eventually a separate identity.
Fashioning themselves according to their own images of a noble archetype or 
according to their urge to react against such images, the bourgeois described by Wilson, 
Berger, and Elias are archetype sitters, for their ostentatious self-posing clearly reveals the 
portrait’s status as a representation of a representation. This self-styling (Greenblatt’s “self- 
fashioning”) as a function of experiencing and reacting to noble depictions demonstrates a 
basic tenet of my thesis: the continuous oscillation between society and art. To use the 
parallel example of landscape painting, a bourgeois model’s posturing is akin to the common 
trend in the eighteenth century of reconfiguring a landscape to achieve the picturesque. As 
David Marshall eloquently explains in his article “The Problem of the Picturesque,” “the 
tendency to admire natural scenery according to the principles of art, to appreciate landscape 
the more it resembled a painting, led a certain class of people to redesign the natural scenery 
around them in order to reproduce the reproductions of landscape painting” (415). Even 
though their chosen poses at times try to prove the opposite, it is clear that the lower castes 
used the expensive art of plastic portraiture as a means of experiencing aristocratic life. Their 
images of the life that they chose to live vicariously, however, were based on images created,
in part, by portraiture.
The bourgeois assumption of the verbal sketch as a mode of imitation and criticism is 
likewise a major topic of my thesis. Briefly, the bourgeois foothold in the noble genre of 
portraiture (established by comedy and by the few sketches in 1659 portrait books devoted to
I
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“particuliers”34) is paralleled by the increasing bourgeois involvement in French literature and 
government. To illustrate this point, Erica Harth uses the example of La Bruyere. Striking 
“the posture of bourgeois on the rise,” the author of Les Caracteres wished “to disassociate 
himself from his own class” by including scathing portraits of ambitious low-class types, 
notably the financier, in Les Caracteres (124-25). As expressed in their texts, seventeenth- 
century bourgeois writers began to take up the tools formerly used almost exclusively by 
aristocrats in order to promote an agenda based on the importance of the individual. Harth 
comments on this artistic and socio-political “bouleversement”:
such basic aesthetic values of the [ut pictura] system as vraisemblance and imitation 
effectively served the needs of the ruling classes (the monarchy and the nobility) until 
such time as a newly powerful class (the bourgeoisie) began to appropriate them for 
its own use” (127)
As a literary example of this phenomenon, bourgeois writers publishing “sous le 
manteau” began to refashion the royal elegy in the first decade of the eighteenth century in 
works like Caracteres de la famille rovale de France and Histoire du palais, ou les amours de 
Louis XIV (1706). They twisted the noble, classical, idealized genre of set-piece portraiture 
into a new shape that conformed to the views and desires of the merchant caste. This world 
view manifested itself in the eighteenth-century psychological novels that are a later focus of 
my thesis. As I explore in Part Three, early novels invest verbal sketches with new literary 
and social functions by brandishing them simultaneously as modes of description and 
weapons of critique.
341 study both of these concepts in Part Two, Chapter Two.
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Style and Identity of the Portraitist
The complex socio-political functions of a sitter’s physical and mental self- 
fashioning shared by literary and painted portraits would not be possible without artists able 
to translate the sitter’s desires. However, the adage “every painter paints himself,” attributed 
to both Leonardo Da Vinci and Cosimo de’ Medici, recalls the forceful impact of another 
identity upon the landscape of portraiture: that of the artist. Competing with the intention of 
the subject to project him/ herself publicly in a certain way (to expose him/ herself willingly 
to the gaze, to use a Lacanian image) is that of the artist. This figure wishes, as David 
Summers teaches us throughout The Judgment of Sense, to show his skill in forging a 
likeness, to display his judgment regarding the balance of beauty and mimesis, to establish 
his right to invent, to exhibit a particular vision of society, to add to his body of work, and, 
importantly for this study, to flesh out that body as a personal statement via a unique style. 
Cristoforo Sorte in Osservazioni nella pittura (1580) regards painted portraiture as the ideal 
canvas on which to display painterly style (qtd. in Summers 119). Summers interprets this 
idea:
it is precisely in portraits, rather than in more complex history painting, that 
individual style is most emphatically clear both in its unity and in its contrast with 
recognizable appearance. [...] the painter’s style is his fate, his natural inclination 
resulting from the influences of the heavens.” (119)
Lome Campbell speaks of the more practical aspects regarding a painter’s investment 
in his portraits. He notes that Renaissance painters generally kept a stock of portraits, often 
self-portraits, to prove to prospective clients their competency in forging facsimiles (215-16).
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Future sitters thus assessed a painter according to his ability to create a depiction that 
resembled in a way that balanced style and truth. This judgment, again, was subject to the 
tastes, desires, and expectations of the viewer. To demonstrate the painter’s precarious 
position, Campbell cites the example of Isabella d’Este, who in 1493 “complained of the 
difficulty in finding ‘painters who can perfectly counterfeit the natural face’” (149). Whether 
weighted toward idealization or honest rendering, a portraitist’s existing work functioned as 
his portfolio (in many ways, his painterly identity). Painters were generally praised and 
criticized in relation to the abilities of other painters (149) based on the grace with which they 
simultaneously captured and flattered the sitter’s appearance (149-50) rather than on their 
ability to leave a prominent stylistic mark on their works.
The opposite seems true in the case of the salon verbal portrait, which flattened its 
subjects into a noble mold, thereby vacating the form’s ability to resemble an individual. 
While I agree that idealization, sometimes viewed even as transparent imitation, colors both 
written and painted portraiture, the wide variation in painted faces and clothing when 
compared to the moral homogeneity of the portrait books suggests a more modem notion of 
verisimilitude on the part of painters. Conversely, official verbal portraits of nobles do not 
provide their sitters with enough individual features (besides their names and ranks, which 
are not always given) to allow the reader to discern one figure from another. Thus, contrary 
to that of the painted portrait, the uniqueness of the written sketch is not dependent upon the 
individuality of the sitter (as one would expect from a plausible rendering). It comes, rather, 
from the text’s style, as Harth explains:
What distinguished one portrait from another was the manner in which it was 
painted, its. artifice. Mademoiselle and her friends must have delighted in the battles 
of wits that resulted in the maxims and metaphors that fill the pages of the Divers
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portraits. How they must have striven to outdo one another in metamorphosing 
defect into virtue! (105)
The text’s style is a function both of the style of the portraitist, required to forge a novel 
sketch while working within the close confines of the genre, and that of the sitter, a model of 
modish “honnetete.”
Seemingly paradoxically, literary portraitists viewed the focus on style as a means of 
achieving increased verisimilitude. The scathing criticisms of idealization that preface their 
idealized sketches, as cited earlier, indicate such an attitude. Moreover, Harth applies these 
arguments to the entire body of artistic production in the seventeenth century, a time when 
skill and style were the most highly valued elements of artistic works: the value of the 
representation came to consist in the ‘artifice,’ or skillful manner, of its imitation. From the 
ancient concept of art as imitation the moderns evolved an art of imitation” (26). Written 
portraitists, while speaking of “vraisemblance,” turned their collective attention away from 
resemblance and toward innovative displays of style. By doing so, however, they did not 
sever the portrait’s ties to resemblance, for, as I have suggested throughout this chapter, 
verbal sketching was a means of painting the behavioral codes of an exclusive (or so they 
hoped to be) group of nobles.
The subject of style makes the literary portrait even richer in interpretative possibility 
in that it represents the stamp of the painter’s identity on the portrait. Style, among other 
factors like choice of pose, palette, and framing devices, allows every portrait— even a self- 
portrait— to exist as a double image of the sitter and the artist. This basic understanding of 
portraiture’s multiple figures, long recognized in studies of painted portraiture, opens the 
door to new reflections about literary portraiture that go beyond its classification as a vain 
salon game and its pigeonholing as a manifestation of precious style.
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Despite the affinities between plastic and literary depiction that I have discussed thus 
far, the skill in rendering/ skill in style tug-of-war of this aesthetic pair occasions reflection 
upon the historic notion of transparency between the two forms. Moreover, the angle of 
divergence becomes greater, even obtuse, after a consideration of their fundamental physical 
and aesthetic qualities. The analyses of form rather than function that follow do not, 
however, disassemble the “sisterhood.” Rather, they use the complex interaction of types of 
portraiture to re-characterize the relationship between early modern painting and poetry in a 
more critically productive way.
The Physicality of Portraiture
The most basic difference between written and painted portraiture is one of medium. 
Although an obvious disparity, the implications of the difference in form, how they affect a 
portrait’s roles in society, are complex. A depiction is a mental representation or the 
embodiment of an idea, but it is also a thing that takes up space and has form. The means of 
achieving a portrait (via hardware or words) gives it a tangible presence in the world, and this 
presence varies wildly according to the artist’s chosen medium. I will show here that a 
portrait’s physicality determines in many ways its economic and talismanic functions, roles 
that are strikingly different for verbal sketches and their plastic counterparts. This analysis of 
medium serves as the foundation of an argument against transparency between the sister arts 
and a reformulation of the relationship between painting and poetry.
While a text and a painting are both objects, a painting projects more of a quiddity or 
a “thingness” than a text, first because it is more readily perceived as an object—something
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with which to decorate a room, show economic clout, or serve as an investment, for example.
A painted depiction has value in itself as an “objet d ’art,” an idea suggested by the worth of 
works with anonymous sitters, such as Sandro Botticelli’s “Portrait of a Young Man with a 
Medal” (see figure 17, page 435). Moreover, artists need not be famous or long dead like 
Botticelli for their products to continue to have economic value. For example, the relatively 
obscure portraits executed by the French artist Philippe Truffin were sold for a fair sum 
immediately after his death in 1506 to buyers who did not know his models (Lome Campbell 
217).
Braider describes the ability of painted portraits (in this case, a miniature in Moliere s 
Spanarelle. ou le cocu imamnaire') to transcend the normative need for resemblance when 
they are viewed as objects. In support of this argument, he notes the character Madame 
Sganarelle’s delight upon finding a portrait, which she values even though she does not 
recognize its model:
She stands in the position of a connoisseur who prizes a portrait for itself, regardless 
of whose likeness it portrays and independently indeed of whether it is a likeness at 
all. The liveliness she admires in the painting is a property of the portrait whether or 
not that portrait also achieves a faithful resemblance. (“Image” 1147)
The complicated notion of valuing a portrait “for itself,” however, reveals that a 
portrait’s thingness is necessarily tied to the facts that, first, it is a representation, and, second, 
it depicts a person; a portrait is not merely a painting, but always a painting of a real or 
fictional individual. Madame Sganarelle appreciates the miniature not only for its value as an 
expensive trinket that she finds in the street, but also for its “liveliness,” a noun used to 
describe the style of execution or the sitter or rather than the physical object. The ambiguity 
of the portrait’s liveliness— is it a lively rendering or is the subject lively?— underscores the
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portrait’s basic shiftiness, a function of its being at once an object, a symbolic representation 
executed in a certain way (the painter’s identity), and, ostensibly, a likeness of a person (the 
sitter’s identity). These clashing features result in infinite meanings for the portrait. For 
example, to Madame Sganarelle, the miniature could represent, among many things, a means 
of earning some quick cash, a good luck charm, or a status symbol when pinned to her dress.
An analysis of a scene in Charles Sorel’s Polvandre (1658) similarly reveals the 
portrait’s mixed and complex existence. At the beginning of the comic novel, the character 
Musigene, like Madame Sganarelle, covets a found portrait of an unknown, pretty young girl. 
Musigene’s attachment to the miniature is so intense that he causes an unseemly commotion 
when the portrait’s rightful owner recognizes it and brusquely takes it from him (22-24).
This dandy’s treatment of the portrait when it is in his possession and his reaction to its loss 
are heavy with interpretive possibility. First, his behavior indicates a simultaneous valuing of 
the portrait-object itself, the portrait-representation, and the portrait’s referent, whom he 
assumes exists. His speech to the portrait reinforces his complex attachment. Alternating his 
apostrophes between “O! rare objet” and “O! Divinite muette!” (22-23), he begs the image to 
allow him access to the exquisite sitter:
O! rare objet, disoit il, si tes perfections sont si connues, faut-il ignorer ton nom et ta 
qualite? Tu as des yeux qui semblent avoir l ’usage des regards, pourquoy ta bouche 
n ’a-t’elle pas eu aussi l’usage de la parole? Tu nous montres bien ce que tu peus, et 
tu ne nous dis pas qui tu es. Apren nous ou nous trouverons l ’original dont tu n’es 
que la copie. O Divinite muette, au moins tesmoigne par quelque signe que tu 
exauceras enfin nos vceux. (22-23)
His conflicting apostrophes and disturbance at the loss of the miniature inject his idolatry 
with abiguity: does he worship the object, sign, or sitter?
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By his devotion to the miniature, it seems that Musigene also assumes that the sitter 
resembles the depiction, or even that her real-life beauty supercedes that displayed in the 
locket. The latter assumption intriguingly suggests a Ciceronian view of beauty (that a 
representation is necessarily less beautiful than its real-world referent) rather than a Platonic 
one (that a real-world referent is farther removed from the beautiful idea than is a 
representation). Musigene’s failure to consider idealization of the subject provides the shaky 
truth value upon which he constructs a sexual fetish. Moreover, the forms of address that 
Musigene uses in his soliloquy to the miniature, which conflate the referent and the object, 
suggest a chiastic valuing of object as woman and woman as object, a dialogue that has more 
explicitly at stake sexually than does Madame Sganarelle’s appreciation of the liveliness of 
her found treasure. Musigene’s pleas to the portrait to reveal the identity of the charming 
sitter suggest an attachment to the referent, even though he cannot be assured of her 
existence. He thus erroneously confects an intimate relationship to an imagined sitter, which 
is the portrait-representation.
Musigene’s repeated use of the familiar form of address “tu” in the above passage 
reveals that the portrait serves as a means to enter the unknown subject’s private world, even 
when this world is unknown to the viewer. As such, it is a key to imagined intimacy with the 
sitter. Indeed, the existence of a painted likeness suggests a personal interview between 
painter and sitter, a private moment that the recipient, as a witness, shares.35 The idea of a 
sexual relationship between sitter and recipient likewise occurs to the character Sganarelle in 
Moliere’s Sganarelle. ou le cocu imaginaire. who is jealous of the portrait in “Madame 
Sganarelle’s idolotrous hands” (Braider, “Image” 1154). As Musigene enacts, Sganarelle 
suggests that the image is a sexual fetish— a source of guilty pleasure for his wife. The
35 Although a less frequent occurrence, painters at times worked from other paintings or preparatory 
sketches without ever meeting the model (Lome Campbell 62).
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sources of a portrait’s ability to function as a sexual fetish arise from a variety of sources, 
such as the viewer’s attraction to the sitter, the voyeuristic appeal of gazing freely upon an 
individual without his/ her consent, and the titillation of hidden beauties not included in the 
portrayal.
Such real or imagined fetishism is related to the painting’s function as a talisman or 
powerful charm. Lome Campbell states that in Renaissance Europe, “acknowledging their 
superstitions more readily then than now, people used portraits quite openly to act as 
substitutes for the sitters. Donor portraits, and other portrait images placed in churches, 
evidently had a talismanic function” (220). A plastic portrait of a religious figure or 
politically powerful person was thus valued at times as an object of protection or source of 
good luck. Worn on the body, displayed in the home, or visited in the cathedral, paintings of 
talismanic figures engendered their own miniature economy.
The above examples of Madame Sganarelle’s miniature, Musigene’s locket, and 
portrait-charms reveal that a painted portrait’s palpability is, in part, the source of its 
effortless slide from representation into fetish, an object of rapturous devotion and/ or sexual 
satisfaction. Paradoxically, it performs this shift as a function of its status as a visual 
representation, as something that looks like an individual: “seeing is believing,” so to speak. 
The individual’s real existence made present via the faculty of sight thus accords the portrait 
a particular quiddity, one that is more palpable than a painting— or a portrait— of a different 
sort.
Like Madame Sganarelle’s found locket, the seventeenth-century written portrait had 
value for its stylistic liveliness (beauty), even when its sitter was unknown. However, the 
medium of writing gives the literary portrait a decidedly different physicality that that of 
painting. As I will discuss later in this chapter, the viewer cannot seize immediately a verbal
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sketch, for it must be experienced gradually. Even though the same is true of a painted 
portrait whose recipient reconstructs a whole person out of a representation, a literary portrait 
forces the reader to do so immediately: the image is only mental, even from the start. This 
step of forced construction seems to distance the written depiction from the referent (the 
sitter), and, hence, to detract from its quiddity. Moreover, an oral portrait’s physicality can 
disappear altogether, for a text can be memorized and repeated. In this way, it can exist 
uniquely as an idea, a state of being denied the painted portrait, which is, in virtue of being 
plastic, inherently a physical object.
This difference in medium manifests itself in the disparate functions of written and 
painted portraits. First, the urge to make written portraits into talismans is not apparent. For 
example, authors in the 1659 portrait books praise sitters for their perfections, but they do not 
claim to worship other texts. Moreover, written portraits neither occupied space on the walls 
of Renaissance and early modem churches nor shared room on the walls of portrait galleries, 
such as in the fictional hall in the frontispiece of Recueil des portraits (see figure 5, page 
424), where rows of heads are displayed, not rows of texts.
Leonardo da Vinci stresses the inability of written portraits to serve iconographic 
needs in his paragone on the superiority of painting over poetry:
if you were to describe the image of some deities, such writing would never be 
venerated in the same way as a painted goddess, since votive offerings and various 
prayers will continually be made to such a picture. Many generations from diverse 
regions and across the eastern seas will flock to it, and they will beg succour from 
such a painting but not from writing. (28)
Leonardo’s lack of a clear explanation for a painting’s greater value as a fetish suggests two 
disparate lines of reasoning that may underlie his argument. First, by using the examples of
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portrayed “deities” and “godesses,” entities that do not exist in the real world, he suggests 
that a plastic representation is less removed from (hence, more representational of) the 
recipient’s idea of the sitter than is a written portrait. As I will discuss later, Leonardo argues 
that this ability stems from painting’s delivery of an instant image: a more rapid, thus, 
stronger foundation upon which the recipient constructs his own meaning. Paradoxically, by 
evoking the image of people begging for mercy in front of a painted portrait, Leonardo also 
suggests that the imagined sitter gains a physicality and an individuality in virtue of a plastic 
depiction. The goddess is transformed into a quasi-person: a being with a size and form that 
can be gazed upon and spoken to. Most importantly, a painted portrait appears to gaze upon 
the viewer, a dynamic that sets up a perceived system of exchange between object and 
viewer. It is thanks to this exchange that the portrait achieves a heightened level of thingness, 
which is largely denied the written portrait whose recipient must construct an idea from 
words.
The remarkable differences in the physicality of these artistic forms, a product of 
their media, lead to a fundamental difference in function that demands exploration: their 
economic values. A consideration of a portrait’s monetary worth reinforces the conclusion 
that painted depictions function more explicitly and successfully over time as “objets d’art.” 
Operating significantly on more registers than an oral sketch (the portrait-object, portrait- 
representation, and portrait-referent, as described earlier), a plastic representation of an 
individual parlays its quiddity into cash; indeed, an entire economy of plastic portraiture 
existed throughout the Renaissance and early modem age. What is more, its quiddity raises 
intriguing moral questions revolving around the selling of quasi-individuals for money.
Unabashed businessmen, Renaissance portrait painters expected payment of a 
previously determined sum immediately upon completion of their work (Wilson N. pag.).
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Painters courted clients, ran schools of portraiture, and held contracts with noble families to 
provide ongoing series of family pictures. Many courts, like the Milanese dynasty in the 
fifteenth century who employed Zanetto Bugatto, had official portraitists, of whom the good 
ones “were treated with great respect in the highest society, where their paintings were 
eagerly sought after and discussed” (Lome Campbell 149-51). As the example of Bugatto 
shows, patronage was essential to most portrait painters, even those like Rembrandt and Mor 
whose works were valued because of their own identities, not only in virtue of the identities 
of their sitters.
Furthermore, painted portraits, as valuable objects, continued to circulate 
economically after the deaths of the sitter and the painter and even if the identity of the sitter 
were unknown, as in the case of Philippe Truffin. Lome Campbell explains that “any portrait 
might command a market value,” and he adds that the anonymity of Truffin’s sitters “did not 
prevent certain of the portraits from fetching higher prices than many of the religious 
paintings, which might have been presumed to have been more readily saleable” (217). 
Commissioned by governments, nobles, churches, and bourgeois, plastic portraiture served 
the iconographic needs of many levels of society, and, in doing so, provided many painters 
with a means to make a living.
The above observations about a portrait’s participation in economic markets, 
however, cast this identity in a morally shady light if it is closely analyzed. If a portrait of a 
deity can be given gifts and spoken to, then it has achieved, again, a “quasi-presence” 
(Braider, “Image” 1150). If taken to the extreme that the portrait is a person, this status 
renders the sale criminal. Early modems, however, do not mention the obscenity of paying 
an artist to depict Mary or of buying a family portrait, despite the fact that the processs 
smacks of human traficking. Sitters were condemned for vanity, but no one questioned the
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fact that the painter should be paid. The lack of outrage over the buying and selling of 
portraits in one stroke denies the painted portrait the ability both to render transparently and 
to assume the same level of personhood as a real-life individual. It is thus thrown back into 
the realm of representation, nearer to its written counterpart than Leonardo would care to 
admit.
The role of salon literary portraits in the economic structure of French society in the 
seventeenth century is hazy, as none of the set pieces from portrait books or romances were 
clearly commissioned. Although contributors to the hastily assembled Recueil des portraits 
may have been paid by the Parisian editors Sercy and Barbin, Monsieur de Lignieres in 
“Portrait d ’ Amarante” in the same volume delivers a strongly worded diatribe about authors 
who write for money:
Que les poetes sont ingrats 
Et qu’ils ont Tame indifferente,
De n ’avoir point encor peint les divins appas 
De l’incomparable Amarante;
Ces auteurs ne font rien pour rien,
Et s’il falloit faire des stances
Pour Messieurs les Fouquet et pour le grand Servien
Ou pour d’autres heros qui sont dans les finances,
Ces beaux auteurs le feroient bien.
On remarque assez que leur veine 
Ne coule qu’avec grande peine 
Quand ce n ’est pour Midas,
Pour un Cresus ou pour quelque Mecene,
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Dont ils ont des souliers, des habits et des bas.
Toutefois je connois quantite de poetes 
Dont les ames sont fort bien faites,
Qui sont gens de condition,
Non auteurs de profession,
N ’en faisant point metier ni marchandise,
Et dont les sentiments sont grands et genereux;
Ce que j ’ai dit n ’est point pour eux,
Car je les aime et je les prise. (551-52)
In addition to Lignieres’s blatant condemnation of portraiture as “marchandise,” the 
absence of Mademoiselle de Scudery’s name in the preface of Divers portraits36 (as opposed 
to that of Recueil des portraits et eloges en prose et en vers, which lists her as an important 
precursor) may well be further proof of aristocratic disdain for paid authorship. Living by her 
pen, Mademoiselle de Scudery did not fit the mold of the “honnete” author who wrote only 
for pleasure. While the set-piece character descriptions in Le Grand Cyrus and Clelie seem 
likely models for the Divers portraits, its preface mentions only a vague link to portraits 
written in Holland as a source.37
36 “Divers portraits was a highly exclusive endeavor: its fifty-nine pieces were destined for none other 
than the participants in the project. Only sixty copies were printed, according to Huet; the figure cited 
by Segrais is thirty. As early as 1659, Sercy and Barbin published two editions of another collection, 
the Recueil des portraits et eloges. These astute booksellers probably decided to take advantage of the 
current literary fashion and imitate the arcane Divers portraits for a wider public. The fact that only 21 
of the 105 pieces in the Recueil had appeared in Mademoiselle’s volume seems to indicate that it was 
by ‘leaks’ or by the inevitable circulation of portraits in salons that the contents of the Divers portraits 
were partially divulged to outsiders” (Harth 103).
371 have had contact with researchers at the National Library in the Netherlands, who have been unable 
to find any Dutch portrait books from the 1650’s. Jacqueline Plantie in Le Portrait litteraire also 
details a fruitless search for these precursors: “de portrait galant, nulle trace” (190). Citing Arthur 
Franz and Tallemant des Reaux, she postulates that Dutch portraiture developed in The Hague “dans 
un cercle frantpais (ou nous retrouverions probablement des lecteurs du Cyrus)” (190).
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For members of the lower castes, however, writing was clearly a way to make a 
living. Granting lifelong salaries at times, the king and other rich nobles served as patrons of 
the arts, and salon-style portraiture, a genre associated with flattery, played an essential role 
in the earning and keeping of such grants. Indeed, one need look no further than the 
omnipresent dedicatory poems that preceded poems, plays, and prose works alike throughout 
the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and early modern period to discover superlative depictions of 
noble patrons. For example, the dedication to the king in the first Mercure galant lauds a 
monarch whose “Actions, [...], qui passe de bien loin celles des plus grands Heros, sont au 
dessus des forces humaines” (N. pag).
Non-nobles likewise earned money through the sales of their works, and the example 
of the Scudery romances speaks to portraiture’s role in this economy as well. The popularity 
(hence, the selling point) of Mademoiselle Scudery’s book Artamene. ou le Grand Cyrus was 
due largely to the belief that its sketches of Persian heroes and heroines actually depicted 
Conde and his fellow “Frondeurs” (Harth 97). Examples of Mademoiselle de Scudery’s 
gains from writing abound in Tallemant des Reaux’s Historiettes. He reports that “elle en 
tiroit beaucoup” from the sales of her books, that she received a “portrait avec un cercle de 
diamans [qui] pouvoit valoir douze cents escus” from Madame de Longueville as thanks for 
her glorification of the Conde family (II. 691), and that Menage, at the insistence of Madame 
de Rambouillet, gave “deux cens livres a ce pauvre diable de Neuf-Germain” (II. 332). 
Providing more proof of the portrait’s economic impact (this time negative), the Scudery 
siblings received a blow to their family’s fortune in the guise of Louis XIV’s revocation of 
Georges’s governorship in Marseille. Harth suggests that this was a royal punishment meted 
out in part for their “known loyalty to Madame de Longueville” (99).
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As a final example of the verbal portrait’s value as a commodity, Sercy and Barbin, 
the publishers of Recueil des portraits, were most likely trying to profit from the public 
anticipation of Mademoiselle’s Divers portraits, which was only distributed to her small 
circle (103). The strongest evidence of this economic hypothesis is the existence of two 
versions of Recueil des portraits, one of which is riddled with errors and thus may well 
represent an edition put to press prematurely in an effort (most likely successful) to scoop 
Divers portraits (Mayer 146). It is also worth noting that Recueil des portraits includes works 
by non-nobles like Catherine Desjardins, who, in her portrait of “Iris” (Mademoiselle 
Gaboury), acknowledges her debt to Mademoiselle’s circle when she states that “le monde 
nous a introduit l’usage de faire les Portraits” (436). Writers like Desjardins thus most likely 
found a way to cash in on trends and styles established by their social betters and, at the same 
time, flatter those who showed them a new form of writing.
Although money did not change hands among noble portraitists, royal favor and the 
economic rewards that accompanied it were certainly at stake. The ex-Frondeurs who formed 
the ranks of authors in Mademoiselle de Montpensier’s set, all of them of lower status than 
she, clung tenaciously to their tattered leader. These “castoffs” (Harth 103) may have hoped 
that an attachment to her royal blood would save them from drowning in disfavor and 
anonymity, and their means of survival on this listing ship was flattery. This economy of 
praise may have also been rooted in the economic need to form attachments to “undoubtedly 
the richest heiress in France” (102). Ingratiating oneself through flattery in portraits, 
panegyrics, dedications, and epistles was the courtier’s way of life, and for those with meager 
incomes, it was a way to live.
Written sketches therefore had financial implications for nobles and bourgeois alike, 
but their participation in financial markets was neither as overt nor as long lasting as that of
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the painted portrait. More subtle than a system based on commissions, the dynamic of 
exchange in which the noble literary portrait participated was largely based on flattery and 
favor, sources of social currency for only the painter and sitter. Moreover, unlike a 
Renaissance painted portrait, which continues to have great economic worth today, or its 
printed copies, which continue to sell and circulate, the literary portrait has lost its fiscal 
value. An important difference in written and painted portraits is thus related to the idea of 
salability for the early modem author: in terms of a painting, the economic value is lodged in 
the object itself, but a text’s value lies in its wide distribution (even though the manuscript, 
over time, gains value as a historical object).
In summary, the two artistic forms hold different iconographic and economic 
functions in society in virtue of their disparate media. Despite the compulsion in the 
seventeenth century to equate the them, these varying roles underscore the fact that a picture 
is not a set of words nor a set of words a picture. Both, however, provide a means of 
constmcting a mental image, which is perhaps the real “portrait” after all.
The Aesthetics of Portraiture
The ambiguities that emerge from a discussion of medium regarding both portraiture 
as a whole and the relationship between types of portraiture rear their heads again when one 
considers the aesthetic values of painted and literary portraits. While each type of 
representation can be called “pleasing,” “beautiful,” or “moving” (or the opposite of these), 
their aesthetic worths arise, at least initially, through the two senses of sight and hearing.
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Historical proponents of the two forms argue superiority of representation, an idea that I will 
take to mean representation closer to perfection, which seems an early modem synonym for 
“more beautiful.” Their opinions are, logically, based on intrinsic values of the two media 
and their effects on reception, lines of argumentation that require a discussion of semiology, 
the science of signs.
Through the lens of semiotics, I will look at the opinions of Leonardo, who makes the 
case for painting’s aesthetic superiority, and Lessing, who does the same (in a more balanced 
way) for poetry. These arguments will reinforce the idea that while the results of viewing and 
reading a portrait may appear interchangeable (literally to classical artists and metaphorically 
to modem critics), the varying means of representation produce disparate outcomes in 
reception. These critics’ conclusions further challenge the reigning seventeenth-century “ut 
pictura” aesthetic from two different perspectives. Moreover, a comparison of the two 
stances suggests more basic differences concerning the sister arts related to reception (a 
process in which time plays a key role), but it also puts the finishing touches on a new sketch 
of painting and poetry’s simultaneously tense and complementary relationship.
The basis for Leonardo’s predilection for painting, besides the fact that he is a 
painter, is the idea that “painting moves the senses more rapidly than poetry” (28), a theory 
he supports by juxtaposing concrete examples of painting and hypothetical ones of poetry.
He considers a painted portrait a quicker, more emotional, and thus better way to evaluate the 
sitter. To him, a painted portrait immediately gives the viewer the “miroirs de l’ame” 
(Somaize I. lix) as the “precieuses” called them: the eyes of the face or at least what looks 
like the eyes of a face. His opinion regarding physiognomy— that the “face is the index of 
the mind”— is one that Berger, quoting Kemp, labels the prevailing view during Leonardo’s
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era (123). He attempts to prove painting’s superiority by describing a historical painting to 
the poet:
If you, poet, were to portray a bloody battle you would write about the dark and 
murky air amid the smoke of fearful and deadly engines of war, mixed with all the 
filthy dust that fouls the air, and about the fearful flight of wretches terrified by awful 
death. In this case, the painter will surpass you, because your pen will be worn out 
before you have fully described something that the painter may present to you 
instantaneously using his science. And your tongue will be impeded by thirst and 
your body by sleep and hunger, before you could show in words what the painter 
may display in an instant. (28)
In his view, painting is a “science,” a seemingly magical medium that delivers image and 
narrative instantaneously and with ease to the viewer. The above argument is flawed, 
however, because of his unequal comparison of effort in creation and effort in reception.
Here, he compares the labors of the writer not to those of the painter but to those of the 
viewer, who seizes easily the painted image.
In his paragone, Leonardo not only appeals to “immediacy,” but also to the painter’s 
ability to physically “place” events “with [...] truth” (28). He uses the example of the painted 
portrait to illustrate this point:
If the poet says that he can inflame men with love, which is the central aim in all 
animal species, the painter has the power to do the same, and to an even greater 
degree, in that he can place in front of the lover the true likeness of that which is 
beloved, often making him kiss and speak to it. So much greater is the power of a 
painting over a man’s mind that he may be enchanted and enraptured by a painting 
that does not represent any living woman. [...] Now, poet, attempt to describe a
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beauty, without basing your depiction on an actual person, and arouse men to such 
desires with it. (27-28)
Truth is here based on the ability of the representation to function as a person in its own right. 
In this case, it is a sexual fetish.
In the above quotes, Leonardo questions the “ut pictura” doctrine of his age first by 
emphasizing the ability of the observer to seize an image (its meaning and story) more rapidly 
as a whole and second by evoking the aforementioned capacity of a plastic portrait to make 
its sitter visually present. His methods of argumentation, however, are tainted by their 
inconsistencies, as noted above, and their foundation in the hypothetical (never does he use a 
historical example of poetry). Moreover, as in a joust, he directly challenges the poet again 
and again, but his weapons of choice, paradoxically, belong to his opponent. Using words to 
explain the enhanced clarity and beauty of painting over writing, he undermines his own 
efforts.
Leonardo’s initial argument based on time of perception merits further exploration, 
for it points to the fundamental aesthetic differences between the two media that result from 
their varied forms. It is true that, as he underscores, the initial time of reception is an 
important difference between writing and painting. A consideration of Marin’s Etudes 
semiologiques. however, suggests that Leonardo’s theories on reception are likewise flawed. 
The Renaissance painter offers a means of reading a picture— of understanding it— that 
denies reading, an essential step in interpreting a painting according to Marin (19). What is 
more, Leonardo fails to consider other factors of perception regarding painting and writing, 
namely the guiding of reception and the completeness of the representation.
Leonardo’s rough formula decreased time spent perceiving = increased value 
painted portrait = more effective places value on the fast transfer of information from painter
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to recipient, but the equation is not complete. He describes accurately what Marin calls the 
first “operation” of reading a painting: “le parcours du regard.” Marin’s explanation that “le 
tableau est un texte figuratif et un systeme de lecture” posits painting as a symbolic medium 
that involves reading, a time-infused process that requires a second step in addition to the 
“parcours”: “Qu’est-ce que lire? C ’est parcourir du regard un ensemble graphique et c ’est 
dechiffrer un texte” (19). Marin describes a dual system that begins with a flash of seeing 
(“le tableau se voit globalement tout d’une vue”) and continues with reading (“l ’acte de 
lecture”), a guided but aleatory act of interpretation (20-21). In virtue of the constraints of 
time, seeing a painting is necessarily followed by moments beyond the first impression, 
regardless of how moving that impression may be. Focusing on painting’s visual burst of 
information as its source of superiority, Leonardo does not consider the reading part of the 
process.
To steer these observations toward the genre of portraiture, as does Leonardo, one 
cannot deny that a painted likeness is a quicker means of relating a sitter’s physiognomy than 
is a text. A portrait, however, is much more than the rude traits of the face seized initially, for 
it relates (as Leonardo also suggests) the time-infused story of the sitter, such as his 
personality, heritage, profession, interests, mentality, and name. To accomplish this personal 
narrative, painted portraits depend on pose (Lome Campbell 25-30, 69-108), facial 
expression (25-35), symbolic objects (128), and even text (225), elements that require 
reading.
Hans Holbein the Younger’s 1532 portrait of the Hanseatic merchant Georg Gisze 
(see figure 6, page 425), as described by Lome Campbell, exemplifies the use of the above 
elements to transmit abstract information:
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The sitter’s name appears on the letter that he is opening, on the letters in the rack 
beside him and in the inscriptions on the wall behind him and the paper above his 
head. This paper appears to be stuck with sealing wax either to the panelling or, 
because it overlaps the ledger on the upper shelf, to the surface of the painting itself. 
The space in which Gisze is situated, though totally convincing, is seen in completely 
false perspective. Holbein has flattened out the corner of the panelled room, where 
the table in the foreground and the shelf in the upper right comer meet the walls in 
impossible conjunctions, in order to display more effectively around the sitter the 
many objects that suggest his wealth, his efficiency as a businessman, his piety, his 
intellectual interests and his love of beautiful things. The design and the distribution 
o^colour are contrived so that the sitter’s head dominates the composition and the 
spectator’s attention is not unnecessarily distracted by the subsidiary details. The 
inscription, in Greek and Latin, on the paper above the head certifies that the 
countenance which you see” is an accurate image of Gisze. Richly dressed, he 
nevertheless appears uneasy amid all the outward signs of his success. Holbein has 
made many of his customary adjustments and the head, though doubtless a faithful 
likeness, is far from a mechanically accurate record of the sitter s features. As usual, 
the face is enlarged and the cranium diminished; the nose is set further into profile 
than the rest of the face and its contour is altered at the bridge so that the far eye, 
brought forward out of perspective, is seen in its entirety. The eyes and eyebrows 
and the corners of the mouth are not matched in shape. The sitter s right eye and the 
right side of his mouth turn downwards; the lines of his right eyebrow and above his 
right eye suggest a slight frown; whereas the left side of his face is relatively more 
relaxed and serene. The strained glance from the comers of his eyes puts further
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stress on the unease of the sitter, and it is tempting to associate these signs of evident 
discomfort with the Latin motto lettered on the wall, “No joy without sorrow/ G. 
Gisze.” It is almost as if he has written and signed it there, and it can be no accident 
that the balance which hangs alongside is not securely suspended from its hook and is 
about to fall to the floor. Holbein must here be making a concealed comment on the 
mental state of his sitter. (34)
As Campbell suggests by his repeated use of the word “sign’ in the above exegesis, 
Holbein represents symbolically rather than shows direjjly Gisze’s profession, 
sententiousness, and unease. In addition to the words on the slip of paper attached to the wall 
and the scattered documents, Holbein uses pictorial symbols that require interpretation in his 
layered depiction, like the pink carnations (perhaps representational of love and devotion, for 
they occur in many Renaissance betrothal paintings) and the scales (which seem rich in 
interpretive possibility as a vanitas mundi trope). The initial act of seeing the portrait must 
therefore be followed by that of reading if the viewer is to glean information about Gisze 
other than the appearance of his face and upper torso. This process is spelled out, literally, 
for the viewer, who is forced into the act of read in g - thus of temporalizing— initially by the 
portrait’s motto and inscription. His/ her attention already drawn to the details of the painting 
by the tiny words, the viewer (now a reader) is encouraged to interpret other details near the 
writing, such as the contents of the shelves and the objects on the table. Portraitists thus used 
additional symbolic media like allegory and text to surmount a painting s inability to speak, a 
lack that was often cited as the painted portrait’s main obstacle to transparency: “the 
conventional way of praising a portrait was to say that it was so like that it lacked only 
speech” (225).
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Leonardo claims that painters can, indeed, overcome the lack of speech not by adding 
text, but rather by perfecting painting’s capacity to “silently tell” (28). The oxymoron 
emb^fded in this notion becomes apparent when one considers Renaissance portraitists’ 
variable success in surmounting the silence of the canvas. While Gisze is still readily 
identifiable due to embedded text, the names of many sitters are unknown today. Again, 
Botticelli’s “Portrait of a Young Man with a Medal” (see figure 17, page 435) is an example 
of a work that, despite its blatant seeded symbolism, fails today to identify the sitter. Gloria 
Fossi describes the hypotheses regarding the sitter’s identity:
An enigmatic youth stares out at the spectator from a Flemish-style landscape. The 
medal, coined in 1464, showing the profile of Cosimo the Elder Pater Patriae with 
the inscription MAGNUS COSMUS MEDICES PPP, supports the theory that the 
sitter was either linked to the Medici circle or was Antonio Filipepi, Goldsmith and 
medallist, and brother of the artist. (59)
Member of the entourage of one of the most powerful families in Europe or tradesman? The 
disparity is great, but the sitter’s identity remains a mystery despite the highlighted presence 
of the “identifying” sign, the medal.
A family badge, award, decoration, or masterpiece, this symbol is included to either 
provide evidence of the model’s identity or to play with the very idea of symbolism by being 
purposefully ambiguous. If the former is true, the medal does not realize its symbolic 
mission because of its multiple meanings. Conversely, if the latter is true, the medal’s 
meaning is clear, paradoxically, by being ambiguous. According to the second scenario, the 
medal is a sophisticated commentary on the shifting nature of the relationship among sign, 
meaning, and referent regarding both painted and written representations. Portraiture is 
directly implicated in this dialogue on ambiguous symbolism, for the medal is also a portrait
and, as such, an explicit mise-en-abime. However, the portrait-within-the-portrait is not a 
representation of the framing sitter and therefore neither contains nor identifies him.
The representational ability of language is also in question according to this theory.
The medal has an inscription, “MAGNUS COSMUS MEDICES PPP,” which is not the name 
of the sitter. Because of the common technique of including the sitter’s name in the portrait 
(as with Gisze), this detail also suggests a purposeful ambiguity . Thus, while certainly 
speaking to both past viewers, who may have found the medal’s meaning perfectly clear, and 
modern scholars, who are perfectly baffled by it, the portrait sends a mixed message in virtue 
of the divergent interpretations of the medal’s meaning.
The text’s ambiguity in Botticelli’s piece provides a contrast to Holbein’s use of 
language in Georg Gesze’s portrayal. Here, Gesze is mentioned twice by name, once in the 
signed motto and again in the inscription. The latter explicitly identifies the genre, sitter, his 
age, health, and the date of creation in both Greek and Latin: 
i Imagine Georgii Gysenii 
Ista refert vultus, qua cemis Imago Georgi 
Sic oculos viuos, sic habet ille Genas 
Anno aetatis suae xxxiiij 
Anno dom. 1532.
(“On the portrait Georg Gisze/ Which you see here, shows Georg's countenance and 
picture/ so alive his eye, so well-formed his cheeks/ In his four and thirtieth year/ in 
the year of our Lord 1532.”) (translation mine)
Holbien’s insistence that “this is Georg Gesze,” unless ironic, provides a foolproof means of 
identifying the sitter. The painter accomplishes the feat of transferring information clearly 
over temporal and cultural boundaries via writing. The example of Georg Gesze, when
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compared with Botticelli’s youth, further indicates that language is the only means for 
individuals other than those who know the model personally to identify definitively the sitter. 
Painters thus widely used text, a different semiotic system, to communicate aspects of the 
sitter, even extremely important ones like her/ his identity, that drawing was unable to 
represent “silently.” Naturally, text, as symbolized oral communication, provided painted 
portraits with their lacking faculty of speech.
Moreover, the consistent addition of writing to painted depictions (in addition to 
Leonardo’s use of words to explain his theories) hints at a subordination of image to text. 
According to this view, words seem necessary to the completion of the painted portrait’s 
message. Ferdinand de Saussure in Cours de linguistique generate deems language itself “un 
systeme de signes exprimant des idees,” the primordial semiotic system: “Elle est [...] le plus 
important de ces systemes” (qtd. in Marin, Etudes 18). Perhaps, then, as the “most important 
system,” taken to mean the most fundamental symbolic system for transmitting meaning, 
language, not drawing, has a more direct access to the metalanguage that leads to meaning.
Lessing suggests as much in his own challenge to the “ut pictura” doctrine, which 
aims also to overturn prior paragone favoring painting like those of Leonardo. He lodges his 
arguments for poetry’s superior descriptive effectiveness largely in the poet’s greater access 
to a boundless “realm of perfection”:
Without inquiring here how far the poet can succeed in depicting physical beauty, so 
much at least is undeniable, that, as the whole immeasurable realm of perfection lies 
open to his imitative skill, this visible veil, under which perfection becomes beauty, 
can be only one of the smallest means by which he undertakes to interest us in his 
subject. (16)
*
Seemingly countering Leonardo’s assertion that pictures depict physical forms and stories 
better than words, Lessing views the painter’s art as constrained by “necessary limits and 
requirements” of a medium that depicts “bodily form” (16). Conversely, that of the poet taps 
into the infinite possibilities of the “imagination” (29). According to Lessing, the writer’s 
direct pipeline to the realm of beauty translates into an increased engagement on the part of 
the reader as well as a clearer reception of image: “with the poet a dress is no dress; it 
conceals nothing; our imagination sees through it at all times” (29).
A close analysis of Lessing’s challenge to Leonardo’s opinion, however, reveals it as 
a logically flawed argument. A prime example of ignoratio elenchi (“missing the point ), 
Lessing does not address the idea that painting depicts physical form more accurately.
Instead, he claims that he writer “so engage[s] us that we do not think at all of the bodily 
form” (16), which is a rebuttal of a different argument, namely that painting engages the 
viewer better. His opening qualification, “without inquiring here how far the poet can 
succeed in depicting physical beauty,” provides a smokescreen for the fallacy. Throughout 
Laocoon. he continues to shift attention away from poetry’s ability to describe the physical by 
claiming that the good poet, in virtue of the infinite realm of his art, need not bother to 
describe the human form:
Even Homer, who with evident intention refrains from all piecemeal delineation of 
physical beauties, from whom we can scarcely once learn in passing that Helen has 
white arms and beautiful hair— even he knows how, nevertheless, to give us such a 
conception of her beauty as far outpasses all that Art in this respect has to offer. (79) 
Despite his eloquence, the attentive reader is left to wonder why, if the writer has access to 
the “immeasurable realm of perfection,” Lessing does not consider superior physical
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depiction in his argument. The gaping hole in his reasoning reinforces the fact that painting 
indeed has an edge in terms of the ability to depict physical features.
Lessing also seems to address explicitly Leonardo’s comments on the effort of the 
poet. Leonardo emphasizes the difficulty of orally describing a scene when he tells the poet, 
“your tongue will be impeded by thirst and your body by sleep and hunger, before you could 
show in words what the painter may display in an instant.” Lessing counters by describing 
the ease with which the writer relates a series of events: “every one of these modifications, 
which would cost the artist an entire separate canvas or marble-block, costs the poet a single 
line” (17). Like Leonardo, however, Lessing turns to hypothetical examples to bring home 
his point.
Lessing’s additional arguments in favor of poetry’s superiority over painting are 
more convincing. As suggested in the above quote, he emphasizes poetry’s enhanced ability 
to narrate or to temporalize by underscoring repeatedly painting’s temporal and spatial (a 
function of point of view) constraints as compared to poetry’s temporal freedoms: “painting, 
in her co-existing compositions, can use only one single moment of the action, and must 
therefore choose the most pregnant” (55). Moreover, “the painter in particular can use this 
single moment only from one point of vision” (14). Conversely, he argues that “nothing 
requires the poet to concentrate his picture on a single moment. He takes up each of his 
actions, as he likes, from its very origin and conducts it through all possible modifications to 
its final close” (17). He speaks of painting’s limited means of overcoming the form’s 
temporal and spatial constraints:
But now, if painting, in virtue of her signs or the methods of her imitation, which she 
can combine only in space, must wholly renounce time, then continuous actions as 
such cannot be reckoned amongst her subjects; but she must content herself with
*
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actions set side by side, or with mere bodies which by their attitudes can be supposed 
an action. Poetry, on the other hand—38 (54)
Lessing’s view of poetry’s interaction with time manifests itself in the verbal 
portrait’s ease in depicting the evolution of its sitter, an ease denied the plastic portrait. Set- 
piece portraiture compares past, present, and future incarnations of real and imaginary 
models, an ability that parlays itself into a closer approximation of a real individual’s four­
dimensional existence. For example, salon sketches frequently use the aging process as a tool 
of flattery, as in Madame de Motteville’s description of the Queen Mother, cited earlier. 
Alternatively, when the sitter does not merit such praise due to social standing, the effects of 
time are exposed in the interest of verisimilitude, such as in this excerpt from Mademoiselle’s 
false self-portrait of her squire Monsieur de Brais. Unlike in her sketches of nobles, she 
underscores his tired, grizzled demeanor:
Je suis grand, j ’etois de belle taille quand j ’etois jeune; j ’avois la tete belle, et meme 
l’on disoit que je n ’avois pas le visage laid; mais maintenant l’age et les fatigues de la 
guerre ont diminuee mes cheveux, qui sont quasi gris, m ’ont voute la taille et m ’ont 
ote ce que je pouvais avoir de passable au visage. (Portraits 32)
De Brais’s sketch also features his moral evolution. It describes in some detail his passage 
from debauched youth to “honnete homme”:
J’ai ete assez debauche etant jeune, soit que j ’y eusse de l ’inclination ou que je fiisse 
dans un pays ou e’en est assez l’usage; mais grace a Dieu je m ’en suis fort corrige et 
je suis le plus regie de tous les hommes. (33)
Portraitists not only wrote of past glories and foibles but also made predictions about 
their subjects’ futures. There are many fine examples of “future portraits” in Caracteres de la
38 Lessing ends Chapter xv with this pregnant pause.
famille rovale de France. “Caractere de Mr le Due D[’]Anjou” describes its model as having 
great promise:
II est naturelement doux affable, judicieux, et promet beaucoup. aussy est ce le 
prince le mieux tourne de toute la famille [.] La Valion qui s’est donnee a ce prince 
ne paroit point encore s’en repentir; la suite fera voir s’il est capable de soutenir un 
aussy grand role. (16)
“Caractere de Mr le Dauphin” similarly speculates about the prospects of its sitter, whom the 
narrator believes will behave better when out from under his father’s gaze: “il ne laisse pas 
d’avoir des intrigues, mais elles sont quelques fois au dessous de son rang, peut etre [on] le 
connoitra ton [?] mieux lors quil ne sera plus sous le joug patemel” (13).
The more mainstream Recueil des portraits also contains references to its sitters’ 
potentials. The unknown author of “Portrait de sa Majeste” even goes so far as to suggest 
possible paths of behavior. (S)he claims that Louis XIV’s portrait will only be complete after 
two future events: “l ’une, de donner de la Paix a la Chrestienete, et 1’autre, de donner des 
Successeurs a la Couronne et des Portraits animes de toutes les qualitez, qui ne peuvent estre 
representeees que par ce qu’il produira luy mesme” (30). The perfection of the king and the 
author’s text thus both rely on Louis’s achievements to come, notably the creation of 
miniature, ideal portraits in the form of children. As the above sketch of Louis XIV shows, 
the capacity of the verbal sketch to speculate about the future allows it to function 
additionally as a means of giving advice or gently criticizing.
Depicting models’ futures and pasts is much more difficult using the medium of 
painting, which, as Lessing observes, fixes sitters in the moment of depiction. Despite this 
obstacle, some Renaissance painters experimented with portraiture that attempted to capture 
change over time visually. The most obvious means of comparing the past and present sitter
1
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was to execute a series of paintings at different points in her/ his life. Rembrandt’s ongoing 
exercises in self-portraiture (and self-parody as a man and portraitist, according to Berger) are 
the most famous examples of multiple portraits that show the evolution of the model. From 
etchings of an angry young artist that allow him to practice technique or to “conceptualize 
and project his self-image and role as artist” (Chapman 11) (see figure 18, page 436) to 
“imposing” paintings from the last year of his life that “reveal the ravages of age” (130) (see 
figure 19, page 437), Rembrandt’s self-depictions span four decades and number over 
seventy. Although no set-piece written portrait exists that displays so remarkably the 
physical and mental journey of a sitter with this degree of depth, it must be noted that this feat 
is accomplished through multiple portraits rather than a single representation.
A more apt comparison with the literary portrait in virtue of its portrayal of past, 
present, and future is Titian’s “Three Ages of Man” (see figure 20, page 438), for it manages 
to indicate change over time in one painting. The subject of this allegory of life and time 
exists in four states upon the same canvas: as a sleeping baby, a healthy young lover, a 
bearded old man, and a weathered skull. Change in psychology is also implied: the baby, 
naive and self-absorbed, needs protection from a guardian angel, the youth’s attention is 
focused on the disheveled girl who beckons him with flutes, and the elderly man in the 
background, contemplating two skulls (possibly those of Adam and himself), reflects upon 
mortality. The four images, however, divide the viewer’s attention as does Rembrandt’s 
series, a rupture that again suggests that the unified, time-infused portrait remains out of the 
painter’s grasp.
An additional source of comparison that speaks to the literary portrait’s aesthetic 
importance (and one that neither Leonardo nor Lessing treat) is the ability to manipulate 
images in an ordered manner. The verbal portraitist can emphasize the importance of certain
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characteristics by carefully ordering their discovery. Experiencing a literary portrayal is, 
initially, a slower means of receiving a physical image because of the time required by the 
reading process. The writer, however, has more temporal control over this impression, for 
(s)he forces the reader to follow a certain order of reflection. In virtue of his/ her ability to 
exploit the sequence of the description, the verbal portraitist may emphasize certain features.
Painters do, indeed, have the ability to highlight (literally) features with light and 
shadow, and, as Marin explains, they guide the viewer’s experience in many ways:
le tableau est le jalonnement de la surface plastique par un ensemble de ‘signes’ a la 
fois topiques et dynamiques destines a guider le regard, a lui faire accomplir un 
circuit, a surmonter des obstacles, a retarder, a differer dans une difference a la fois
temporelle et spatiale. (20-21)
However, Marin further describes the interpretive process of a painting as aleatory (ules 
jalons plastiques sont des signes de mouvements virtuels et comportent des possibilites de 
choix”) (21) while simultaneously constrained in various ways by the painter and image itself 
(22). To summarize Marin’s view of “how to read a painting,” experiencing it comprises a 
series of random “parcours” by the viewer that lead her/ him on a guided journey toward 
meaning.
This view suggests that painters, because of the aleatory nature of the “parcours,” 
cannot order their recipients’ discoveries with as much precision as do writers. Both 
strategies of interpretation unfold over time (despite Leonardo’s claims to the contrary), but 
the reading process of text is strictly ordered. With the exception of a very few examples of 
highly playful novels like “choose your own adventure” children’s stories and experimental 
novels like Marc Saporta’s series of cards to shuffle and read at random, Composition no. 1;
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roman (1962), readers must experience words in a certain order, established by the writer, in 
order to arrive at meaning.
The literary portrait’s superior ability to give an ordered, running account of an 
individual and to order and guide the recipient’s process of reading— to exploit time— is a 
striking difference between the art forms of painting and writing. It is also a crucial idea for 
my thesis as a whole, for this point of divergence makes the verbal sketch an ideal vehicle for 
character depiction within a narrative frame. Suggested by the set pieces of the mid- 
seventeenth-century romance and portrait book, the literary portrait’s capacity to relate an 
individual’s evolution is showcased in the burgeoning prose of the eighteenth century. This 
difference is thus an advantageous feature of the verbal sketch in that it represents a source of 
literary posterity, as it allows the portrait to play a crucial role in the early psychological 
novel.
Using personal description often as a model, Lessing’s arguments for the superiority 
of poetry do much to validate literary portraiture’s right to share painted portraiture’s 
representational glory. Just as Leonardo’s fail for painting, however, Lessing s own flawed 
arguments do not establish writing’s dominance over its painterly relation. Rather than allow 
the critic to label one genre as more effective (more representationally perfect) than the other, 
their divided foci— Leonardo values the burst of initial transfer of information that the 
semiotic system of painting provides (seeing), while Lessing underscores the time-infused 
interpretive process (reading)—  provide a balance of viewpoints that recreates the balance I 
find in the painting-poetry system.
Holbein’s portrait of Gesze suggests the impossibility of a representation to depict 
completely, an idea that explains the necessary system of exchange between painting and 
poetry. As Campbell notes, Holbein’s fusion of the plastic and the literary relates much about
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his model, such as his name, countenance, dress, and personality, but, despite the variety of 
information presented in symbolic form, a great deal about Gesze is missing from the 
painting. Where, for example, is evidence of Gesze’s voice, talents, or family? In terms of 
his physical stature, what is his relative size to others? Indeed, what do his legs look like? 
These lacunae suggest an unavoidable incompleteness in representation, even in a hybridized 
set of semiotic systems like Gesze’s image that aims to increase its representational ability 
through the use of more than one system of signs.
As scholars of painting like Brilliant, Berger, Campbell, and Pope-Hennessy 
uniformly notice about portraiture, depiction cannot provide the recipient with the depiction’s 
referent. Similarly, in S/Z, Barthes summarizes the complex relationship of a literary sketch 
and its referent:
Le portrait [...] n ’est pas une representation realiste, une copie liee, telle que la 
peinture figurative pourrait nous en donner l’idee; c ’est une scene occupee par des 
blocs de sens, a la fois varies, repetes et discontinus (cemes); de l’arrangement 
(rhetorique, anatomique et phrastique) de ces blocs, surgit un diagramme du corps, 
non sa copie (en quoi le portrait reste entierement soumis a une structure linguistique, 
la langue ne connaissant que des analogies diagrammatiques: des analogies, au ses 
etymologique: des proportions): le corps du veillard ne se “detache” pas comme un 
referent reel sur le fond des mots ou du salon; il est l’espace semantique lui-meme, il 
devient espace en devenant sens. (67)
Paradoxically, the delivery of a real referent, not its meaning-space, is ostensibly the 
primordial job of portrait, which creates the sitter’s presence out of her/ his absence. This 
impossible task is likewise the principle attraction behind the marriage of picture and text, 
which join forces to portray convincingly, if not perfectly. Exploiting each other to achieve a
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more human likeness, painting and poetry unite in a new partnership characterized 
simultaneously by dependence and independence. The tense complementarity between these 
arts described here may, I believe, still be called a “sisterhood,” but now the relationship is, 
hopefully, accorded its fertile complexity.
The tangled argument of “which genre is superior?” thus does not need to be 
unknotted (if, indeed, it can ever be) in this study of the relationship between literary and 
visual depiction. The essential conclusion is that there is a high degree of interaction between 
the two genres. This exchange exemplifies the complex but often elegant dynamic of 
complementarity between plastic and verbal portraits. In the painting-poetry system of 
artistic exchange, text gives painting a chance to speak, and painting gives poetry a frame of 
reference, or a starting metaphor, for depiction. Just as painted portraits like that of Gesze 
display words and Leonardo uses the metaphors of “telling’ and speaking, written portraits 
exploit the relationship to painting when they heavily exploit the metaphors of the “tableau,” 
“peintre,” and “pinceau.” In fact, their literary genre would not exist without the idea of a 
“portrait,” whose baseline definition relates to plastic depiction. Verbal and painted sketches 
are two ways of getting at the same thing: a “metalanguage” (Marin 19) of semiology or a 
key for the recipient to glean meaning from signs. By continually exploiting the other sister, 
early modern artists attempted to employ an arsenal of symbolic systems to fulfill their
representational goals.
However, the dynamic of completion is not always harmonious: the sisters disagree 
even as they complement. The symbiotic relationship that rankles Leonardo likewise chafes 
literary portraitists. The tension is clear in Mademoiselle de Montpensier’s sketch of the 
Prince de Conde, in which she rates portraying the face a facile affair in comparison to verbal 
depiction of morality:
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II est difficile a de petites gens de pouvoir parler des personnes fort elevees, et je ne 
comprends pas comment de mediocres entreprennent de faire les portraits des grands; 
car s’il n ’y avoit qu’a depeindre les traits du visage, ce sont de ces choses dont tout le 
monde peut aisement s ’acquitter, mais il n ’en est pas de meme des qualites de Tame, 
car ceux qui ne sont pas nes d’une condition a l’avoir elevee, peuvent malaisement 
exprimer les sentiments de ceux qui l’ont haute, et cela fait le meme effet sur le 
theatre du monde, que sur celui des comediens, quand de mauvaises troupes de 
campagne recitent les vers de Corneille. (Portraits 69)
While basic characteristics of set-piece portraiture such as the desire for novel 
references to painting and the compulsion to flatter challenge the seriousness of the 
comparison, there is a hint of Lignieres’s snobbery in the above passage. Mademoiselle’s 
reference to “mediocre people” who “have only to depict the features of the face, which are 
things that everyone can easily do” is not explicitly directed toward painters, but it seems 
likely that painting (viewed as a trade) is her target. Portrait painters were generally of the 
lower classes (thus, “mediocre”), and literary portraits emphasized moral traits, never the 
“traits du visage.” Her use of the adverb “que” (“only”) belittles the products of working 
painters, who, in her words, “can easily accomplish” a physical resemblance.
It is also important to notice in Mademoiselle’s argument the shadow of a passage 
from Plutarch’s biography of Alexander the Great in volume seven of Parallel Lives, in which 
he discusses his non-biographical approach to verbal portrayal. Her professed focus on the 
“qualites de Fame,” framed within a comparison of painted and verbal portraiture, recalls 
Plutarch’s discussion of depicting “the signs of the soul in men”:
Just as painters get the likenesses in their portraits from the face and the expression of 
the eyes, wherein the character shows itself, but make little account of the other parts
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of the body, so must I be permitted to devote myself rather to the signs of the soul in 
men, and by means of these to portray the life of each, leaving to others the 
description of their great conceits. (1. 3)39 
Plutarch uses an analogy with portraiture to explain his artistic choices, a gesture that 
indicates an accepted harmony between painting and poetry. Mademoiselle, on the other 
hand, chooses the same path but shapes the analogy into a contest. Her combative position 
opposes that of Plutarch, and their conflicting postures are the most common reactions to the 
inevitable, but at times difficult, formal blending that portraiture entails.
Like those of Leonardo, Mademoiselle’s declarations of primacy for her chosen art, 
oxymoronic due to her use of metaphors related to the “inferior” genre, represent the 
agonistic side of the portrait’s coin. However, like Botticelli’s medal, both text and picture 
are joined in the effort of portrayal. The above artists disparage the competing genre in order 
to justify the weaknesses of their respective art forms: painting s to describe abstract qualities 
like mannerisms, habits, and speech and text’s to show physiognomy. On the other hand, 
many, such as Holbein the Younger, utilized willingly and overtly both text and picture so 
that their works could more accurately represent.
The result of this marriage was a tense complementarity that could be variously 
accepted, resisted, or mocked (the reaction of the satirists, who spun the portrait s coin on its 
edge). Whether the artist’s reaction to the relationship between painting and poetry was 
atagonistic or accepting, an effective early modem portraitist was necessarily a bigamist 
involved with two sisters. These siblings fought like all sisters do, but, as this study of 
function, medium, and reception has shown, they often worked together under the hand of the 
skillful painter or poet to render a meaningful and beautiful work of art.
39 Cited by chapter and section number in the Loeb edition of 1969.
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Part II: Type and Anti-type: Verbal Sketching from 1650-1700
Chapter 1: Masks behind Masks: "Planar” Portraiture or the 
Heroic Type in the Mid-Seventeenth Century
In Aspects of the Novel. Forster describes a type novelistic character, one 
representing a dominant trait or personality tic, as having a “flatness” (67) or lack of depth 
that excludes it from the realm of human possibility. As I explained in the general 
introduction, he delineates two categories of novelistic characters: “flat” and “round” (67). In 
Forster’s view, a true individual possesses a complex set of traits that reflects the volumetric 
nature of his/ her physical body and the evolution of that body over time rather than the two- 
dimensionality of a plane. His minimalist theory holds that type characters are less lifelike 
than ones expressing a “roundness” (69), for they embody a single, unchanging personality
trait, such as frivolity or anger.
Berger in Fictions of the Pose likewise uses the geometric metaphor of flatness to 
describe the first of his four progressive modes of early modem painting, the “decorative 
mode.” He explains that this mode, often used for religious painting, underscores “the 
symbolic link of the image to the otherworldly” (42). In this way, decorative painting, a style 
that dominates European art before the fourteenth century, places importance on the image’s 
complex role as a sign for an intangible idea. Decorative painting provides this idea with a 
body, particularly regarding portraiture, but it is an explicitly two-dimensional body not 
meant to be taken for an earthly figure:
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Because of its context and symbolic function, the decorative mode is used to 
dramatize the distance and difference between the image and the figure or event it 
represents. It’s expressly an artificial, flat, conventional representation rather than a 
lifelike one because the transcendent figure or event it symbolizes exists beyond it. 
(42)
According to Berger, a parallel emphasis of decorative art is “the importance, value, 
and preciousness of the painting’s context” (42). The decorative portrait’s metaphorical and 
literal frame, for example a church altar, is liturgical, which assures meditation beyond the 
frame. Decorative art thus has a largely ceremonial function that aims to make present the 
realm of the “otherworldly,” the locus of the idea that inspired the painting. What is more, 
Berger views decorative art as the ancestor to later modes of painting (the “graphic,” 
“optical,” and “textural”), the first of which began to emerge in the fourteenth century (44). 
These later modes stress mimesis of the observed world and, later, the artist’s presence rather 
than the image’s symbolic presence.
Both Forster’s and Berger’s classifications have much to offer theoretically a 
taxonomy of the literary portrait. Existing at the intersection of character and painting, the 
set-piece verbal sketch of the “roman heroique” and the 1659 portrait books slides easily 
between the categories and descriptions of dimensionality proposed by the two scholars. I 
use their models to establish a baseline for the first group of my portrait taxonomy: the 
“planar” portrait, which I also call the “heroic” or “salon” portrait in virtue of its idealized 
content and direct ties to salon culture.
As my title indicates, I associate this group with Forster’s notion of a type, or a 
character that has a chiastic relationship with its dominant personality trait: the trait is the 
character, and the character is the trait. Often labeled homogeneous pieces of salon flattery,
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planar portraits seem exemplary of Forster’s view of flat type characters, for they present the 
subject as an undivided paragon of either honnetete or dissimulation. Moreover, Forster 
deems such characters useful— even necessary— for the novelist in virtue of their abilities to 
flesh out the setting and to provide cultural touchstones for the reader (69). I follow his 
example by exploring the functions of planar portraits within the literary frames of the 
romance and portrait collection and the social frames of court and the salon.
Berger’s description of painting’s decorative phase informs a study of these 
functions, for planar portraits exhibit many of the same qualities as decorative paintings. 
Ostentatiously displaying their collective style (their decorative aspects), flat verbal sketches 
similarly demand analysis of their roles as signs. Their stylishness draws attention to their 
contexts: the ceremonial worlds of the salon and court. As does Berger regarding the 
decorative mode, I will further argue that heroic sketching represents an ancestor of the 
modes of literary portraiture to follow, the “spherical” and “hyper. Berger s insights have 
allowed me to recognize planar portraiture’s important roles as a commentary on the nature 
of representation itself and as a key to understanding the social frames of which this body of 
literature is a product. Furthermore, his study of the development of different 
representational strategies in European painting led me to conceive of a nested hierarchy of 
literary portraiture.
Indeed, my selection of the term “planar” is a conscious effort to recognize Forster 
and Berger’s theoretical contributions to my tripartite typology of portraits, which I apply to a 
genre that overlaps both of their subjects of analysis. Nevertheless, as I will show, there are 
differences in our categorizations such that mine can be viewed as a hybridization of their 
efforts. The hybrid nature of this taxonomy, moreover, seems appropriate in virtue of the
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hybrid forms of both literary portraits and the novel, an idea that I develop throughout the 
remainder of the thesis.
Forster’s use of the adjective “flat” has a distinct bias; his word suggests the states of 
being deflated, lacking, unfizzy, dull, or unharmonious. While he notes the many uses of 
two-dimensional characters in theater and prose— they “never need introducing, never run 
away, have not to be watched for development, and provide their own atmosphere” (69)— his 
predilection for round characters, even the slightly round Lady Bertram from Jane Austen’s 
Mansfield Park, shines through in his commentary. Forster emphasizes that a character 
displaying more varied traits offers the viewer more mental and physical perspectives than a 
stock character. Berger avoids this overt bias in his description of early modem painting 
modes, but his focus on Rembrandt’s textural displays reveals a similar penchant for this later 
group.
My subject of study is admittedly colored by a similar desire to study the seemingly 
more complex descendants of what appear to be simpler, flatter subjects. Rather than to the 
planar sketching from which this relationship in part springs, the weightier sections of my 
thesis are devoted to spherical portraits, sketches that use the heroic portrait as an 
oppositional model, and hyper-portraits, those that interact with the novel. However, unlike 
critics such as Harth and Plantie, who gloss their studies of salon portraits (largely a synonym 
for my planar category) with derogatory statements about them, I will look beyond their 
status as, in their words, generic, “pathetic [...] attempts to eternalize” (Harth 108) and as 
“litterature morte,” a revival of which could be considered “un crime punissable” (Plantie 
14). Thus, before examining what happens to the planar portrait as and after it encounters 
oppositional portrait forms and the early psychological novel, I will pause to first appreciate
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its many functions (socio-political and literary) and features (stylistic and generic) that make 
possible the literary atmosphere in which the modem character developed.
Rather than lament the lack of depth in the planar portrait, I choose to analyze the 
surface over which it spreads, an area that displays historically significant literary events.
This line of inquiry, the valuing of a portrait for reasons other than varied content, is an 
appropriate way of considering the artistic production of a time when writers and painters 
generally held to the idea that, in Harth’s words, “the value of the representation came to 
consist in the ‘artifice,’ or skillful manner, of its imitation” (26). As Larry Norman states, 
“One can never underestimate the classical age’s obsession not simply with design, but with 
conscious design” (37). I view planar types as highly stylized figures that give a great deal of 
information about the art of representing other representations (the favoring of style over 
content) and about the roles of representation in society. Hence, by classifying a character or 
portrait as two-dimensional, I do not intend to devalue the depiction’s role in shaping society 
and art. Because they are often similar in content and, as a result, seem to deny the portrait’s 
job to resemble, planar portraits have been wrongly overlooked in terms of their value as 
textual and social objects. In short, they deserve critical attention, particularly for their manic 
focus on style (a key to both their representational and social functions) and their role as an 
ancestor for later methods of portraiture in this nested hierarchy of character types.
Before studying these descendants, it is first necessary to describe the baseline of 
comparison, the planar sketch. In this chapter, I will first answer the question, “What is a 
planar portrait?” before presenting two close readings of model texts. The purposefully 
flattened, idealized characters in the portrait book Recueil des portraits et eloges en prose et 
en vers (1659) and in Mademoiselle de Scudery’s romance Clelie (1654-60) that I present are 
in many ways archetypes of two-dimensionality. Moreover, I will show that the flatness of
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most figures in the “roman heroi'que” and the 1659 compilations is a phenomenon that links 
this category to the writing and culture of the salon.
The ties between two-dimensional sketching and salon society are evident in the 
similarity of this group to Plantie’s idea of the “portrait mondain.” Indeed, my conception of 
planar portraiture relies partially on her definition. She writes that a salon sketch is a
description de personnes precises (reelles et non simplement imaginaires); portraits 
enfermes dans une forme nette, une ‘forme fixe’ parfois, comme dirait Lanson; 
portraits rivalisant avec la peinture de maniere explicite et meme systematique, avec 
une sorte d’application tetue, minutieuse, et ce que notre epoque appellerait un 
complexe— tantot de superiorite, tantot d’inferiorite—  par rapport aux peintres; 
portraits cherchant a atteindre l’invisible par le visible, le ‘dedans’ par le ‘dehors’; 
portraits groupes en recueils ou en ‘galeries.’ (31)
Her first criterion, the intended description of a real, specific individual, is generally true for 
my category of planar portraiture. It is largely valuable in that in that it separates the planar 
portrait from the ironic “caractere” a la La Bruyere, which describes explicitly a social tic that 
many members of a group exhibit. However, the “Portrait des Precieuses,” a critical group 
sketch in Divers portraits, as well as the planar portraits that I find in prose fiction do not fit 
Plantie’s definition.
Her emphasis on the salon portrait’s principle of brevitas applies categorically to my 
planar portraits. Not only do they exist as physically detached short sketches in the 
collections of the mid-seventeenth century, but they also present themselves as separate 
entities when they co-inhabit early psychological novels along with other categories of 
portraiture, as my subsequent analysis of portraiture in Manon Lescaut in Part Three will 
suggest. The principle of brevity envelops the planar portrait in a cocoon of separateness; it
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thus functions as a framing device for a genre that relies on the metaphor of the frame. Such 
texts are readily identifiable, even within narratives like the “roman heroi'que.” Despite their 
stylistic flourishes, they rely on a succinctness of content in their efforts to sum up an 
individual. This characteristic explicitly manifests itself in the “portrait detache,” which 
critics consider a “forme breve” alongside the maxim and the fable.
The tight relationship to painting that Plantie finds in the salon portrait is also a 
feature of planar portraiture. As I explored in Part One, precious portraitists refer incessantly 
to the sister art of painting: they at once heavily exploit the metaphors of “canvas,” 
“paintbrush,” and “painter” while comparing the two arts (and finding their chosen medium 
more difficult and, hence, more valuable). The set-piece planar portraits that appear in 
eighteenth-century novels like Manon Lescaut retain this trait, as I will explain in Part Three.
The exploitation of the physiognomic fallacy (that the subject’s physiognomy 
incarnates morality) and the related emphasis on moral rather than physical traits (searching 
for the “invisible” or the “dedans”) that Plantie notices is likewise a feature that remains 
distinctive in heroic portraiture throughout the scope of this study. These concerns manifest 
themselves in various ways in the two categories that evolve, in part, from planar portraiture. 
The highlighted physical features in planar portraits generally reinforce the broad 
characterization of the sitter’s personality. For example, the “precieuses” in Divers portraits’ 
“Portrait des Precieuses” are as physically unattractive as they are socially inept. Moreover, 
although the planar portraitist generally refers to the subject’s body (height, face, hands, hair, 
skin, legs) before analyzing his/ her personality, the passage is normally far shorter in relation 
to the moral description, and the terms are very general. Flattering encomiums use formulaic 
adjectives when describing the body like “bien fait” and “beau,” as in, “sa gorge est belle et
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bien faite” (Motteville 240), “descriptors” that give little physical information and recreate 
the idealized moral pose of the subject.
The downplaying of physical appearance in planar sketches— it is reduced to a 
confirmation of the portrait’s moral content— represents an opening of the door to the 
imagination or a breaking into the realm of representation, a place free from the rules of the 
real world. This concentration on personality speaks to the differing goals between painter 
and literary portraitist during this period. The latter, while incessantly calling him/ herself a 
“painter” (Montpensier Portraits 152), virtually ignored the physical aspects of the subject 
(the painter’s domain) to focus on moral elements that painters could only represent 
cryptically. The subject’s morals, however, were fair game for praise, for no tangible original 
existed to contradict the assessment. However, this emphasis on morality is a feature of all 
categories of portraiture in my taxonomy and thus is not a distinguishing feature of planar 
sketching. Portraits of the three types present a moral focus coupled with a didactic agenda, a 
phenomenon that I will develop throughout the taxonomy and historical overview. The two 
close readings that follow will illustrate the archetypal planar portrait’s preoccupation— 
sincere or not— with this shared agenda.
Two additions that I will make to Plantie’s definition cited above are the result of 
Forster’s notion of flatness and Berger’s idea of the liturgical role of decorative painting. The 
epithet “planar” cannot simply be applied to a verbal sketch in virtue of its general economy 
of expression, persistent use of painting metaphors, and highlighting of moral over physical 
characteristics, for, as I will show later, spherical and ironic portraits feature the same traits in 
their efforts to use and at once oppose the form. Planar portraiture, again, exhibits Forster’s 
notion of flatness:
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Flat characters were called “humorous” in the seventeenth century, and are 
sometimes called types, and sometimes caricatures. In their purest form, they are 
constructed round a single idea or quality: when there is more than one factor in 
them, we get the beginning of the curve towards the round. The really flat character 
can be expressed in one sentence [...]. He is the idea, and such life as he possesses 
radiates from its edges and from the scintillations it strikes when other elements in 
the novel impinge. (67)
Two-dimensional characters thus express mainly a single idea or “humour”; for example, the 
sketch of Louis XIV in Recueil des eloges’ “Portrait de Tirsis” by Madame de Bregis can be 
summarized as “He is nobility incarnate.” No element of the portrait contradicts or nuances 
this leitmotiv.
A marriage of the above specifications to Berger’s conception of painting’s 
decorative mode also narrows the definition of planar portraiture. Again, he stresses its 
“symbolic link [...] to the other worldly” and “the preciousness of the painting’s context,” 
which together “dramatize the distance and difference between the image and the figure it 
represents” (42). Similar arguments can be made for planar portraits, particularly for the 
archetypal models found in the “roman precieux” and contemporary “portrait precieux” of the 
mid-seventeenth century. The noble caste exploited imagery of ancient artists and deities in 
their verbal sketches. Appropriating identities such as Sappho (Mademoiselle de Scudery) 
and Apollo (Louis XIV), nobles (and those hoping to be included among them) fomented 
such symbolic ties to the idealized world of past gods and civilizations. As with decorative 
painting, the context and function of salon portraits was likewise valued above singularity of 
content, for their socio-political functions as agents of flattery and creators of noble identity 
far outweighed their capacity to paint an accurate description of a particular individual.
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Moreover, verbal sketching performed many roles, as suggested in Part One, in the highly 
ceremonial world of the salon, where the cult of the “honnete homme” reigned supreme.
Adding these criteria to Plantie’s definition, however, still does not sift planar 
portraits from spherical ones that aim to undermine the form and content of planar sketches. 
To achieve this enhanced level of separation, it is necessary to consider authorial intent, 
ground upon which I tread cautiously. Nevertheless, irony, as my analyses of La Bruyere and 
L ’Abbe Prevost will suggest, tinges the use of verbal sketches, particularly later in the 
century. Satirical or purely comic use of planar portraiture is not two-dimensional according 
to my system, for its multi-leveled description surprises and subverts. Planar portraits, 
however, are not driven by such urges; rather, they provide the models to which such “anti­
portraits,” as I term them, react, or answer.
Much like a rigid, two-dimensional engraving on a coin, planar portraits of royalty 
and nobles are short descriptions that generally present their subjects as immutable vestiges 
of nobility to be copied and distributed. As discussed in Part One, nobles used representation 
to control power, and their status relied on a unified mask of dignity worthy of their lofty 
position in society. Members of this caste commonly depicted themselves and each other as 
heroic types— flawless characters that deserved their riches and advantages, as the following 
close readings from romances and portrait books will reveal. However, these exegeses will 
underscore the idea explored in Part One that no type of portraiture, even planar portraiture 
that presents a facade of extreme inflexibility, is immune to the basic paradoxes of mimesis.
The mention of physical defects in a sitter’s otherwise harmonious description in the 
1659 portrait books is a product of these paradoxes. A consideration of this phenomenon, 
however, also leads, seemingly paradoxically, to one of the principle distinguishing features
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of planar portraits that does not figure into Plantie’s definition: idealization.40 It seems at first 
incongruous to find such admissions in works that largely present images of ideal beauty and 
honnetete: for example, in Divers portraits the king is “la veneration du cour” and “le plus bel 
homme et le mieux fait de son royaume” (Montpensier Portraits 76-77), “rien n ’est si beau, si 
agreable, ni si bien fait” as his brother Monsieur (61), and Madame de Montglat is “la 
meilleure femme du monde” (Portraits 53). However, the mention of physical flaws often 
appears in even the most flattering descriptions, as in Madame de Motteville’s portrait of the 
Queen Mother, Anne d’Autriche: “Son nez n’est pas si parfait que les autres traits de son 
visage: il est gros, mais cette grosseur ne sied pas mal avec de grands yeux, et il semble que 
s’il diminue sa beaute il contribue du moins a lui rendre le visage plus grave” (153). Madame 
de Montglat, despite her many beauties and charms, also has physical imperfections that must 
be addressed. Mademoiselle writes, “vous aviez la taille la plus aisee et la plus jolie du 
monde, mais la graisse l’a rendue un peu grossiere” (53).
As the above citations show, authors generally parlay physical defects in heroic 
portraits into compliments, or they neutralize them by appeals to past beauty. This technique 
provides a way of dealing with obvious physical imperfections in a body of literature that 
strives to iron out the irregularities of the sitter. The living subject’s appearance posed a 
threat to the validity of the idealized physical portrait, but planar portraitists answered this 
challenge first by bypassing the physical to focus on the moral and second by turning 
unavoidable flaws into attributes. The fact that planar portraitists treat defects in their 
encomiums at all illustrates that their works are indeed grounded in the idea of resemblance,
40 The term “idealization” as I use it throughout this study applies to negative characterizations as well 
as positive ones. In both cases, authors homogenize sitters’ individual features, and the result is either 
an image of perfect honnetete or perfidy. As the vast majority of them are complimentary, I 
collectively refer to them as “heroic.”
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at least as far as physical descriptions are concerned. This notion counters past critics’ 
general tendency to ignore completely the detached salon portrait’s mimetic agenda.
It is true that this agenda is not readily evident in planar portraits. Sketches in the 
romance and the 1659 compilations present almost exclusively two idealized types: the 
“honnete homme” and the “perfide.” Tributes to powerful people, the first model (which is 
by far the most common) turns individuals into heroes and heroines of the salon, a gesture 
that aims to paint the subject in a way that is consistent with the idea of the “noble” caste. In 
such heroic sketches, authors practice the “mimetic idealism” (80) that Berger notices in 
period plastic portraiture: the balance between flattery and faithfulness to the subject’s real 
life existence. However, the literary version is less constrained on the mimetic side both 
formally and generically in virtue of the portrait’s medium. A written physical sketch cannot 
be held up next to the sitter and compared visually (as the characters in La Princesse de 
Cleves do with her portraits). In short, there is more room for variation in a sketch made of 
ideas. Moreover, literary portraitists focus on moral attributes, which, themselves ideas, repel 
comparison to the actual sitter. Professing to give the truth about the sitter— a truth that is at 
times described as publicly hidden— verbal depictions can idealize (or demonize) to a greater 
degree.
The flamboyant idealization of the sitter that planar portraits display may well also be 
an attempt to posit the genre more solidly within a classical framework, an idea that suggests 
a concern on the part of salon sketchers with theory. As discussed in Part One, verbal 
sketching in many respects enjoys a classical heritage established by Plutarch and Suetonius 
among others. In this “classical age,” it is not surprising that classical modes of 
representation affected the development of the planar style of portraiture. The process of 
homogenization through idealization seems an extreme version of Aristotle’s suggestion in
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The Poetics to make the tragic character “an imitation of persons who are better than the 
average” (61). Indeed, Aristotle explicitly authorizes the link between tragedy and 
portraiture:
the example o f good portrait painters should be followed. These, while reproducing 
the distinctive appearance of their subjects in a recognizable likeness, make them 
handsomer in the picture than they are in reality. Similarly, the poet when he comes 
to imitate men who are irascible or easygoing or have other defects of character 
should depict them as such and yet as good men at the same time. (61)
In addition to underscoring the perceived link between painting and poetry that allowed, in a 
way, for the existence of the “literary portrait,” Aristotle’s example and counsel support 
portraiture’s idealism on two levels, for written portraits are both portraits and poetry. As 
such, they are hybrid forms of forms that both rely upon “mimetic idealism.”
My later discussion of the sitter’s value as a model, a topic that arises in 
Mademoiselle de Scudery’s Clelie. reinforces the notion that authors of prose portraits 
seriously considered the theoretical underpinnings of their works. An analysis of Clelie’s 
character Amerinthe also probes the uses of and theories behind the second character type 
that peoples tragedies, romances, and portrait books: the evildoer. Such characters also serve 
as examples: of how not to behave and of how to write about and stay away from those who 
do not comport themselves in a noble way. Despite their corrupt natures, they fulfill another 
of Aristotle’s criteria for tragic characters: consistency. Every aspect of Amerinthe’s second 
portrait depicts her as consistently deceitful— irredeemably unworthy of a portrait but 
nevertheless a model of inappropriate behavior.
Conversely, to the modem reader, neither the good nor the bad planar portraits 
necessarily conform to Aristotle’s fourth requisite, that characters be plausible or within the
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realm of human possibility. He advises the writer not to over-idealize good characters, for 
individuals with “defects” are more “lifelike” (60). Seventeenth-century authors of planar 
portraits, again, favor a radical idealization of their subjects that seems to deform the classical 
dictate of character development. However, notions of plausibility, radically different than 
they are today, are specific to each genre and context, and those regarding salon portraiture 
largely demanded flattery. As I argue in Part One, to write a portrait of someone, even a 
libelous one, is an inherently flattering gesture in that the author publicly takes notice of that 
individual. Furthermore, the form itself, modeled partially after tributes to past monarchs and 
saints, encourages idealization. Once the form of the salon portrait had been established (by 
“le monde,” as Catherine Desjardins tells it in Recueil des portraits) (“Iris” 436-37), those 
who wrote in the style followed the codes of flattery.
In support of the need to treat texts in their self-generated contexts of verisimilitude, 
Lyons reminds us of the author’s requirement to use appropriate language according to 
chosen form. He uses the example of the panegyric, a form that requires flattery (36), and 
one that is, importantly for this study, closely related to the planar portrait. Lyons usefully 
points out that if the author chooses not to adhere to the rules of the genre, then the text is an 
example of a different form of writing. In his discussion of the panegyric’s rigid codes of 
depiction, Lyons also mentions the classical roots of praise and blame texts (epideictic 
rhetoric), “one of the three major divisions of oratory” (36), as a determining factor in the 
genre’s global idealization of the subject. This idea further suggests that the salon portrait’s 
agenda of flattery is more complex theoretically and functionally than it at first seems, 
particularly in light of portraitists’ incessant cries of faithfulness to the subject.
As “portraits,” a generic name that these authors embraced, mimesis was still a 
concern. As Showalter notices in the romance (54) and Harth perceives in the 1659 portrait
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books (108), salon portraitists viewed their works as plausible depictions. An explanation for 
this seeming paradox is the idea that their works represent a composite sketch rather than a 
series of portrayals of individuals. While they do not allow the reader to identify the subject, 
planar depictions capture a group style of contemporary individuals by presenting a collective 
portrait of a ritualized way of living, speaking, and writing. The plausibility of such sketches 
is likewise a function of the concreteness of their real sitters and/ or the public’s belief in real 
models. Planar sketches in the romance and 1659 portrait books indicate the existence of 
actual sitters by both naming them directly and using coded names like anagrams, cryptic 
pseudonyms, and initials. In doing so, they favor Aristotle’s notion that a historical model 
yields “credibility” (54) over his mandate to provide character flaws in the interest of 
verisimilitude.
Salon portraitists’ consistent concern of verisimilitude highlights the tensions and 
complementarities between history and fiction that all types of portraits display. To return to 
ideas that I offered in Part One, plastic and verbal sketches find different ways of balancing 
empirical evidence and idealization. A naive comparison of the two forms yields the notion 
that painted depictions more insistently value truth over the urge to modify through the 
artistic medium, but scholars of Renaissance portraiture like Berger, Brilliant, and Campbell 
counsel that idealization was a necessary element of their creation. Furthermore, any 
representation necessarily entails idealization, for the real world’s complexity, as well as it 
can be understood by individuals, is miniaturized and reshaped by the artist. Heroic verbal 
portraits deliver a version of honest depiction that creates their own historic record. Although 
they are colored darkly with idealization, their historical value is not blotted out, for they 
provide information about the artistic and social systems in which they circulated. Any type 
of portrait necessarily relies on having a foot in both the camp of mimesis and that of
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idealization. The portraitist thus exploits both history and fiction to forge his work— if one 
or the other is absent, there is no portrait.
It is not a stretch to focus on the theoretical underpinnings of the salon portrait, for its 
authors, while certainly amusing themselves with their products, debated theory and practice. 
Their preoccupations with sketching out the codes of both good portraiture and good, noble 
behavior surface in the portraits themselves and in their framing remarks, as demonstrated by 
the theoretical dialogue surrounding Amerinthe’s two sketches that I study later in this 
chapter. Moreover, many of the portraitists in Divers portraits and Recueil des portraits use a 
passage on the nature of portraiture as an opening literary hook. They delight in finding new 
ways to employ skillfully the painting metaphor while simultaneously engaging in a 
theoretical discussion of imitation, all the while using these arguments to flatter their sitters. 
For example, the first paragraph of Mademoiselle de Montpensier’s “Portrait de Monsieur le 
Prince” in Divers portraits describes the difficulty of depicting (viewed as “idealizing”) a 
perfect subject:
II est plus difficile de faire le portrait d ’une beaute sans defauts et en qui la nature n ’a 
rien voulu oublier pour la perfectionner, que celui d ’une personne envers qui elle a 
ete paresseuse; car la peinture peut suppleer en celui-ci par son art, et il seroit 
difficile de suivre la nature et meme de la pouvoir bien imiter en l’autre. C’est 
pourquoi, le dessein que j ’entreprends ne me paroissant pas aise, j ’apprehende de ne 
pouvoir rien dire d’assez digne, d’assez beau, ni d ’assez convenable au sujet. (289) 
Here, la Grande Mademoiselle echoes Aristotle’s comment that the artist generally 
idealizes or makes “handsomer” (61) the subject when fashioning a portrait. She thus 
reinforces the idea that salon portraiture was a ceremonial effort that adheres to a strict set of 
codes. She then turns this idea into the ultimate compliment by declaring Monsieur devoid of
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faults that she can gloss over or correct, which makes her enterprise “pas aise.”
Paradoxically, Mademoiselle justifies her superlative tribute by claiming not to follow the 
heroic portraitist’s usual modes of idealization, all the while following such codes. This 
seeming hypocrisy is a product of both the ut pictura system that valued the “art of imitation” 
(Harth 26) and the decorative and socio-political functions of salon portraiture studied in Part 
One.
Similarly explicitly aware of the portraitist’s tendency to idealize subjects, Madame 
de Motteville in her portrait of Anne d’Autriche condemns this practice when the sitter is not 
worthy of the genre’s codes of flattery. Setting a very high standard, she deems the Queen 
Mother the only individual that rates a fashionable encomium and/ or has the right to 
undertake a self-portrait:
Mais comme il n ’est pas avantageux a tout le monde de paroitre en public, et que les 
mediocres vertus re9oivent peu d’applaudissements sur le theatre, beaucoup de ceux 
et de celles qui ont voulu representer leurs caracteres ont ete contraints de prendre 
dans l’amour qu’ils ont pour eux-memes tout ce que la nature leur a denie. Ils 
embellissent ce qu’ils ont de bon; ils adoucissent leurs defauts en leur donnant des 
explications favorables, et jusqu’a cette heure je n’ai guere vu de ces portraits par 
lesquels il me ffit facile de reconnoitre l’original. Je crois que je pourrois mentir en 
ma faveur comme les autres, et j ’ose dire qu’il ne me seroit pas impossible de trouver 
en moi quelque chose de louable; mais comme je suis naturellement fort sincere et 
que le fard m ’a toujours deplu, je sais aussi que si je voulois parler de ma personne et 
fouiller dans mon coeur avec cette verite que je revere si fort, j ’y trouverois tant de 
choses qui me pourroient deplaire, que je serois sans doute fachee de me voir reduite 
a cette extremite de faire de moi-meme un portrait de mediocre valeur. C’est pour
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cela que, dedaignant les sujets qui n ’ont rien que de commun, je veux chercher sur le 
trone une personne qui soit digne de mes louanges, et publier que je sais de la 
premiere et de la plus grande reine du monde. Je ne veux etre peintre que pour elle 
[...]. (151-52)
The above arguments reveal an awareness of the theoretical trickiness of the balance 
between praise and verisimilitude. While it at first seems as much, Madame de Motteville’s 
strong language condemning untruthful portraiture, such as the verb “mentir,” does not 
function as a blanket condemnation of the genre. This is clear in virtue not only of her 
participation in the act of portraiture, but also of the admission that it is the purpose of literary 
portraits to idealize. She in fact reinforces the codes of planar portraiture by creating an 
example of the genre whose subject is supposedly worthy of its codes— a public figure 
whose standing demands calling her an ideal. However, the harsh critique of over­
idealization paradoxically casts a shadow of doubt over the truthfulness of her own foray into 
the art of portraiture, which is itself an extremely flattering text.
Catherine Desjardins offers similar arguments in her sketch of “Daphnis” in Recueil 
des portraits:
La plus grande partie de ceux qui jusques icy ont entrepris de faire des Portraits sont 
tombez dans le defaut de louer avec trop d’exaggeration les Personnes qu’ils ont 
voulu depeindre. Les Femmes du moindre merite sont des Heroines parfaites, quand 
elles ont passe par leur crayon; et tous les Hommes du vulgaire sont des chef- 
d ’oeuvres de la Nature, quand ces Peintres modemes leur ont donnee quelques coups 
de pinceau. [...] j ’ay choisi un sujet qu’on ne m ’accusera pas de flater, puis qu’on ne 
peut le depeindre sans luy derober une partie de son eclat (444-45).
1 6 8
Like Madame de Motteville, Desjardins launches an acrid critique of most portraitists before 
proffering her own contribution, a sketch of an individual whom she claims exhibits the codes 
of behavior that drive the codes of portraiture.
Such many-sided arguments that seem to denigrate and laud simultaneously the genre 
of heroic portraiture are characteristic in particular of the detached portrait. “Le Portrait de 
M.R.D. par luy-mesme” in Recne.il des portraits is the text that I have chosen to illustrate that 
its authors participate sheepishly (or pseudo-sheepishly) in an art that could easily be 
perceived as an act of sheer vanity. The self-portrait of the Due de la Rochefoucauld 
showcases a clever writer’s struggles with the idea of a self-portrait: is it a historical record (a 
way of setting the record straight), an exercise in wit and style, or an act of complete 
narcissism? His attempts to overcome the latter characterization border on manic, and an 
analysis of their literary manifestations reveal much not only about the compulsions behind 
noble portraiture in the mid-seventeenth century, particularly regarding the fashioning of the 
collective noble self, but also about this compelling author and his body of work.
The study of the scene from Clelie that follows the above analysis gives a theoretical 
justification of the prevalence of two-dimensional portraiture (as opposed to rounder 
descriptions that expose the mixed nature of a true individual) in the romance and its framing 
salon society. An exploration of the “portraits partagez of the character Amerinthe suggests 
that such portraitists consciously chose either to make myths of their subjects or to paint them 
with the varied hues of real life. This example will demonstrate that writers of planar literary 
portraits of the “Grand siecle” obviously favored the former goal: to highlight style and 
participate in the social exchange of flattery and insults at the cost of particular depiction, a 
practice that overwhelmingly produced predictable characters like the witty salon-goer and 
the... witty salon-goer. Rather repetitive in terms of content (for, like a plane, they have no
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depth), the value of these sketches becomes clear as the genre’s socio-political and artistic 
functions are taken into account.
The analyses of the 1659 portrait books via a study of “Le Portrait de M.R.D. par luy- 
mesme” and of the romance through the lens of the dueling portraits of Amerinthe in Clelie 
provide models of the heroic type that complete my definition of planar sketching. They 
likewise uncover the parallel intricate aesthetic and social games that play themselves out in 
the set-piece portraits of this epoch. Moreover, Amerinthe’s conflicting portraits provide a 
transition from this chapter to the next, for they enact the parallel movements of planar and 
spherical sketching in their complex juxtaposition of type and anti-type.
Deception and Self-Deception in the 1659 Portrait 
Collections: The Case of La Rochefoucauld’s “Portrait de 
M.R.D. fait par luy-mesme”
“On se console souvent d ’etre malheureuxpar un certain plaisir qu ’on trouve a le 
paraitre ” (La Rochefoucauld, “Maximes supprimees ” 9)4'
Critics like Plantie, Harth, and Richard Sorman group sketches from the “roman 
heroique” together with the “portrait detache” of the 1659 portrait books under the general 
heading of the “portrait litteraire du XVII,” the “portrait mondain,” the “portrait precieux,” 
and the “salon portrait.” In the following section, I will support those scholars’ collective
41 Cited by fragment number in the 1992 Morello edition (which generally follows the Lafond edition 
of 1976) in Moralistes du XVIIe siecle. I will also use fragment numbers from the Morello edition in 
the same compilation for the citations from Reflexions ou sentences et maximes morales.
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impression that the detached planar depictions of this time represent expressions of salon 
society, as do the figures of the romance. Here, I will use a close reading of “Portrait de 
M.R.D. fait par luy-mesme,” La Rochefoucauld’s self-portrait in Recueil des portraits, to 
illustrate not only the flatness of the majority of precious sketches (even self-sketches that 
promise fidelity, such as this one), but also the importance of this type of portraiture for 
furthering our understanding of salon culture. What is more, this study illuminates the 
portrait’s ties to other types of “formes breves” to which it is historically linked, in particular 
to the aphorism as displayed in La Rochefoucauld’s Reflexions ou sentences et maximes 
morales.
Before broaching La Rochefoucauld’s multi-layered portrait, it is essential to 
examine in greater detail the circumstances of its creation in the late 1650’s. It is also 
necessary to reiterate some of the two-dimensional sketch’s most important functions as they 
manifest themselves in the detached salon portrait. I will address the questions of “how” and 
“why” while simultaneously summarizing and modifying answers reached in some of the 
most pertinent critical studies devoted to literary portraiture, namely those by Plantie, Lafond, 
Harth, and Sorman.
Plantie fingers the 1659 books as perpetrators and products of the “apogee” (335) of 
the salon portrait, an idea that Sorman likewise expresses: “Inaugure autour de 1650 par 
Madeleine de Scudery, le portrait en tant que genre litteraire eut son grand moment dans les 
annees 1659-1663” (453). Although, like Sorman, they recognize Mademoiselle de 
Scudery’s romances as precursors, Plantie and Lafond accord the inauguration of the literary 
portrait as an independent genre to Mademoiselle de Montpensier. The anonymous preface 
of Divers portraits claims that La Princesse de Tarente and Mademoiselle de la Trimouille 
presented several examples of literary portraits that they had seen and/ or fashioned in 
Holland to this princess (N. pag.)42 Mademoiselle supposedly immediately decided to write
42 Both my contacts with the National Library of the Netherlands and Jacqueline Plantie’s extensive 
inquiries in Le Portrait litteraire (185-210) have revealed no physical evidence of Dutch mid­
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portraits of her own, a penchant that would lead her to request portraits from her noble circle 
of friends:
Mademoiselle eut curiosite de les voir, a quoi elles satisflrent; ce qui luy donna aussi 
envie de faire le sien. II fut pense et ecrit en un quart-d’heure, comme il est aise de le 
voir [...]. Mademoiselle ayant done fait son Portrait, et plusieurs ayant suivy son 
exemple, elle eut en fantaisie de faire faire un Recueil de ceux qu’elle avoit veus. (N. 
Pag.)
According to Lafond, Mademoiselle’s interest in this imported game led to the birth of the 
“portrait detache” or “autonome” (Lire 143). Plantie concurs and explains that this new genre 
represents a shift from the portrait of the romance, which she considers a version of 
encomium:
Portraits et eloges sont encore meles, mais les premiers tendent a prendre leur 
autonomie pour parvenir a plus d’objectivite. Le portrait n ’a pu devenir portrait 
qu’en depassant la rhetorique du “genre demonstratif ’ pour adopter devant la verite 
de l’homme une attitude beaucoup plus humble. (75)
A principle feature of detached salon portraits, indicated by their classification as a 
type of “forme breve de la prose,” is their expression of the classical notion of brevitas, or 
saying what needs to be said succinctly and clearly. Plantie suggests as much in her comment 
that precious verbal sketches are “enfermes dans une forme nette, une ‘forme fixe’” (31). 
Essential to an understanding of the various functions of the two-dimensional portrait and 
thus to this study, the dictate of brevitas underlies an indisputable Ancient precursor of the
I
1659 collections, Theophrastus’ Characters. The classical idea of concision and unity, both 
discussed and exhibited in texts by Plutarch, Suetonius, and Tacitus, exerted a strong
seventeenth-century “portraits detaches.” Arthur Franz in Das literarische Portrat in Frankreich im 
Aeitalter Richelieus und Mazarins (Leipzig, 1905) postulates that a group of French men and women 
living in The Hague began the trend (qtd. in Plantie 190).
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influence on the genres classified today as “formes breves,” including the portrait, emblem, 
aphorism, and fable. Its relationship to the detached salon portrait is singular, however, for it 
seems to serve as a framing device, thereby contributing to the picture (and thus portrait) 
effect. Brevity is therefore a literal and figurative means of separating the texts from each 
other and from other forms of prose: detached planar portraits are framed by the white spaces 
that separate them from the next entry, and they are framed by the effort of concision that 
divides them from prose genres like the romance. “Character” in the ancient sense thus shifts 
to emerge as a picture, an idealized image proffered as a replacement for a multi-dimensional, 
flawed individual.
The salon portrait of the mid-seventeenth century is original in that it applies the 
classical notion of brevitas to a particular, living subject, even though the resulting text 
portrays a heroic or non-heroic type. This is an important shift first from literary 
predecessors like Theophrastus’ Characters, in which the descriptions sport generic names 
like “Avarice” and “Loquacity.” Theophrastus unabashedly aims to depict character types of 
his society; he does not attach specific names (or the hints of specific names) to his blank­
faced sketches, as do the planar set pieces. While it uses them in part as models, the salon 
portrait also represents a shift from the many books of “vies illustres.” Presenting brief 
biographical sketches of nobles, saints, writers, musicians, and philosophers, among others, 
these collections focus mainly on deceased individuals. They therefore do not exhibit the 
detached salon portrait’s strong connections to gossip, nor do they exude the playfulness of 
salon sketches.
Furthermore, as Plantie insists, detached salon depictions and self-depictions are 
generally of specific individuals whom authors either name directly, as in “Portrait de 
Madame la Comtesse de la Marck” and “Portrait de Madame Deshoulieres, fait par M. de 
Lignieres” in Recueil des portraits or identify with initials, as in “Portrait de M.R.D. fait par 
luy-mesme,” or pseudonyms, as in “Portrait d ’lris” (Mademoiselle de Saumaise) in Divers 
portraits. Nevertheless, as previously discussed, idealization plays a leading role in Divers
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Portraits and Recueil des portraits et eloges.43 As in the Scudery romances, these tomes are 
replete with flattering tributes, such as those of the royal family, and mean-spirited character 
assassinations, such as the infamous “Portrait des Precieuses,” which Plantie, citing 
Tallemant des Reaux, Georges Mongredien, and Roger Lathuillere, convincingly argues is 
the work of La Grande Mademoiselle herself (518). These collections thus represent the first 
time that literary descriptions of real, living individuals (although highly idealized) detached 
themselves from the surrounding frames of romance, novel, letter, sermon, play, and memoir.
Despite the usefulness of prior critical work on the salon portrait, I have some 
objections, some minor and some broad, to several of the basic ideas outlined above that are 
pervasive in discussions of literary portraiture. First, a reading of the 1659 collections’ 
depictions, as evidenced by the following study of La Rochefoucauld’s self-portrait, does not 
support Plantie’s argument that they “reach for more objectivity” as compared to romance 
portraiture. An important exception is the sketch of Monsieur de Brais in Divers portraits, 
which I offer in Part Two as a very rare example of three-dimensional salon portraiture. In 
general, flattering texts like Madame de La Fayette’s description of Madame de Sevigne 
(whose “esprit pare et embellit si fort [sa] personne, qu’il n ’y en a point au monde de si 
agreable”) (314) and La Rochefoucauld’s self-portrayal (he claims to have “les sentiments 
vertueux, les inclinations belles et une si forte envie d ’etre tout a fait honnete homme”) (625- 
26) project an appearance of detail in that they are of real sitters. Upon closer examination, 
they provide little particular information about the individuals depicted, or not enough detail 
to be able to identify the individual (ostensibly, a portrait’s primary function). A certain 
decorum is at work here that aims to idealize at all costs, despite the texts’ own claims to
43 It is interesting to examine the title of Recueil des portraits et eloges in light of Plantie’s mention of 
the growing separation of these two genres. It is not clear in this collection what constitutes a 
“portrait” and what an “encomium,” which suggests a continued intermingling of the terms.
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objectivity and Plantie’s desire to see a new “realism” in these sketches. I modify Plantie’s 
argument by suggesting that the planar portrait’s detachment is a step in creating the 
atmosphere that leads to “more objectivity” in portraiture, thus character development. As I 
show in the following chapter on the anti-type, this step was a product of the attention to 
portraiture that the collections necessarily incited among its aficionados as well as among 
those who wished to subvert the genre.
Furthermore, I respectfully challenge Lafond’s suggestion that the literary portrait 
appeared as a “new genre” with the appearance the 1659 collections. This stance denies too 
strongly both the long tradition of books of “lives” and “characters” and the portraits that 
appear in the romance. I will thus slightly alter and combine the above premises of Plantie 
and Lafond to conclude that this period marks the birth of the “salon detached portrait,” 
which had heretofore existed as an embedded genre in the romance.
As a final modification to past studies, particularly those by Sorman and Plantie, I 
challenge the widely held view of a pinnacle of “literary portraiture” in the mid-seventeenth- 
century. As this thesis proves, verbal sketching continues to resonate within society and 
literature well into the following century. Again, a slight change in terminology allows me to 
resolve this problem: I propose instead that this period marks the height of the popularity of 
the “portrait mondain” as a salon pastime, the product of which is the 1659 compilations. It 
does not, however, represent the definitive apogee of the succinct character sketch in 
literature and society.
The above conclusions lead inevitably back to the question of function. More 
precisely, they elicit the question, “Why was there a zenith of portraiture in salon circles in 
the mid-seventeenth century?” As I discussed at length in Part One, the precious verbal 
sketch denies being classified as a mere salon diversion for bored ex-Frondeurs. While it
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certainly held this role, other socio-political and literary functions emerge as the phenomenon 
of the salon portrait’s moment of popularity is examined. Here, I will briefly outline again 
the functions of the detached salon portrait that I see as most significant, namely its 
diversionary, stylistic, and social roles.
The use of the term “pleasure” in the following quote from the anonymous preface of 
the contemporary Recueil des portraits underscores portraiture’s use as a means of diversion 
in salon society: “toutes les plus galantes dames du Royaume [...] ont pris du plaisir ou a se 
peindre elles mesmes, ou a representer leurs amies d ’une maniere tout a fait tendre, delicate et 
spirituelle” (ii). Although social pressures, in particular the desire to please those of a higher 
rank, doubtlessly played a role in motivating portraitists to take up their pens, the number of 
texts and the exuberance with which writers depict and self-depict suggests that entertainment 
played a substantial role in the popularity of the genre. Moreover, the literary grousing that 
takes place in the opening paragraphs of many detached sketches (not only pleas of forced 
writing but also complaints of undertaking an effort “bien difficile a executer”) (Villedieu, 
“Portrait de Mademoiselle Des-jardins” 335) seems part of the game that springs from the 
expected self-deprecating style of the honnete homme.
This complaining, however, raises questions about whether the thrill of portraiture 
was truly shared by all of the contributors to the portrait books. A common trope in both 
Divers portraits and Recueil des portraits is the pressure of being asked or commanded to 
participate in the mode. For example, in the opening lines of the Recueil’s anonymous 
“Portrait d ’lris par Belize,” the author declares, “Vous m ’avez ordonne si absolument, 
Madame, de vous faire le Portrait de l’aimable Iris, que je suis resolue de vous obeir, quoi 
que je me sente capable d ’aprocher de la perfection de l ’original” (471). Detached portraits
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seem to hold the function of fulfilling social obligation, or at least their authors wish them to 
be taken as social currency.
Portraitists’ pleas of forced participation may also indicate willing participation in a 
game of false modesty. As evidenced by the praise doled out to Mademoiselle in Divers 
portraits’ introduction for her speed in fashioning portraits (N. pag.), the “honnete” writer 
exuded an air of casualness when creating a text. The begrudging response to supposed 
public pressure as reported by many authors of detached portraits suggests such a 
nonchalance. The modesty trope smacks of vanity and self-promotion on several levels. It 
suggests first that the writer has better things to do with her/ his time: almost too busy with 
social engagements to write, the salon-goer finally breaks down and puts pen to paper. 
Furthermore, the idea that others begged the writer to contribute posits her/ him in a position 
of power in relation to other participants who may have forged portraits with more alacrity. 
The denial of a desire to write, even though write they did, thus seems an important element 
in the detached portrait’s literary and social ceremony.
The insistence on “manner” in the above quote from Recueil des portraits’ preface 
(“representer leurs amies d ’une maniere tout a fait tendre, delicate et spirituelle”) likewise 
indicates an additional raison d ’etre for the detached salon portrait: the exhibition of style, or 
the manic focus on elocutio. Describing their texts as a “mode” (la Marquise de St. 
Chaumont 706) and as “un Ouvrage ou nostre imagination est continuellement occupee” 
(Preface Recueil 8) is a performative gesture: talking about style figured into the style itself. 
Heavily exploiting literary flourishes and rhetorical techniques such as praise, modesty, and 
maxims,44 such portrayals are an archive of the self-conscious attention to style associated 
both at the time and today with “preciosite,” as discussed in Part One.
44 See, for example, the sententious introductions to the portraits of la Duchesse d’Epemon 
(Montpensier Portraits 38) and la Reine Mere (Motteville 151).
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The connection between noble portraiture and “preciosite” persists, despite the 
animosity directed toward the “precieuses” in “Portrait des Precieuses.” Hyperbole, a 
hallmark of this style, is the most widespread literary characteristic in salon depictions. The 
sketches are invariably loaded with superlatives, as in Madame de Bregis’s description of 
“Tirsis” (Louis XIV) in Recueil des portraits, who is “le plus beau” as well as “le plus galant 
et le plus honneste homme du monde” (2-3). Portraitists in compilations participate in a 
game of one-upmanship in the race to find a more hyperbolic means of describing their 
sitters. The aim of finding novel, witty ways to participate in the act of portrayal is evident in 
the first paragraphs of many of the compilations’ portraits, which almost invariably evoke the 
nature of representation. The stylistic challenge is, therefore, not simply to call someone “the 
most beautiful” but to do it in a novel, clever way (inventio) using the meta-trope of 
portraiture, as the introduction to Monsieur le Prince’s sketch by Mademoiselle, also cited 
above, reveals:
II est plus difficile de faire le portrait d’une beaute sans defauts et en qui la nature n’a 
rien voulu oublier pour la perfectionner, que celui d ’une personne envers qui elle a 
ete paresseuse; car la peinture peut suppleer en celui-ci par son art, et il seroit 
difficile de suivre la nature et meme de la pouvoir bien imiter en 1’autre. C’est 
pourquoi, le dessein que j ’entreprends ne me paroissant pas aise, j ’apprehende de ne 
pourvoir rien dire d’assez digne, d’assez beau, ni d’assez convenable au sujet. 
(Divers 289)
While produced during a time of simultaneous “wonder and science,” or idealization 
and empiricism, as the title of Mary Campbell’s book suggests, the detached salon portrait, 
saturated by the idea of fashionable style, seems at first to promote the former without the 
latter. Conversely, a closer look at this era’s mimetic project as revealed in the following
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close reading lays bare the incredibly methodical manner in which authors achieved such 
style. Style here seems more the science of promoting wonder without science. These 
experimentalists found a seemingly inexhaustible source of flattery in the possibilities of 
embellishment lodged in the relationship between model and representation, which the 
following passage from Madame de Bregis’s sketch of Louis XIV (“Tirsis”) in Recueil des 
portraits demonstrates:
C’est de sa seule personne que son Tableau regoit son embelissement [...] le Peintre 
n ’estant pas capable de donner des omemens a son Ouvrage, ne laisse pas de Fen 
croire tout remply, par la fidele representation qu’il vous donne de l’aimable Tirsis. 
(6)
It is clear that the style of the detached salon portrait, largely defined by excessive 
flattery of sitters like the king, had socio-political resonance. Period writers like Saint-Simon 
and the anonymous author of Caracteres de la famille rovale (1703) emphasize Louis XIV’s 
unabashed appreciation of even the most cloying compliments. For example, it is not hard to 
imagine that Mademoiselle, as an author of similarly heroic portraits of the royal family in 
the late 1650’s, used portraiture as a vehicle to show her loyalty to the crown after her defeat 
in the Fronde des Princes. The involvement of many other prominent salon portraitists with 
the Fronde des Princes, notably Mademoiselle de Scudery and La Rochefoucauld, 
underscores the notion that portraits may well have been a means of reforming identity and 
reconstructing lost glory and esteem.
Idealized views of the sitter likewise reinforced social norms, an idea that is 
exemplified by Madame de Motteville’s sketch of Louis XIV’s mother, in which she 
simultaneously chastises authors who render their subjects unidentifiable via flattery and 
delivers a flattering tribute. Her condemnation of idealization seems even more paradoxical
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upon reading the next line of the text, which concerns the character of the author herself as 
opposed to that of the Queen Mother, her declared subject:
Je crois que je pourrois mentir en ma faveur comme les autres, et j ’ose dire qu’il ne 
seroit pas impossible de trouver en moi quelque chose de louable; mais comme je 
suis naturellement fort sincere et que le fard m ’a toujours deplu, je sais aussi que si je 
voulois parler de ma personne et fouiller dans mon coeur avec cette verite que ie 
revere si fort. (151) (Emphasis mine)
By touting her own sincerity and virtue before that of her subject, Madame de la Motteville 
seems to fall into the self-aggrandizing trap that she claims emphatically to despise. The 
double negative of her suggestion that it “would not be impossible” to find praiseworthy 
elements within her own personality is an affirmation of the hubristic tendency exhibited in 
virtually all of the detached “portraits mondains.” The agenda of idealization and self­
idealization thus rears its head even in sketches that directly address and censure the 
practices.
In light of her social situation, it is not fair, however, to criticize Madame de 
Motteville’s seeming hypocrisy too harshly, for it would have been impossible for her to have 
depicted the monarch in any other manner. One need look no farther than Bussy-Rabutin’s 
situation after Histoire amoureuse des Gaules circulated among members of the royal family 
(whom it slandered via “realistic” portraiture) to see the dire implications of noble depiction 
that strayed from the codes of the encomium. As for the self-flattery seeded within the 
portrayal, the claims of honesty highlighted above serve, in part, to reinforce the tribute paid 
to the Queen Mother. Madame de Motteville establishes the truth value of the narration to 
underscore the virtues she paints of her subject. This view of Madame de Motteville’s sketch 
reinforces the idea that the detached portrait functioned as a social currency of flattery in a
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hierarchical society in which courtiers and writers were dependent socially and, often, 
financially upon their betters.
Although they did so less frequently, authors in the 1659 portrait books also used the 
detached salon portrait maliciously to damage sitters’ reputations. Described earlier, the most 
famous example of a negative detached portrait is Divers portraits’ “Portrait des Precieuses,” 
a diatribe that claims to express the general opinion of both the “monde” and the “cour” 
(Montpensier Portraits 219). This piece methodically condemns the physical and moral 
characteristics of these “fort railleuses et moqueuses” (222) women belonging to “cette secte” 
(219). The hostility directed toward the “precieuses” seems an effort to rechalk the dividing 
line between the truly noble authors of the entries in Divers portraits and the imitators who 
appropriate their modes of behavior, speech, and writing. Again, the literary gesture of 
unmasking and defining oppositional elements speaks of an agenda of noble self-fashioning.
Plantie and Faith Beasley also offer intriguing hypotheses about the detached salon 
portrait’s social functions. Instead of on its ability to reinforce social norms, Plantie focuses 
on its potential for social advancement. She makes a case for its separation from the 
encomium in virtue of this potential: “Si la vie de l’homme illustre est embellie par souci 
d ’edifier le lecteur, le portrait mondain est idealise pour tromper le public. Au lieu d ’etre une 
suite de la gloire, le portrait en devient le moyen” (44). While I recognize the detached salon 
portrait’s capacity both to “edify” and to provide a means of appearing glorious, the power 
that Plantie accords the salon verbal sketch to forge identity is useful. Faith Beasley also 
places great emphasis on portraiture’s socio-political ramifications. In “Rescripting 
Historical Discourse: Literary Portraits by Women,” she attributes it the function of relating 
an alternate feminine historical account. More specifically, she views this genre as offering a 
window on the women’s worlds of the particular and the interior— realms that were largely
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absent from other forms of public writing (besides, notably, the romance). Her evidence 
includes the large number of woman contributors to the 1659 collections and the 
psychological focus of the sketches themselves.
All of the above hypotheses regarding the detached salon portrait’s many possible 
functions have their merits, and none seem mutually exclusive, despite the limited 
perspectives of most of the critical writings that treat the “portraits mondains.” In general, I 
conclude that the four-dimensional sitters for these sketches are flattened metaphorically 
under the dual weights of a heavily self-aware style and the considerable functions of 
pleasing one’s betters and friends, showing off stylistically, and fashioning identity— 
whether feminine or noble. The following study of La Rochefoucauld’s self-portrait serves 
as an example of how this literary flattening takes place in planar sketches, even in those that 
promise natural rendering. It also brings to the forefront the social implications of the salon 
portrait, while at the same time it provides a key with which to read his later work that seeks 
to demystify this society.
A self-analysis penned by the penetrating author of Reflexions ou sentences et 
maximes morales (1663), “Portrait de M.R.D. fait par luy-mesme” in Recueil des portraits 
promises the reader a systematic unmasking applied, this time, to the writer himself. La 
Rochefoucauld’s self-portrait, like many of its companions in the Recueil explicitly assures 
the reader of its candor, but it distinguishes itself by the formal and stylistic lengths to which 
it goes for the sake of plausibility. Turning his analytical and skeptical gaze inward, the 
author uses patterns of reasoning and writing to persuade the reader of the portrait’s honesty 
that are, paradoxically, similar to those he employs to deny the possibility of such frankness 
in the Maximes. Moreover, the very idea of self-portraiture seems to add credibility to the 
text’s assurances of objectivity: as a merging of depicter and depicted, autobiographical 
sketches present themselves as transparent renderings.
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However, as La Rochefoucauld’s work illustrates, self-portraits deliver their own 
flavor of idealization in virtue of what Harry Berger terms the portrait’s “fiction of 
objectivity” (17): “the portrait presents— performs, displays, stages— not a person but a 
representation, and the representation not of a person but of an act of self-representation”
(13). He argues that transparent depiction is impossible in portraiture first due to the nature 
of representation, which “interprets its referent and cannot, by definition be identical with it” 
(17). This distance between what he terms the “representatum” (17) (the referent) and the 
representation is a function not only of the painter’s interpretation of the sitter, but also of the 
sitter’s act of posing himself or of forging a portrait of how he wishes to be seen. Although 
his very first statement, “je suis d ’une taille mediocre” (618), announces a challenge to the 
hyper-idealization common in seventeenth-century portraits, La Rochefoucauld paradoxically 
paints himself through form, content, and style in layers of poses.
Berger leads us to expect such behavior from a painter painting himself (if not doing 
so ironically or playfully, as most likely does Rembrandt). The self-portraitist’s reflex to 
replace the public persona with his own truthful version of self, as revealed in “Portrait de M. 
R. D„” falls out of Berger’s concept of the “fiction of objectivity.” In the case of the non- 
ironic self-portrait, the painter asks the viewer to accept not only his pose, but also his 
interpretation of that pose. The act of self-portraiture thus adds another layer of fiction to the 
original “fiction of the pose”: that of the artist faithfully depicting himself:
Everything changes when the fiction of the pose receives the specific form of the 
fiction of the mirror, when the cast of characters or subject positions in the former— 
painter, sitter, patron, observer— is replaced in the latter by the painter/ sitter, the 
mirror, and the observer. (353)
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Quoting Svetlana Alpers’s Rembrandt’s Enterprise, Berger sketches this process: “in the self- 
portraits the artist, like an actor, performs before himself, indeed, performs himself, 
‘presenting himself as a model in the theatrical mode’” (13).
The work of Francois Lagarde in “Trois reflexions sur les autoportraits de Poussin et 
de La Rochefoucauld” and that of Susan Read Baker in “La Rochefoucauld and the Art of the 
Self-Portrait” establish a firm foundation of insightful criticism for my evaluation of La 
Rochefoucauld’s version of self-portraiture. Lagarde usefully recognizes the various 
motives, masking techniques, and postures at play here as a function of the social positions 
and desires of both sitter and recipient: “Ces auto-portraits ne sont pas des ‘Qui suis-je’ a la 
Montaigne’ mais des ‘A qui desormais avez-vous a faire?”’ (156). However, despite his 
overall hesitancy to accept the self-portraitist’s product as truth, this stance waivers during his 
discussion of the Duke’s self-described melancholy, which he takes (erroneously, I believe) 
at face value.
Baker’s recognition of La Rochefoucauld’s heavy-handed idealization leads her 
likewise to examine the text’s truthfulness and, not wholeheartedly, “to accuse the Duke of 
bad faith” (19). Bad faith is precisely how I will characterize this self-narration, for I do not 
find in its “catalogue of virtues and vices” (17) an effort to “safeguard the richness of human 
personality” (17) (an idea that contradicts her later recognition of the absence of 
“psychological realism” in the text) (19). Rather, there is a compulsion, conscious or not, to 
forge layers of self-fictionalizations that deny explicit knowledge of their author.
Baker implies such a phenomenon in her useful assertion that the Duke “considers 
himself primarily in relation to others” to the exclusion of his “private life” (22). In her view, 
La Rochefoucauld’s focus on public judgment and interaction manifests itself in his self­
fiction of the honnete homme: “his embellishments are intended to show not what he is, but
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rather what he wishes to be” (24), in other words, how he wishes to be seen. Her 
observations evoke Lacan’s formulation of “orthopsychic desire” in “Du regard comme objet 
petit a” in Les Ouatre concepts fondamentaux de la psvchanalvse. a fundamental element of 
portraiture that Berger likewise explores. La Rochefoucauld’s concerns about the public’s 
erroneous conception of his true personality and desire to set the record straight suggest that 
the gaze of others provides the impetus for the “objet a” (96), which is in this case the gap 
between sitter and portraitist that results from his turning the gaze critically upon himself. As 
Lacan points out, however, “un regard,” even turned upon the self, is not objective. Rather, it 
is “l ’illusion de se voir se voir” (97), for it is unavoidably colored by desire (98).
As I will show, La Rochefoucauld recognizes this gap insofar as he can use it to put a 
spin on the “fiction of the mirror” that Berger notices and, thereby, to create an image of the 
honnete homme rather than of an individual. Despite his persistent protestations of 
objectivity concerning his appearance (618-20), assurances that what he probably “seems” 
like to others is not how he truly “is” (622), and reputation as a purveyor of truth, he delivers 
an idealized portrait that typifies my planar category. The Duke fashions a depiction not of a 
complex, conflicted man (one that would not fit into the template of salon portraiture) but of a 
romance-worthy hero. The perfect example of honesty, intelligence, and good looks, La 
Rochefoucauld’s first layer of self-presentation recalls Mademoiselle de Scudery’s 
characterization of the hero in Artamenes. ou le grand Cyrus (1649-53). Modeled after the 
Prince de Conde, Cyrus incarnates old-world valor and nobility (utter honnetete). as 
described in period courtesy books. One such book, Calliere’s Les Fortunes des gens de 
qualite. et des Gentils-Hommes particuliers. Enseignant l’art de vivre a la cour. suivant les 
maximes de la politique & de la morale (1660). espouses that “jamais un homme de qualite 
ne doit montrer de craine ny de foiblesse, son courage doit toujours estre plus grand que sa
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fortune, & ce n ’est plus la saison de deliberer quand celle de l’execution est airivee” (100), a 
characterization that the Duke seems to adopt as his own.
La Rochefoucauld’s first layer of fiction speaks of its socio-political involvement. 
Attempting to prove themselves still worthy of their ranks, Frondeurs like the Duke clung to 
the values of honnetete in order to project an air of courage and honor after their defeat on the 
battlefield. A member of this disgraced group, La Rochefoucauld exhibits in his self-portrait 
the compulsion to concoct a public version of himself (hence, his caste) that justifies his past 
motives as honorable and his present condition as thoroughly unruffled. As I will prove via a 
close reading of the text, the Duke’s primary agenda of self-improvement is accomplished 
largely via a dual sentence structure that pivots on the word “mais,” a feature that, it is 
important to note, resonates throughout the subsequent Maximes.
A study of this logical method of persuasive argumentation indicates the presence of 
a second mask: that of the pensive author. Baring the mysteries of his soul for all to see, this 
confected writer leads the reader along concentric circles of false truthfulness but never 
wishes to allow her/ him a fixed gaze at the center of the work: La Rochefoucauld as a person 
rather than a persona. Moreover, this fiction, itself an element of the romanticized hero of the 
salon, can be viewed as an elaboration of the surface image his work projects of the honnete 
homme. Together, these masks forge an image of the noble ideal, a collective figure of self 
that the Frondeur-portraitists paint throughout the 1659 collections in a bid to repair their 
battered public persona.
A study of the interactions of these two identities in relation to the seemingly 
paradoxical tone of the Maximes yields information about a third fiction, one that reopens the 
fissures in La Rochefoucauld’s (and his milieu’s) social mask: the vaniteux. The impulse to 
cloak his true self under sheets of fiction undermines from its very inception the unmasking
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effort of the Maximes. It must be noted that Eric Van der Schueren and Baker have discussed 
the relationship between this self-portrait and the Maximes. Van der Schueren’s thematic 
approach in “Dans les yeux d'un due et pair: De l'autoportrait melancolique a la genese des 
Maximes” seeks to identify elements of the author’s personality in the portrait that 
foreshadow the spirit of the later work. He thus takes, perhaps naively, La Rochefoucauld at 
his word. Baker’s stance echoes my own: she recognizes the paradox lodged in the 
sententious author’s gesture of writing a self-portrait (29), yet she proposes an intriguing 
means of connecting the two texts by viewing “Portrait de M.R.D.” as a first taste of the 
Duke’s “need [...] to convert personal convictions into abstract moral prescriptions” (30).
A different connective thread between the works surfaces via a consideration of the 
Maximes as, conversely, an additional element of “Portrait de M.R.D.” Despite the self- 
portrait’s explicit claims to “fidelite” (620) and the aphorism’s implied truthfulness, these 
texts offer a glimpse of their creator as a posturing social creature, full of the vanity criticized 
by the judgmental and omniscient author (now, author-sitter) of the Maximes. Analyzing la 
Rochefoucauld’s gesture rather than his portrait’s crafted content provides a new frame in 
which to read the subsequent text, one shaped by the very idea of amour-propre (“vain pride” 
or, literally, “self-love”). The dominant theme of the Maximes. this Narcissistic urge proves 
to be, paradoxically, the driving force behind the acts of writing both “Portrait de M.R.D.” 
and the later collection of aphorisms.
It is thus up to the critic to delve further into the chasm between self, self-portrait, 
and self-portraitist to find La Rochefoucauld the “representatum.” The search for honest 
portraiture— portraiture that resembles— in “Portrait de M.R.D.” yields only the most 
minimal of glimpses of its real world sitter. However, it offers a composite sketch of shared 
orthopsychic desire on the part of the salon portraitists, a desire so strong to project the ideal
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of honnetete that the definition of “portrait,” historically tied to the idea of particular 
resemblance, changes radically under their pens. The Duke’s sketch offers “a sitter of a 
certain sort” (Berger 171), and this collective sort, as it turns out, is not exactly the polished 
image that such portraitists wished to paint.
Occupying thirteen pages of Recueil des portraits, the Duke’s sketch is somewhat 
lengthy compared to its companions. It begins with an unremarkable “je suis,” an opening 
shared by “Le Portrait de M. de Beuvron” and “Le Portrait de Mile de Milac” in the same 
volume. The self-portrait’s overall structure likewise reproduces the generic brushstrokes of 
its companions, for its author first provides a short physical description of his size, face, and 
hair. The most striking feature of this first paragraph is its equivocation, a feature that 
foreshadows the misleading game of masks that plays itself out in the text. Sifting through 
the “information” about his physical qualities, the reader is left with little: his size is 
“mediocre” (618), his nose “n’est ni camus, ni aquilin, ni gros, ni pointu” (618-19), his face 
“en carre ou en ovale, lequel des deux, il me seroit fort difficile de le dire” (619). He peppers 
these evasive observations with admissions of incompetence regarding the judgment of his 
own appearance, such as, “je serois fort empeche de dire quelle sorte j ’ai le nez fait” (618) 
and, “voila naivement comme je pense que je suis fait au-dehors” (620).
However, the nature and quantity of these caveats make them seem exaggerated and 
slightly implausible, particularly when the passage is compared to La Rochefoucauld’s other 
portraits, which are not marked by such equivocation. For example, La Rochefoucauld’s 
“Portrait du cardinal de Retz” and “Portrait de Mme de Montespan” in the posthumously 
published Reflexions diverses exhibit neither such attention to physiognomy nor such 
dithering concerning physical and moral traits. The frank, clear style of the Duke’s 
descriptions of others presents a marked contrast to the equivocation in his self-portrait. For
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example, he writes succinctly of Madame de Montespan, “sa beaute est surprenant; son esprit 
et sa conversation ont plus de charme que sa beaute” (225).
The second most noticeable feature of the introductory paragraph of “Portrait de M.
R. D.” is the dual structure of many of the sentences. The majority of the descriptions begin 
with a somewhat negative observation followed by a “mais” or a “quoique” that introduces a 
justification of the initial criticism, as in the statements “j ’ai le teint brun, mais assez uni” and 
“ [j’ai] les sourcils noirs et epais, mais bien toumes” (618). La Rochefoucauld uses this 
binary structure to destroy an initial perception with a (apparently) more acute observation. 
This technique exhibits an awareness of the complex relationship between mask(s) and 
wearer that runs through all of his writings, most notably in the later Maximes. For example, 
fragments 15, 20, and 27 rely upon this structure: “La clemence des princes n ’est souvent 
qu’une polititque pour gagner l’affection des peuples,” “La constance des sages n ’est que 
l’art de renfermer leur agitation dans le coeur,” and “On fait souvent vanite des passions 
meme les plus criminelles; mais l ’envie est une passion timide et honteuse que l ’on n’ose 
jamais avouer.”
Intriguingly, similar “mais” and “ne [...] que” devices are also spectacularly present 
throughout the Maximes. as described in detail by Roland Barthes in Nouveaux essais 
critiques’ “Reflexions ou sentences et maximes.” This pervasive structure is illustrated by 
the sayings “On ne se blame que pour etre loue” (“Maximes non-publiees” 9), “On ne 
meprise pas tous ceux qui ont des vices; mais on meprise tous ceux qui n ’ont aucune vertu” 
(Maximes 186), and “S’il y a des hommes dont le ridicule n ’ait jamais paru, c ’est qu’on ne l’a 
pas bien cherche” (311). As Barthes explains, this bilateral phrasing announces the presence 
of an “identite deceptive” (76). Barthes’s ambiguous notion of “identity,” which can refer 
either to a philosophical equivalency between the two parts of the aphorism or to the author’s
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complicity with the reader, elegantly explains the modus operandi of many of the Maximes. 
The first segment, for example, “On ne se blame,” often reveals a psychological tic, social 
behavior, or social misconception that the author observes, and the second part, que pour 
etre loue,” attempts to expose the motivation or social functioning of the first half of the 
saying— to represent the true face behind the mask. The initial expression is the drawing in, 
the “set up” for the assassination to come, known in salon society as “la pointe.”
Paradoxically, La Rochefoucauld exhibits throughout his self-portrait the very social 
tic that he criticizes in the maxim “On ne se blame que pour etre loue.” He thus falls into his 
own trap, as the “mais” structure sets up the criticism first so that he can destroy it with self- 
praise. The vanity indicated by the countering of his own defects in “Portrait de M. le Due de 
La Rochefoucauld” betrays the agenda of sussing out the truth, which is reflected in the 
inversion of the binary structure of “set up” and “put down” that one witnesses in the 
Maximes.
La Rochefoucauld’s self-depiction, while similarly structured by point and 
counterpoint, reverses the “mais” formula described above, for he systematically counters the 
truthful criticism with vain self-justification. The “mais” on each occasion introduces an 
improvement as such at variance with the stated aim of relentless fidelity. This structure 
therefore both adds to the first paragraph’s equivocal tone and foreshadows the dialogic form 
that appears throughout the entire text. The Duke, using a literary 4 bait and switch, 
persuasively exploits logical structures to convince the reader of his honesty, but, upon closer 
scrutiny, it is clear that what lies under his heroic public mask, or “teint brun,” is another
mask, one that is “assez uni” but not honest.
As La Rochefoucauld quickly passes from his physical characteristics to his moral 
ones (to speak the language of the seventeenth century), he further underscores the candor of
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his text. He states, “je me suis assez etudie pour me bien connoitre, et je ne manque ni 
d ’assurance pour dire librement ce que je puis avoir de bonnes qualites, ni de sincerite pour 
avouer franchement ce que j ’ai de defauts” (620). By the opposition of “good qualities” and 
“defects,” the Duke defers again to the dual structure indicated by the “mais” conjunction in 
order to reinforce his professed goal of self-unmasking. However, his compulsion to 
“remask” reveals itself as he broaches various aspects of his personality and implements this 
formula.
The first section of his moral self-portrait follows a transition that pleads a similarly 
faithful treatment of character: “j ’en userai avec la meme fidelite dans ce qui me reste a faire 
de mon portrait.” The sentences that immediately follow burst at the seams with binary 
structures in which honest self-portrayal gives way to self-justification: the reader encounters 
one use of “pourtant” and two of “mais.” La Rochefoucauld begins by describing the self- 
proclaimed fault of melancholia: “je suis melancolique, et je le suis a un point que depuis 
trois ou quatre ans a peine m ’a-t-on vu rire trois ou quatre fois.” He answers this social 
shortcoming by stating that his condition is both “assez supportable et assez douce” and a
I
product of a preoccupation with his own sad thoughts. He likewise faults himself for his 
extreme reserve with strangers, a function of his melancholy nature, to the point of self­
scolding: “C ’est un defaut, je le sais bien, et je ne negligerois rien pour m ’en corriger” (621). 
He tempers this “defect” with the argument that the public possesses an exaggerated idea of 
his standoffishness because of his naturally severe facial expressions:
mais comme un certain air sombre que j ’ai dans le visage contribue a me faire 
paroitre plus reserve que je ne le suis, et qu’il n ’est pas en notre pouvoir de nous 
defaire d ’un mechant air qui nous vient de la disposition naturelle des traits, je pense
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qu’apres m ’etre corrige au dedans il ne laissera pas de me demeurer toujours de 
mauvaises marques au dehors. (621-22)
However, these external marks of sadness and the persona that describes them lose 
plausibility when they are read through the lens of the censored maxim that serves as this 
section’s epigraph: “On se console souvent d ’etre malheureux par un certain plaisir qu’on 
trouve a le paraitre” (“Maximes supprimees” 9). In this aphorism, La Rochefoucauld 
presents the outward show of melancholia as a means of pleasure, perhaps as a function of 
others’ reactions to the sufferer, instead of as a source of embarrassment. Moreover, despite 
all of his self-abasement for the “defect” of melancholy, one wonders if this attitude indeed 
represents a character flaw so desperately needing self-correction. It seems, by contrast, a 
rather harmless element of his personality that he inflates into a flaw to generate a source of 
false self-disappointment.
The remainder of La Rochefoucauld’s moral depiction contains examples of a 
frequent triple structure that functions in this text much like the binary sentences. 
Characterized by a strength followed by a related flaw and then its justification, such 
structures aim to put a spin on his moral blemishes. One again witnesses the author’s taste for 
logic in the thesis/antithesis/synthesis structure of strength/flaw/justification. Faced with 
such solid argumentation, the reader is more easily lulled into believing the initial portrait of 
the near-perfect hero. He employs this technique ingeniously to dilute the amour-propre of 
his initial self-compliment while actually strengthening it. This method thus represents a 
foreshadowing45 of the maxim cited earlier “On ne se blame que pour etre loue,” for the 
portrait exhibits the very psychological tic criticized in the maxim— that one only acts self-
45 It is impossible to know the exact date of composition of this and other maxims in the compilation. 
Unauthorized copies of the Maximes manuscript began circulating in 1663. The portrait, however, 
was probably composed in 1658.
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deprecating to attract compliments and attention. Ironically, the first instance of this form of 
argumentation in “Portrait de M.R.D.” addresses the vanity implied by his blatant 
boastfulness:
J ’ai de 1’esprit et je ne fais point de difficulte de le dire: car a quoi bon fagonner la- 
dessus? Tant biaiser et tant apporter d’adoucissement pour dire les avantages que 
l’on a, c’est, ce me semble cacher un peu de vanite sous une apparente modestie, et se 
servir d ’une maniere bien adroite pour faire croire de soi beaucoup plus de bien que 
l’on n ’en dit [...]. J ’ai done de l’esprit, encore une fois, mais un esprit que la 
melancolie gate, car encore que je possede assez bien ma langue, que j ’aie la 
memoire assez heureuse, et que je ne pense pas les choses fort confusement, j ai 
pourtant une si forte application a mon chagrin, que souvent j exprime assez mal ce 
que je veux dire. (622-23)
There are two such ternary arguments lodged in this passage. The first concerns the 
author’s quality of truthfulness and the implied idea of public scorn for the enumeration of 
one’s own virtues. This counterpoint is then answered by a critique of the opposite technique 
(false modesty), which seems to leave La Rochefoucauld no other option, in light of his 
desire to create a “natural” (truthful) portrait, than to unashamedly list his good qualities. 
Having thus cleared the way for further self-aggrandizement, he repeats the claim to 
intelligence: “J ’ai done de l’esprit, encore une fois.” In the style of the preceding examples, 
this avowal is trailed by a defect in the quality, here, the fact that his intelligence is somewhat 
marred by his “chagrin.” However, as noted earlier, the author has already softened the 
defect of melancholia because, in his words, it is 1. sweet/ gentle and 2. partly a function of 
his physiognomy. Also of note is the “pourtant that introduces the already-excused defect.
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The remainder of the portrait is similarly heavy with conjunctions that facilitate La 
Rochefoucauld’s scheme— conscious or not— to persuade the reader to accept the primary 
pose of the almost-perfect gentleman. “Mais” appears four more times, “cependant” twice, 
and “pourtant,” “au contraire,” and “seulement” are also present. Several of these equivocal 
expressions introduce a slightly different means of reinforcing a strength by glossing an asset 
with a supporting statement disguised as a fault. Like a modem job applicant, La 
Rochefoucauld lists strengths that are too strong (or pure) as weaknesses, as in the following 
description of how he becomes irrational when in an argument with someone whose stance he 
deems incorrect:
Je ne tiens pas a entendre disputer, et souvent aussi je me mele assez volontiers dans 
la dispute, mais je soutiens d’ordinaire mon opinion avec trop de chaleur, et 
lorsqu’on defend un parti injuste contre moi, quelquefois, a force de me passionner 
pour celui de la raison, je deviens moi-meme fort peu raisonnable. (625)
La Rochefoucauld's description of an impassioned debate with himself cast as the 
guardian of right and logic reinforces (rather than detracts from) his auto-depiction as a 
model of honnetete who possesses “les sentiments vertueux, les inclinations belles et une si 
forte envie d ’etre tout a fait honnete homme” (625-26). Indeed, the rest of the portrait is 
dedicated to describing an ideal incarnation of perfect decorum. Among his glowing traits 
are the abilities to accept criticism readily (“je les [avis sur ses defauts] ai toujours re9us avec 
toute la joie imaginable, et toute la soumission d ’esprit”) (626), to become angry very rarely 
(“on ne m ’a presque jamais vu en colere et je n ’ai jamais eu de haine pour personne ) (626), 
and to fear nothing (627). He further claims to hold honor above all things, to be unaffected 
by ambition and loyal to his friends, to keep secrets well, and never to go back on his word 
(627-29). In short, he paints himself as the hero of the salon.
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The final lines of the sketch, however, represent a change in tone. Here, La 
Rochefoucauld lists a flaw that he does not explain away:
Moi qui connois tout ce qu’il y a de delicat et de fort dans les grands sentiments de 
l’amour, si jamais je viens a aimer, ce sera assurement de cette sorte; mais de la fa?on 
dont je suis, je ne crois pas que cette connoissance que j ’ai me passe de l’esprit au 
cceur. (630)
The enigmatic image of a man who “knows” love only in his “mind” (can this even be called 
“love?”) brings the text full-circle in a sense, for the reader is once again confronted by 
ambiguities that frustrate any effort to locate the self-proclaimed center o f the text: the 
author’s personality.
Perhaps a direct message to a hopeful lover, the final image of a man who appreciates 
and recognizes amorous passion in others but cannot experience it for himself (although he 
wants to) dupes the careless reader into accepting a seemingly more human version of “Le 
Grand Cyrus,” a flawed but still super-human figure. This version of self recalls heroes from 
seventeenth-century classical tragedy that display fatal flaws despite their superlative 
qualities. Seen in this light, La Rochefoucauld’s defect of being unable to love seems an 
inversion of the flaw of Racine’s Theseus, whom the gods targeted for favoring passion over 
honor.
The persona that “Portrait de M.R.D.” sketches inserts this text into a dialogue with 
contemporary literary genres that do not present themselves, as it does, as historical 
documents. The text thus seems to make use of seventeenth-century fictional character types 
and modes of romantic and tragic depiction to shape its own fiction, one likewise governed 
by rules of verisimilitude but not completely constrained by reality. La Rochefoucauld’s 
admission of the inability to return or even feel love adds a flaw to his portrait, and, in doing
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so, I believe that it represents an effort to render the superlative content more lifelike, or 
vraisemblable. Denis Diderot will later explicitly discuss this painterly gesture in “Les Deux 
Amis de Bourbonne” (1773), in which he encourages the addition of a metaphorical “verrue” 
(35) to a character’s literary face in the interest of plausibility. However, upon close scrutiny, 
La Rochefoucauld’s wart, his inability to experience passion, represents a final, pathetic 
brushstroke that exposes the machinery in the wings rather than underscores the veracity of 
the portrayal.
To return to Berger’s rule of the inherent “fiction of objectivity” (171) that every 
painted portrait weaves, La Rochefoucauld’s initial fiction, that of the slightly flawed tragic 
hero, is underlain by a second, more subtle veneer: that of the honest self-portraitist. He 
arranges this pose by using techniques of equivocation, appeals to truthfulness, and direct 
references to the writing and reading processes. First, the text’s initial barrage of 
equivocation about how to self-depict draws attention to the act of portrayal. Again, La 
Rochefoucauld’s dithering is a failed bid for plausibility; “I don’t know” at times seems more 
honest than “I know exactly,” but this text gives the reader both. Moreover, as discussed 
earlier, the portrait is seeded with pledges of candor, as when its author declares, upon raising 
the topic of his moral character, “j ’en userai avec la meme fidelite dans ce qui me reste a faire 
de mon portrait, car je me suis assez etudie pour me bien connoitre” (620). Finally, unable to 
allow the reader to experience the sketch uniquely on the level of the heroic caricature that he 
is forging, the author incessantly directs the reader’s attention to his gesture of writing a 
portrait, as evidenced by the above quotation (“dans ce qui me reste a faire de mon portrait”). 
The subsequent passages devoted to reading and to his superlative literary skills add detail to 
the image of the scrupulous writer while augmenting the splendor of the primary fiction of 
the endearingly flawed hero:
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J ’ecris bien en prose, je fais bien les vers, et si j ’etois sensible a la gloire qui vient de 
ce cote-la, je pense qu’avec un peu de travail, je pourrois m ’acquerir assez de 
reputation. J ’aime la lecture en general [...]. Je juge assez bien des ouvrages de vers 
et de prose que l’on me montre, mais j ’en dis peut-etre mon sentiment avec un peu 
trop de liberte. (624-25)
Through a constant focus on writing (and writing truthfully), La Rochefoucauld 
presents the image of a scrupulous, reasoning, working writer, a character who is as 
unyielding about himself as he is, according to his reputation, about others (he was known 
allegorically during the Fronde des Princes as “La Franchise”). His underscoring of the 
writing process is analogous to a painter painting himself painting, a pose that aims to 
establish the truthfulness of both the event and the product. By writing himself in a writerly 
pose, the Duke avoids the blatantly fictional mask of the painter as non-painter (as being the 
sitter while the painter paints him).
Berger’s explanation of the motivations behind a self-portraitist’s avoidance of the 
painterly pose helps expose La Rochefoucauld’s agenda in writing himself in a writerly pose. 
When describing self-portraitists that paint themselves in poses other than that of the painter, 
Berger describes an orthopsychic urge, or a latent behavioral drive to self-erase in order to 
conform to a perceived idealized persona imparted from outside figures:
[It is] a dissemblance— not a deception but a disguise, an act of mimicry, a self- 
portrait masquerading as a portrait. In this dissemblance there lurks the orthopsychic 
possibility of a gesture of self-negation, a fantasy of self-idealization, a drama of 
heteromorphic identification that first splits the artistic subject into painter and sitter 
and then integrates the fragment into the alterity of the spectacular double. (354)
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Does La Rochefoucauld get around this “schize” (Lacan 82), or this doubling of self (to use 
Jacques Lacan’s terms, as does Berger), by his insistence upon depicting himself as a writer?
I described this construction earlier as a second fiction, or a veneer of honesty, for it 
is clear that the subject of the working writer is just as much a type, or a pose, as the initial 
fiction of the flawed honnete homme. The self-portrait thus produces a “spectacular triple” as 
opposed to the “spectacular double” noted by Berger: instead of a subject halved into painter 
and naturally posed sitter, La Rochefoucauld offers a subject divided into the three parts of 
painter, idealized painter, and idealized sitter of the idealized painter, the slightly flawed 
honnete homme. His choice to highlight the writing and reasoning processes in this text 
creates the fictional portrait of a writer who is creating the portrait of such an ideal.
As I also suggested earlier, the fiction of the writer can also be considered a feature 
on the mask of that of the honnete homme. The salon trend of portraiture itself proves that 
one of the skills an accomplished disciple of honnetete had to master (or at least attempt) was 
to write portraits. These sketches, however, necessarily had to conform to the norms of the 
genre, which demanded modesty, flattery, wittiness, sententiousness, etc. Writing portraits 
was a part of the set of performance skills by which courtiers fashioned themselves in other 
eyes. Thus, the two fictions together deliver an image of self of the salon-goer: a noble, 
intelligent, writing creature who continues to deserve his place in society in spite of the 
disgrace of the Fronde.
Is there thus any information that one can glean from “Portrait de M.R.D.” about the 
author as an individual rather than the image he wishes to paint of his caste? Regarding 
Rembrandt’s self-portraits, Berger questions the ability of the viewer to experience a faithful 
rendering— to view simply Rembrandt looking in a mirror to depict honestly Rembrandt the 
painter. He speculates that the painter’s work is extremely self-aware in terms of both its
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status as a self-portrait and a self-portrait’s translation of the sitter’s orthopsychic desire to 
pose. Rembrandt’s work elicits such ideas in virtue of its scintillatingly enigmatic theatrical 
quality. His many self-depictions in fancy dress and unbecoming poses occasion reflection 
upon both his mimetic agenda and the authenticity of his work. Berger summarizes the 
ambiguities surrounding one of Rembrandt’s self-portraits in costume, Half-length Figure of 
Rembrandt (see figure 4, page 423):
We began with a self-portrait of Rembrandt that turned first into a portrait of 
Rembrandt, then into a portrait of self-portrayal that imitates a Rembrandt self- 
portrait, and finally into a portrait that imitates self-portraits in which Rembrandt 
parodies both himself and the patron he impersonates. (5)
While it neither projects Half-length Figure of Rembrandt’s hyper-awareness of the 
gap between self and self as the object of the self’s gaze nor mocks the viewer with this 
knowledge, La Rochefoucauld’s self-depiction exhibits tensions and complementarities that 
the very idea of a painter-sitter entails. Just as Rembrandt’s wry self-portraits project an 
unavoidable ambiguity regarding the truthfulness of the resemblance, La Rochefoucauld’s 
layered text precludes and thereby misdirects efforts of past critics like Baker and Van der 
Schueren to draw conclusions based on his self-analysis. Berger’s basic question when faced 
with self-portraiture, “Does the image represent the painter looking at himself in the mirror or 
looking at the virtual observer?” (580), suggests many different roads of interpretation; the 
reader is forced to ask her/ himself if (s)he is supposed to be looking at La Rochefoucauld the 
“representatum,” La Rochefoucauld the “representatum” as seen by La Rochefoucauld the 
writer, La Rochefoucauld the “representatum” looking at La Rochefoucauld the writer, or La 
Rochefoucauld the “representatum” looking at the reader looking at La Rochefoucauld the 
“representatum” and/or the writer.
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The cautious reader, unwilling to be lulled into accepting at face value the value of 
the author’s face, is thus left pondering the locus of the portrait— the source of 
resemblance— within this room of mirrors that cast various images of self and intent, all of 
which are distorted by the medium of representation. He/ she is forced to weigh the two 
fictional portraits proffered by La Rochefoucauld (which have, like all portraits, nuggets of 
truth) and what they represent together against what can be considered, ironically, the “true” 
portrait of the author’s mentality: the text. The final impression that the portrait gives 
explicitly is that of a heroic, beloved, melancholic, genius writer, an amalgam of the primary 
and secondary fictions that enshrouds the true nature of the author beneath a fictional veil.
Nevertheless, despite the feeling that one cannot penetrate this covering to view any 
aspect of La Rochefoucauld the sitter, the well-worn notion “Ogni pittore dipinge se” 
encourages a study of the choices at the heart of the text as a source of true self-portraiture. 
Closer looks at its content, seen in its cultural context, and brushstrokes (style) partially 
counteract the portrait’s seeming denial of the basic function of resemblance and thereby call 
into question Baker’s urge to deem any discussion of the text’s truth value “somewhat futile 
(24). Moreover, the author’s reputation as a purveyor of truth suggests such a discussion.
To turn to a voice of authority for the answer to the question of truthful resemblance, 
the Duke himself in the Maximes points out again and again that an inflated opinion of self 
colors all social interaction. La Rochefoucauld’s parry and thrust argumentation in “Portrait 
de M.R.D,” wherein he at once considers and incorporates every counter argument in order to 
topple it, together with the very gesture of publishing a self-portrait, lead inevitably to the 
notion of amour-propre. Like Narcissus, forever condemned to ponder his own reflection and 
thus to forgo true love, La Rochefoucauld looks into a mirror instead of around him for a 
subject of scrutiny, and he is likewise trapped by vanity into self-contemplation. Through the
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optic of his self-portrait, the Duke’s self-stated effort in the Maximes, “exagerer les miseres 
et les contrarietes du coeur humain pour humilier l'orgueil ridicule dont il est rempli”
(“Lettre” N. pag.), is exposed as a thinly veneered act of vanity, for he shows himself to be a 
victim of the same orthopsychic desire as his contemporaries: to appear to be an ideal of 
honnetete.
“Portrait de M.R.D.” presents a depiction of dual types, but the very fact that it is a 
self-portrait also indicates the presence of a third planar character, surely unwelcome in the 
eyes of the non-ironic painter: the vaniteux. The conceited gesture of precious self­
portraiture transforms the author instantly into this character. Moreover, the same can be said 
of all of his companions in the 1659 collections, even those who depict others, for they 
together mold a generic sculpture of the mores of their group. In this way, all of the sketches 
are both portraits and self-portraits. The Duke’s series of types thus offers in terms of faithful 
portraiture a tableau of a social identity that does not coincide precisely with the collective 
image of the group. Wittiness, intelligence, and style certainly remain elements of this 
nuanced portrait, but a study of salon portraitists’ efforts as exemplified by “Portrait de 
M.R.D.” adds to it the less flattering traits of anxiety, ambition, self-delusion, and, above all, 
vanity. The final image does not, then, deny the portrait’s basic function of resemblance in 
that it adds to the blank face of nobility some irregular, human features.
How can one reconcile this new face of La Rochefoucauld and his group, marked by 
the claws of vanity and ambition, with the Maximes. a work that via its very form posits its 
author and collaborators above the reach of such vices? Perhaps the idea of a discrepancy 
between the texts is a fausse piste. Baker and Van der Schueren indeed focus on affinities 
between the works, but they unquestioningly accept La Rochefoucauld’s self-described 
moods and attitudes. Rather than looking, as do the above critics, at what these works claim
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to be (an honest self-depiction and an objective view of society’s morals), I will explore their 
relationship by analyzing the collective gesture of writing them, an effort that may well 
finally yield clues about the author as a “representatum.”
Comparing the acts of producing these texts largely avoids the sticky question of 
intent that divides much of the criticism devoted to the Maximes into roughly two camps: 
those examining its relationship to Jansenism like Jean Mesnard and those analyzing it as a 
salon mode like Louis van Delft. As the tensions among critical voices attest, this work’s 
status as an apology for Jansenism, a precious amusement, and/ or a pointed criticism of 
specific individuals remains an enigma. Through the lens of La Rochefoucauld’s writing act, 
a clearer thread that simultaneously sidesteps intent and binds La Rochefoucauld’s self- 
portrait to the Maximes is discernible: amour-propre. The collection of aphorisms, like the 
“Portrait de M.R.D.,” is driven by the same forces that their author critiques: as Andre-Alain 
Morello argues, an “orgueil aristocratique” (107) colors the text. At the heart of the effort to 
unmask, judge, and condemn his peers is a hubristic vision of self. Presenting himself as 
more lucid and more honnete (in both senses of the word) than the rest of the members of his 
milieu, La Rochefoucauld, in his effort to prove that “l'homme, tout persuade qu'il est de son 
merite, n'a en soi que des apparences trompeuses de vertu dont il eblouit les autres et dont 
souvent il se trompe lui-meme” (“Lettre” N. pag.), continues the multi-layered cocoon of 
self-fictionalization established in Recueil des portraits.
The idea of prideful posing is inherent in that of sententiousness, a tone that aims 
morally to “lay down the law” (xi), as Geoffrey Bennington describes. La Rochefoucauld 
presents each statement in the Maximes as “l’enonce d’une verite generate d ’ordre 
psychologique et moral” (Lafond, Preface x). Jean Lafond explains that La Rochefoucauld 
uses both the “maxime” that aims to “plaire” but at the same time “ironise, et [...] pose
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question” and the atemporal “sentence,” an “assertion et reponse definitive, absolue” (xii). In 
so doing, the Maximes’ narrator-composer posits himself as an individual capable of 
questioning and discerning the truth about both his society and human nature. Like Louis 
XIV, La Rochefoucauld in this posture projects an “image fidele de Dieu” (Apostolides 85)— 
he posits himself as an author who can transparently deliver the “word” (in a Biblical sense as 
well as a literary one) to the public. However, unlike Louis, he does so in an oblique way. A 
wry apostle of honnetete. a mode that denies such self-aggrandizing posing, he sketches his 
moral code and his superior stance by picking apart social codes— by unmasking the society 
of masks.
La Rochefoucauld’s omnipresent “on” in the Maximes. however, suggests a chink in 
the armor of his code. Meaning both “one” and “we, it recreates the author s position as 
both observer and participant. He attempts to deny his role as the latter by being sententious, 
but the very act of “laying down the law” (and publishing it) charges him as guilty of 
participation. As Roland Barthes explains, La Rochefoucauld’s aphorisms appear as ossified 
truths composed of “blocs particuliers” (Degre 71), but, upon consideration, they are 
“essentiellement un discours ambigu” (87) given by a member of the very system he 
critiques. The Duke thus falls victim (inevitably) to the condition of being human. As 
Hodgson observes, the Maximes is permeated by the idea that “human beings will routinely 
do almost anything to conceal the falsity of their motives” (xi), and the author himself seems 
to do as much, paradoxically, by condemning falsehood.
This paradox reflects Barthes’s above characterization of the Maximes as 
simultaneously multi-leveled and enigmatic at their core. In this way, the image of the 
narrator projected by the Maximes recreates that of La Rochefoucauld’s self-portrait, which 
wraps confected identities of writer and sitter around a shifting autobiographical center.
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Where, then, does one locate the shadowy historical figure that wrote these works? The 
“peculiar difficulty” of portraiture that Braider explains as “reconciling the resemblance a 
portrait calls for with [its] social, moral, or devotional ambitions” (“Image” 1148) manifests 
itself in both texts, for successfully teasing out the resemblances from the motives and self- 
delusions is an impossible task. Indeed, the mimetic project of self-portraiture is called into 
question by the ambiguities lodged at the base at this and other attempts at self-depiction.
The sole objective, authorial trait that these works concretely express is the ambition 
to appear honnete. in both the period (“gentlemanly”) and modern (“honest”) senses of the 
word. Employing the same literary techniques throughout his body of work, la 
Rochefoucauld sketches a writer, a pubic person, playing the role of a tragedy-tinged hero of 
the salon rather than a man, but it is admittedly difficult in virtue of his smooth arguments 
and guilt-inducing observations to resist accepting his version of self as faithful. Even more 
cannily, his depiction feeds on the sense of depth and authenticity associated with the kind of 
role he plays: the codes of honnetete demanded the appearance of authentic good- 
naturedness, regardless of whether the courtier’s nature was, in fact, good. La 
Rochefoucauld’s skill as an artist in juggling with aplomb the masks of gentleman, 
melancholy writer, and moral deity thus almost forges a convincingly human, individual self- 
portrait, but a detailed examination of the texts gives few hard facts about the subject of 
“Portrait de M.R.D.” and the subject-object of the Maximes: La Rochefoucauld the person. 
On the other hand, these texts reveal much about his remarkable capacity as a writer, which, 
in itself, yields more information about his intelligence and creativity (hence, his true nature) 
than do the many planar images that he draws of himself and his caste.
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Figures of the Romance: The Two Faces of Clelie’s 
Amerinthe
The many thousands of pages of La Calprenede’s Cassandre (1642-45) and the 
Scudery siblings’ Clelie. ou l’histoire romaine (1654-61) exhibit— along with innumerable 
kidnappings, fires, shipwrecks, separations, and reunions— myriad succinct verbal sketches 
of their characters. Indeed, the mid-seventeenth-century romance can be viewed, in a sense, 
as a virtual gallery of idealized, planar literary portraits, a phenomenon that critics like 
Plantie, Harth, and Nicole Aronson have noticed. These scholars emphasize the essential role 
of portraiture as the basic mode of character description in two works by Georges and 
Madeleine de Scudery whose volumes largely predate (and undoubtedly provided models for) 
the salon portrait books of 1659: Artamenes ou le Grand Cyrus (1649-53) and Clelie.
Before delving further into the planar type of depiction favored in the romance and 
the portrait book, however, it is essential to situate the two vehicles for such sketching in their 
literary and social contexts. The romance or the “roman heroique” of the seventeenth century 
was an extremely popular genre (Aronson 54, Harth 96, Reaux II. 691) that features 
complicated plots hinging on quiproquos and peripeteia. Digressions in the form of 
embedded tales, letters, and portraits add to the bulk of the many-volumed works by authors 
like Marin Le Roy de Gomberville, who wrote Carithee (1621) and Polexandre (1619-37), the 
Scuderys, who produced Ibrahim ou l'lllustre Bassa (1641), Le Grand Cyrus, and Clelie, and 
La Calprenede, the author of Cassandre and the weighty (15,000 pages) Cleopatre (1646-58). 
This body of fiction was, in the words of Aronson, “avidly read by a public generally 
ashamed of its interest in literature considered to be second-rate” (54).
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Regarding the romance’s status, DeJean, following the lead of Antoine Adam, 
cautions scholars to be wary of its supposed inferior standing by questioning period sources 
of this pervasive idea. While considered the bastard children of the literary scene among 
“Ancien” writers like Boileau-Despreaux and his eighteenth-century counterpart l ’Abbe 
Jacquin , the romance and the early novel did not suffer from a lack of readership. DeJean 
challenges the notion of the novel’s gradual climb to dominance—  its Pygmalion-like 
metamorphosis from popular trash to critical darling— by favoring a feminist view that 
essentially fingers Boileau as the primary agent in a propaganda campaign against the 
romance (181). Works like his caustic “Dialogue des heros de roman” (1665, pub. 1715) 
contributed to a contemporary systematic suppression of writing by and for women (writing 
that promoted change in male-dominated French society). According to DeJean, the result of 
such texts was an unjust warping of the historical and modem critical view of the early novel, 
including the romance, “nouvelle,” and psychological novel:
For the first century of its existence, the modern French novel was often an outcast, a 
genre deprived of the status many had initially granted it whenever the authority of 
the individual known as “the arbiter of literary taste” was respected, but it was never 
a pariah, a low-caste genre. Its early history, therefore, is far more complex than the 
paradigm of a steady rise to prominence that is generally still promoted as the novel’s 
official story: from an initial position of prominence, the novel was brought low, only 
to rise again to eminence, more than a century after it had first attained this position. 
(181)
Accepting DeJean’s compelling argument for the importance of the romance in the 
political history of women’s writing is not a requirement for recognizing its importance in the 
world of literature. While it remains largely overlooked in modem university course
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curriculums, the “roman heroique” undoubtedly played a major role in reshaping codes of 
verisimilitude established in the pastoral novel: codes that would contribute to the atmosphere 
in which the early French novel took shape. Together with modifications to these codes such 
as the omission of mythical woodland creatures and the enhanced focus on the “coeur 
amoureux” (Scudery, Cyrus X. 334), the romance relies on the use of literary portraits in its 
bid for a modified version of verisimilitude in prose fiction.
The circulation of keys to these first “romans a cles” supports the argument for 
portraiture’s essential roles in both this genre’s popularity and its codes of plausibility. 
Serving simultaneously as an engaging hook to send the reader on a hunt for the model s 
identity, a means of building suspense by interrupting the narrative, and an engagement in 
salon discourse, the enigmatic romance sketch is one of the secrets of its period success. The 
most famous keyed romance is undoubtedly Le Grand Cyrus, which past and present readers 
have viewed as a series of contemporary character sketches of real individuals. Despite its 
setting in the distant past, many of its portraits were most likely of the “Frondeurs,” some of 
whom attended Mademoiselle de Scudery’s famous salon. As Erica Harth declares and 
Tallemant des Reaux suggests,46 Cvrus is largely considered a “W ho’s Who of the Fronde” 
(Harth 97), starring the Prince de Conde as the great Asian ruler Cyrus and his sister, 
Madame de Longueville, as the heroine Mandane. As described in Part One, Victor Cousin 
“discovered” and published in the mid-nineteenth century a 1657 key to its cast of characters 
(Godenne 83-84), a lost document that Nicole Aronson uses to demonstrate the continued 
public thirst for knowledge of the depicted individuals (79). Critics like Rene Godenne and 
Andre Le Breton, however, doubt the accuracy of period keys and question the existence of 
real-life models for the majority of the Scuderys’ portraits (Godenne 83-84, Le Breton 182).
46 In the Historiettes. he reports that Mademoiselle de Scudery received a jeweled portrait from 
Madame de Longueville as thanks for her glorification of the Conde family (in Cyrus) (II: 691).
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The modem debate regarding the historic versus fictitious nature of the keyed 
romance’s portraits does not, however, affect the important role of these embedded mini-texts 
within their narratives. The romance’s use of pseudonyms (or the perceived and/ or 
suggested use of them) illustrates, according to English Showalter, a rising trend among the 
“romancieres,” characterized by a “move in the direction of a new type of fiction, more 
familiar in subject, and therefore more readily credible” (29). This partial grounding of 
planar portraits in the real, then, may well have been simultaneously a product and an 
instigator of changing notions of verisimilitude within seventeenth-century prose fiction.
This idea is supported by comments in Georges’s preface to Ibrahim, where he describes a 
theoretical preoccupation with historical verisimilitude. Here, he dictates that romances 
should not alter known historical occurrences, such as dates of battles and marriages. On the 
other hand, he claims that the writer is free to fill in the gaps between historical events by 
using his/ her imagination to recreate personages, conversations, and love interests (35). 
Showalter summarizes the romance’s delicate balance of fact and fiction: “To judge by their 
prefaces [...] writers of this school did not by and large intend to deceive their readers; they 
quite openly admitted they were embroidering upon the truth, while insisting that they had 
not invented anything in direct contradiction to it” (54).
Despite a declared preoccupation with historical accuracy and a seeming belief in the 
plausibility of their creations, however, the Scuderys offer portraits that generally conform to 
the planar category’s praxis of extreme idealization. Although supposedly based on the 
Prince de Conde (who was widely considered handsome and brave at the time), Cyrus is the 
ideal of manly beauty and courtesy. The set piece of him presents a character with an 
appealing combination of noble traits (“majeste” and “faction noble ) and tender humanity 
(“douceur” and “la bouche agreable et sous-riante”):
Son teint etait vif; ses yeux noirs pleins d’esprit, de douceur, et de majeste: il avait la
bouche agreable et sous-riante; le nez un peu aquilin; le tour du visage admirable; et
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Taction si noble, et la mine si haute, que Ton peut dire assurement,: qu’il n ’y eut 
jamais d ’homme mieux fait au monde que l ’etait Cyrus. (III. 343-44)
Mademoiselle de Scudery also takes great liberties with even the most meager of 
historical detail concerning a character’s physical or moral attributes, as the portrait of 
Horatius in Clelie reveals. Aronson situates this heroic sketch within its real-life frame: 
Horatius is historically known as ‘C odes’ or ‘one eye.’ Mademoiselle de Scudery 
delicately omits this unpleasant detail and transforms Horatius into a handsome lover 
impassioned of Clelie, conserving, nevertheless, all the legendary heroics that are 
attributed to him. (83)
Assuming that Horatius’ nickname was not a lewd double-entendre that Mademoiselle de 
Scudery did, in fact, understand (“one eye” as referring perhaps to the male member, as it 
does in modem English slang), the alteration of Horatius’ physical characteristics exemplifies 
the trend of idealization on the part of the romance-writers.
It is important to note that portraits of both heroes and villains receive the same 
flattening treatment, as the following section on Clelie’s portraits of the character Amerinthe 
will prove. No characters, it seems, escape the wide brushstrokes that blur their “realistic” 
elements (to modem sensibilities, at least). Thus, while the supposed use of her circle of 
friends as character models leads Showalter to call Mademoiselle de Scudery “an observer of 
humanity” (36), the portraits in her sprawling narratives are generic and idealized. Her 
heroes and villains largely represent illustrations of two generic types: the virtuous, like 
Cyrus, and the wicked, like Mandane’s many lascivious capturers.
The generic nature of the flattering and destructive portraits of dukes, countesses, and 
princes that romances like Mademoiselle de Scudery’s Clelie display calls into question the 
normative function of the portrait to resemble a particular individual. The lack of variation in 
these texts labeled “portraits” casts doubt upon the very nature of the portrait as a
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distinguishing sketch, but the curious state of seventeenth-century planar portraits that don’t 
really portray an individual lays bare tensions inherent in depiction. Braider sums up the 
“peculiar difficulty” (“Image” 1148) encountered by portraitists: “reconciling the 
resemblance a portrait calls for with social, moral, or devotional ambitions in whose light 
mere resemblance [...] constitutes the worst of solecisms” (1148). In Portraiture, Brilliant 
distills this complication in the form of a question: “Who is the who that is being 
represented?” (13). To apply Braider’s comments on the portrait as object, the related 
question “What is the who that is being represented?” is also an appropriate query when faced 
with the verbal sketch’s enigmatic existence.
The similarity in content of depictions from the mid-seventeenth-century, when the 
literary portrait was a new, favorite salon game, highlights the agonistic dual roles of the 
portrait as a description of an individual and as an object with iconographic, moral, and 
sociopolitical power. In short, when presented with a planar world of perfectly polite people 
with “beautiful heads” and foul villains as exhibited in the romance, one wonders why the 
normative function of the portrait— “de bien faire ressembler un portrait a son original” 
(Trimoui'lle 15)— vanished. Moreover, the absence of the portrait’s primordial role brings to 
the forefront the weighty “social, moral, or devotional” functions of the verbal sketch that 
Braider assigns the portrait.
However, a study of seventeenth-century planar portraiture as exhibited in the 
romance Clelie shows that the “peculiar difficulty” of balancing resemblance and function 
does not really pose a problem for these writers. Judging from the similarity in the content of 
their works, noble portraitists and those, such as Madeleine de Scudery, hoping to be included 
in this caste, placed value on style (explicitly) and social function (implicitly) instead of, 
paradoxically, on resemblance; their texts display better the verbal abilities and social rank of
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the author than the traits of the sitter. The notion of “resemblance” thus shifts in these texts 
to mean “resembles the values of one’s caste” rather than “resembles the individual.” This 
imbalance in the traditionally conceived equation of portraiture resulted in a disproportionate 
amount of two-dimensional portraits, or ones that do not underscore uniqueness, such as 
those in Clelie.
The aesthetic and social question of resemblance raised by the planar portraiture 
common in the seventeenth century is addressed directly in the ten-volume Clelie. Here, both 
the omniscient narrator and the characters sketch portraits with abandon in a work that, like 
many romances, represents a gallery of type portraits itself, or a game of “portraits partagez.” 
Moreover, the narrative frame surrounding Clelie’s many sketches allows for a dialogic 
interaction of portraits, fomented by interpolated critical commentary by the characters. A 
theoretical discussion of the portrait’s duty both to resemble in a certain way and (as a 
function of resemblance) to exist occurs in Volume Nine, published at the height of the 
detached portrait’s heyday. During a presentation of a pair of “portraits partagez,” or 
oppositional portraits of the same sitter, at her court, the princess Lysimene reads aloud and 
comments upon the sketches of the absent courtier Amerinthe to a group of other attendants. 
The contrasting depictions allow her and her circle to draw conclusions about the moral and 
literary dangers of written portraiture when the model, like Amerinthe, does not truly 
resemble the members of her caste.
A detailed analysis of the two portraits of Amerinthe reveals the ways in which these 
disparate texts are exemplary of the principles of literary portraiture in the 1650’s. As such, 
they allow for a better understanding of the early modem concepts of private and public 
selves that go hand-in-hand with portraits that maniacally fashion the regular traits of the 
collective public persona. This study additionally yields clues about seventeenth-century
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writers’ theories of portraiture and, on a deeper level, about their conceptions of the 
possibilities and limitations of representation.
The first portrait of Amerinthe that Lysimene reads contains only positive comments 
about this absent courtier’s appearance and demeanor. It begins with a passage about her 
physical attributes:
Amerinthe est grande, de belle taille, et de bonne mine, elle a tout l’eclat de la grande 
beaute; ses yeux sont brillans et doux, ils donnent de l’amour, de la crainte, et de 
l’esperance tout a la fois. Ils sont du plus beau bleu du monde, et ses cheveux un 
plus beau blond qui fut jamais. Elle a la bouche petite, incarnate, et souriante, et 
milles charmes dans l’air du visage. Elle a le teint admirablement blanc. (IX. 288) 
The two uses of the superlative (“du plus beau bleu du monde” and “un plus beau blond qui 
fut jamais”) recall the hyperbolic encomiums of the same period’s portrait books, in which 
the adverb “plus” peppers every page. The vagueness of Amerinthe’s initial portrait is also 
characteristic of the planar portraiture of the mid-seventeenth-century; the precise nature of 
her smiling mouth and charms remains obscure.
A short treatise on her personality, similarly empty of true detail, follows: 
elle a de cet esprit agreable, ou il aparoist de la douceur et de la hardiesse tout 
ensemble, de la modestie et de la galanterie, de l’enjouement, et quelquefois de la 
langueur. Elle est caressante et civile, elle parle bien, elle a bonne grace, elle plaist a 
tous ceux qui la voyent, et quiconque n’a point d’amour la premiere fois qu’il la voit, 
est incapable d’en avoir jamais. Son cceur est assez hardy pour entreprendre sans 
peine des choses difficiles, rien ne l’embarrasse, ni ne l’estonne, elle se fie tousjours 
a sa beaute, ou a son adresse. (IX. 288-89)
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Amerinthe’s moral portrait is likewise representative of planar portraiture. Practically all of 
the sitters in Divers portraits and Recueil des portraits have an “esprit agreable,” even the 
ones like “Amarante,” who is the object of Mademoiselle’s scorn (Divers 88). Moreover, the 
qualities of sweetness mixed with boldness, modesty, elegance, good-naturedness, civility, 
and eloquence listed in Amerinthe’s depiction are common topoi in portrait books and 
romances; for example, Madame de Motteville’s sketch of the Queen Mother in Divers 
portraits contains references to the model’s sweetness, courage, and eloquence (237-51), and 
that of the king by Mademoiselle in the same book addresses the monarch’s boldness, 
eloquence, and elegance (265-69).
The portrait’s final lines constitute a judgment of Amerinthe’s “undertaking” (IX. 
289) of amorous games. The author of the sketch finds that she is, above all, headstrong in 
her desire to toy with various lovers: “en effet elle a raison de s’y confier, puis que jusques a 
cette heure, elle a presque tousjours fait tout ce qu’elle a voulu faire, sans que rien luy ait pu 
resister, et je croy mesme qu’elle fera tousjours sa volonte” (IX. 289). Although the 
embedded author underscores Amerinthe’s willfulness and inconstancy at the end of the text, 
(s)he seems powerless to criticize her harshly for these traits and is thus unable to “resist” her 
charms.
The second portrait of Amerinthe that Lysimene reads answers the consistently 
laudatory tone of the first sketch, first by addressing and undermining the reader’s 
expectations of a written portrait: “Amerinthe est une personne, vous pensez peut-estre, que 
j ’aille dire merveilleuse, mais il est plus juste de dire incomprehensible; et vous en tomberez 
sans doute d’accord, des que je vous auray fait sa peinture” (IX. 290). The requisite corporal 
description begins somewhat like that of the first sketch, but the “mais” in the second
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sentence underscores the ambivalence suggested by the author’s prior use of the adjective 
“incomprehensible”:
Sa beaute a de l’eclat, elle a le teint pasle, ses yeux sont assez redoutables, et ses 
paroles passent par une des plus belles bouches du monde. Ses cheveux sont blonds, 
et l’air de toute sa personne est assez noble, mais ses mains ne sont point faites pour 
prendre des cceurs, car elle les a si laides qu’elle les cache tousjours dans un coin 
d’un grand voile qu’elle porte, de peur de les montrer a ses Amans, et de se les 
montrer a elle mesme. Elle n ’a pas les bras plus beaux; elle a mesme la gorge assez 
mal taillee, et pour moi je vous avotie que mon imagination me persuade que tout ce 
que je ne voy point, ressemble plus a ce qui me deplaist, qu’a ce qui me paroist 
agreable. (IX. 290-91)
Although Nicole Aronson argues that in the second representation “the positive 
aspects are repeated but are dealt with much more profoundly” and that “the physical 
description starts pleasantly enough” (89), the lack of customary superlatives coupled with 
the repeated, tempering adverb “assez” infuse the second description’s so-called positive 
observations with negativity. The second author, who is also anonymous (and could perhaps 
be the same character), reshapes the first portrait by countering its praises virtually point-by- 
point. Instead of having “tout l’eclat de la grande beaute,” Amerinthe, through the filter of 
the second author, merely has a beauty that “a de l’eclat.” Her eyes, formerly “brillans et 
doux,” are now “assez redoutables.” The “rather” is applied again to her air, which is “assez 
noble.” Her hair is no longer “un plus beau blond qui fut jamais” but only “blond.” 
Moreover, the acknowledgement that “ses paroles passent par une des plus belles bouches du 
monde” by the latter writer seems grudging after (s)he changes Amerinthe’s coloring from 
“admirablement blanc” to “pasle.” Despite Aronson’s comment that the portrait begins in a
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complimentary manner, the second portraitist’s choice of descriptors yields a clearly negative 
beginning when compared to the codes of the effusive portraits of romances, dedications, and
collections of the 1650’s.
I also question Aronson’s observation that Amerinthe’s “positive” physical 
characteristics are dealt with “much more profoundly,” for similarly generic expressions 
(although negative) describe her hands, arms, and throat. As quoted above, her hands are 
described as “ugly,” her arms “are not the most beautiful,” and her throat is “poorly shaped.” 
Furthermore, the description of Amerinthe’s habit of hiding her hands in her veil points out a 
behavioral tic rather than gives a “profound” treatise on precisely how her hands are ugly. 
While this observation serves to animate the courtier by giving her movement, it does not 
accord her the depth of a three-dimensional character. Forster declares that Charles 
Dickens’s “flat” (71) characters possess merely an illusion of roundness in virtue of a similar 
animation: “the immense vitality of Dickens causes his characters to vibrate a little, so that 
they borrow life and appear to live one of their own” (71). Forster s insight helps make clear 
that the second author’s intense dislike of Amerinthe infuses the portrait with an energy, 
lacking in the first description, that Aronson mistakes for profundity. The strongest evidence 
for the superficial and entirely negative nature of the physical description in the second 
passage is the author’s conjecture, “mon imagination me persuade que tout ce que je ne voy 
point, ressemble plus a ce qui me deplaist, qu’a ce qui me paroist agreable.” This blanket 
condemnation is admittedly based on conjecture and thus does not represent an in-depth
account of her appearance.
The use of the verb “paraitre” or “to seem/ appear” at the end of the above quotation 
categorizes as false all that the reader may view initially as pleasant. Just as its introductory 
sentence foreshadows, the entire portrait condemns Amerinthe for being “incomprehensible”
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because of the difference between her social mask and her true nature. For the second author, 
Amerinthe is not noble but has a “rather” noble air— “Fair de toute sa personne est assez 
noble”— a comment that hints at an underlying description that is ignoble. This ambivalence 
is stressed throughout the moral discussion in the continuation of the text, which paints 
Amerinthe as a dangerous mixture of beauty and treachery:
Mais ce qu’il y a d’etrange, c’est que ce que cette personne a de beau, ne luy sert que 
pour luy nuire; puis qu’elle n ’attire des Amans que pour se faire des ennemis, et Ton 
peut mesme dire qu’elle ne se fait jamais aimer que pour se mieux faire hair. En effet 
ceux qui ne l’aiment point, l’admirent bien plus que ceux qui l’aiment, car des qu’on 
s’est donne le temps de la bien connoistre, on connoist qu’elle n ’aime rien qu’elle, 
que son cceur est dissimule, qu’elle n ’a une certaine fausse bonte que pour pouvoir 
mieux tromper ceux qu’elle veut perdre; que son esprit ne luy sert qu’a faire des 
intrigues, et qu’a embarrasser tous ceux qu’elle appelle des Amis; que sa hardiesse 
n ’est guere employe qu’a faire des actions dignes de repentir, qu’elle ne sert jamais 
que ceux dont elle s^ait qu’elle sera servie; qu’elle employe la finesse a tout, et 
qu’elle ne connoist pas la veritable prudence. En effet elle S9ait assez bien deguiser 
la verite, quoy qu’en quelques occasions on Fait pu convaincre de mensonge; elle 
aime la liberalite en autruy, et ne la pratique jamais; elle veut qu’on croye qu’elle 
s<?ait aimer, quoy qu’elle n ’ait jamais rien aime. Cependant elle a fait cent choses que 
l’amour toute seule semble avoir droit de faire faire a ceux qu’elle possede le plus 
absolument. Mais enfin ce que l’on en peut dire de plus vray, c ’est que jamais nulle 
autre personne n ’a tant inspire d’amour, et de haine, ni tant attire de lotianges et 
d ’injures; mais ce qu’il y a de facheux pour elle, c’est que l’on commence tousjours 
par l’admiration, et que l’on finit tousjours par le mespris. (IX. 291-92)
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This section of the passage again gives the impression that the author has read or 
even written the flattering portrait of Amerinthe, for (s)he seems to answer some of its moral 
assertions directly and in the same order. The line “que son esprit ne luy sert qu’a faire des 
intrigues, et qu’a embarrasser tous ceux qu’elle appelle des Amis” is followed by sa 
hardiesse n ’est guere employe qu’a faire des actions dignes de repentir, qu elle ne sert jamais 
que ceux dont elle s?ait qu’elle sera servie,” a structure that mimics the initial portrait’s 
comment, “elle a de cet esprit agreable, ou il aparoist de la douceur et de la hardiesse tout 
ensemble.” The second author thus acknowledges some of the first author’s observations as 
true but subverts them by listing the malicious purposes to which she applies her skills.
The process of glossing— making the first portrait more precise (perhaps the source 
of Aronson’s “profound” comment)— is a textual unmasking, an idea explicitly stated in the 
text: “En effet elle sgait assez bien deguiser la verite, quoy qu’en quelques occasions on l’ait 
pu convaincre de mensonge.” This trope is supported by the text s persistent use of 
vocabulary related to dissimulation, such as dissimule, fausse, tromper, and 
“intrigues.” The idea that Amerinthe pretends to be someone she is not is likewise recreated 
in the striking repetition of negation. The text reads like a catalogue of negative adverbs 
(“point,” “jamais,” “ni,” “guere”), of which one finds approximately twenty examples. 
Moreover, the passage’s unrelenting use of oppositional pairs, such as Amans / ennemis, 
“aimer” / “hair,” “verite” / “mensonge,” “louanges” / “injures,” and “admiration” / “mespris,” 
highlights its project of uncovering the truth behind the appearance. Finally, the structure of 
the text, with its chains of subordinate clauses (introduced by “que”) and compound 
sentences (the repeated “elle”), reinforces the regularity of the condemnation. Each clause 
notes a seemingly good quality and then destroys the flattering image of Amerinthe with a
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corresponding negative trait: her “true” self, a technique that likewise marks the self-portrait 
of La Rochefoucauld that I studied in the preceding chapter.
The central theme of unmasking, reinforced by the text’s structure, does much to 
decode textual suggestions about the portrait’s role in both reinforcing and shaping social 
codes. The disparate sketches of Amerinthe reveal a perceived division between public and 
private selves; indeed, the game described by Mademoiselle de Scudery of “portraits 
partagez” itself indicates such a division. Implicit in the idea that anyone can be a model for 
this game (in which the public self is opposed to the true self) is the notion that individuals 
have distinct social masks that differ from their real faces.
These passages likewise indicate a fear associated with the existence of the “etre/ 
paraitre” gap. The second author describes Amerinthe as “etrange,” or as an outsider to be 
singled out and feared because of her duplicity. The domination of planar positive or 
negative portraits at this time also implies a fear of the “inconstant” person someone, like 
Amerinthe, who secretly causes harm while projecting an image of bienseance. Such a 
person is the opposite of the “honnete homme,” whose constancy regarding the rules of 
decorum are revered. In the idealized world of planar portraiture, good people are truly 
“honnete” and cannot be divided into two conflicting portraits, and bad people are either 
villains through-and-through (even on the surface) or are exposed for their duplicity. 
Amerinthe is dangerous because her gorgeous physiognomy does not reflect her rotten core, 
unlike many of the villains of medieval and Renaissance texts whose physical ugliness 
recreate their dark souls (again, one of Plantie’s criteria for the “portrait mondain”). This 
type of individual is, as Lysimene states, unworthy of a portrait because of the disparity 
between her appearance and real self, an inconsistency that counters the period idea that 
“character, as classical physiognomic treatises insisted, was directly mirrored in the face” 
(Pope-Hennessy 72) or that “the face is the index of the mind” (Berger 22). Her contrasting
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portraits thus challenge early modem portraiture’s basic tenet of mimetic idealism, to use
again Berger’s term (80).
In the end, Lysimene condemns both representations (and therefore the game of 
“portraits partagez”) first because such defamation could damage the reputation of a truly 
virtuous person (IX. 294) and second because the subject is divided (IX. 296) and is thus not 
a clear tool for instruction. Lysimene’s initial argument that unflattering descriptions hurt 
people surely was a factor in both the laudatory nature of seventeenth-century portraits shared 
among friends and the anonymity of the immoral subject (and the writer of the cruel portrait). 
She agrees with her interlocutors that a portrait of an evil, generic person could serve as a 
warning to others but rales that “pour un inconstant [...] vous n ’en dites rien” (IX. 296). With 
her divided personality, Amerinthe certainly qualifies as “inconstante” and is, consequently, 
an unworthy subject for a portrait, despite the quality of both authors’ writing (IX. 294). The 
portraits thus have merit for their “esprit” (IX. 294) and for their ability as examples of meta­
portraiture to illustrate the rales of the portrait game, but they do not fulfill the function of the 
variety o f planar portraiture that dominates seventeenth-century romances and portrait books: 
to depict the traits of the noble caste. This type of depiction is not possible with Amerinthe, 
whose regular features are disfigured in the second sketch.
Despite Lysimene’s condemnation of the game and particular negative portraiture, 
her comments seem a bit hypocritical in light of the atmosphere in which the portraits are 
divulged. By reading them aloud, Lysimene participates in the system and displays 
Amerinthe’s unmasking before the court. Amerinthe’s absence (hence, her inability to 
defend herself) reinforces the hint of meanness that tinges the dialogue. Posited openly as a 
game, “portraits partagez” entertains its players via this mean-spiritedness, for any sitter 
would necessarily undergo a similar unmasking. The courtiers (and Lysimene, who does not 
stop reading) relish the ability of portraiture to expose and criticize, a behavior that Lysimene 
does not condemn in her global assessment of the qualities of the proper sitter and the game’s
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effect on a virtuous person. Indeed, she skirts the issue of the second sketcher’s culpability in 
the slanderous game, and she prefers instead to compliment his style.
Lysimene’s words of reproach seem to contradict her gesture of complicity, a pose 
that recreates the planar portraitist’s stance in the romance’s milieu, the salon. She is tom in 
two directions: on one hand, as a human with a weakness to belittle others, she participates in 
and enjoys courtly diversions like the portrait game, but, on the other hand, as a ruler, she 
moralizes from above in the interest of the common good. Mademoiselle de Scudery and 
other salon sketchers faced the same conundrums. They undoubtedly took great pleasure in 
flattering their friends and protectors and maligning their enemies, but they sought to posit 
their work within a noble, theoretically ancient, moral framework. Amerinthe s portraits 
expose a tension between diversion at the expense of others and honor, and neither Lysimene 
nor Mademoiselle de Scudery proposes a means of lessening the friction.
The global response of early modem authors of romances and portrait books to this
tension was to fashion superlative portraits that subscribed to the classical ideal that the body 
recreates the mind. In doing so, they created for themselves and their readers an idealized, 
comfortable world in which nobles had no dark sides and fiends unpredictable, etrange 
mixtures of qualities— were reviled and exposed. The result of these motivations was a vast 
body of two-dimensional portraits that, to the modern reader, challenges the very idea of a 
“portrait,” or the likeness of a real human. A commentary on portraiture itself, the set of 
juxtaposed depictions of Amerinthe and accompanying discussion, in turn, comment upon 
and challenge the “mimetic idealism” (Berger 80) of the mid-seventeenth-century hyperbolic 
sketch.
In addition to providing clues about society and motivations for portraiture, 
Mademoiselle de Scudery’s game of “portraits partagez” provides a vehicle for a commentary 
on this art as a representational medium during its apogee as an independent genre, and, more
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broadly, on literature’s ability to represent. Placed strategically, I believe, in the next-to-last 
tome of Clelie. Amerinthe’s portraits combined with the ensuing detailed discussion of the 
portrait’s functions provide an answer to questions raised in the second volume by the 
disparate sketches of the Tullie twins. One physically dark but charming and good (II. 861- 
62), the other blonde but masculine and bad (II. 862-63), these sisters have physiognomies 
that both contradict and affirm their personalities, and their fates render an analysis of the 
shift between their ambiguous physical characteristics and their morality even more complex. 
Murdered by her husband, Tarquin, so that he may marry her fair but corrupt sibling, the dark 
but tender Tullie seems a victim of her mixed existence. The striking but Amazonian sister is 
also punished: her dreams of domination crumble as characters discover (or uncover) her true 
nature. Unlike the Tullies, whose physical traits only partially oppose their natures, 
Amerinthe possesses an almost completely incongruous face and core. This disparity that 
transgresses the codes of fiction and poses a threat to social codes results in Amerinthe’s 
public exposure and condemnation. Mademoiselle de Scudery thus continues the literary and 
social experiment begun with the Tullie twins and discusses her results in the scene of shared 
portraits near the end of the text.
The result of this experiment is a treatise on the nature of representation. The 
existence of oppositional portraits called “Amerinthe” with the same referent (Amerinthe) 
calls into question the basic job of the portrait to resemble faithfully. Lysimene and several 
courtiers address the problem of likeness in the discussion that follows the first portrait:
II faut avoiier, dit Lysimene, apres avoir acheve de lire, qu’Amerinthe a tout ce que
ce portrait luy donne. Je l ’avoue, reprit Meleonte, mais elle a bien des choses qui n ’y 
sont pas. Cependant [...] il n ’y a personne qui ne la reconnoisse a cette peinture. Si 
cela est, dit Zenocrate, vous ne trouverez done pas l’autre portrait qu’on a fait d’elle 
bien ressemblant. II y a quelquefois des portraits qui ne se ressemblent point,
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repliqua Lysimene, qui ne laissent pas de ressembler fort a la personne pour qui ils 
sont faits. (IX. 289)
After comparing the “portraits partagez,” the courtiers decide that each of them paints an 
accurate portrait of Amerinthe but for two different groups of people: the first portrait would 
ring true “a un homme qui ne l’aura veue que huit jours” (IX. 293) (to someone who didn t 
really know her) and the second “semblera merveilleux a ceux qui l ’auront aimee long- 
temps” (IX. 293) (to someone who has had the time to see through her veil of propriety). 
Mademoiselle de Scudery solves the problem of resemblance by considering both the 
perspectives of the author and the reader and how those points of view may change over time, 
or as an observer experiences the sitter in the different lights of new experiences. Based on 
her conclusions, a portrait’s worth, or its truth value, is a function of the correspondence of 
these two perspectives. However, when the portraits are evaluated side-by-side, as they are 
here, the gap between word and referent again takes center stage.
Amerinthe’s absence during the discussion of her sketches at Lysimene’s salon 
underscores the gulf between the portrait (or even the name, as the title “Amerinthe” 
indicates) and the object of depiction. The courtiers cannot compare the texts to their model, 
which enacts what Braider, elaborating upon Pascal’s assertion that “Un portrait porte 
absence et presence, plaisir et deplaisir” (291), again terms the portrait s characteristic 
ambiguity” : that it “achieves not [...] some sort of real presence but only a pseudo- or quasi­
presence” (“Image” 1150). In the case of Amerinthe, even her “quasi-presence” occasions 
reflection, for it is divided by the contradictory information of the two portraits.
On a deeper level, the presentation of disparate portraits coupled with Amerinthe’s 
absence in this scene from Clelie suggests a recognition that literature, even when supposedly 
based on historical truth (as is particularly the case with the literary portrait), may not tell the
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whole story. Mademoiselle de Scudery’s portrait game enacts the opinion that, whether due 
to ignorance, to a desire to flatter or deceive, or to the symbolic nature of literature, an author 
selects elements of his subject and reshapes them. To go a bit farther, the shifting nature of 
“Amerinthe” the referent within her forum of choice— the fictitious world of the romance— 
coupled with Amerinthe’s automatic absence because of her assured non-existence as a 
character indicate a questioning of the fixed nature of the referent itself; Amerinthe is, after 
all, an imaginary figure. In this discussion of the portrait’s (in)ability to represent a fictitious, 
ambivalent sitter, I find a sophisticated probing of the space between language, a 
representational structure, and object.
The analysis of portraiture in Clelie is thus a portal linking the romance and the 
literary portrait to post-modern modes of thinking, a door that scholars have heretofore 
declined to enter. While this assumption is essentially improvable, it represents a needed 
movement beyond the traditional, critical focus on planar portraiture’s lack of content (a 
focus that invariably results in its undervaluing) toward an acknowledgement of the 
weightiness of its information about social and artistic systems during this period.
A study of Mademoiselle de Scudery’s treatment of Amerinthe’s dual sketches is also 
a means of revealing the shifting nature of verbal sketching during the seventeenth century, 
even during the heyday of salon depiction. While the two depictions of this courtier, taken 
separately, exemplify the principles of positive and negative planar portraiture, they point to 
the parallel current of anti-portraiture if considered together as a composite sketch. The 
juxtaposition of the texts in the same scene of the book demands such a reading, as does the 
ambiguity of the portraits’ embedded authors, which could very well be the same character in 
light of the “second” author’s impulse to answer the claims of the “first.” Indeed, one 
wonders if the duplicitous Lysimene herself, a monarch presiding over a court of probable ex- 
Frondeurs in novelistic disguise, is not this anonymous writer. According to this scenario, the 
savvy monarch sacrifices Amerinthe socially in the interest of her group’s overall image.
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Using Amerinthe’s portraits as an example, she instructs her courtiers about the proper way to 
depict their collective persona.
While Lysimene judges her courtier unworthy of portraiture, the disparity demands it, 
if only to illustrate her point. The princess claims that Amerinthe should not be depicted, but 
she is, nonetheless— twice. The attention paid to the double gesture reinforces the idea that 
she deserves depiction, and the only way of viewing her portrait is through the layers of both 
sketches, for both are considered by the court accurate depictions in certain circumstances.
Amerinthe’s new, composite sketch does not adhere to the codes of planar portraiture 
as outlined in this chapter in that it is “partagez.” Just as her personality is split between her 
public persona and her true self, her final portrait is mixed and surprising in content: she is 
obviously beautiful, but she is rotten at the core. The overall impression, however, is 
negative, and its negativity is even more biting than that of the second text because of the 
juxtaposition of positive traits, a rhetorical device that recalls La Rochefoucauld’s “thesis/ 
antithesis/ synthesis” structure (although here it is “antithesis/ thesis/ synthesis”). Assuming 
that the same character penned the depictions, the embedded portraitist’s well-crafted 
argument displays first the form, style, and content of heroic portraiture only to use them 
again in order to subvert them in the second text. Moreover, this technique is the common 
denominator of the group of portraits described in the following chapter that I call anti­
types” or “spherical portraits.”
The subversion is subtle; Lysimene’s theoretical treatise almost covers it entirely. 
However, the doubts about her motives and roles in this aesthetic drama, in addition to the 
fact that the portraits in their entirety appear at her court and in Clelie, raise questions about 
both the success of her efforts to regulate the art of depiction and Mademoiselle de Scudery’s 
mimetic agenda. Both Lysimene and the author of the romance seem to speak out of both 
sides of their mouths, for they at once unleash a distinctly non-planar form of portraiture 
while appearing to reign in such a movement.
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In conclusion, Mademoiselle de Scudery presents the norms of positive and negative 
planar portraiture as well as an example of a composite text that suggests the more realistic 
(in the modem sense) codes of depiction that emerge in the contemporary group of anti­
portraits as well as in the early French psychological novel. Thus, the sketches of Amerinthe 
highlight the novel’s debt not only to the romance, but also to the art of two-dimensional 
depiction that garnered much literary attention in the mid-seventeenth century.
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Chapter 2: Taking a Critical Look at the Mask: Spherical 
Portraiture or the Anti-type in the Mid- and Late Seventeenth
Century
Like the comic painting of F rancis  Premier and his bride (see figure 10, page 428), 
spherical verbal depictions are simultaneously portraits and anti-portraits. They use the form 
and conventions of two-dimensional portraiture to present a very complex image that 
comments on the sitter, the sitter’s pose in traditional portraits, the notion of posing, and/ or 
the very idea of portraiture. In this way, some portraits that seem at first straightforwardly 
commemorative are, upon closer inspection, intricately multi-layered to the point that they 
project the appearance of depth. Berger uses the example of Rembrandt’s self-portrait Half- 
length Figure of Rembrandt (see figure 4, page 423) to illustrate this point, as discussed 
earlier. In this chapter, I analyze the features common to portraits that present themselves as 
spheres, or “little globes,”(75) to use Forster’s metaphors.
Spherical literary portraits, for a variety of reasons and in a variety of ways, render 
the intricacies o f a real human more than do the planar sketches that precede and accompany 
them in the body of seventeenth-century French prose. As elements of a representational 
system, literary characters can only, in a sense, be types, or reduced versions of individuals. 
Nevertheless, three-dimensional portrayals manage to combine these predictable literary 
existences in surprisingly human ways. As such, they are a more complex version of the type 
figures associated the version of portraiture often found in the romance and salon portrait 
books. Planar literary portraits and spherical ones thus share characteristics as succinct 
written descriptions of individuals, but they deserve separate categories.
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This distinction has already been made by Forster regarding novelistic characters. 
Again, in Aspects of the Novel, he uses the terms “flat” and “round” (67) to differentiate 
between the two groups, and I agree with this broad classification. Where Forster falls short, 
however, is in his grouping of three-dimensional beings like Lady Bertram from Mansfield 
Park with what I term hyper-characters like Emma Bovary (Forster’s examples). As I 
develop in Part Three, Emma and early modem characters like Madame de Cleves in La 
Princesse de Cleves (1678), as portraits that unfold over the course of a narrative, share 
differences that distinguish them as separate from spherical characters like Lady Bertram. 
Emma and Madame de Cleves, whose portraits “expand and secrete unchecked” (77) within 
the covers of books that, like painted likenesses, bear their names, seem far removed from 
Lady Bertram, who very briefly extends to “become a little globe” before retracting to flat 
(75). As Forster notices, the reader experiences Lady Bertram’s three-dimensionality, or 
complex human qualities, in only one scene of the book. Austen gives us a snapshot (an 
illusion of three-dimensionality) of Lady Bertram in addition to her caricature but does not 
give her the attention (hence, time) necessary to make her into a “surprising” and thus 
“convincing” (78) hyper-character, the character that most closely mimics the complexities of 
human existence. It is the component of time that distinguishes my categories of spherical 
and hyper portraits.
To return to the evolutionistic idea of nested hierarchies that I developed in my 
dissertation’s introduction, planar, spherical and hyper-sketches can be arranged in a 
cascading system that places planar portraiture in the position of ancestor to spherical 
depiction, which in turn gives way to hyper depiction. Just as Berger s decorative mode, 
whose practitioners view the painting as a symbol in a liturgical atmosphere, provides the 
necessary background for the emergence of the more empirical graphic mode, whose artists
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paint objects “as they are known or thought to be” (44), heroic verbal portraits, which praise a 
faceless ideal, furnish models in the shadows of which an oppositional force, spherical
portraiture, can operate.
Although an earlier phenomenon, Berger’s graphic mode is akin in many ways to the 
emergence of spherical verbal portraiture, for both strike a more critical stance toward their 
subjects. As a result, their products seem more human. Clandestine three-dimensional 
portraits like those by Bussy-Rabutin and Tallemant des Reaux, satirical ones like La 
Bruyere’s Caracteres. and subversive ones like those in the anonymous Caracteres de la 
famille royale de France project the empiricism implied in the first part of Berger’s definition 
(“things are painted as they are known”'). Moreover, the finishing “or thought to be” provides 
the space necessary to accommodate these authors’ agendas, including their interests, 
prejudices, assumptions, and, importantly for this study, their doubtless embroidering of the 
true stories they claim to tell and portraits they claim to paint.
Spherical portraits did not, however, stage a coup, or radically replace their planar 
parents in a swift and broad reworking of characterological verisimilitude. Deployed to 
satirize and/ or subvert planar portraiture, three-dimensional portraits coexisted with other 
versions of portraiture in texts and society. The parallel employment of spherical sketches 
provided a combined historical counterweight of humor, subversion, and hostility to the 
heroic encomiums of the period; for this reason, I label them also anti-types. Again, these 
verbal sketches exploit the forms and styles of their models, planar portraits, in this aesthetic 
dialogue. Thus, they obey the dictates of brevitas, or concision and unity, project an attention 
to style, target a particular, living person or group of individuals, and largely focus on moral 
aspects of their sitters.
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The composite of Amerinthe studied in the preceding chapter suggests that the sense 
of a third dimension springs from the gap between public facade and private interior (seen as 
truth). While a hallmark of such depiction is the mixing of good and bad traits, three- 
dimensionality is generally an effect of the posture the writer adopts more (at this stage) than 
of the content per se. As I will show in the following examples of spherical portraiture, the 
graphic realism stems from the opposition between iconoclastic and characterological 
attitudes.
It must be clear from the outset that “spherical portrait” and “anti-type are 
polymorphic terms. Despite its members’ shared qualities, it is a diverse group whose 
differences stem from its authors’ varied motivations, as this chapter will explore. These 
sketches retain the form of their ancestors as distinct mini-texts within a compilation or novel, 
but they communicate a more complete human presence in the interest of playfulness, 
ruthlessness, and/or willful literary and socio-political subversion. This category s unity, 
again, lies in its texts’ global opposition to the planar type, regardless of their disparate 
raisons d’etre. A crucial idea for my thesis is that their resistance steered the portrait in a 
different direction labeled more “realistic” by later critics. This new level of verisimilitude 
was not generally the product of a conscious effort to paint characters in more lifelike colors, 
for “vraisemblance,” as I have suggested, was consistently a concern throughout seventeenth- 
century prose fiction. Rather, satirists, by engaging in a dialogue with flat, flattering forms of 
depiction, arrived at a similar form of portrayal that they meant to be antagonistic rather than 
lifelike— or antagonistic because it was lifelike. Painting an individual “realistically” in the 
modem sense was in the late seventeenth-century akin to painting him in the most 
unflattering way: unidealized. Portraits that present a human mix of good and bad traits have 
neither the romantic appeal nor the admirable uniformity of the hero or the villain. They are
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divided, fickle men and women who face the same moral challenges, physical infirmities, and 
eventual fates as every other individual in every other caste.
As with all writing that circulates in the public sphere, the functions of spherical 
portraits did not always correspond with their authors’ intentions. For example, Bussy 
claimed to have written Histoire amoureuse des Gaules to divert his mistress, Madame de 
Montglas, who was ill and away from court. However, his collection of non-heroic portraits 
of nobles and royals famously assured his social ruin. The raisons d ’etre and functions of 
anti-types in narratives and portrait collections are as varied as those of the planar sketch 
outlined in Part One, and perhaps more so because of the wide ranges of authorial intentions 
and stances toward their mimetic models. Such motivations and functions, which I study in 
detail throughout this chapter as I present varied examples of spherical portraiture, 
particularly fall into the realm of the political, a phenomenon that comes as no surprise when 
one considers art as an element of ideology.
I aim to show, above all, that spherical portraits, together with their representational 
models, gradually lay the foundation for the more complex (hyper) characters of the 
eighteenth-century psychological novel. Knowingly or not, anti-portraitists changed the 
course of literary depiction. I thus see them as a link between the planar “disks” (Forster 69) 
of the set-piece idealized portrait and the time-infused hyper-portrait, considered a more 
realistic means of depiction. Unsatisfied with a reiteration of accepted public poses, anti­
portraitists explore their sitters’ more natural (in the modern sense) stances.
Again, however, the spherical portrait’s “naturalness” seems to stem from a 
negativity concerning traditional portrait forms and subject matter. They are thus only 
relatively spherical because they are oppositionally and thus relationally three-dimensional. 
Lessing in Laocoon notices the relationship of the portrayal of negative traits and realistic
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depiction. He cites the mixture of positive and negative traits as a criterion by which poetry 
exceeds painting’s ability to represent honestly: “to the poet alone belongs the art of depicting 
with negative traits, and by mixing them with positive to bring two images into one (39).
The modem sense of the realistic, shaped by critical studies of realism and 
nineteenth-century novels labeled as such, demands a mixture of good and bad qualities and, 
in many cases, an emphasis on the bad in a character sketch or historical portrait. Modern 
critics, such as Antoine Adam in his study of La Bruyere’s Caracteres, have largely failed to 
separate their own views of realism from the aims of spherical portraitists. Adam calls 
Bussy’s outrageously irreverent text a “peinture [...] exacte” (13) of court mores, whereas his 
efforts, as I explain later, were meant, I believe, to divert and please via cruelty, 
salaciousness, eloquence, and subversion of the heroic sketch. Moral and physical perfection 
rolled into the same persona, as presented in the majority of planar portraits, transgresses the 
modern literary view of man as flawed and weak. Paradoxically, the portraits from the early 
modem period that deliver the proper formula for modem verisimilitude are meant to be 
largely negative portrayals of particular individuals and groups, an effect achieved in 
opposition to the heroic template: the one by means of the other. Spherical portraits leave 
behind the cliche of the romance villain to use contemporary examples of perfidy, ones that 
more often than not seem like (or try to be without success) “honnetes gens” on the outside, 
as prefigured by Mademoiselle’s Amerinthe. A certain negative view of man gradually 
affects the codes of portraiture in early modem prose, an association that perhaps bears the
mark of Jansenism at its core.
As I will explore in the close readings of texts in Histoire amoureuse and Caracteres
He la famine, rovale. the intents and impacts of certain spherical portraits suggest that this 
more negative type of representation was forced underground when the sitters were both
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noble and identifiable. As the case of Bussy’s disgrace supports, the upper circles of French 
society strove to keep representations of their affairs, imperfections, and personality tics out 
of the public sphere. A source of embarrassment for nobles (hence, possible empowerment 
for “particuliers”), ammunition for enemies of the regime, titillation for the reader, and 
money for the clandestine or foreign publisher, scandalous writing about the private lives of 
the upper caste was published and circulated “sous le manteau.” Akin in many ways to the 
National Enquirer of today, unauthorized biographies, novels, and “gazettes” fulfilled many 
functions in early modem society as suggested above, and the literary portrait played a 
significant role in this body of literature. The portrait s pre-established truth value 
(established, ironically, by the very caste that it grew to undermine) must also have provided 
impetus for the creation of politically subversive, negative portrait books like Caracteres de la 
famille rovale.
While three-dimensional portraits of nobles appeared only in works never meant to 
be published at all (although willingly circulated in manuscript) like Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules or in those published illegally in France or neighboring countries like Caracteres de la 
famille rovale. the depiction of contemporary individuals was not completely outlawed; 
authors were allowed to turn baring gazes upon the lower castes. This trend is glaringly 
evident in descriptions of historic “particuliers,” as my analysis of the sketch of Monsieur de 
Brais, Mademoiselle’s squire, from Divers portraits shows. The same is true of early modem 
fiction: spherical characters in novels with “privileges” are mainly from the lower castes, 
such as Le Sage’s picaro Gil Bias, Prevost’s indecipherable gold-digger Manon Lescaut, and 
Marivaux’s frank seamstress Madame de la Tour in La Vie de Marianne. One can conclude 
that censors allowed authors to scrutinize publicly “particuliers,” because, as private citizens,
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they did not belong to the united (in the sense of united in a desire to protect their perceived 
private lives) nobility.
The term “particu lierw hich  meant both “non-noble” and “private,”47 reflected the 
lower caste’s perceived predisposition to analysis, for they were of a rank that did not, like 
nobles, possess the two bodies of public and private that Apostolides describes (11). Noble 
and bourgeois novelists who wished to create and expose private lives without risking royal 
disfavor scrutinized members of the merchant caste, whose private selves were not, it was 
thought, hidden by a public persona. They then exhibited their findings within the pages of 
fiction, thus reshaping and re-projecting this private existence into the public (hence, 
political) realm, as Merlin describes. A study of spherical portraiture thus allows me to 
elaborate further upon the idea of private selves and public personae during the early modem 
period, an idea inherent to portraiture that the anti-portrait brings even more to the forefront.
I have chosen four examples of three-dimensional portraiture to illustrate the anti­
portrait’s literary and socio-political significance: Monsieur de Brais’s false self-portrait in 
Divers portraits. Madame de Sevigne’s depiction in Bussy’s Histoire amoureuse des Gaules, 
Louis XIV’s portrayal in Caracteres de la famille rovale, and various sketches in La 
Bruyere’s I ,es Caracteres. I present the first three texts in chronological order but break 
slightly from this order at the end of the chapter, where I have strategically placed the 
analysis of La Bruyere’s work. As an extremely important moment for the prose character,
I ,es Caracteres serves as a transition to Part Three, which treats the interactions of verbal 
sketching and narrative. Before broaching the texts themselves, however, I will undertake a
47 Richelet’s dictionary of 1680 gives simply “Homme prive” as the meaning of “particulier” (127), a 
description that can mean both a man’s private life and a man with no symbolic public body. The  ^
Academy’s dictionary of 1740 separates the two meanings in its definition of the noun particulier . 
“Une personne privee, et se dit par opposition a une Communaute, a une societe [...]. II se dit aussi, 
par opposition a Personne publique, ou d’un rang tres-eleve” (2. 275).
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“comic interlude,” in which I briefly evaluate the affinities between comic types and anti­
types. While the characters of comic theater and the comic novel are not the focus of my 
dissertation, the relationship of these genres to the anti-portrait is important for this analysis, 
particularly for that of the satirical portraiture of La Bruyere that critics like Adam have 
linked to Moliere’s modes of depiction.
As products of a developing critical gaze, the following descriptions of the hard­
working Monsieur de Brais, Bussy’s family and noble acquaintances, and the aging Louis de 
Bourbon (rather than the “Roi Soleil”), together with the study of Les Caracteres, prove that 
the impetus for more complex portraiture came from a variety of sources and happened for a 
variety of reasons. It is much too simple to finger the heroic sketches in Divers portraits, as 
does Dijkstra in the article “La Grande Mademoiselle and the Written Portrait: Feminine 
Narcissism, Aristocratic Pride, or Literary Innovation?” as the locus from which sprang 
“realistic” portraiture. One cannot follow Dijkstra’s example and draw a direct line of 
influence (a word that, at once, says too little and too much) from the 1659 collections to the 
characters of the novel of manners. To modify this idea, the following studies suggest that 
spherical sketching, working with and against its heroic countercurrent, pushes the portrait, 
and thus the character, along a circuitous path pitted with changing notions of verisimilitude 
in the direction of the novel of manners. This meandering path, however, branches off in the 
direction of the hyper-character, a form that is still engaged in an explicit dialogue with its 
two- and three-dimensional ancestors, before it wends its way toward the narcissistic but 
openly critical bourgeois self-scrutiny that culminates in the nineteenth-century novels of 
Balzac and Zola.
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Comic Interlude: The Relationship of Comic Types and Prose 
Anti-types
The role of comedy in shaping spherical portraits cannot be underestimated. While 
often cruel, satirical images like those of La Bruyere are nonetheless written in a comic vein 
intended to make the reader chuckle— if not at the sketch, then at the sheer maliciousness of 
its author’s pen. My classification of comic portraits as spherical requires me to turn my gaze 
briefly from the world of prose to that of theater. While critics have largely ignored the type 
comic figures of seventeenth-century prose, they have lavished attention upon their theatrical 
counterparts. Before undertaking close readings of spherical literary portraits, I will elucidate 
this kinship with the aim of redirecting some of the critical attention paid to the comic type 
toward the three-dimensional literary portrait, its largely ignored cousin.
The world of seventeenth-century comic theater is largely peopled by spherical 
characters, who, despite their existences as types have a certain depth and flexibility in virtue 
of their comic and satirical intentions. This idea threatens Forster’s broad declaration that 
comic characters are two-dimensional while tragic ones are round: “It is only round people 
who are fit to perform tragically for any length of time and can move us to any feelings 
except humour and appropriateness” (73). While most comic characters are not Hamlets (as 
Forster suggests), this theoretical interlude will show that comic types can be spherical as 
well as planar, for they project a roundness in virtue of their inherent commentary on literary 
forms and social behaviors. I thus find Forster’s above definition too limiting in terms of 
comic character’s ability to be round, as exemplified by Moliere’s Alceste in Le Misanthrope, 
who surprises the audience with the quickness with which he turns his attentions from 
Celimene to her cousin Eliante in the final Act.
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Nevertheless, Forster’s remarks that comic types both need no introduction and help 
create the text’s atmosphere (69) are important to an analysis of how early novelistic 
characters (hence, portraits) work. Forster further describes these types as “easily 
remembered by the reader afterward, [...] which gives them in retrospect a comforting 
quality” (69). As he points out, the usefulness of comic characters in theater is obvious: they 
provide a pre-established cast whose presence immediately transports the viewer into a 
familiar theatrical realm. Moreover, the same can be said of seventeenth-century novelistic 
types, which generally take the form of an embedded portrait. As I will argue in the chapter 
on Manon Lescaut. set-piece portraits, even in novels of the eighteenth-century, provide a 
similar zone of comfort for the reader accustomed to their presence in literature and society.
Historically associated with literal mask-wearing (the “persona”) in virtue of Greek 
theater and Italian “Comedia dell’Arte,” both farce and more sophisticated comic theater 
during the seventeenth century relied on figurative masks, or types, like the scrappy valet, the 
crone, and the ridiculous “fanfaron” to maintain a quick pace. The rapidity of comedy was 
thus aided by an avoidance of verbal portraiture. The corpus of seventeenth-century theater is 
heavy with much-studied, memorable stock characters, from the rakish Jupiter (Rotrou, Les 
Sosies. 1636) to the picaresque Clindor (Corneille, L ’lllusion comique, 1636) to the infamous 
“faux devot” Tartuffe (Moliere, Le Tartuffe. 1664-69). The “precieuse” who appeared on 
stage like Moliere’s Cathos in Les Precieuses ridicules needed no glossing for audience 
members, whose social and literary experiences with similar characters had already sketched 
a rough portrait of her in their minds. Thanks to the established type of the “precieuse,” the 
fun could immediately begin at her expense.
The public’s familiarity with a social type does not, however, automatically assign 
the character planar status, for his/ her existence as either flat (non-developing) or round
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(surprising) depends entirely on what the author decides to do with the type. Once must also 
consider the fact a play is performed— that the actor/ actress can certainly add a multi­
dimensionality to a character that appears rather flat on paper. Hence, it is important not to 
oversimplify the natures and uses of early modem theatrical types, which often display a 
roundness in virtue of their abilities to perform in the dual registers of comedy and 
commentary.
Concerning the nature of comic characters at this time, Larry Norman argues that 
seventeenth-century dramatists can be roughly divided into two camps: those preferring to 
show individuals as worse than they are (a la Aristotle) and those attempting to capture their
true natures (per Cicero’s advice):
comedy is the site of a polar requirement, one that insists that it present an image of 
daily life, a mirror to manners. Such is, after all, the definition of the genre attributed 
to Cicero, a definition that held considerable sway in the seventeenth century: 
imitatio vitae, speculum conse utudinis. Comedy was above all naive in its depiction, 
frank and simple, aiming toward the transparent. The genre was thus the site of a 
battle between those who followed this precept of mimetic fidelity to the letter and 
those who insisted that comedy transform nature. The latter group generally aligned 
themselves with Aristotle’s definition of comedy [...]. In short, comedy is a genre 
wavering between duplication and transformation, between ephemeral contemporary 
manners and the timelessly ridiculous. (36)
Balancing the demands of farce and complex comedy often within the same play, comic 
dramatists faced the same dilemmas as did literary and painterly portraitists: whether to 
depict transformed individuals (in this case, for the worse) or to regard society members 
objectively and critically.
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The example of Moliere’s work informs a discussion of theatrical types of types, for 
his comedies evolve over time from the pure farce of Sganarelle, ou le cocu imaginaire, 
which features flat characters but plays with the multi-leveled existence of the portrait, to the 
“satiric deconstruction of authoritative social personae (Braider, Image 1145-46) of
1 ,’F,cole des femmes. The subject of Norman’s book The Public Mirror, Moliere’s mature 
theory and practice of depiction places the dramatist squarely in the first of the groups listed 
above— those adhering to a Ciceronian version of representation. His later comedies 
indicate a preference for complex contemporary types who embody the interplay of theater 
and society. Moliere describes his plays as “miroirs publics” (I: 658) in La Critique de 
l’Ecole des femmes, a metaphor that sets up their author as a simultaneous observer of and 
participant in that public. His plays are thus critical portraits of social types as well as self- 
portraits, an idea that again recalls the saying “every painter paints himself.” Social criticism 
is lodged in his later, more socially minded sketching, which adds a layer of irony that makes
such types lean in the direction of roundness.
Moliere’s claimed role as an observer generated much criticism (Norman 13-45), 
even though his sketches necessarily included self-references. Despite venomous attacks 
accusing him of plagiarizing texts and conversations (26-34, 40), he continued to defend his 
right to observe, transcribe, crystallize into types, and criticize, as the following quote from 
Critique that compares comic and tragic characters, also cited by Larry Norman (40-41), 
reveals:
Lorsque vous peignez des heros, vous faites ce que vous voulez. Ce sont des 
portraits a plaisir, ou l’on ne cherche point de ressemblance; et vous n avez qu a 
suivre les traits d’une imagination qui se donne l’essor, et qui souvent laisse le vrai 
pour attraper le merveilleux. Mais lorsque vous peignez les hommes, il faut peindre
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d ’apres nature. On veut que ces portraits ressemblent; et vous n ’avez rien fait, si 
vous n’y faites reconnaitre les gens de votre siecle.” (I: 661)
Moliere’s assertion that tragedians “only have to follow the lines of an imagination 
that takes flight” (emphasis mine) overturns the traditional Renaissance view that creating 
ideals through imaginative art is superior to copying life directly. Norman succinctly 
explains a parallel tension between historical painters versus portraitists and writers favoring 
an Aristotelian idea of “vraisemblance” versus those like Moliere who chose to look around 
them for their models (a la Berger’s graphic and optical modes of painting):
during this period [...] portrait painting seeks to assure its place in the hierarchy of 
genres. Just as tragedy reigned as the grand genre above middling comedy, so too 
did historical painting reign over portraiture. Like tragedy, historical painting is 
defined as action: it is a narrative art. Portraiture and comedy, on the other hand, take 
the radical step of promoting the decorative and the rhetorical function of description 
as the raison d ’etre of art. Critical discourse on portraiture also dares to embrace the 
true above the grand or marvelous, as Moliere urges. While Dutch painters were 
dethroning historical painting in favor of what Svetlana Alpers has labeled the “art of 
describing,” in France the portraitists were still insurgents, strenuously defending 
their art as noble, while maintaining its distinctive realism. (42)
While somewhat naive in terms of period portraiture’s many degrees of “realism,” Norman’s 
linking of comedy and portraiture via the compulsion to describe truthfully is important for 
this study. Although appearing over two centuries later, Moliere’s comic characters that 
exploit the real as their models illustrate a general trend in literary portraiture that recreates 
the shift in painting from the symbolic mode to the objective mode that Berger describes.
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The urge to paint things as they are seen to be shapes the characters of Moliere’s 
sophisticated comedies as well as the spherical portraits studied in this chapter.
Illustrating a further affinity between portraiture and comedy at this time, Norman 
also writes of “the persistence of the portrait metaphor in discourses on comedy” (42), which 
is illustrated in the passage from La Critique cited above. Indeed, references to the art are 
abundant in the criticism aimed at Moliere’s work, as in Donneau de Vise s remark from 
“Lettre sur les affaires” that Moliere’s characters are “fous que l ’on peint d’apres nature”
(qtd. in Norman 40). As Norman explains above, the status of this at once literary and plastic 
art was slippery, for the meaning of “portraiture” shifts according to the mouth or pen from 
which it springs: Moliere sings the word, but Donneau de Vise spits it out. Depending on 
one’s perspective, inscribing one’s work in a traditional genre and relegating another s work 
to an inferior genre were motivations to use portrait metaphors.
An additional reason for talking about “peintures” and “portraits” was, at least for 
artists like Moliere, the goal of forging so-called natural characters. In Part One, I examine 
portrait’s basic role of resemblance, and this function does not go unnoticed by Moliere. This 
playwright frequently seeds his apologies with portrait metaphors seemingly in order to bind 
his work to the long tradition of mimetic art (albeit idealized) that underlies his characters. In 
so doing, he reinforces his explicit agenda of presenting “public mirrors.”
This comparison is of great value to my thesis, for frequent references to portraiture 
in discourses on comic theater highlight the interconnectedness of character and portrait and, 
therefore, solidify my argument that portraiture lies at the heart of character development. 
Associations between character and portraiture likewise inform my discussion of the 
development of the novel. The interconnectedness of portraiture, character, comedy, and 
novelistic writing points not only to portraiture’s critical role in the evolution of the French
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psychological novel, but also to the debt that the novel owes to comedy, a genre that pushed 
prose in new directions by its basic impulse to react, transform, and subvert. While I feel that 
it is an over-simplification, I agree in part with Demons’s saying that the novel “se construit a 
coup d ’anti-romans” (8), or, in light of my subject of study, the novelistic character develops 
to a certain extent “a coup d ’anti-portraits.” To modify slightly Demoris’s view, I see 
subversive and comical anti-portraits as working in dialogue with but against planar and 
hyper-portraits, rather than replacing them, to fulfill and create new agendas of verisimilitude.
To return to Moliere’s version of plausibility, he also juggles varieties of types in his 
quest for engaging and critical theatrical characters that satisfy his theoretical desire to paint 
“d ’apres nature.” Despite his skillful use of such types, Norman is quick to point out the 
basic problem with Moliere’s version of naturalistic portraiture that relied on copying instead 
of inventing:
the paradox of the truly successful portrait is that it is no longer a portrait: it is, in 
fact, the person [...]. The transparency of the depiction is thus incarnated in the 
transparency of its creation: the public crafts its own self-portrait, undiluted by the 
hand of the artist. It is nature— here, the unmediated social commerce of self­
presentation— that generates not a portrait of itself but a second reality on stage. 
(44-45)
None of this theoretical conjecture about transparency by Moliere and Norman, 
however, supercedes the fact that a portrait is, by its very nature, a representation with a 
quiddity of its own but without the ability to clone its sitter— even though a trompe-l’oeil 
may be mistaken for real, it is an illusion. Furthermore, the persona that a portrait offers the 
viewer is not a unique, private person, but rather a representational (public) view of that 
person. Conversely, if the public never questions the artful design and continues to believe
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that the trompe-l’oeil is the sitter, then the portrait’s effect on the public recreates the 
person’s presence. The depiction thereby takes on the function of its sitter, and as long as the 
illusion is skillfully maintained, the portrait seems transparent.
This confusing dynamic explains the reasoning behind Moliere’s seeming authorial 
self-erasure (as a mere transcriber of “nature” as opposed to an inventor), which turns out, 
paradoxically, not to expunge his creativity but to affirm his role as a master portraitist. 
Norman refers to the period’s “obsession not simply with design, but with conscious design” 
(37), but Moliere’s portraits suggest, by contrast, a compulsion to create characters so artful 
that they seem an unconscious design. His depictions participate in the fiction, shared by 
portraits, that the dramatic story tells itself and that characters design themselves. Amolphe 
of L’Ecole des femmes, then, paints his own portrait. This theoretical underpinning affirms 
Moliere’s role as author, but his role surfaces, rather, on the level of design.
Nevertheless, artfulness and literariness (hence, design) infuse all of Moliere’s 
writing. His familiarity with the steps of classical rhetoric as applied to theater— invention, 
design, expression— is evident in the speeches of his characters, such as Tartuffe s use of 
religious language. Tartuffe, indeed, paints himself in a way that suggests unconscious 
design, but Moliere places those self-depicting words in Tartuffe’s mouth (words that the 
author selected from the copia of religious dogma to which he was exposed). Inventio is tied 
up here with imitatio. an idea that again leads back to Norman’s dichotomy (which seems 
now a fragile construction) between idealization and mimesis, a balancing act that lies at the 
heart of literary and painted portraiture as well.
Moreover, Moliere’s naturalism is called into question by the characters themselves: 
if he were indeed holding up a “public mirror,” why are his casts peopled with types, both 
planar and spherical, that exude a social tic, such as the “faux devot, precieuse, Dom
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Juan,” and “malade imaginaire?” As Norman explains while discussing the century’s 
penchant for the mise-en-abtme, “the mirror does not only reflect nature, it also reflects other 
mirrors” (2). This observation applies equally to Moliere’s proclaimed method of 
representation: his comedies are mirrors that recreate people from his society, who are 
mirrors themselves in that they consciously or unconsciously fashion their public personae 
(Aristotle’s “ethos” and Cicero’s manners) based on certain ideas they have regarding how 
people should act-48 Moliere’s circles were filled with ready-made types: people imitating 
other people and (a principle idea of this thesis) imitating art, which in turn imitated them. 
Moliere seems to offer as an answer to the above question the idea that people (as public 
personae) are types. This potential conclusion contributes to the sense of inauthenticity by 
which “true” portraiture, that opposed to heroic sketching, defines itself as such by suggesting 
the underlying other of the persona.
Moliere’s conscious wielding of mirrors to reflect social representations creates a 
mise-en-abtme landscape, but this “I imitate you imitating me imitating you” ad infinitum 
dynamic is not an overt exchange. Just as in the children’s tale “The Emperor’s New 
Clothes” in which all of the villagers want to participate in the parade but none want to 
appear stupid, Moliere’s public wanted to be pictured (in an idealized way) rather than 
mocked but was ensnared by a culture of appearances. This does not mean, however, that 
members of the public were unaware of their own entrapment. The gap between self and 
self-presentation (the realm of caricature) was familiar territory to nobles under Louis XIV, 
who both perpetuated and were forced to participate in the theatrical existence of courtly life. 
Using Cliffort Geertz’s idea of a theatre state, Peter Burke in The Fabrication of Louis XIV 
describes this existence:
481 discuss the same idea regarding La Bruyere’s Les Caracteres. a work that Norman likewise 
compares with Moliere’s comedies, in the final section of this chapter.
S
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The phrase [theatre state] would surely have appealed to the contemporaries of Louis 
XIV, who were accustomed to see the world as a stage. Louis used the metaphor 
himself on occasion. The due de Saint-Simon used terms such as comedie and scene 
again and again in his descriptions of the court. More than one of the sermons 
preached on the occasion of the king’s death referred to his life as a grand 
‘spectacle.’ (7)
Burke rightly notes that Louis himself encouraged the theater metaphor for life in his 
presence. Apostolides reinforces this conclusion in the following account of the festivities at 
Versailles on July 18, 1668:
Le gouter se deroule dehors, dans une salle de verdure dont le decor est a mi-chemin 
du bosquet et de la salle de chateau. Lorsqu’ils quittent cet endroit, les invites 
passent sans transition d’une allee du pare a une salle de theatre close. [...] Une autre 
surprise les attend au lever du rideau, car la scene du theatre leur renvoie l ’image du 
lieu qu’ils viennent de quitter. C’est comme si, a leur insu, ils avaient abandonne la 
scene pour la salle et la condition d’acteurs pour celle de spectateurs. (111)
Forced to recognize themselves as actors in the king’s personal pageant, courtiers were aware 
(painfully or not) of their duty to play roles.
In addition to Burke’s references, one might also cite the many period conduct books 
as evidence of both the theatricality of courtly life (even before Louis’s personal reign) and 
the general awareness of the need to play roles to succeed at court. Works like Calliere s Les 
Fortunes des gens de qualite. et des Gentils-Hommes particuliers. Enseignant l’art de vivre_a 
la cour. suivant les maximes de la politique & de la morale, Nicloas Faret’s L'Honeste 
homme. ou. I .'Art de plaire a la cour (1665), Bernard Lamy’s De l'art de parler (1675), and 
Jean Pic’s Les Devoirs de la vie civile (1681) provided models of decorum for those
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participating in the courtly dance of public personae. For example, Calliere s text urges the 
courtier to “mettre tout en usage” to tease out the honest people from the “serpens cachez 
sous des fleurs” who use “artifice” as their main tools (60). Calliere’s words of advice 
suggest an intense awareness of a lacuna between seeming and being— sophisticated public 
theater and private life. Indeed, the idea of a conduct manual itself, which functions as both 
stage directions and script, points to this awareness.
Moliere demonstrates the theatricality of his milieu most poignantly in Le 
Misanthrope, in which the catty Celimene composes La Bruyere-style character descriptions 
of common acquaintances. At the character Clitandre’s urging ( Timante, encor, madame, 
est un bon caractere”) (II. 4. 585), she reels off a series of satirical types, all the while 
solidifying her role of the “precieuse” type. Flaunting the ridiculousness of the situation of 
recognizing and being personae (a situation in which he also found himself), Moliere openly 
declares either vain or ridiculous those who take offense by identifying themselves in his 
work:
Toutes les peintures ridicules qu’on expose sur les theatres doivent etre regardees 
sans chagrin de tout le monde. Ce sont miroirs publics, ou il ne faut jamais 
temoigner qu’on se voie; et c’est se taxer hautement d’un defaut, que se scandaliser 
qu’on le reprenne. (Critique I: 658)
As Larry Norman points out, “the contradictions are glaring” (14) in Moliere’s 
theories of depiction. Moliere hamstrings his audience by asking them simultaneously to see 
themselves in his mirror and not to notice the reflection for fear of public humiliation. 
Nevertheless, the ruthless critiques launched against the playwright show that not all 
theatergoers were willing to accept placidly an image of themselves as a troupe of comic 
types. In short, the backlash to his work is perhaps the most solid piece of evidence for his
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successful bid to forge a “public mirror,” or to recreate and criticize social types through his 
theatrical characters.
Comic novelists of the seventeenth-century similarly looked into the faces of their 
contemporaries to find character models, as Charles Sorel’s introduction to Polvandre (1648) 
suggests:
Nous remarquerons qu’il ne faut point entendre par la que ce doivent estre icy des 
narrations pleines de bouffonneries basses et impudiques, pour apprester a rire aux 
hommes vulgaires, parce que la vraye Histoire Comique, selon les preceptes des 
meilleurs Autheurs, ne doit estre qu’une peinture naive de toutes les diverses 
humeurs des hommes. (N. pag.)
Sorel’s simultaneous condemnation of “bouffonneries basses et impudiques,” the gags of 
farce, and predilection for recreating people’s “humeurs,” the lowly compulsions that reduce 
a person to a type, via “peinture naive” seems a model for Moliere’s concept of true comic 
characters. His ideas also reappear in the work of another satirist linked critically to Moliere: 
La Bruyere. In a scathing critique of the traditional stock comic type, which he dismisses as 
“froid et insipide,” the later author even seems to quote Sorel by his use of the terms “low” 
and “true comedy.” While his argument is less ambiguous than that of Sorel, the structure of 
La Bruyere’s passage also recreates the above quote from Polvandre, as it passes from a 
description of farce to the nature of the “truly comic” via a discussion of spectator desires:
II peut y avoir un ridicule si bas et si grossier, ou meme si fade et si indifferent, qu’il 
n ’est ni permis au poete d ’y faire attention, ni possible aux spectateurs de s’en 
divertir. Le paysan ou l’ivrogne foumit quelques scenes a un farceur; il n ’entre qu’a
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peine dans le vrai comique: comment pourrait-il faire le fond ou Taction principale 
de la comedie? (707)49
Sorel’s refusal to use farcical characters sets the stage for Polyandre’s complex comic figures 
like Musigene, whose dandy appearance is revealed as surprisingly false, which leaves the 
reader wondering about his true nature. An enigmatic figure, Musigene anticipates the 
spherical types of Moliere and La Bruyere, authors who aimed to sketch truthfully the farcical 
behavior of their contemporaries rather than use the characters of contemporary farce.
The contemporary settings of other well-known seventeenth-century comic novels, 
such as Paul Scarron’s Le Roman comiaue (1654-57) and Furetiere’s Le Roman bourgeois 
(1666), hint at a similar project to find “true comedy” in the honest depiction of the behavior 
of real individuals. Set in Le Mans and Paris respectively, their narratives aim to unveil the 
comic elements of life in non-noble circles. The transparency of their depictions, however, is 
just as questionable in their work as it is in that of Moliere.
It is true that, having spent eight years in the diocese of Le Mans, Scarron was in a 
unique position to observe the comic subtleties of life in the provinces. Antoine Adam 
echoes Sorel’s own suggestions when he states that the tale’s unforgettable townspeople are 
“figures curieuses qu’il avait connues au Maine” and that “il est fort probable que Le Roman 
comique est plein de ses souvenirs” tRomanciers 36). While I agree with Adam’s statement, 
I disagree with its spirit, for he assumes that Scarron’s characters have concrete real-world 
referents. Adam’s subsequent comment that concerted efforts to pinpoint Scarron’s precise 
models have systematically failed (36-37) calls this idea into question. Scarron indeed paints 
the “figures” of his milieu but, as does Moliere, he delivers a set of complex non-noble types 
of their own making who do not evolve over the course of the novel.
49 Larry Norman also quotes this passage (36-37), but in relation to Moliere rather than Sorel.
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As compared to the heroic and villainous characters of the romance and 1659 portrait 
books, Scarron’s types are more lifelike (even though they do not change over time), in part 
as a function of their exhibition of opposing traits. Their sphericality is exemplified in the 
widowed lawyer Ragotin’s extensive mixture of characteristics:
C ’estoit le plus grand petit fou qui ait couru les champs depuis Roland. II avoit 
estudie toute sa vie; et, quoy que l’estude aille a la connoissance de la verite, il estoit 
menteur comme un valet, presomptueux et opiniastre comme un Pedant et assez 
mauvais poete pour estre etouffe s’il y avoit de la police dans le Royaume. (551)
A learned bourgeois whose behavior does not reflect the mores of his caste, Ragotin is so 
divided as to be labeled “crazy.” The blanket characterization of “le plus grand petit fou” is, 
however, a way of containing Ragotin’s oppositions: Scarron sums him up for the reader, 
thereby explicitly labeling the social type that Ragotin embodies.
The profession of many of the work’s protagonists suggests the complexity of 
Scarron’s types. Using a troupe of roving actors, he paints personae in the subtle colors of 
individuals playing roles in different situations rather than in the saturated hues of farce. 
Indeed, he plays with the very notion of farcical types by giving his actors, whose 
personalities emerge over the course of the novel, stage names that suggest traditional stock 
characters, such as La Rancune and Madame de la Caveme. While these players perform 
farce among other genres in the towns they visit (550), their stage comic masks are underlain 
by more complex social types that represent the main object of depiction and thus comedy in 
Scarron’s work: contemporary “caracteres.” The author highlights the social roles his 
characters play when they are not on stage in his preliminary sketch of the sweet 
Mademoiselle de l ’Estoile, who smiles through her boredom and fatigue while being 
entertained by the gentlemen of Le Mans:
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Mais c ’est une des grandes incommoditez du mestier, laquellejointe a celle d’estre 
obligee de pleurer et de rire lorsqu’on a envie de faire tout autre chose, diminue 
beaucoup le plaisir qu’ont les comediens d’estre quelquefois Empereurs et 
Imperatrices, et estre appeles beaux comme le jour, quand il s’en faut plus de la 
moitie et jeune beaute, bien qu’ils ayent vieilli sur le Theatre. (551)
The same agenda of depicting seventeenth-century social types rather than idealizing 
them further drives Furetiere’s Le Roman bourgeois. Zeroing in on the ridiculousness of 
bourgeois pretensions, Furetiere mines the comic potential of a milieu whose figures 
seemingly needed little or no idealizing. His character Nicodeme, like Scarron’s actors, 
performs a nightly farce when he dresses as a noble, a performance that provides an infinite 
source of comedy when it is layered over his secondary role: the vain bourgeois who pretends 
to belong to a higher caste. Prefiguring a central trope of Balzac’s La Comedie humaine, 
Furetiere explicitly lays bare this character’s system of operation, based on a logic of self­
presentation, betrayal, and self-betrayal:
C’estoit un de ces jeunes bourgeois qui, malgre leur naissance et leur education, 
veulent passer pour des gens du bel air, et qui croyent, quand ils sont vestus a la 
mode et qu’ils meprisent ou raillent leur parente, qu’ils ont acquis un grand degre 
d’elevation au dessus de leurs semblables. Cettuy-cy c ’estoit pas reconnoissable 
quand il avoit change d ’habits [...]. Mais j ’ay eu tort de dire qu’il n ’estoit pas 
reconnoissable: sa mine, son geste, sa contenance et son entretien le faisoient assez 
connoistre, car il est bien plus difficile d’en changer que de vestement, et toutes ses 
grimaces et affectations faisoient voir qu’il n ’imitoit les gens de la cour qu’en ce 
qu’ils avoient de deffectueux et de ridicule. C ’est ce qu’on peut dire, en passant, qui 
arrive a tous les imitateurs, en quelque genre que ce soit. (908)
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Furetiere’s bourgeois are thus wearers of many-layered, distorted masks. They try to imitate 
a myth that they hold of nobility and succeed in “only imitating nobles’ defects and 
ridiculousness.” He does not focus exclusively on the farcical roles that his characters 
consciously play in certain circumstances; he instead exposes the deeper social types of a 
theatrical society full of “caracteres” that are themselves self-betraying representations.
The aphoristic conclusion that Scarron’s narrator reaches above (“C ’est ce qu’on peut 
dire, en passant, qui arrive a tous le imitateurs, en quelque genre que ce soit ) is ambiguous in 
that it suggests two different views of mimesis. One idea is that an imitation is never the 
equivalent of the real thing. In this case, a true “honnete homme” is inimitable in that there is 
no role to imitate: he is truly “honnete,” and the bourgeois copy can never be so. This has 
serious implications for Scarron’s own project of transcribing believable types, for how can 
the author claim to do so if he characterizes any such effort as “ridiculous?” In light of the 
irreverent spirit of the work, however, a second interpretation seems more likely: that the 
“honnete homme” plays his role so well as to be taken for a person not playing a role at all 
(an idea that recalls the Italian notion of “sprczzatura” or nonchalant style). According to this 
scenario, the narrator recognizes the ability of the “honnete homme” to behave so as to make 
others believe that he is a person rather than a persona—  a true incarnation of the mode of 
“honnetete.” This interpretation, in my view the correct one, reinforces the general trope of 
the novel that identity is constructed, an idea that is the wellspring of the work s comedy.
Like Moliere, the comic novelists Sorel, Scarron, and Furetiere stray from the 
classical view that “comedy prefers to imitate persons who are worse, tragedy persons who 
are better, than the present generation” (Aristotle 46). Often using the metaphor of 
portraiture, they prefer to replace “bouffonneries basses et impudiques ( Preface Sorel) or 
the common tropes and low characters of farce with presentations of contemporary comic
wtypes. In so doing, their depictions implicate more levels of society and more social 
existences of individuals than do the heroic sketches of the romance. One can thus say that 
Magdelon of Les Precieuses ridicules or Musigene of Polvandre are products and 
perpetuators of a particular, time-bound, caste-bound way of speaking and “acting’ (in all 
senses of the word: “behaving,” “playing a role,” and “playing a role in a theater”). For 
example, the details of Musigene’s strange clothing— all that shows of his dandy attire is 
glamorous while the rest is threadbare— would perhaps have appeared more comic to a 
seventeenth-century reader who dressed in the same style. Moreover, his attire seems a 
metaphor tailor-made for his theatrical society, warning the reader that appearances are 
deceiving.
On the other hand, the fact that the modem viewer or reader still finds them funny 
reveals the ability of comic types on a basic level to portray universal human behaviors. The 
modem reader may not completely understand the details of Musigene s outfit, but she/ he 
identifies readily the comedy lodged in the situation of a young man trying to be someone 
that he is not. Musigene, like all comic characters (and all characters, for that matter), is a 
universal type; nevertheless, he is ambiguous as a character that continues to surprise. He is 
not the simple dandy-type that he at first seems, and, as such, he serves as a vehicle for 
sophisticated criticism of period literary and social structures.
Comic characters that reach beyond the flat types of farce to comment on literature 
and society are three-dimensional. As such, they are closely related to the cast of spherical 
portrait-characters from prose works that I study in this chapter, which exhibit similar 
mixtures of traits and capacities for commentary. Indeed, similar arguments swirl around 
three-dimensional portraits as do around the characters of comic theater and the comic novel, 
namely, “What is a public figure?” “How is this figure different from a private person?” and,
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“How can one represent a real individual?” In the following sections, I aim to explore 
various authors’ answers to these questions as I examine their collective means of delivery: 
the anti-portrait.
Monsieur de Brais, a “Particulier” Who Finds Himself in the 
“Monde” of Divers portraits
Like a gatecrasher at an exclusive party, “Portrait de Monsieur de Brais” seems 
incongruous with the surrounding descriptions of royals and nobles in La Grande 
Mademoiselle’s handpicked compilation Divers portraits. Sandwiched between the likes of 
la Grande Mademoiselle and la Princesse d ’Angleterre, this stablemaster is glaringly 
different, first and foremost because he is the subject of the only portrait of a named outsider 
in a book of “gens du monde.” De Brais’s false self-portrait commands attention for formal 
reasons as well, for it is one of the few sketches in Divers portraits written in the first person 
by a second party (the others using this narrative technique are also by Mademoiselle de 
Montpensier). Another of the portrait’s claims to uniqueness is perhaps the most important 
for this study: it has a comparative weightiness of content in a world of generically “beau” 
and “honnete” figures. “Portrait de M. de Brais, Ecuyer de Mademoiselle” seems to have 
actual substance, or to give some real information about its sitter’s good and bad qualities, 
which conduces to its sphericality.
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A close reading of this portrait reveals that the first two characteristics mentioned 
above (its narrative style and, particularly, de Brais’s status as a “particulier ) are, in fact, 
the conditions that allow it to have a bit of separate mass in Divers portraits.’ ranks of generic, 
flattering tributes. The sketch is also singular vis-a-vis the norms of mid-seventeenth-century 
official encomiums: it stands out from its “companions” on the levels of style and content as 
well, a phenomenon that reinforces both its roundness and de Brais’s otherness. As I will 
show, its particularity helps explain the complex relationship of the anti-type and the 
spherical portrait discussed in this chapter’s introduction.
Here, I study the how and the why of its three-dimensionality— not only the aspects 
of the text that allow me to call it spherical, but also the reasons for which M. de Brais is a 
candidate for officially sanctioned three-dimensional depiction. Considering these factors 
provides a further means of understanding the dynamic between early modem society and 
literature, a relationship that plays itself out in the three-dimensional portrait. More 
specifically, a close reading of the sketch of de Brais suggests the ways in which the very 
maintaining of social codes provides impetus for change regarding character development
and, paradoxically, for social change.
First, what textual elements make this portrait appear a multi-faceted description of a 
human being rather than a sketch of a well-dressed wooden doll? Many of its fellow portraits 
begin with the same promise found here: to present the sitter truthfully, or sans fard 
^Portraits 32), but this portrait is striking because of its seeming faithfulness to the common 
pledge. The most obvious aspects of the passage that contribute to its amplified degree of 
modern verisimilitude are its simple style, repeated allusions to the sitter s social condition, 
unidealized physical description, and equivocal moral analysis.
50 Again, this meant a private person and/or a person with no official public persona: a non-noble.
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While other entries in Divers portraits share the narrative tic of using strings of 
clauses beginning with “je” (as in Madame la Duchesse de la Trimouille’s self-analysis), de 
Brais’s portrait is one of the shortest and by far the most blunt. Suggested by the repeated 
subject pronoun, his simple syntax consists largely of subject, verb, and predicate, as in the 
declarations, “je suis grand” (32) and, “j ’ai ete toute ma vie a la guerre” (33). His vocabulary 
is similarly basic and repetitive as well as stylistically oral, for example, he employs the 
adjective “fort,” a conversational substitute for “tres,” eight times in the body of the sketch. 
The style is also remarkably devoid of the literary pretension common in Divers portraits, for 
the treatises on imitative technique and theory, sententiousness, and allusions to antique 
arguments that generally provide the opening arguments of detached salon portraits are 
refreshingly absent. Other formal and stylistic norms of the 1659 collections, such as 
embedded verses and ancient-sounding pseudonyms, are likewise missing in the study of the 
squire.
The frequent references to de Brais’s low upbringing and lack of formal schooling 
reinforce the text’s status as a common man’s account of his own life. There are five 
references to de Brais’s social standing. In the first line of the text, he separates himself from 
the people of “le monde,” whom he claims are better suited to portraiture (“il me convient 
moins qu’a homme du monde de faire mon portrait”). He then states that he will obey his 
betters to whom he is endebted by participating in their portrait game (“il me convient mieux 
qu’a nul autre d ’obeir et de faire les choses qui peu vent plaire et divertir les personnes a qui 
je dois tout”) (32). He later mentions his difficulty in oral expression (“je parle mal”) and his 
lack of education (“je n ’ai point etudie et je n ’ai nulle science”), both symbols of his lower 
rank. Finally, he ends the portrait with the revelation that he is illiterate (“je me suis assez 
declare ne savoir ni lire ni ecrire”) (33), a feature that provides the key to the sketch’s
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complex narration, as I discuss later. These references, coupled with the choppy, 
unsophisticated style, create the ambiance necessary to convince the reader of the veracity of 
both the realistic description and the first-person narration.
The author’s identity seemingly established, the text continues to spin its web of 
verisimilitude in the physical description of de Brais. Its focus on the ravages of age and war 
upon the old man’s body contribute to the three-dimensionality of the text in that the 
stablehand comes across as an evolving, scarred person instead of a salon hero:
Je suis grand, j ’etois de belle taille quand j ’etois jeune; j ’avois la tete belle, et meme 
l’on disoit que je n ’avois pas le visage laid; mais maintenant l’age et les fatigues de la 
guerre ont diminuee mes cheveux, qui sont quasi gris, m ’ont voute la taille et m ’ont 
ote ce que je pouvais avoir de passable au visage. (32)
While accounts of aging or infirmity occur elsewhere in Divers portraits, as in the 
characterizations of le Prince de Tarente and La Reine Mere, the details of de Brais’s grizzled 
state single him out as an individual whom society did not hold to the high standards of 
appearance of the upper caste. The latter group globally used ufard” (in the literal sense of 
“makeup” and the global sense of “dissimulation”) to cover such blemishes. Throughout the 
collection, beauty in one’s youth, as witnessed even in de Brais’s portrait, tempers 
observations of ugliness due to old age. Here, by contrast, the idealized nature of the 
expressions “belle taille” and “la tete belle” are outweighed by the negative comments 
regarding his past and present appearance, particularly the description of his face as merely 
“passable.” Moreover, there is no suggestion that, even in old age, he retains some of his 
original good looks, as one finds in Madame de Motteville’s portrait of the Queen Mother 
cited earlier.
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The most compelling evidence in the case for this portrait’s three-dimensionality 
surfaces in the second part of the portrait, where it departs even more radically from its fellow 
sketches to present the image of a morally equivocal figure. The puzzling moral ambiguities 
coupled with the interpolated references to his status as an unlearned foreigner reinforce de 
Brais’s interloper status in the tome of polished “gens du monde.” The juxtaposition of his 
somewhat run-of-the-mill admirable qualities (he is polite, sincere, enthusiastic, capable, 
intelligent, responsible, and good to his friends) and his “otherness” as a foreign and morally 
ambiguous creature, creates a complexity of content that few other set-piece portraits “avec 
privilege” from the late 1650’s have:
J’ai ete assez galant etant jeune, et mon age ne m ’empeche pas de m ’en souvenir, 
mais bien de dire si j ’ai ete heureux ou malheureux. Cela m ’a servi a me donner un 
peu plus de politesse que ceux qui ont ete toute leur vie a la guerre n ’ont pas 
d’ordinaire, et meme qui ont servi comme moi en un pays ou on ne l’est pas fort; en 
recompense, si je n ’y ai pas appris la civilite, j ’y ai appris la sincerite, car les 
Flamands sont les gens du monde de la meilleure foi. J ’ai ete toute ma vie a la 
guerre, et j ’ai fait ce metier avec plaisir; aussi y ai-je servi avec succes, ayant ete 
assez heureux pour attirer l’estime des personnes avec qui j ’ai servi, et pour en avoir 
re$u des marques par les emplois que j ’ai toujours eus; et je n ’aurois jamais 
discontinue si la paix ne se fut faite en Hollande, ou je servois. Je parle peu, et si je 
parle mal l’on s’en doit plutot prendre a ceux que j ’ai hantes, a qui la phrase et 
l ’expression de notre langue ne sont pas connues, qu’au manque d’esprit. Je n ’ai 
point etudie et je n ’ai nulle science, et je ne me pique de rien que d ’etre un fort bon 
officier d’infanterie, fort sensible aux obligations que je puis avoir et fort fidele a mes 
amis; j ’ai ete assez heureux pour en avoir partout ou j ’ai ete, et sans me faire de fete
ni m ’empresser, ce qui est fort eloigne de mon naturel, qui s’eloigne meme trop du 
monde. J ’ai ete assez heureux pour avoir ete recherche et estime lorsqu’on m ’a 
connu. (32-33)
The reader learns first that de Brais considers his youthful self “galant,” a word that 
Richelet’s dictionary of 1680 defines as “eveille, beau, agreable, enjoiie, charmant, 
amoureux” as well as a person who “a de la bonne grace, de Tesprit, du jugement, de la 
civilite et de la gaiete, le tout sans affectation” (362). This bit of self-flattery, however, is 
tempered by the adverb “assez” and, more strongly, by his admission that he is unable to say 
whether he has ever been happy or unhappy in his life. A seeming non-sequitur, this 
statement is a striking when viewed within the context of the collection as a whole. First, 
happiness is a unique subject in Divers portraits, in which the sketches favor discussions of 
beauty, courage, and wit. Moreover, the ambiguity lodged in the comment opposes the 
unwaveringly flattering superlatives of the surrounding encomiums. His comments that he 
may lack “civility” and free flowing, correct speech are also surprising admissions in a 
collection that is, in many ways, the product of the salon, an atmosphere that placed great 
value on such traits. The squire’s human ambiguity is reiterated throughout the sketch: he is 
a warrior, but a rather polite warrior; he has many friends, but he is shy. De Brais’s 
sphericality is largely a function of such oppositional forces in his depiction— ones that 
oppose the other entries as well as other traits listed in his own sketch—, for they oppose the 
generic, unified, heroic or malicious persona.
The very last sentence of the character analysis is an intimate, “fort desavantageux”
(32) report of past debauchery and present impiety. These serious defects add further depth 
(dimensionality) to de Brais’s portrayal, mixture of virtues and vices:
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J ’ai ete assez debauche etant jeune, soit que j ’y eusse de l’inclination ou que je fusse 
dans un pays ou e’en est assez l’usage; mais grace a Dieu je m ’en suis fort corrige et 
je suis le plus regie de tous les hommes, et meme cela va jusqu’a obliger ceux qui me 
connoissent a me faire la guerre que je suis devot, ce que je ne suis pas et que je 
voudrois bien etre. (33)
In a manner reminiscent of the Due de la Rochefoucauld’s self-justifications in the same 
volume of portraits, de Brais glosses the first fault of debauchery with a clause beginning 
with “mais,” after which there are two explanations for the behavior. Unlike La 
Rochefoucauld, however, his logical structure breaks down easily under scrutiny, and the 
fault is not satisfactorily explained. He blames either his inclination as a youth or his 
previous location, but the facts that he is now old and living in France suggest that he has 
been temporally and physically removed from the scene of debauchery rather than truly cured 
of it. Moreover, he claims to have corrected this defect, but his inability to analyze the 
precise reason for his past sin smacks of a loss of interest rather than suggests a “correction.” 
De Brais’s admitted debauchery also opposes the content of the text’s companions. 
While other sketches speak of laziness and even impiety, as in Mademoiselle’s depiction of 
Madame de Montglat, this transgression is a literary taboo. It thus seems that members of 
Mademoiselle’s circle avoided public confessions of debauchery. One can postulate that, as a 
private sin often associated with the noble caste (as evidenced by the sexual content of many 
secret histories and memoirs), debauchery logically did not figure into the collective social 
identity that nobles offered the public via heroic portraiture.
De Brais also admits that he is not devout, a characteristic shared by Madame de 
Montglat but one that her painter, Mademoiselle, casts as a strength rather than as a defect 
(Portraits 53). He again attempts to diffuse the fault in a La Rochefoucauldian way by
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expressing the desire to be pious (“je voudrois bien etre”). The desire to be so, unacted upon 
as it is here, is hardly a substitute for the real thing, and De Brais suggests as much in his 
confession. The sin is not erased but rather highlighted by his awareness of it, his shame, and 
his sheer laziness (he does not attempt to fulfill his desire). Moreover, the fact that he has 
done nothing about this wish makes the desire itself seem false in light of his self-proclaimed 
courage and intelligence. This final characterization, thus, adds the very ignoble negative 
elements of impiety, laziness, and dishonesty to the sketch.
This is not to say that nobles abstained from spreading nasty rumors about each other 
or from participating in activities like debauchery and impiety. Nevertheless, the collective 
“we” of this group would not have wished officially to reinforce negative ideas about other 
members of the nobility for many reasons. Above all, publicly depicting their peers as 
debauched and dishonest would have been socially (and perhaps literally) suicidal in this 
courtly world of intrigue and revenge. Moreover, it would have undermined their power over 
the vast majority of the population by damaging their collective reputation or social mask, as 
illustrated in the planar portraits that dominate this period. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, reputation was a primary concern for the members Mademoiselle’s circle, for many 
of her set were heavily involved in the Fronde rebellions. Having been humiliated politically, 
this group wrote heroic portraits in part to re-establish their claims of nobility by projecting 
an air of perfect courtliness. M. de Brais, on the other hand, did not belong to this somewhat 
battered fraternity, and his confessions seem to have been viewed by the literate public as 
offensive neither to his honor nor his caste, for, to them, his caste had no real honor.
The idea that this text represents de Brais’s confessions is a misnomer, however, for 
de Brais is not its author (as stated in its full title: “Portrait de Monsieur de Brais Escuyer de 
Mademoiselle, fait par elle mesme”). The conditions of authorship further complicate the
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work’s position regarding honest depiction. While the table of contents explicitly assigns the 
work to Mademoiselle, the first-person narration spins a false atmosphere of authorship that 
is dispelled at the end of the text. Paradoxically, the pseudo-revelation of falseness represents 
an attempt to solidify the truthfulness of the portrayal:
Si je n ’ai pas dit assez de bien de moi pour me faire aimer et m ’attirer des louanges, 
et si je n ’ai pas assez cache mes defauts pour eviter le blame et la haine des lecteurs, 
c ’est que je me suis assez declare ne savoir ni lire ni ecrire, pour que personne n ’en 
doute. (33)
By unveiling the squire’s illiteracy, the coda aims to prove that M. de Brais has given a 
natural account of himself without the usual literary “fard” found in most portraits of the 
period. The flip side of the revelation, however, is the negation of the projected truthfulness 
of the auto-portrait, for this final flourish recalls the existence of de Brais’s biographical 
filter, Mademoiselle de Montpensier.
The text’s opposing narrative claims raise questions about Mademoiselle’s role in 
shaping its style and content. It is possible that de Brais could have dictated the portrait to 
Mademoiselle, but it seems unlikely that an illiterate squire could have done so. Despite its 
singular style and revelations, the portrait’s form and organization conform to the codes that 
regulate virtually all of the Divers portraits: it begins with a protestation about being worthy 
of a portrait and a short philosophical treatise on the nature of verbal sketching, progresses 
from physical to moral characteristics, emphasizes moral characteristics over physical ones, 
and closes with more philosophical musings about the genre. Based on these observations, it 
seems likely that Mademoiselle either heavily influenced the “self-portrait” told to her or 
wrote the entire sketch without her squire’s knowledge. The illegitimacy of de Brais’s 
authorship leads back to the initial idea of this essay : that the conditions that resulted in the
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work’s singular three-dimensionality greatly inform our understanding of the practice of 
character development through portraiture, the society that engendered this literary form, and 
the relations between the two.
The first of these conditions is the portrait’s complex narration. Written in the first 
person, the text proffers itself as a self-analysis of a common man, but Mademoiselle’s 
“coup” at the end that unveils de Brais’s illiteracy purposefully undermines this fiction. The 
squire explicitly occupies the position of the observed rather than the self-observer when 
Mademoiselle admits her control of the text. Reasons for Mademoiselle’s choice of voice 
range from the literary (a desire for increased verisimilitude) to the social (an extension of her 
power over her employee) and the sexual (a means of assuming a male identity).
The use of the first person represents a bid to bolster the verisimilitude of the work, 
for the dual fictional poses of autobiographer and sitter, as described by Berger in Fictions,of 
the Pose and explored earlier, seem here to break down. Berger describes sitting for one’s 
portrait as a gesture of public posturing (and, thus, self-masking) (171). Contrary to the 
opening statement that he writes to “please and amuse” his betters, the text gives the 
impression that de Brais’s sitting was not the “intentional act” (Berger 171) that characterizes 
the traditional portrait. Paradoxically, the result of this obvious narrative sham is a 
heightened degree of plausibility, but one that is only possible with a noble author and a 
humble subject.
The sketch’s “je” is explicitly fictitious, a realization that at first leads the reader to 
envision the ludicrous images of de Brais either dictating the text in the dual poses of sitter 
and author or commissioning the portrait in the pose of sitter. These unlikely scenarios are 
quickly replaced by the more probable image of Mademoiselle observing her stablehand and 
possibly quizzing him about the details of his past. This allows her to assume the role of the
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scrutinizing scientist dissecting her subject’s private existence. It is important to note that 
while de Brais is not the only person whom Mademoiselle describes in the first person, all of 
them are of an inferior social rank. This suggests that she experimented with the inhabiting, 
omniscient “I” as a function of her social power, an idea that is supported by the fact that she 
did not dare to speak in the first person when describing those of a higher rank like Louis 
XIV or Monsieur.
The idea of Mademoiselle assuming the autobiographical voice of her social inferior 
also suggests an interesting case of inverse class envy. According to this view, Mademoiselle 
wished to experience the state of belonging to a lower order, a member of a caste who could 
sin with impunity because he was not a public (in the sense of “public” versus particulier ) 
persona. One senses Mademoiselle’s titillation at the thought of inhabiting, at least through 
words, the body of a sinner. Moreover, de Brais’s status as a particulier makes the 
narrative structure even more intimate: Mademoiselle automatically delves into the private 
world, as her subject supposedly has no public persona.
One also senses the underlying sense of a lack of social freedom in Mademoiselle s 
narratological gesture, an idea heavy with feminist overtones. Trapped in the public and 
private body of a spinster princess, she was unable to make basic decisions about her 
sexuality and mobility in society, two main tropes of “Portrait de Monsieur de Brais.
Already infinitely more powerful than de Brais, she furthers her authority over him by taking 
his masculine “je” for her own. Practicing a kind of literary transsexuality, she self-projects 
as a member of the opposite sex, which allows her to experience— or pretend to 
experience— thinking patterns and social roles of the other half of the population. This 
literary cross-dressing may well have functioned as a means for the princess to enjoy, at least 
momentarily, the enhanced social powers of men, even those of a lower rank. In this case,
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Mademoiselle may also have assumed de Brais’s voice as a way of further emasculating her 
subject (who was admittedly subject to her every whim), hence underscoring her total 
domination over him.
This fictitious possession leads to the second condition that allows the portrait to take 
on more human characteristics: it is of a “particulier.” In a letter to Bethune in which she 
defends her replacement of the former stablekeeper Monsieur de La Tour by de Brais, 
Mademoiselle describes her satisfaction upon hiring a man with no involvement with other 
French nobles:
Je suis si lasse d’avoir des gens qui dependent de tout le monde, que je suis ravie de 
trouver un homme qui ait ete trente ans en Hollande, parce qu’il ne connait personne 
en France. Si j ’en trouvais qui vinssent du Japon, je crois que je les prendrais tant 
j ’aime les gens eloignes de tout commerce. (34)
She reinforces de Brais’s difference in the portrait itself by her opening and closing 
statements that he is not “un homme du monde” (32) and that he “s’eloigne meme trop du 
monde” (33). These observations highlight his status as a “particulier,” a man whose 
interests are only his own and not those of his caste and family (according to Mademoiselle). 
De Brais is thus an outsider in his biographer’s eyes on several levels: he is Flemish, has 
lived abroad most of his adult life, has no attachments to other nobles, and, most importantly, 
is a “particulier” without a public identity and all that such stature entails.
De Brais’s social condition has important implications for the sphericality of his 
depiction. By emphasizing his status, Mademoiselle seems to give herself license to remove 
the literary mask that other Divers portraits wear forged by the common metaphors and codes 
of excessive praise. As a non-threatening Other, one whose gaze meant nothing to 
Mademoiselle, the squire was subject to her narrative experiment. Moreover, as her illiterate
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dependent, he had no choice in the matter (she states in the opening paragraph that he is 
required to “obey” those to whom he “owes everything”).51 It seems that de Brais’s position 
as a “particulier” allowed Mademoiselle to inhabit and expose him in a manner that would 
not have suited a peer.
One witnesses a similar freedom of description in the portrait of the non-noble 
“Lisette” in Recueil des portraits. The “grand format” edition indicates in a postscript to 
“Portrait de Lisette” that Monsieur de Lignieres is its author (“on advertit icy le Lecteur 
d ’excuser les fautes qu’il y a dans quelques Portraicts de Mr. Delignieres”) (897), in which 
case the sketch’s author-sitter relationship resembles that of “Portrait de Monsieur de Brais.” 
Moreover, Lignieres explicitly describes the difference in social condition between Lisette 
and himself. The portrait, a pseudo-dialogue, begins with the voice of Lisette, who, in a 
naive breach of etiquette, rebukes her noble friend for having failed to fashion her portrait 
along with those of the “dames” that he courts:
Vrayment, Monsieur, ce me dittes vous naguere, je suis en colere, et j ’ay sujet de me 
plaindre. Vous me temoignez de l’amitie, et vous n ’avez pas encore daigne prendre 
la peine de faire mon Portrait aussi bien que celuy de quelques Dames que vous 
visitez tous les jours. (892)
Refusing to give Lisette a classical or literary pseudonym, the author reiterates her lower 
social standing immediately in his reply:
Ne vous faches point, ma chere Demoiselle, vous aures vostre tour, et je vous 
promets de faire le vostre, apres avoir peint les Philis, les Climenes, les Silvies, et les
51 The seriousness of the experiment is questionable, though. The references to pleasure and diversion 
in the first sentence (“plaire et divertir les personnes a qui je dois tout”) in addition to the surprise 
ending that shatters the text’s narrative voice give the text a light tone and reinforce the “salon game” 
atmosphere of the compilation.
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Amarantes, qui sont des personnes de condition, et pour lesquelles j ’ay une estime 
toute particuliere. (893)
The fact that the author does not have “une estime toute particuliere” for Lisette 
shines through in the mixture of traits that he gives her. He is very complimentary about 
several aspects of her countenance but does not idealize her imperfect features.
Vostre front est grand et esleve, vos yeux sont noirs, petits, melancoliques, et 
toutesfois pleins de feu, vostre nez est un peu retrousse, et toume a la friandise, ce qui 
ne deplaist point du tout. Vostre bouche est agreable, et pour ne vous point flater, 
vos dents son mediocrement belles, vostre teint est blanc au dernier point, vos bras ne 
sont pas de mesme, et c ’est ce qui est facheux, car vous les avez gros, dodus, et il n ’y 
a point d’homme qui les ait plus forts que vous [...]. (894)
Lignieres’s explicit agenda of not flattering his subject continues in his moral assessment of 
Lisette. Again, he accomplishes this non-flattery via a mixture of good and bad traits: for 
example, while he tells her “vous avez du jugement,” he cruelly underscores her lack of 
intelligence: “pour ce qui est de l’esprit, vous ne l’avez pas le plus brillant du monde” (895).
Throughout the description, the nobleman continues to underscore Lisette’s low rank. 
He analyzes her speech patterns and lauds her for not making common mistakes. Vous ne 
dites pas j ’ally, j ’aimy, je veny.” He mentions her lack of dance lessons, an oblique 
compliment about her capacity to learn quickly: “Cest dommage que vous n’ayez apris a 
danser long-temps, vous danseriez assez bien” (896). His parting words upon completing her 
portrait summarize the tone of the passage: “Voila votre portrait fait, et je vous prie de 
l’agreer; s’il vous plaist, tant mieux, et s’il vous deplaist, ‘tant pis’” (897). The dismissive 
comment “tant pis,” unheard of in salon portraits of nobles, speaks to his attitude regarding 
her social status. He admittedly does not care what she thinks of his sketch, and it is clear
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that her low rank eliminates both his concern about her opinion and his impulse to flatter or to 
forge a planar portrait.
It is to be noted that the linking of high rank and flattery is also described elsewhere 
in Recueil des portraits. Catherine Desjardins, who later took the title of Madame de 
Villedieu but had no noble standing, makes a connection between nobility and the need to use 
flattery when forging a portrait. In her sketch of “Daphnis,” most likely a noblewoman in 
light of the ancient-sounding pseudonym, she explains that her rank does not require her to 
over-idealize her subject. She introduces the sitter first by criticizing most portraitists for “le 
defaut de louer avec trop d ’exaggeration” and then separates herself from this crowd by 
emphasizing that she is “d’un rang ou la flatterie ne soit utile ny necessaire.” Like Lignieres 
but because of her lower status, she seems to give herself a “carte blanche” of portrayal that 
allows for “natural” depiction. The resulting portrait, however, is extremely flattering, a 
paradox that she explains away by claiming to have chosen a subject worthy of salon 
portraiture’s encomiums (in the style of Madame de Motteville): “j ’ay choisi un sujet qu’on 
ne m ’accusera pas de flater, puis qu’on ne peut le depeindre sans luy derober une partie de 
son eclat” (445). Hence, it seems that her caste does, indeed, find flattery “useful” and 
“necessary” when describing those who belong to a group that adheres to such codes of 
depiction.
While Catherine’s portrait of Daphnis does not constitute a gesture of anti-portraiture 
in virtue of its flattering content, the contrasting social conditions of, conversely, a low- 
ranking sitter and a high-ranking portraitist allow the sketches of Lisette and de Brais to seem 
rounder in comparison to their heroic counterparts. Moreover, that of de Brais is even more 
revolutionary in a literary sense. An author’s use of first-person narration to probe the 
mentality of his/ her subject, real or imagined, with an almost modem degree of
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verisimilitude represents a shift from the royal panegyrics of writers like Pellisson, the heroic 
and evil characters of the romance, and the idealized portraits of the 1659 collections toward 
the codes of plausibility that shape the psychological novels of the following century. While 
such narrative structures exist beforehand in the prose of the Spanish and Italian picaresque 
novels and while non-noble subjects certainly appear in fiction before 1659 (in comic novels 
by Rabelais, Sorel, and Scarron, for example), their creators do not explore the motives and 
psyches of their sitters as Mademoiselle begins to do here.
I must clarify, however, that I think it seriously overdetermined to point to this sketch 
as the common ancestor of all “realistic” portraiture to follow, a la Dijkstra. I instead 
maintain that de Brais’s portrait reveals some necessary conditions of the sitter for moving 
the portrait in the direction of novelistic realism, and it suggests the diversity of functions of 
the possible ancestors of the realistic character. Again, the social status of de Brais is the 
primordial factor that allows this non-comic psychological exploration: as a foreign, common 
man, he did not, according to his painter, have anything to hide or to lose. In Mademoiselle’s 
three-dimensional rendering, one thus witnesses a more human fictional character who in 
first-person psychological novels of the eighteenth century develops an ability not only to 
exist plausibly, but also to evolve in a lifelike way over the course of the narrative, as Part 
Three of my dissertation will reveal.
A Private Joke Made Public: Spherical Portraiture in Bussy- 
Rabutin’s Histoire amoureuse des Gaules
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No study of portraits within framing tales can ignore Roger de Rabutin, Comte de 
Bussy’s Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. a curious collection of “historiettes” and literary 
portraits that was supposedly copied, changed without permission by Madame de Baume, and 
circulated surreptitiously. Bussy composed his “roman satirique” (Bussy 23) in 1660 for his 
own diversion and that of his friends (as he claims in his “Lettre apologetique to the Due de 
Saint-Aignan dated 12 November, 1665) (23) and/ or for the entertainment of his sick 
mistress, Madame de Montglas (as Antoine Adam suggests) (Histoire 10). The result of its 
circulation, however, was anything but entertaining for the author, for he spent 13 months in 
prison and a lifetime in exile for its salacious content. The king believed, not without reason, 
that the text not only mocked Conde, a prince of the blood, but also dared depict satirically 
the king himself and his mother (11). Although there is no definitive version or signed copy 
of the text, Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. in light of Bussy’s claimed intentions, gives the 
reader a wealth of socio-political information seemingly untouched by the homogenizing 
social filter that required adherence to the rules of “bienseance.”
The group of salacious contemporary tales presents a series of anti-portraits— its 
character descriptions exploit the form of the set piece to divert by opposing the planar 
portrait. Bussy fingers explicitly the function of diversion in the “Lettre apologetique,” 
where he uses the verb “se divertir” and the noun “plaisir” in his attempt to underscore 
‘Tinnocence de [ses] intentions”:
il y a cinq ans que, ne sachant a quoi me divertir a la campagne ou j ’etais, je justifiai
bien le proverbe que l ’oisivete est mere de tout vice; car je me mis a ecrire une 
histoire, ou plutot un roman satirique, veritablement sans dessein d’en faire aucun 
mauvais usage contre les interesses, mais seulement pour m ’occuper alors, et tout au 
plus pour le montrer a quelques-uns de mes bons amis, leur donner du plaisir et 
m ’attirer de leur part quelque louange de bien ecrire. (23)
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The adjective “satirique” first inserts the text purposefully into a dialogue with Petronius’ 
Satvricon, and it also suggests that the source of the text’s entertainment value lies in the 
comic irreverence with which the author treats his subject matter, in this case stories of 
courtiers under Louis XIV. Moreover, the reference to “les interesses” highlights the 
importance of both the individuals depicted and the form of the verbal sketch. Histoire 
amoureuse des Gaules is thus linked to the comic novel on the levels of function 
(entertainment via irreverence) and character description (more seemingly objective than the 
heroic portraiture of the romance and 1659 collections). Furthermore, Bussy uses the idea of 
satire to dispel the seriousness of the literary crime, as if “mere” comedy, as a low genre, 
could do no real harm. The argument, however, is flimsy, and Bussy’s relegation to the 
proverbial doghouse for the rest of his life underscores the fact that satire is often a powerful 
tool rather than an innocuous diversion.
As the above quote indicates, Bussy’s problems at court stemmed mainly from the 
work’s shocking— because unidealized— portraits of contemporary members of the royal 
family and other high-ranking nobles. Adam recognizes Bussy’s aim to copy, as Moliere 
stated, “d ’apres nature” (Critique I. 661) and the importance of portraiture in the book when 
he states that it is “un tableau tout a fait remarquable de la societe fran9aise, a un moment de 
son histoire qui fut probablement decisif ’ (Histoire 14) (emphasis mine). Indeed, Histoire 
amoureuse des Gaules offers content that opposes the largely sugary depictions in Divers 
portraits, and Adam underscores this difference by opposing Bussy’s more realistic (in the 
modern sense) writing and that of the “memorialistes” of the seventeenth century:
A lire les memorialistes de l’epoque, nous comprenons a quel point la peinture que 
Bussy nous propose des moeurs contemporaines est exacte, et nous l ’admirons d ’etre 
alle directement a l ’essentiel. II y a mis, au surplus, un juste souci de nuances. Son 
Histoire amoureuse est le contraire d’une caricature. Gardons-nous de croire que
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Bussy soit incapable de parler avec estime de ceux qui le meritent. II aimait 
Mademoiselle de Montpensier, il l’admirait: son nom, dans l ’Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules. est accompagne d’un hommage plein de ferveur. (Histoire 14)
Here, Adam again uses a portrait metaphor (“peinture”) to describe Bussy’s depiction of
French high society under Louis XIV.
I hesitate, however, to agree wholeheartedly with Adam s enthusiastic interpretation 
of Bussy’s work as an “exact painting” of Bussy’s milieu and its individuals. The final 
sentence of the above quote undermines this very argument, for delivering “un hommage 
plein de ferveur” indicates biased praise rather than naturalistic portraiture. The author s 
portrayal of “Marsillac comme d’un stupide” (13), also mentioned by Adam, likewise points 
to caricature rather than strict mimesis. Most significantly, Bussy’s highly flattering self- 
portrait at the end of “Fin de l’Histoire de Madame d’Olonne” is clearly meant as a satirical 
example of heroic portraiture rather than one of natural depiction:
Roger de Rabutin, comte de Bussy, maitre de camp de la cavalerie legere, avait les
yeux grands et doux, la bouche bien faite, le nez grand, tirant sur l ’aquilin, et le front 
avance, le visage ouvert, la physionomie heureuse, les cheveux blonds, delies et 
clairs, il avait dans l’esprit de la delicatesse et de la force, de la gaiete et de 
l’enjouement; il parlait bien; il ecrivait juste et agreablement; il etait ne doux, mais 
les envieux que lui avait faits son merite l’avaient aigri; en sorte qu’il se rejouissait 
volontiers avec ses amis aux depens des gens qu’il n ’aimait pas; il etait bon ami et 
regulier; il etait brave sans ostentation; il aimait les plaisirs plus que la fortune, mais 
il aimait la gloire plus que les plaisirs; il etait galant avec toutes les dames, et fort 
civil; et la familiarite qu’il avait avec ses meilleures amies ne lui faisait jamais 
manquer au respect qu’il leur devait. (141-42)
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A tongue-in-cheek display of amour-propre, Bussy’s depiction of “Bussy” exhibits the most 
common platitudes and tropes of the 1659 portrait books, from his well-made mouth to his 
overall honnetete. This example suggests that Adam overstates the case for global 
transparent, objective rendering in Histoire amoureuse, all the while citing examples to the 
contrary. As a result, Adam comes across as somewhat naive in his analysis of the work’s 
complex verbal sketches.
Adam’s seeming naivete is partially dispelled by his perspicacious view of several of 
the embedded portraits that he terms “caracteres,” which he opposes to the “piquant” (more 
realistic in his view) portrayals:
Dans un long developpement de son Histoire amoureuse des Gaules, Bussy s’est
attarde a decrire de fa^on methodique les caracteres de la debauchee, de la coquette et 
de celles qu’il appelle des honnetes maitresses. La sottise d’un commentateur s’est 
permis de trouver cette partie inutile et ennuyeuse. II est vrai qu’elle n ’a pas le 
piquant des autres. Mais elle en donne, en quelque sorte, la clef. Elle nous aide a 
faire ce qu’on pourrait appeler la typologie des dames de la haute societe a cette 
epoque. Enseignement precieux, et d’un interet qui ne conceme pas seulement 
1’oeuvre de Bussy. Car il eclaire certaines parties du Misanthrope. Si les historiens 
de Moliere hesitent parfois quand ils en viennent a parler de Celimene, c ’est qu’ils 
negligent la description que Bussy nous donne des divers types de coquettes. (15) 
Adam’s own use of the word “type” allows for a useful clarification of his observations: by 
describing individuals that embody types, Bussy gives an impression rather than an exact 
replication of elements of life in his milieu. To further clarify Adam’s arguments, Bussy’s 
sketches, like that of the completely corrupt courtesan Madame d ’Olonne who sells herself to 
her suitors, are caricatures that provide clues to social masks. Moreover, the ones Adam 
labels “piquant,” like that of Madame de Sevigne who is a mixed bag of traits, embody a shift
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toward the appearance of depiction of the face behind the mask: the private person. This 
movement, which already existed in the comic novel, takes root in the early psychological 
novel, resulting in its more human-like characters.
In this section, I will argue that many of Bussy’s portraits are extremely well-written, 
early examples of a subset of anti-portraits, namely the relatively unidealized sketches that 
circulated throughout the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in clandestine 
compilations like Caracteres de la famille rovale and secret novels like Histoire du palais, ou 
les amours. XIV (1706). The way that the author embeds portraits in Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules likewise establishes it as an important text in the history of prose and portraiture. I 
will first study the case for the sphericality of its most well-known depiction, that of Madame 
de Sevigne, an analysis that leads to reflections about Bussy’s motives regarding his shocking 
version of noble depiction. I will then treat the presentation of the portraits themselves, 
which is a further means of understanding the genre’s roles at this time in literature and 
society.
Gossipy in tone, Histoire amoureuse exploits the ‘Ton dit” throughout its tales and 
portraits that are loosely linked by conversations among the narrator, “Bussy,” and his 
friends. Like Moliere’s Celimene in Le Misanthrope, who is encouraged by her comrades to 
sketch verbally, the narrator’s male companions Manicamp and Vivonne urge him to recount 
and depict. The informal tone is countered, however, by the sculpted wit and crafted satirical 
style of the descriptions. The nastily comic novel comprises five chapters, each of which 
bears the label “histoire.” The first three, “Histoire d ’Ardelise” (Madame d ’Olonne), 
“Histoire d ’Angelie et de Ginolic” (Madame et Monsieur de Chatillon), and “Fin de l’histoire 
de Madame d ’Olonne,” are not woven tightly into the narrative framework. Rather, they 
appear as disjointed “historiettes,” similar to separate nouvelles in a period collection or 
gazette. The “je,” later revealed as “Bussy,” makes his appearance in the first sentence of the
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third chapter, in which he resumes the salacious story of Madame d Olonne s prostitution. 
“Dans ce temps-la, Mme d’Olonne etait allee, comme j ’ai dit, prier la comtesse de Fiesque de 
remercier, de sa part, l’abbe Fouquet de quelque pretendue obligation, qui proprement n ’etait 
rien” (133).
The two chapters that follow are more closely connected by the dialogic structure. 
Again, the narrator’s interlocutors solicit the stories from him; for example, at the end of the 
third chapter, Vivonne provides the transition to the next tale, “Histoire de Madame de 
Cheneville” (Madame de Sevigne), by the following statement:
Ah! mon cher [...] que nous vous serions obliges si vous vouliez prendre la peine de
nous conter une histoire amoureuse! Mais, auparavant, dites-nous, s’il vous plait, ce 
que c’est que madame de Sevigne; car je n ’ai jamais vu deux personnes s accorder 
sursonsujet. (144)
Here, Vivonne opens the narrative door for the portrait that follows of Madame de Sevigne, 
for the story of Bussy’s involvement with his cousin, and for the final chapter, a heady 
autobiographical conceit, “Histoire de Madame de Montglas et de Bussy. The latter section 
recounts details of the character-author’s life after his falling out with Madame de Sevigne
over her refusal to lend him money.
Vivonne’s opinion of the tensions among descriptions of Madame de Sevigne, je 
n ’ai jamais vu deux personnes s’accorder sur son sujet,” functions as an introductory mise- 
en-abime for her portrait. A characterization that features compliments and bitter criticisms, 
Bussy’s sketch fleshes out the conflicting traits that lead to disparate portraits. Like 
Amerinthe in Clelie. Madame de Sevigne has a beautiful public face and a ruthlessly self- 
serving inner nature. Her sketch is thus a prime example of Bussy’s skillful balancing act in 
portraying both the type and the individual, which, when fused together in one sketch, make
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the character Madame de Sevigne appear more true to life than if he had strictly portrayed her 
as ugly and evil as in the “Portrait des Precieuses” in Divers portraits.
At first, the portrait, which occupies the first few pages of the “Histoire de Madame 
de Cheneville,” follows the lines of heroic depictions. It begins with a flattering physical 
characterization of Madame de Sevigne’s face that uses superlatives common in the 
collections of 1659:
Madame de Sevigne, continua-t-il, a d’ordinaire le plus beau teint du monde, les yeux 
petits et brillants, la bouche plate, mais de belle couleur; le front avance, le nez 
semblable a soi, ni long ni petit, carre par le bout, la machoire comme le bout du nez 
[...]. (145)
The fact that Bussy chooses to begin in a heroic manner is very important, for it 
ostentatiously engages his work in a dialogue with traditional salon portraiture. By doing so, 
he accords set-piece literary portraiture the capacity to relate “ce que c ’est que madame de 
Sevigne.” Portraiture is thus at the heart of this text’s satirical agenda.
This agenda rises to the surface immediately following the above citation, when the 
portrait begins to swerve quickly from the norm. Bussy describes other aspects of his 
cousin’s physique, beginning with her attractive legs (one of the most typical compliments in 
heroic portraiture) and continuing with some less attractive features: “elle a la jambe bien 
faite, la gorge, les bras et les mains mal tailles” (145). This clause’s internal discord— the 
opposition of well-made body parts and ill-made ones— presents a striking opposition to 
planar portraiture, an idea that justifies Harth’s comment that this text’s portraits represent 
“the abuse of a genre” (117).
The remainder of the lengthy portrait, most of which is dedicated to her personality 
and habits rather than her physical characteristics, similarly mixes positive and negative 
observations. Bussy begins the moral sketch, as he did the physical portrayal, with a string of
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compliments: “II n’y a point de femme qui ait plus d ’esprit qu’elle, et fort peu qui en aient 
autant; sa maniere est divertissante.” He continues by gallantly defending her sense of 
humor, which others have labeled “trop badin” but which he finds “sous le nom de gaite” 
(145). The heroic image of his cousin is quickly marred, however, by the transitional 
sentence, “avec tant de feu, il n ’est pas etrange que le discemement soit mediocre: ces deux 
choses etant d ’ordinaire incompatibles, la nature ne peut faire de miracle en sa faveur” (146). 
The universalizing tone of the aphorism seems to give Bussy the moral license he needs to 
begin the thorough assassination of Madame de Sevigne’s character that the remainder of the 
sketch presents.
Bussy dispels his cousin’s meticulously crafted aura of intelligence and decorum by 
unleashing a string of criticisms. He first insults her previously lauded mental faculties when 
he calls her argumentation “mediocre,” a gesture that instantly tarnishes the glow of his initial 
concessions to her good qualities. Bussy then makes inflammatory comments about her taste 
in men, which he finds common (“elle aime generalement tous les hommes”), and about her 
sexuality: according to her husband (a malicious report of hearsay), she is “d ’un temperament 
froid” (146). He also focuses on her self-delusions of “honnetete”:
elle se persuade que la compagnie honnete rectifie toutes ses actions [...]. Avec 
quelques fafons qu’elle donne de temps en temps au public, elle croit preoccuper tout 
le monde, et s’imagine qu’en faisant un peu de bien et un peu de mal, tout ce que Ton 
pourra dire, c’est que l’un portant l’autre, elle est honnete femme. (147)
Her overenthusiasm for the pomp of court is a subject of great discussion. Turning 
now to more petty criticisms, he surmises that “pour avoir de l’esprit et de la qualite, elle se 
laisse un peu trop eblouir aux grandeurs de la cour.” Bussy mocks his cousin (“lui rire au 
nez”) in particular because of her excitement and boastfulness about two brief encounters
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with the queen and king. He maliciously savors painting the portrait of a ridiculous Madame 
de Sevigne, flushed and babbling compliments, who, having just danced with the king, was 
compelled to exclaim “Vive le roi!” (147-48).
He concludes the portrayal by describing her treatment of her so-called friends. 
According to Bussy, who personally felt the sting of her tight-fistedness, she is the opposite 
of those who are “amis jusques aux autels,” for her friendship only goes so far. Bringing the 
taboo subject of money into the mix (a trope upon which Harth focuses her attention), he hits 
below the noble belt when he exclaims, “cette belle n’est amie que jusques a la bourse.” He 
refuses to excuse her lack of generosity and loyalty, which others claim stems from her strict 
adherence to financial advisors: “Qu’elle tienne cela d ’autrui, ou qu’elle ne le doive qu’a elle- 
meme, il n ’y a rien de si naturel que ce qui parait dans son economie” (148).
The ideas of what is “natural” and what “seems” to be true in the above quote 
provide Bussy with a transition into a synthesis of Madame de Sevigne’s character that 
hinges upon her studied duplicity:
La plus grande application qu’ait Madame de Sevigne est a paraitre tout ce que’elle 
n’est pas; depuis le temps qu’elle s’y etudie, elle a deja appris a tromper ceux qui ne 
l’avaient guere connue, ou qui ne s’appliquent pas a la connaitre; mais, comme il y a 
des gens qui ont pris en elle plus d’interet que d’autres, ils l’ont devouverte, et se sont 
aperipus malheuresement pour elle que tout ce qui reluit n ’est pas or.
Madame de Sevigne est inegale jusqu’aux prunelles des yeux et jusqu’aux paupieres; 
elle a les yeux de differentes couleurs, et, les yeux etant les miroirs de l ’ame, ces 
inegalites sont comme un avis que donne la nature a ceux qui l’approchent, de ne pas 
faire un grand fondement sur son amitie. (148)
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Here, Bussy states outright what Vivonne’s introductory comment (“je n ’ai jamais vu deux 
personnes s’accorder sur son sujet”) prefigures and what his frequently bifurcated sentences 
(for example, “pour avoir de l’esprit et de la qualite, elle se laisse un peu trop eblouir aux 
grandeurs de la cour” and “cette 6elle n ’est amie que jusques a la bourse”) enact: that his
Icousin is not what she seems (“paraitre tout ce que’elle n ’est pas”). Evoking the myths of 
physiognomy, he concludes the sketch with the idea that her bi-colored eyes prove her 
divided nature.
Bussy’s gesture of calling his cousin duplicitous as a final exclamation point to a 
description that was obviously meant to harm and ridicule says much about the codes of 
“honnetete.” The ultimate insult in this milieu, it seems, is to be found out: not only to have 
one’s underbelly exposed, but also to have it revealed as a different color than one’s public 
skin. By exploiting and then subverting the formulas of heroic portraiture, Bussy fingers the 
genre as a means of fashioning the public face. He also proffers his version of anti­
portraiture, which gives the sitter a mixture of traits, as a way of removing that mask.
Bussy’s treatment of and conclusions about his sitter are strikingly similar to those of 
the author of the second sketch of Amerinthe. However, he begrudges Madame de Sevigne 
neither her beauties nor her intelligence and sense of humor. Her eyes of different colors can 
thus mean two things: that she has good and bad qualities or that nothing about her public 
persona is true. While he underscores the latter idea and offers his text as a replacement for 
that persona, the actual content of the portrait suggests that Madame de Sevigne is not as 
completely false as Bussy’s summary suggests. For instance, her criticized lack of cool 
detachment when asked to dance by the king seems more a transparent reaction than an 
insincere enthusiasm. In short, the listing of opposing traits together with the agenda of 
unmasking the subject give the sketch of Madame de Sevigne a roundness that distinguishes 
it from most other named seventeenth-century descriptions of nobles.
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In virtue of a similar mixing of good and bad qualities, Bussy’s famous portrayal of 
Conde also exhibits a sphericality. The great prince, however, receives a much cooler 
introduction than does Madame de Sevigne, for after the first clause (which mimics heroic 
sketching), the author launches into a comic string of physical defects:
Conde avait les yeux vifs, le nez aquilin et serre, les joues creuses et dechamees, la 
forme du visage longue, la physiognomie d’un aigle, les cheveux frises, les dents mal 
ranges et malpropres, l ’air neglige, et peu de soin de sa personne, la taille belle [...]. 
(107)
The remainder of the short text is devoted to his personality. While it is dotted with glowing 
praise of aspects like his courage on the battlefield (a trope that all period sketches of him 
underscore) and solid judgment, the sketch features both sweeping and petty criticisms: 
il avait du feu dans 1’esprit, mais il ne 1’avait pas juste; il riait beaucoup et fort 
desagreablement, il avait le genie admirable pour la guerre, et particulierement pour 
les batailles. Le jour du combat il etait doux aux amis, fier aux ennemis; il avait une 
nettete d’esprit, une force de jugement et une facilite sans egales. II etait ne fourbe; 
mais il avait de la foi et de la probite aux grandes occasions; il etait ne insolent et 
sans egard, mais l’adversite lui avait appris a vivre. (107)
As in his cousin’s sketch, Bussy juxtaposes clashing traits in the same passage. 
Immediately, Conde’s nose, which Mademoiselle calls simply “grand” (Portraits 70), is 
subjected to the conflicting descriptions of “aquilin et serre.” Despite the mention of heroic 
qualities, his unkempt physical presentation, particularly his maloccluded, unclean teeth,52
52 It is interesting to note that Mademoiselle likewise mentions Conde’s bad teeth in her superlative 
sketch of him in Divers portraits: “Sa mine est haute et relevee; ses yeux fiers et vifs, un grand nez, la 
bouche et les dents pas belles, et particulierement quand il rit: mais a tout prendre il n’est pas laid” 
(Portraits 70). Unlike Bussy, she handles the topic with kid gloves by negating a positive adjective 
(“pas belles” is less offensive than “dents malpropes”). Moreover, she surrounds this physical flaw 
with flattery and ends the physical description on a positive note. One can conclude that Conde’s teeth
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shatters the perfect image of this prince confected in Le Grand Cyrus and opposes the 
extremely forgiving depiction of him in Divers portraits. The resulting picture, in comparison 
to those precursors, seems to seek actual resemblance to the real-life sitter. Mentioning 
specifically character description, Adam comments on this difference between Histoire 
amoureuse des Gaules and the writing, both historical and fictional, that preceded it. Elle ne 
se ramene pas a une sotte enumeration de scandales. Elle ne ressemble pas aux histoires 
romancees dont notre epoque s’engoue, et qui donneraient a croire que dans le passe tous les 
hommes etaient des faunes, et toutes les femmes des bacchantes” (13).
Despite their realistic mixtures of traits, however, the above portraits again do not 
live up to Adam’s idea of a “peinture [...] exacte” (13) of period courtly life. Indeed, he calls 
this notion into question himself by the statement that the sketch of Madame de Sevigne is 
“injuste et perfide” (17), for if it is “injuste,” then it cannot necessarily be honest. His 
opinion of the sketch is echoed by Harth, who describes it as “extremely unflattering” (116). 
Moreover, the fact that Conde himself formally complained about the negativity of his 
portrayal to the king (117) indicates that period perceptions of the portraits were similar. 
What, then, is one to make of portraits that seem realistic on one hand but that are thoroughly
negative on the other?
Such is the nature of anti-portraits. As explained in this chapter’s introduction, they 
are negative by seeming like being more true to real life. This is only possible in the shadow 
of the heroic portrait and the codes of decorum that it reinforces. Harth suggests this idea by 
hpr refusal to view Histoire amoureuse des Gaules as history: The reality of Bussy s 
portraits derives less from a realistic depiction of actual noble life than from a polemical 
reference to the past” (119). Like painted portraiture’s movement from the decorative to the 
graphic mode that Berger describes, spherical sketching focuses on fact and conjecture about
must have been so noticeably imperfect that it was necessary, in the spirit of physical portraiture, to 
mention them.
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the surrounding social frame to counter the focus on the idealistic and liturgical. 
Metaphorically, it is as if Bussy takes a representation of his cousin off of a pedestal, rips of 
her ceremonial gown, and reveals her as a flawed rather than a perfect figure, all the while 
claiming that he is exposing the real woman. Rather than doing this in the interest of literary 
realism, however, he does it to be as shocking and irreverent as he can be. The opposite of a 
heroic portrait is thus not one of an all-out villain but rather one of a supposed real person.
Paradoxically, Bussy underscores the heroic portrait’s importance during this period 
while at the same time subverting the genre via non-heroic content. Adam’s “piquant” 
portraits that express, in his view, a “redoutable penetration” (14), are meant as anti-portraits, 
or ones that play with the idea of the flattering salon encomium. Hence, what seems like 
budding novelistic realism on the level of character development in Bussy’s writing stems in 
fact from an effort to give a thoroughly negative impression, and this depiction takes shape in 
virtue of the juxtaposition of heroic and satirical portraits in Bussy’s work and in the world of 
literary depiction as a whole. As all critics do to a certain extent, Adam succumbs to a 
revisionist view of an evolving novelistic realism that traces too directly and too simply the 
roots of changing codes of plausibility. In short, I agree that Bussy’s work may well have 
provided a model for later authors of the psychological novel subscribing to those codes, just 
as it was a comic model for Courtilz de Sandras’s illicit send-up of Louis XIV s love life Les 
Conquetes amoureuses du grand Alcandre dans les Pavs-Bas (Harth 191), but I feel that it 
does not purposefully aim to change them.
Histoire amoureuse des Gaules represents an important shift in the use of literary 
portraits— a movement not necessarily away from idealization (for art necessitates it) but 
toward using the form of the character established in Antiquity and solidified in planar 
portraiture in new ways. Bussy plays with this form to produce a maliciously comic effect, 
however, his depictions are no less idealized than heroic portraits, for they fit both definitions 
of “idealization”: “glorification of perfection” as well as “something that exists only as an 
idea.” Madame de Sevigne is held up as a certain model of complex perfidy who happens to
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have a few attributes. Likewise, Bussy’s portrayal of his cousin exists only in the realm of 
ideas because it necessarily has a dubious referent (suggested by the pseudonym 
“Cheneville”). A list of parts and traits cannot reflect a whole, nor can an individual’s 
perception of another individual (perhaps tainted by greed, in the case of Bussy53) be an 
accurate portrayal.
This idea represents the neutralization of Jacqueline Plantie’s search for “un homme 
simplement homme” or literary “realism” within portraits of the mid-seventeenth century. 
What Bussy does provide, rather than a true portrait of his friends and enemies, is a conscious 
typology of simple and complex social characters that will subsequently reverberate within 
fiction. Regardless of whether his descriptions are faithful, Bussy creates a textual world 
inhabited by spherical types: diverse individuals with surprisingly mixed qualities. This well- 
forged caste of characters will be extremely important not only for the writings of Moliere 
and La Bruyere, but also for the development of the psychological novel, in which the 
depictions of the internal struggles and motives of characters are increasingly detailed. The 
early psychological novel will strive to create a similar world, but it will gradually turn to 
fictional subjects rather than historical ones as it confects its detailed “mensonge 
romanesque” (Herman) or its dream of verisimilitude.
Thus, in virtue of the roundness of his portrayals, Bussy’s writing is far ahead of its 
time. It is important to reiterate, however, that he supposedly did not intend to publish the 
work as either history or fiction, and, considering the lifetime of troubles that it caused its 
author, the claim seems truthful. Fiction that was written for legal publication neither gave 
detailed descriptions of nobles’ private affairs nor ridiculed powerful individuals, for the 
reprisals under the government of Louis XIV included imprisonment and even death.54 One
53 Bussy was perhaps angry at his cousin because she had denied him a considerable loan in 1658, two 
years before he wrote Histoire amoureuse des Gaules.
54 For information on censorship during the Ancien Regime, see Robert Damton, The Forbidden Best- 
Sellers of Pre-Revolutionary France (New York, London, 1995), Henri-Jean Martin, Livre, pouvoirs, et
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can thus assume that Bussy, who nevertheless wished to circulate it among loyal friends to 
gamer their praise (“m ’attirer de leur part quelque louange de bien ecrire ) ( Lettre 23), felt 
unencumbered by the rules of decorum and those of the censors. Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules was meant to be a privately circulated manuscript, and as such it did not limit itself to 
describing its characters’ public images, or symbolic existences. His work’s candor, its ‘ juste 
souci de nuances,” seems a product of its writer’s self-prescribed literary exile from the 
public (hence, political) sphere that would be terminated, in part, against Bussy’s will. 
Intriguingly, this figurative exile echoes both his physically and mentally isolated states that 
lead to both the production of the manuscript during his stay in the countryside and his later 
exile from the Sun King’s court. In other words, Bussy got, in a way, what he deserved, for 
he had already created a breach between himself and his milieu by bringing the private into 
the literary, which, as Merlin has discussed and Bussy has proven, is necessarily public.
However, it is important not to overdetermine Bussy’s public exposure of the private 
faces of his peers. Bussy’s text in fact does not seem to be an effort to subvert the 
hierarchical system that used portraiture to promote its socio-political agenda. Harth gives a 
possible explanation of the relationship between Bussy’s spherical anti-portraits and his caste. 
Although Bussy’s portraits respect such formal generic mles as the exterior-interior 
division, they break with tradition in that they are no longer heroic idealizations of 
the nobility. [...] The Histoire amoureuse is nevertheless written from a strictly noble 
perspective. [...] And if Bussy attacks his class, it is only in order to save it from the 
new rich bourgeois. (118)
While our conclusions are the same (that Bussy does not aim to support massive 
ideological change), I do not necessarily share Harth’s view that the text criticizes noble
societe (Geneva, 1969), Harriet Macpherson, Censorship under Louis XIV, 1661-1715 (New York, 
1929), and Erica Harth, Ideology and Culture in Seventeenth-centurv France (Ithaca, 1983) pp. 184-90.
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corruption in an effort to moralize and thus re-establish a noble ideal of “honnetete.” Bussy’s 
irreverance leaves no room for a mythical noble past, a time when nobles were as “honnete” 
as they appeared to be. Thus, he does not seem to view his caste as redeemable; indeed, he 
does not suggest that they ever had honor to begin with.
Instead, he offers the collective portrait of a posturing group driven by self-interest, 
identical to the image of the emerging bourgeois. In this way, he levels the social playing 
field: nobles are not “above” the other castes, but the bourgeois in his text (like Jacques 
Paget, who buys Madame d’Olonne’s affections) are no better. Bussy rails against both 
social groups in Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. a blanket condemnation that renders 
questionable attempts to insert it into a clear political framework. This does not mean, 
however, that the text did not have political, social, or literary resonance for authors and 
readers wishing to fulfill agendas other than Bussy’s claimed goal of diversion.
While the case for its socio-political impact is conjecture, the text undoubtedly 
provided a model of storytelling and portraiture for later comic works like Courtilz’s Les 
Conquetes amoureuses du grand Alcandre dans les Pavs-Bas. In virtue of their identical 
methods of anti-portraiture, it may well also have functioned as such for the depictions in 
subsequent unauthorized portrait collections like Caracteres de la famille royale, which I 
study in the following section. The main significance of the work in terms of verbal 
sketching is the way that it showcases anti-portraits: it displays its subversive sketches while 
pointing them out as portraits, a self-aware feat that it accomplishes through the narrative 
frame.
The transitional moment from anecdote to portraiture, cited earlier, that Vivonne 
provides (“dites-nous, s’il vous plait, ce que c’est que madame de Sevigne”) is characteristic 
of the way that verbal sketches are framed throughout Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. In
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general, the switch to the embedded “forme breve” is announced by either another character 
or by the narrator himself, as in the following example from the end of the first chapter, 
wherein one finds the spherical portrayal of L ’Abbe Fouquet: “Etant un des principaux 
personnages de cette histoire il est a propos de faire voir comme il etait fait” (91). In the third 
chapter, Bussy uses a similar technique to introduce the round sketch of Vivonne and his own 
comically idealized self-portrait: “Avant que de passer outre, il est a propos de faire voir ce 
que c’etait que Vivonne et Bussy” (141). It is not a coincidence that the text’s portraits, 
composed in the late 1650’s, appear in a way that sets them apart from the narrative and thus 
highlights them, for this is the moment of the detached salon portrait’s apogee as a social 
trend.
The narrative framing of Bussy’s sketches recreates salon portraiture’s status as an 
independent genre, a phenomenon that gave rise to the 1659 portrait collections. In virtue of 
the social atmosphere that distinguished portraits, their insertion into this satirical novel 
varies slightly from their embedding in previous works of prose fiction, both comic and 
heroic. Romances and comic novels, such as those by Mademoiselle de Scudery, La 
Calprenede, Gomberville, Scarron, and Sorel, do not generally employ such framing 
techniques. Instead, they move between set-piece character depiction and narrative without 
transitioning statements (or, in the case of Furetiere’s Le Roman comique. they refuse set- 
piece portraiture altogether). With the exception of portraits introduced as separate 
documents by characters like those of Amerinthe, portraits in fiction before Bussy often 
accompany a character’s first appearance and are delivered by an embedded or omniscient 
narrator. For example, the following description of Lisimachus in Book I of La Calprenede s 
Cassandre occurs after the opening scenes of vicious fighting between Perdiccas (the villain),
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Lisimachus, and Oroondate and just after Lisimachus reveals his identity to his future 
comrade Oroondate, whom he admires:
Lisimachus considera cet estranger avec la mesme admiration qu’il avoit eue dans le 
combat: et certes son estonnement n ’estoit pas sans une raison tres-legitime: puis que 
les Dieux l’avoient doiie de toutes les excellentes parties qui peuvent rendre une 
personne accomplie. Son visage estoit merveilleusement beau; mais au travers d’une 
beaute qui n ’avoit rien d’effemine, on remarquoit quelque chose de si Martial, de si 
brillant et de si majestueux, qu’il pouvoit imprimer dans toutes les ames, l’amour, la 
crainte, et le respect tout ensemble [...]. (I. 11-12)
The sketch of Oroondate is a distinguishable portrait, but La Calprenede weaves it 
into the text more seamlessly than does Bussy. Bussy’s method seems clumsy to the modem 
reader accustomed to the later realistic novel’s efforts to achieve an intermingling of 
character description and narrative even less intrusive than that of the early romance. 
However, one must overlook the distracting choppiness to consider why Bussy sets his 
portraits apart and, in so doing, purposefully and explicitly interrupts the narrative.
The answer to this question is essential to the arguments presented in this thesis: by 
introducing them as portraits, he underscores their importance in his work and their enhanced 
literary status. Even though he subverts the form, Bussy chooses to highlight portraiture as 
his primary means of character description, a technique that will be short-lived in an evolving 
body of prose fiction that attempts to hide its mechanisms behind a curtain of verisimilitude. 
Even though later novelists return to the smoother techniques of the romance, they 
necessarily only do so in the shadow of portraiture’s moment in the literary spotlight. The 
way that Bussy handles verbal sketches indicates portraiture’s invigorated status: verbal 
sketching thus emerges in the late 1650’s as a technique to be, if not used, then reckoned with
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by reaction or subversion. The literary portrait’s new weightiness, as displayed in Histoire 
amoureuse des Gaules. accords it a slightly different place in prose fiction that allows it to 
take on new functions.
Thus, Histoire amoureuse des Gaules. on many levels, is still not a “novel,” for its 
anecdotes and portraits are clumsily woven into a flimsy conversational frame. Neither is it a 
cohesive story that subtly incorporates short forms and other forms of literature, for its 
vignettes and depictions are presented as such and its transitions, once perhaps a stylish way 
of giving his sick mistress a salon conversation of the sort that she was lacking, lost their 
enchantment with the passing of salon culture. After describing Madame de Sevigne, the 
speaker tells his interlocutors, “voila, mes chers, le portrait de Madame de Sevigne” (149), an 
interruption that, while reinforcing the salon atmosphere, seems redundant in comparison to 
the smoother portraiture of eighteenth-century psychological novelists. As in a memoir, the 
incidents and characters of Histoire amoureuse are connected only by the fact that they were 
experienced by the narrator.
It is the nouvelle of this epoch, the most famous of which is Madame de La Fayette’s 
La Princesse de Cleves. that continues the romance’s tradition of storytelling. Unlike Bussy’s 
disjointed narrative, the nouvelle begins to enclose “formes breves” in a subtler manner and 
to use them in new ways. As Part Three will show, portraits come to represent an important 
device in the creation of the novel’s fictional universe.
Louis de Bourbon or “Le Roi Soleil”: Depicting the King in 
Caracteres de la famille rovale
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The last paragraph of the preface of the anonymous manuscript Caracteres de la 
famille rovale de France, etc. (1703) makes three claims about its moral sketches: that they 
are well-founded (“le fruit d ’une longue Etude”), honestly rendered (“tirez d’apres nature”), 
and masterfully executed (“des coups de Maitre”) (N. pag.). While the hubris indicated by 
the final statement threatens to nullify the first two declarations in that it indicates a favoring 
of style and technique over content, the sphericality of most of the 63 unofficial portraits 
appears to establish the truthfulness of all three assertions. By presenting them as a mixed 
group of generally flawed individuals rather than perfect heroes, the author indeed seems to 
know the king and his courtiers intimately enough to pierce the idealized aura that surrounds 
them. If not, then one can at least say that he55 is capable of giving that impression, which 
further supports his allegation of literary mastery. In this way, he seems an exception to 
Saint-Simon’s observation upon the king’s death in 1715 that “rien de plus rare que des 
ecrivains qui en aient ete bien informes, rien de plus difficile a rencontrer que des gens qui 
l ’aient connu par eux-memes et par experience et capables d ’en ecrire” (8. 75).
There is no way of knowing if the author indeed knows “par experience” the nobles 
that he selects for depiction. The murky history of the text (it has possible French, English, 
or Dutch origins)56 and the author’s anonymity give few clues as to the honesty of his claims
551 use the masculine pronoun not for lack of a neutral alternative but because I feel that the author of 
this text is a man. I base this opinion on the facts that 62 out of 63 portraits are of men and that many 
portraits highlight battle and leadership skills.
56 The history of the rare Caracteres de la famille roval de France, des ministres d’Etat et des 
princinales personnes de la cour de France and its English counterpart has never been properly 
elucidated. I have viewed the French manuscript at the Newberry Library in Chicago, which does not 
claim to be a translation and is dated in the author/ translator’s hand “1703.” Moreover, it does not 
mention translation. The Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris holds two printed copies in French published 
by P. Pinceau in Villefranche dated 1702 and marked “traduit de l’anglois,” and I have located a 
second edition by this same publisher in 1706. Oxford’s Libraries hold three different English 
versions: Characters of the roval family, ministers of state, and of all the principal persons in the 
French Court (a singular edition printed for Francis Coggan and sold by John Nutt in 1702), Characters 
of the roval family, ministers of state, and principal persons in the French court, by a French nobleman 
(London, 1702), and Characters of the roval family, ministers of state, and principal persons in the 
French court, bv a French nobleman (2nd ed., London, 1705). The first indicates that it was ‘ written by
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of private knowledge of his sitters. Moreover, his cryptic references to his own identity do 
not help efforts to clear up these ambiguities. Although we possess a French manuscript, the 
text’s preface refers to the French as the “enemy” (“l’on a cru que ce petit Ouvrage seroit de 
Saison, afin de mieux faire connoitre l’Ennemy qui nous occupe”), and it posits itself 
squarely on the side of England and Holland in the period conflict ( quelques uns s imaginent 
que Louis XIIII n ’est pas en etat de soutenir plus de 2 annees la guerre contre les Ennemis 
aussy puissans que sont ensemble l’Empire, l ’Angleterre, et la Hollande”) (N. pag). 
Furthermore, the portrait of Louis XIV includes a favorable reference to William of Orange 
that indicates a Dutch or an English affiliation (“la vanite en opposant au nom de Louis le 
Grand celuy du Prince Dorange, facheux et mortifiant paralelle”) (4).
Despite the work’s mysterious background, it presents an impressive set of detached 
portraits of both well-known and more obscure court figures, all of which are men with the 
exception of Madame de Maintenon. The variety of stances toward the 63 sitters also speaks 
to the author’s knowledge of the French nobility. For example, he describes a few of the 
subjects, such as the Due de la Rochefoucauld (“ce Seigneur eclatte par sa droiture en par sa 
bonte”) (36) and the Due de la Trimouille (“ce Courtisan ne manque ny de Sagesse ny de 
valeur, il a Fame elevee, bienfaisante, sur tout a ceux qui s’attachent a sa persone”) (35), in 
exclusively flattering tones. Such sketches, although much shorter and strictly about moral 
attributes, resemble most of those in the 1659 collections, a fact that reinforces their status as 
“portraits” even though they are labeled “caracteres.” The author further underscores the
a French nobleman to his friend in England,” and the other English editions repeat the claim of French 
authorship. This statement, however, is disputed in a Pinceau 1702 edition of the French translation 
located in Edinburgh, in which an added note suggests that it was published in The Hague and written 
by Philipp Ludwig, Graf von Zinzendorf As I believe that a Frenchman wrote the text and as it is 
impossible to tell which edition appeared first, I will use the French manuscript for all of my 
references.
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text’s link to heroic portraiture by using painting metaphors throughout the work. For 
example, he refers to “notre pinceau” (16) at the end of the Due de Bourgogne’s sketch, and 
he calls the description of the king “la peinture naive du Monarque” (4).
Most of the sketches, however, are either completely negative or, more commonly, 
mixtures of praise and criticism. Those that describe their sitters in thoroughly negative tones 
are extremely short. For example, the “Caractere de Mr le Due Daumont” comprises the 
following paragraph:
Cest un homme qui doit tout a sa bonne fortune, il n ’est en place que pour montrer sa 
petitesse. emporte, fier, inflniment eloigne du merite quil croit avoir et ne promettant 
rien. on ne le placeroit point icy, sil ne se trouvoit dans le chemin par la raison de 
quelques bagatelles, dont la Cour veut bien quelque fois luy confier le soin. tres 
curieux pour les raretez du cabinet, grand Troqueur et ne se connoissant en rien. (33) 
Similarly, he sums up the Marquis de Courtenuaux as “un pigmee en matiere de grandeur” 
(48).
Unlike that of “Portrait des Precieuses” who lingers over every detail of precious 
perfidy, this author seems to have little patience for exclusively negative depiction. Instead, 
he devotes most of his time to developing the mixed natures of sitters like the King of France. 
In so doing, he presents the modem reader with more lifelike depictions of French royals— 
an alternate account of the larger-than-life figures of Louis XIV’s reign. Truthful or not, 
Caracteres presents a stark contrast to the bountiful planar portraits and elegies of the “Grand 
Siecle,” and the nature of and reasons for this opposition, as I will show, are extremely 
valuable for this study of early modern literary and social trends.
While the Sun King is a beacon of mythical perfection in his official painted and 
literary portraits, in which he is often depicted in the guise of Apollo, Hercules, and Jupiter,
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the author of the Caracteres refers to the living king, shockingly, as “un compose bizarre; il 
est merveilleux et commun, laborieux dans les petites choses comme dans les plus 
importantes[,] prodigue et menage, fier et honneste, en un mot remply de bon et de mauvais” 
(5). This passage prefigures Saint-Simon’s more expansive description of the king in the 
later Memoires.57 in which he introduces the “caractere de Louis XIV” by referring to the 
monarch as “un prince a qui on ne peut refuser beaucoup de bon, meme de grand, en qui on 
ne peut meconnaitre plus de petit et de mauvais” (8. 75). It is impossible to determine if 
Saint-Simon had access to the 1703 Caracteres. but his aforementioned doubts of personal 
access to the king that seem to refute this author’s claims, coupled with the similar language 
of the above passage (and other passages that I will point out later), hints at a dialogue both 
agonistic and mimetic— between the Memoires and the earlier, clandestine work.
The motives for the two descriptions are similarly oppositional and complementary. 
Saint-Simon claims to proffer a faithful, objective description: “on tachera d ’y atteindre en 
suspendant de bonne foi toute passion” (8. 75). Written after the king s death, his account of 
the monarch’s evolving personality seems an attempt both to set the record straight and to 
establish his own authority as one of the few individuals capable of doing so. In the preface, 
the author of Caracteres likewise aims to correct the public’s misconceptions about the king 
and his courtiers: ‘Ton a cru que ce petit Ouvrage seroit de Saison, afin de mieux faire 
connoitre l’Ennemy qui nous occupe” (N. pag.). However, his claims to objectivity are 
overshadowed by the stated political goal of helping defeat the French through knowledge of 
them.
57 Saint-Simon begins Chapter VI of Tome VIII with the enticing heading “Caractere de Louis XIV,” 
but the text is not a set-piece with a traditional, brief form: he summarizes Louis s entire reign in over 
100 pages. The author does indeed sketch the king’s personality throughout the different periods of his 
personal reign, but the portrait is interspersed with set-pieces of his mistresses and historical accounts 
of specific moments during his life. The depiction of the king in Caracteres, conversely, is a short 
(nine handwritten pages), detached text like the 1659 portraits.
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In this way, the earlier text’s status as anti-type is underscored: it uses the form of 
official encomiums to subvert the objectives of sanctioned royal portraiture, all during the 
living king’s reign. This spherical portrait posits itself as subversive, an idea that reinforces 
the role of the anti-type in the evolving codes of realism in portraiture and novelistic 
character development. First in the collection, “Portrait du roy denies Louis his two- 
dimensional existence as a perfect head on medals and money— “le Roi Soled” — by 
replacing him with a human-like, three-dimensional individual— Louis de Bourbon. Like 
the other anti-portraits studied in this chapter, the sketch crafts a realistic portrayal in the 
interest of forging a negative one. Here, the author emphasizes the particular at the expense 
of the public persona in an effort to malign and subvert political authority. In this section, I 
will study the pervading twofold structure of this unique sketch to reveal the evidence for its 
sphericality as well as the motivations, conditions, and effects of the bold gesture that gives 
the King of France, as well as his caste, a body that is both noble and “common” and public 
and “particulier.” Furthermore, such an analysis occasions reflection upon a key theme of 
this chapter, the public-private dynamic, and its intriguing ties to both the notion of gossip 
and the fiscal realities of writing portraits.
i
The portrait’s final flourish, that the Sun King is “en un mot, remply de bon et de 
mauvais,” is (as the adverbial expression “en un mot” implies) a mise-en-abime of the entire 
text in both form and content. Just as the king exhibits good and bad qualities, many of the 
sentences that comprise his portrait are made of contrasting clauses. The statements also 
follow the “good and bad” pattern by mentioning the positive characteristic first, followed by 
the related detraction. The means of connecting these opposing ideas is at times the 
conjunction “mais,” a structural technique that is also a feature of positive and negative 
planar portraits. However, unlike the flat portrait parading as an honest depiction, such as La
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Rochefoucauld’s self-analysis in Recueil des portraits, the portrait of the king in Caracteres 
de la famille rovale has a distinct “curve towards the round” (Forster 67). The following 
description in the beginning of the work begins positively but focuses on Louis’s fading glory 
and increasing infirmity, a contrast that immediately sets the portrayal apart from traditional 
royal depictions of the “feu roi”:
On peut avancer seurement quil a este la meilleure teste de son royaume, mais son 
genie se sent un peu de l’aage et de la fatigue [;] faut il sen etonner puisquil a soutenu 
si long teme luy seul tous le poid de ses immenses affaires fatigue de ses longs 
travaux [...]. (la)
The author uses the conjunction “mais” to overturn the initial compliment that Louis 
“has been the best head of his kingdom,” a technique common in the 1659 compilations, as I 
explored in Recueil des portraits’ “Portrait de M.R.D.” He begins with an anti-thesis before 
presenting his thesis: the idea that the king is now washed up. This structure is a logical, 
rhetorical manner of argumentation that aims to strengthen his point. Moreover, the 
repetition of the idea of tiredness (“fatigue”/ “fatigue”) reinforces the notion of Louis as an 
ineffective “head” (simultaneously referring to Louis’s position as leader and his aging 
visage).
The next sentence has a similar “mais” structure that links a concession and a 
negation. This time, the author opposes Louis’s political expansionism and his relationship 
with Madame de Maintenon. He characterizes the affair as a hindrance to the ruler’s stately 
goals: “il voudroit les couronnes a quelque prix que ce fut, mais il s’est malheureusement 
entete dune femme dont le bigotisme le perd et deconcerte tous ses projets” (1). The text, 
thus, slides from the public realm (the king functioning as king) to the bedroom (his 
relationship with Madame de Maintenon) very quickly, a motion that corresponds to the
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preface’s stated goal of helping readers “know” (“connoitre”) the French nobility in order to 
shatter their illusions about these larger-than-life figures of the court: “On se flatte que les uns 
et les autres seront desabusez, lors qu’ils verront icy les caracteres” (N. pag). As 
demonstrated in the discussion of Louis’s intimacy with Madame de Maintenon, the author 
views his work as an unmasking or a delving into the private by depicting the “caracteres,” 
which are the true personalities of his unapprised sitters.
The almost immediate shift to the king’s private life likewise indicates a refusal to 
separate the public and private spheres, a gesture that flies in the face of the French nobles’ 
implicit official literary pact to maintain their idealized group persona. The author’s 
observation that Louis’s relationship with Madame de Maintenon has adversely affected his 
ability to rule represents a further pitting of the king’s public mask, for the author does not 
acknowledge the traditional schism between the king’s symbolic body and his physical one, 
as described by Jean-Marie Apostolides: “le Roi” (the royal) as opposed to “le roi” (the 
physical) (11). He instead chooses to highlight the unity of the king as a human being, a 
gesture that contributes to the systematic deconstruction of Louis’s mythical persona.
The mechanisms with which this portrait aims to expose publicly the kingly role as a 
role demand untangling. Before studying how the remainder of the portrait contributes to the 
dismantling of “Louis le Grand,” it is necessary to take a brief look at the social stakes of 
courtly life during this period. Critics like Elizabeth Goldsmith, Henry Clark, and, 
particularly, Apostolides have previously made the case for seventeenth-century literature as 
a result and a purveyor of a socio-political atmosphere infused with the idea of etre versus 
paraitre (“being” and “seeming”). The popularity of disguises and pseudonyms in 
seventeenth-century society (in the bal masque, the salon, and the theater, for example) and 
literature (as in the portraits addressed to “Iris,” “Daphnis,” and “Tirsis” in Recueil des
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portraits) seems a recreation of the need to don metaphorical masks to fulfill one’s public 
duty, protect one’s private life, and/ or deceive one’s enemies.
The prevalence of deception in the Sun King’s court atmosphere is not a feature 
imposed upon this society by later historians and literary critics. On the contrary, courtiers 
like Saint-Simon refer incessantly to their lives as “theater,” as mentioned earlier. As I 
discuss in the following section, La Bruyere’s Les Caracteres is also an important witness to 
the theatricality of daily life at court as well as “en ville,” for the idea that nobles and 
bourgeois alike deceive from dawn until dusk is the primary trope of the work. Regarding the 
basic human impulse to behave in this way, he exclaims in the chapter “De la cour,” “Dans 
cent ans le monde subsistera encore en son entier: ce sera le meme theatre et les memes 
decorations, ce ne seront plus les memes acteurs” (VIII. 99).58 His “Menophile” from “De la 
ville” is an example of a bourgeois who embodies this urge but does not play his role, in the 
author’s view, successfully:
Menophile emprunte ses moeurs d’une profession, et d ’une autre son habit; il masque 
toute l’annee, quoique a visage decouvert: il parait a la cour, a la ville, ailleurs, 
toujours sous un certain nom et sous le meme deguisement. On le reconnait; et on 
sait quel il est a son visage. (VIII. 48)
Moreover, Louis XIV was undoubtedly aware of the idea of court life as theater, as 
Apostolides underscores in the following account of the festivities at Versailles on July 18, 
1668, also cited above:
Le gouter se deroule dehors, dans une salle de verdure dont le decor est a mi-chemin 
du bosquet et de la salle de chateau. Lorsqu’ils quittent cet endroit, les invites 
passent sans transition d’une allee du pare a une salle de theatre close. [...] Une autre
58 Cited by chapter and fragment number in the 1992 Soler edition in Moralistes du XVIIe siecle (based 
on ninth edition of 1696). I will use this format throughout the dissertation.
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surprise les attend au lever du rideau, car la scene du theatre leur renvoie l’image du 
lieu qu’ils viennent de quitter. C ’est comme si, a leur insu, ils avaient abandonne la 
scene pour la salle et la condition d’acteurs pour celle de spectateurs. (111)
Forced to recognize themselves as actors in the king’s personal pageant, courtiers were thus 
aware (painfully or not) of their duty to play roles. Just as Louis and his ministers cast him as 
“Louis-Auguste” (67) and “Apollon-Louis XIV” (87)—  figures that denied human 
weakness—  in various pageants and ceremonies, his noble minions donned many layers of 
masks when they participated in the rituals of Versailles.
While in a more amplified public position than were his nobles, Louis XIV possessed 
what was perceived as a divided existence that literally set the stage for his theatrical reign. 
Although a topic of modern scholarly debate, the “public-private” paradigm held currency at 
this time, for it is clear that early modems on some levels recognized a distinction between 
the monarch’s two bodies. Ernst Kantorowicz and Apostolides describe the prevalent notion 
during this period in England and France, respectively, that the king was simultaneously a 
private individual, subject to death, and a public incarnation of the State who lived eternally 
as the god-given ruler (“le roi est mort, vive le roi”). According to this view, the Louis-roi 
supposedly saw and knew all that happened within his borders (Apostolides 11-12).
The common expression “si le roi savait” (11), however, tells a different story about 
life under Louis, and this tale underscores the leitmotiv of unmasking in “Portrait du roy.” 
Not “when the king knows” but “if the king only knew,” the saying reveals a general 
knowledge of the falsity of Louis’s omnipresence. Despite the multiplying effect of 
portraiture that spread his likeness throughout the realm, the people knew that he could not 
know all that went on. The author of Caracteres turns the idea of knowing around when he
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claims to know (“connoitre”) the king in an intimate way. He uses this knowledge to return 
boldly the near-blinding public (thus, kingly) gaze via a publicly circulated text.
The author uses the public against the nobles he depicts by appealing to the notion of 
hearsay, a gesture that, again, turns the idea of “knowing” into a weapon. He frequently 
quotes generic, dubious sources in his destructive effort to portray the king as a complex 
individual. The expression “on dit que” and the reference to the “gazette scandaleuse” in the 
following citation concerning the monarch’s relationship with Madame de Maintenon show 
the gossipy nature of the text:
on dit que cette femme s’attache uniquement au Roy par lendroit de ses infirmites, 
quelle le soulage avec une extreme tendresse, et que cest ce qui luy donne un si grand 
ascendant sur son esprit. La gazette scandaleuse toujours temeraire a percer les 
tenebres de la chambre pretend que le Monarque a epouse la Dame; le fondment de 
cette commune opinion cest que les prestres ont fait peur a sa Majeste qui dailleurs ne 
se sent plus capable de gouter un plaisir illicite. (1)
Moreover, this tone inscribes it in the body of clandestine literature dedicated to writing a 
parallel, oppositional history.
Other portraits in the collection similarly evoke the faceless public voice of hearsay. 
That of the Due de Vendome, however, challenges this voice: “a croire le bruit commun ce 
prince est un heros, mais ecoutez ce qui se dit a loreille entre les officiers judicieux, et qui 
l ’ont vu dans l’action. Son Altesse n’est qu’un Phantosme de herose, il n ’a n’y teste n’y bras, 
un peu de bonheur fait tout son merite” (26). The author thus contradicts public opinion (“le 
bruit commun”) when that voice does not ring true to him— when it echoes the tones of 
heroic portraiture regarding a subject that is not worthy of such praise.
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Calling the duke a “phantom of heroism,” the writer again posits himself as a person 
who knows the truth about his sitters and, moreover, is not afraid to challenge common 
assumptions. To return to the sketch of the king, the titillating metaphor in the above passage 
“percer les tenebres de la chambre” reinforces the image of the omniscient author, capable of 
illuminating the dark (private) aspects of French aristocrats’ lives. Paradoxically, he assumes 
this role in order to undermine the assumed roles of the self-styled nobles whom he wishes to 
unmask. The author reinforces his own persona in the body of the portrait when he presents a 
string of details about the king’s personality and habits. Mixing criticism and praise, he 
weaves a tale that at once tarnishes the king’s noble image and underscores his own claims to
knowledge and power.
Overall, the remainder of the sketch presents first good then bad qualities, a global 
structure that recreates that of the sentences featuring “mais cited above in form and content. 
The author first acknowledges the facts that the king is pious, straightforward, learned, and 
hard working:
il faut avouer quil est devot, de bonne foy ; lhipocrisie n’estant pas de son esprit [;] 
naturellement superstitieux a force d’entendre les plus habiles maitres, il a pris ce qui 
luy est le plus utile dans toutes les sciences, il nest jamais oisif, se donnant tout 
entier aux bagatelles comme aux affaires serieuses [...]. (3-4)
Nestled in the compliments above, however, is the two-sided barb naturellement 
superstitieux a force d’entendre les plus habiles maitres.” Targeting both Louis, who listens 
too closely to the counsel of others, and his ministers, who have turned a straightforward man 
into a superstitious one, the comment sets the stage for the criticisms to come.
The few clauses that follow, “il sapplique a ses batiments et a ses jardins, comme aux 
decisions les plus importantes. la diversitee de ses occupations l’empechent de s’ennuier.”
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(4), seem harmless (or even seem to cast the king in a gentle, pastoral light) until one 
reconsiders the official portraits of the king. None of these mention the kingly obsession with 
his grounds and buildings, later similarly described with disdain by Saint-Simon (as is his 
dependence on ministers) (8. 85-88). Unlike Saint-Simon, who overtly calls such pastimes 
“pertes de temps” (8. 85), the author of “Portrait du roy” wields the above information more 
subtly; it is, however, no less a weapon. His comment that “his occupations keep him from 
being bored” smacks of condescension and implies that Louis puts no time into running his 
empire. Moreover, this transition opens the floodgates for harsher attacks.
The rest of the passage is devoted to an enumeration of the king’s flaws. Beginning 
with the idea that the king has foolishly convinced himself that he reigns during an age of 
reason, it walks the reader through Louis’s vanity, quirks of old age, and mistreatment of his 
courtiers, who now chafe under his old fist:
il a eu le bonheur de persuader que chez luy le bon sens egale au moins la politique et 
quil a plus de l ’un et de l’autre que Tous ceux qui l’environnent. amateur excessif de 
la louange, il se sera toujours avide sans la distinguer d’avec la flatterie. a propos de 
quoy le feu Roy de Pologne Sobieski disoit quil estoit surpris qu’un aussy grand 
Monarque que le Roy de france put tolerer des eloges si outres, et meme aplaudir a la 
basse flatterie, dont tous les livres et les monuments publics sont remplis pour sa 
gloire. ajoutans quil craignoit que quelque enemy de la reputation de Louis le Grand 
ne fit un jour un recueil de ce faux encense dont on connoitroit visiblement la vanite 
en opposant au nom de Louis le Grand celuy du Prince Dorange, facheux et 
mortifiant paralelle. plus scrupuleux que jamais a parler, dans la crainte d’en trop 
dire ; fixe dans sa conduite, pas un de ses officiers qui ne seache le soir ce quil doit 
executer le lendemain, ce qui fait que ce prince est si bien servy. qualites admirables
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chez un grand Courbe sous le poids de ses occupations accablantes, toute son 
inclination seroit pour le domestique, il se toume entierement vers sa famille, et cela 
moins pour satisfaire au penchant patemel que pour amuser sa viellesse, cest assez 
l’ordinaire des vieillards, qui, comme le Roy ne sentent plus la pointe du plaisir il 
ecarte a present tous les objets qui peuvent chatouiller les sens. Ses Courtisans sont 
aussy genez en sa presence, que seroient devant un severe abbe des moines enfermez 
par force; les admirateurs de Louis quatorze sont ils hors de dessous les yeux de ce 
terrible Maitre, ils se dedommagent avec usure de leur esclavage. (3-5)
Louis’s penchant for receiving public displays of adoration is the most developed of 
his characteristics in the above passage. It is also, notably, a trait that Saint-Simon 
emphasizes in the Memories: “Ses ministres, ses generaux, ses maitresses, ses courtisans [...] 
le louerent a l ’envi et le gaterent. Les louanges, disons mieux, la flatterie lui plaisoit a tel 
point, que les plus grossieres etoient bien regues, les plus basses encore mieux savourees” (8. 
84). The Caracteres illustrates this obsession with an anecdote concerning the King of 
Poland, who is shocked by Louis’s encouragement of “base” praise. It thus uses hearsay 
about a foreign king to witness to Louis’s vanity, which adds weight to the critique. Indeed, 
this foreigner is an all the more an authoritative witness in that, as a king himself, he 
understands the risk of encouraging flattery.
The author likewise evokes public opinion in the description of the dissatisfaction of 
courtiers with the king’s ways, “ses Courtisans sont aussy genez en sa presence.” To support 
his characterization, he adds the collective voice of grumbling ranks of nobles to his own. 
The resulting din comes to a crescendo at the end of the passage, when the author calls the 
king, through the eyes of his courtiers, a “severe abbe” who keeps his monks like prisoners 
and a “terrible Maitre” who ruins his courtiers by forcing them into economic slavery.
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The despotic identities of “severe abbot” and “terrible Master” represent attempts to 
demonize the powerful ruler, but the passage overflows with references to common-man 
traits that oppose these metaphors. The author notes that Louis likes to take care of his 
“buildings” and “gardens,” a characteristic that Saint-Simon also describes (8. 81-82). This 
observation, together with the affirmation of his domesticity (“toute son inclination seroit 
pour le domestique”), provides the reader with the image of a tinkering househusband rather 
than a monarch capable of winning battles. The apex of this grounding effort comes when 
the author describes Louis’s quirks of old age as “assez l ’ordinaire des viellards.” In one 
thrust, he transforms the king into a passionless, typical old man— not just a geezer but a 
common geezer. The references to the monarch’s common side accomplish the reverse of 
making a common portrait of him, however, for his official portraits in no way resemble this 
one. The sketch is singular for its portrayal of the living king as simultaneously noble, 
ruthless, and ordinary, and the tense mix gives it a three-dimensionality that sanctioned 
portraits from the reign of Louis XIV do not exhibit.
The unusual juxtaposition of the “evil master” and “common oldster” identities is 
part of an explicit strategy to damage the enemy king’s public body, or to bring him down 
from his representational pedestal to the level of the reader. However, the nature of the text’s 
readership is somewhat vague. Conjecture about the manuscript’s targeted audience provides 
clues to the writer’s desired outcomes. Again, in the aforementioned preface, the writer 
presents himself as an enemy of the French, and he emphatically states that the portrait 
book’s goal is political— to “make known” the French “enemies” to the readership as a 
means of conquering and controlling that foe through image-(re)fashioning:
Ton a cru que ce petit Ouvrage seroit de Saison, afin de mieux faire connoitre 
l’Ennemy qui nous occupe. C’est un principe en medecine, qu’un mal bien connu est
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a demy guery; j ’en dis de meme en politique, II est certain qu’on vient plus aisement 
a bout d ’un Ennemy, dont on connoit le fort et le faoble: il est d ’autant plus 
necessaire de donner cette Idee de la france que les sentimens sont fort partages, sur 
la veritable situation de cette Couronne. (N. pag.)
The author posits knowledge of the “Ennemy,” provided by portraiture, as a source of power 
over one’s foes, an idea that speaks to the verbal sketch’s complex ideological functions 
during this period of socio-political unrest.
Elaborating on Roland Barthes’s hypothesis, Peter Brooks estimates in The Novel of 
Worldliness that portraiture is inherently tied up with the idea of control:
The portrait signifies total knowledge about another person, total clarity of 
perception, total expression in language. It means an arrest of the movement of 
human life in a stasis of words, the metaphorical expression of an essence rather than 
a narrative development. [...] To fix someone— in the sense of arresting his 
movement and attaching him with permanence—  it is necessary to have penetrated 
him, caught and held him in definitions, at the same time using disguise to protect 
oneself. To let oneself be fixed is to sacrifice prestige and freedom of movement.
[...] To reduce someone to the categories, abstractions, and judgments of the portrait 
[...] is to be in a position to control that person. (16-17)
While the bid to control through portraiture is not always as clearly expressed or as successful 
as Brooks suggests, it is clear that domination via “penetration” (a sexual term that adds force 
to Brooks’s argument) and information is the author of Caracteres de la famille royale’s aim. 
The writer posits his literary transformation of Louis XIV from a god into a human being as a 
morale-booster; he aims to convince his public that the enemy is not led by Hercules 
incarnate and is, as a result, conquerable. The text, therefore, offers itself as a tool of
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propaganda, a gesture that hints at the power of representation and that reinforces my ongoing 
assertion that literature is “in ideology” (Harth 30).
Subversion and texts of the “secret history” and pseudo-memoir varieties, genres 
closely related to this compilation of “secret” (as the author calls them) portraits, go hand-in- 
hand. The mere fact that they were often published in Holland and Lyon and smuggled into 
Paris to avoid royal censure suggests that their content jeopardized the codes of Louis’s 
absolutist state. As Demoris states of memoirs and pseudo-memoirs, they are, dubious or not, 
“des textes subversifs, on le savait deja, mais on le dit maintenant de tous les cotes” (194).
Subversion, however, comes in many flavors. In the case of Caracteres, it is 
explicitly cast as political and embraced as a means of helping win a war. Indeed, even 
spherical verbal sketches of nobles that do not have such a stated agenda are inextricably tied 
to the political. For example, that of the king in the secret history Histoire du palais, ou les 
amours. XIV (1706), which presents the king in a similar negative, human light (he is 
“marque de petite verolle”59 and “tout a fait incommode s’il n ’estoit Roy”) (2-3), has political 
resonance, regardless of its author’s intentions. Thus, as the author of Caracteres declares 
outright, forgers of illicit portraits portraying nobles and royals as humans rather than as 
myths considered their works powerful tools that could change public opinion.
The above author’s confidence in his text’s power is, as Helene Merlin explains, 
justifiable in virtue of the relationship of literature and writer. She argues that during the 
seventeenth century, writers perceived their works as gifts of knowledge (and, in this case, 
commentary) to a political public sphere:
59 It is important to note that sanctioned portraits of Louis XIV also mention his smallpox scars, but 
they soften the comment with flattery. This secret portrait’s bald and bold comment that the King is 
“marque de petite verole” contrasts greatly with the following description of his face in Recueil des 
portraits’ “Portrait de sa Majeste”: “Son visage, sur lequel la petite verole a laisse quelques legeres 
marques de sa puissance que les maladies exercent sans distinction sur toute sorte de sujets, n’a rien 
emporte de la vivacite de son teint” (11).
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le public, au-dessus du lecteur particulier, designe l’entite ontologico-juridique du 
corps politique. L ’ecriture, publication du savoir de l’auteur, est presentee comme 
une sorte de devoir d ’amitie publique. C’est un don perpetuel au public, le signe de 
la reciprocity du particulier et du public [...]. (117)
Although Merlin makes this claim during a discussion of Jean Bacquet’s moral writings, 
which were meant to reinforce general public moral codes, one can see how the argument 
applies equally well to subversive texts. A “perpetual gift to the public” given by the 
“particulier” (the non-noble, private individual),60 the text that aims to criticize, mock, or 
reshape social and literary forms also knowingly participates in a political dialogue with its 
inevitably political audience.
On the other hand, claims of political importance in explicitly subversive portraits 
and secret histories are partially neutralized by the fact that, as Demoris observes, they 
generally fail to provide “une revelation sensationnelle de la verite” (195). Thus, despite 
their insistences to the contrary, they largely do not provide a verifiable, fleshed-out counter­
history that gives details not found in other sources like official histories and gazettes “avec 
privilege.” Their collective “behind-the-scenes” view created, rather, the impression of 
realism and truthful depiction of individuals and events.
This idea leads to the fiscal aspect of these works. The hearty public appetite for 
such views most certainly encouraged writers like the most famous author of secret histories 
and biographies, Courtilz de Sandras, who ministered to them, to emphasize and invent their 
grave sociopolitical impact. Money was thus undoubtedly a factor in the creation of anti­
portraits such as those in Caracteres. As critics like Robert Darnton, Harth, and Demoris
60 As discussed in the section on Monsieur de Brais. It is interesting to note here, however, that a 
published work was viewed as a way for the non-noble to give back to the public sphere, which was 
“above” him. The implication, thus, is that nobles did not publish.
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point out, there was at this time a rapidly increasing public desire for books of the secret 
history and pseudo-memoir variety (Darnton 76, Demoris 190), most of which are loaded 
with set-piece literary portraits, such as Histoire du palais. Accompanying this trend was the 
production of entire collections of spherical literary portraits in the style of Divers portraits, 
such as Caracteres. Portraying the king “dans son lict d ’amour avec aussi peu d ’intimidite 
que dans celuy de justice” (Caracteres 1) instead of focusing laser-like on the image of “le 
Roi Soleil” titillated readers with its sexual connotations. Peddling sex and, for that matter, 
anything else that would not have made it past royal censors undoubtedly had economic value 
for hack writers like Courtilz, who often lived in Holland and Switzerland and made a living 
from their scandalous texts.
The known history of Courtilz occasions further reflection about the author of 
Caracteres. his motives, and the intended audience and functions of the text. He attempts to 
persuade us systematically, first, that his sketches are truthful. The foundation of a portrait’s 
power, veracity is a primary concern, as revealed by the claim in the preface that the portraits 
are “tirez d ’apres nature” (“nature” meaning “truth” rather than “la belle nature”). Further, he 
asserts that the King’s portrait is a “peinture naive” (5) or an unaffected rendering. Second, 
the writer takes great pains to persuade the reader of his political motives (“afin de mieux 
faire connoitre l ’Ennemy qui nous occupe”). Third, he aims to dispel the idea that he is 
French by his repeated claims of loyalty to the English-Dutch alliance against the French and 
by his use of the pronoun “nous,” as noted above. However, his incessant claims of fidelity 
together with his proven literary skill (the use of “thesis/ antithesis” arguments, the appeals to 
public opinion, etc.) lead the reader, paradoxically, to question the faithfulness of the portraits 
of nobles and of the self-portrait that he paints.
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Furthermore, the fact that the manuscript is in perfect idiomatic French with no 
mention of translation adds to the evidence against the author’s claims— one wonders why 
the text, if destined for English or Dutch eyes, is not in English or Dutch. If the author were 
French, as seems likely, then a different set of sociopolitical motivations would be 
implicated. When viewed in this new light, one that reveals the author as a shadowy figure 
cloaked in a foreign guise, the critique provides additional information not only about the 
dynamics of political power, but also about the states of authorship and portraiture during the 
period. According to this scenario, the portraitist fashioned a literary mask to avoid detection 
in his own milieu, an evasive action that could have many explanations, all of which boil 
down to the fear of reprisals.
When one considers the punishment of Bussy-Rabutin for Histoire amoureuse des 
Gaules almost 50 years earlier, one readily understands the need for such tactics. As his 
anonymity and the possible red herrings regarding his identity suggest, the author’s gesture of 
labeling the King of France a “terrible Maitre” (5) is a dangerous move, purposefully 
designed to undermine and subvert. Motives for such an inside job range from a personal 
vendetta to a desire for massive political change or to the need to make money, but the 
importance of portraiture to serve as the vehicle of the attack is clear.
The evasive actions of this writer (“evasive” meaning both “avoiding difficulty” and 
“purposefully ambiguous”) reinforce the idea mentioned earlier of literature’s power to 
transform society. What is more, a detailed analysis of the Caracteres illustrates that the 
literary portrait was seen to have a significant role to play in this dynamic. Society, in turn, 
influences literature, which is demonstrated by the three-dimensionality of “Portrait du roy”: 
for subversive political and/ or social reasons, its unknown author gives the King of France a 
human-like presence. He accomplishes this via an anti-portrait that inverts the encomium’s
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function of edification, and in so doing he critiques social norms and forges a new identity for 
its sitter.
This process exemplifies the shifts occurring in literary portraiture at the time, for 
portraits in official works of prose fiction are also moving away from strictly two- 
dimensional depiction of social and literary types, although more slowly. The circular 
process of exchange between literature and society, affected by clandestine texts like “Portrait 
du roy,” permit literary portraits to take on new functions, particularly in the evolving 
psychological novel. Part Three’s analysis of four-dimensional depiction (the hyper-portrait), 
which embodies the fusion of verbal sketching and narration, will bring to light these new 
roles that solidify portraiture’s centrality in the emerging story of the modem novel’s 
changing modes of character development.
La Bruyere’s Distorted Mirror of Ironic Portraits
“L 'on ouvre et I ’on etale tous les matins pour tromper son monde; et I ’onferme
le soir apres avoir trompe tout le jour. ” (VI. 42)
The above citation from Les Caracteres (1688-1696) introduces both the primary 
trope of La Bruyere’s complex masterpiece of depiction and the challenges one necessarily 
encounters when faced with a text whose author plays the very games he exposes. Through 
aphorisms, “remarques” (initially the term preferred by the author to describe his collection 
of “formes breves”) (Soler 656), and verbal sketches, the author presents “le monde a 
l’envers” (64), as Jules Brody rightly terms it. Portraying “le monde” as a society of
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falseness, moral vacuity, and self-caricature, La Bruyere aims to lift the curtains of deception 
and self-deception to reveal the rude machinery at work in town and at court. He thus turns 
“le monde” on its head by revealing that it is itself “a l ’envers,” for he suggests, as did La 
Rochefoucauld in the earlier Maximes. that all that one sees and believes to be true is false.
While his text’s message seems clear at first, the author’s stance in relation to the 
society he describes is less so when one takes the epigraph to its logical conclusion. The 
ambiguous pronoun “l’on” in the citation ‘Ton ouvre et l’on etale tous les matins pour 
tromper son monde; et l ’on ferme le soir apres avoir trompe tout le jour” places the author in 
an awkward position as a simultaneous critic and participant in the tragicomedy of life under 
the Sun King.61 If indeed all that one experiences there is the opposite of the truth, then what 
is one to make of a text that is the product of this society? While he does not escape this 
paradox via the work’s maxims, La Bruyere’s ingenious response to this question (one that 
the overly sententious La Rochefoucauld does not make) is to offer portraits steeped in irony 
that more often than not repel literal readings. Patrice Soler summarizes the author’s 
enigmatic style: “maitre ironiste [...] et classique en cela, La Bruyere ne cesse de se cacher, 
de feindre et de feinter. Des fragments eclatants de verve, mais un auteur dissimule” (637). 
Ambiguous at their cores, the sketches in Les Caracteres thus demand interpretation, just as 
their author demands a critical reading of the codes of his milieu.
This approach applies equally to the form of the text as well as to its content. 
Prefacing his text with a translation of Theophrastus’ Characters, La Bruyere posits his 
Caracteres as an early modern version of this ancient work. As the above quotes suggest, 
however, this relationship purposefully breaks down after very little scrutiny. In this study, I 
will show that La Bruyere’s ironic means of sketching social types exploits but does not
61 This description likewise applies to his social standing: bom bourgeois, he acted as tutor to the 
Prince de Conde’s son and later bought an ennobling title.
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mimic Theophrastus’ comparatively homogeneous, terse descriptions of negative human 
behaviors (avarice, ostentation, superstition, etc.) and of the faceless people that embody 
them. One can thus apply the metaphor of a topsy-turvy world to La Bruy ere’s treatment of 
the verbal sketch. His writing provides a different type of portrait from those already studied 
in this chapter, one that combines techniques of depiction in new ways to oppose the 
idealized content of noble encomiums and to serve as a vehicle for criticism.
Exploding portraiture’s decorative form from the inside out (to use again Berger’s 
useful terminology), the text is a hybrid of the graphic mode— an ironic graphic mode in 
which things are shown as the opposite of how they are perceived by their author. La 
Bruyere presents his portraits often as dry “remarques” or simple observations of behavior, 
but underneath their coolly ethnographic exteriors lie a bubbling cauldron of revulsion and an 
obsessive desire to expose and ridicule. The same is true of the form of the “caractere,” for 
the writer combines ironically this genre with elements of the seventeenth-century heroic 
portrait to distill nobles and bourgeois down to basic, unflattering concentrates of behavior. 
After passing through the filter of his wry wit, La Bruyere’s amalgamated portraits emerge as 
a unique formal creature: one that I classify as three-dimensional because of the many 
registers upon which it plays textually and characterologically and in virtue of its multi­
leveled characteristics that result from the parodic process.
As Brody’s characterization “le monde a l’envers” suggests, Les Caracteres 
represents a complex, radical form of iconoclasm that had significant socio-political and 
literary resonance. As such, it provides an appropriate conclusion to this chapter on spherical 
depiction, for it represents on many levels the apex of anti-portraiture. Here, I analyze the 
novelty and sphericality of La Bruyere’s portraits in relation to their hybridized form, shifting 
content, mimetic agenda, possible socio-political “raisons d ’etre,” and literary impact.
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Moreover, I explore the idea that, as Mary Campbell explains, the work offers an ironic and 
complex “rhetorical likeness” to the Renaissance and contemporary compilations of 
“ethnological prototypes” (231) or the classifications and descriptions of ethnic and social 
types. I will further argue that Les Caracteres purposefully pushes both heroic and proto- 
ethnographic portraits in a new direction, after which they never fully recover their former 
trajectories. This compilation, together with the other spherical portraits described in this 
chapter, provides a model of deviant portraiture that gives an alternate account of life in the 
seemingly glamorous “monde.” Its popularity— it was “an international bestseller that grew 
from edition to edition until it had doubled its size” (231)— suggests its importance for future 
types of depiction. The overall goal of this section is thus to unpack this text’s complex 
system of representation to underscore the magnitude of its possible effects on the future of 
the prose character. Such models add to the arsenal of character types (planar, satirical, and 
comic) that eighteenth-century psychological novelists employ to flesh out the shifting codes 
of plausibility that govern and shape the novelistic character.
Critics have noticed the singularity of Les Caracteres. it must be noted, from its 
initial publication in 1688, but the majority of studies throughout the centuries have focused 
on the work’s unique style. The well-known critics Serge Doubrovsky, Roland Barthes, G. 
Lanson, Adam, and Brody have continued this line of inquiry. Brody’s declaration that 
“parmi les auteurs de sa generation, La Bruyere est le seul qui se soit singularise, ou meme 
signale, par son style” (55), while controversial, captures the general spirit of admiration 
expressed by most scholars when faced with the incredible diversity of narrative form and 
expression in Les Caracteres. Musing ‘Ton ne sache pas ce qui interesse ou amuse le plus, le 
modele etudie, ou le tour donne a cette etude” (qtd. in Soler 643), Lanson draws our attention 
to the imaginative use of language in the Caracteres. a text that dazzles the reader with
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linguistic gymnastics. La Bruyere fashions his characters by employing a myriad of literary 
forms, from apostrophes (“Tu te trompes, Philemon”) (II. 27) to dialogues (“Cela est 
delicieux: qu’a-t-il dit?”') (V. 66) to hyperbole (“Arrias a tout lu, tout vu. II veut le persuader 
ainsi; c ’est un homme universel, et il se donne pour tel”) (V. 9), all infused with a satirical 
tone. Brody notes a similar appreciation among La Bruyere s contemporaries and immediate 
predecessors by citing Menage, Fleury, Mathieu Marais, D ’Olivet, Voltaire, La Harpe, and 
Palissot, all of whom laud the novelty of the work. For example, Menage declares in 1693 
that “Monsieur de La Bruyere peut passer parmi nous pour auteur d ’une maniere d ’ecrire 
toute nouvelle” (218-19), and in 1751 Voltaire finds Les Caracteres un genre unique in 
virtue of “un style rapide, convis, nerveux, des expressions pittoresques, un usage tout 
nouveau de la langue, mais qui n ’en blesse pas les regies” (II. 51).
The text’s stylistic originality springs in part from its author’s ability to combine 
classical and salon literary modes. La Bruyere takes the ancient techniques of brevity, 
concision, and fragmentation and mixes them with precious expressions and prose narrative 
strategies to create a new means of depiction. However, at first glance, his characters do 
not overtly display their connection to the form of the detached salon portrait. The title of the 
work indicates a direct link to Theophrastus’ Characters, and the fact that La Bruyere s 
portrait gallery begins with its translation reinforces this idea. Never much more than a dense 
page long, the thirty entries of the ancient text provide a model of brevity and clarity for the 
latter work. It is true, however, that La Bruyere’s characters come in a wider range of 
lengths; some, like that of “Brontin” the ambiguous hermit, comprise only one short sentence: 
“Brontin, dit le peuple, fait des retraites, et s’enferme huit jours avec des saints; ils ont leurs 
meditations, et il a les siennes” (VI. 30). Others, like that of the half-witted noble 
“Menalque” who does not even know where he lives (XI. 7), spread over several pages. 
Despite this difference, the two works subscribe to a similar agenda of distillation, for they do 
not aim to show character development over time. Rather, they present their acting, speaking
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subjects as if they are frozen in their roles as types: such characters may move through the 
world, but their world is limited to the social drama in which they play parts that they fashion 
for themselves.
La Bruyere’s idea of a series of related texts— a gallery of ridiculous or threatening 
figures— also seems to come from Theophrastus. In terms of the similar forms of the 
collections, both authors present detached fragments, separated from each other not only by 
white space but also by titles (in the case of Theophrastus) and titled chapters and “pieds de 
mouche” (in the case of La Bruyere). These techniques allow them to posit their works as 
casts of characters, thus underscoring the theatricality of their respective milieus and of 
society in general. The global negativity of the two galleries, both of which devote the vast 
majority of their pages to an oblique critique of observed behavior, is also a strong link 
between them. The basic idea of the classical text— to describe, criticize, and expose a series 
of figures driven by a single annoying or dangerous personality trait— certainly furnishes a 
theoretical model for the latter Caracteres. ou Les Moeurs de ce siecle. Moreover, both 
Theophrastus and La Bruyere target the basic human impulses to lie, brag, hurt, and hoard in 
the interest of self-promotion. Most official collections of real and fictional portraits that 
precede Les Caracteres. such as the popular Vies des Illustres-tvpe works and the 1659 
portrait books, offer their sitters as models of morality and/ or decorum. Other “formes 
breves” like the fable and maxim generally assume the role of cataloguing the dark side of 
human nature, as does the body of clandestine portraits and secret histories described in the 
previous sections. In the texts of Theophrastus and La Bruyere, this dark side takes center 
stage as the authors parade casts of caricatures past their readers to illustrate and mock a 
global “vide moral” (Brody 65).62
621 agree with Brody’s characterization of Les Caracteres as a largely cynical portrayal of society, 
despite La Bruyere’s shifted focus in the final chapter, “Des Esprits forts,” toward the proof of God’s 
existence (and thus the possibility of redemption). This small section is so overwhelmed by the tone of 
the rest of the work that it seems a halfhearted effort to put a moral spin on the work.
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Furthermore, the Greek collection highlights the speech patterns of the characters, a 
technique that La Bruyere exploits heavily. For example, in Theophrastus’ entry “Du 
Complaisant” (as translated by La Bruyere), he characterizes one who habitually practices the 
urge to please as a person who greets others with the exclamation, “Voila ce qu’on appelle un 
homme de bien!” (673). This figure likewise attempts to ingratiate himself with his hosts by 
conversing with their children: “A qui est, dit-il, la petite bouteille? A qui est la jolie 
cognee?” (674). By including speech, Theophrastus reinforces the idea of society as theater: 
his sketches contain miniature scenarios complete with other actors and lines for the character 
to pronounce. The effect of the mini-play is even more pronounced in La Bruyere’s work, 
which features short conversations among different character types, as in the following 
excerpt from the description of the know-it-all “Arrias”:
Quelqu’un se hasarde de le contredire, et lui prouve nettement qu’il dit des choses qui
ne sont pas vraies; Arrias ne se trouble point, prend feu au contraire contre 
l ’interrupteur: “Je n ’avance, lui dit-il, je ne raconte rien que je ne sache d’original: je 
l ’ai appris de Sethon, ambassadeur de France dans cette cour, revenu a Paris depuis 
quelques jours, que je connais familierement, que j ’ai fort interroge, et qui ne m ’a 
cache aucune circonstance”; il reprenait le fil de sa narration avec plus de confiance 
qu’il ne l’avait commencee, lorsque l ’un des convies lui dit: “C’est Sethon a qui vous 
parlez, lui-meme, et qui arrive de son ambassade.” (V. 9)
La Bruyere thus does not limit himself to quoting strictly the protagonist of the sketch, for he 
allows secondary types to speak and act within the portrait of another character, a technique 
that does not come from Theophrastus. This observation opens the door for the identification 
of additional sources of tension between the two works, all of which underscore the novelty 
of La Bruyere’s literary experiment.
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Most obviously, the titles of Theophrastus’ thirty descriptions differ greatly from 
those of the seventeenth-century satirist. He gives the ancient characters names like The 
Adulterer” and “The Flatterer.” Conversely, La Bruyere prefers salon-style, ancient-sounding
n a m e s  l i k e  “Ismene” and “Climene” (III. 43) and initials like “M. B... and MmeL... (III.
76) rather than titles that condense the individual literally into the sum of his/ her type.
Furthermore, La Bruyere’s sketches have a much different internal structure than 
those of Theophrastus. The Greek Characters generally begin with a definition of the trait 
that the sketch embodies, such as brutality or flattery, before they describe the demeanor and 
conversational methods of the type. The opening lines of the sketches “Du complaisant and 
“De 1’image d’un coquin” from La Bruyere’s translation illustrate Theophrastus’ common
introductory technique:
Pour faire une definition un peu exacte de cette affectation que quelques-uns ont de
plaire a tout le monde, il faut dire que c'est une maniere de vivre ou Ton cherche
beaucoup moins ce qui est vertueux et honnete que ce qui est agreable. Celui qui a
cette passion, d'aussi loin qu’il aper<?oit un homme dans la place, le salue en s'ecriant:
"Voila ce qu'on appelle un homme de bien!", l'aborde, l'admire sur les moindres
choses, le retient avec ses deux mains, de peur qu'il ne lui echappe; et apres avoir fait
quelques pas avec lui, il lui demande avec empressement quel jour on pourra le voir,
et enfin ne s'en separe qu'en lui dormant mille eloges. (673)
Un coquin est celui a qui les choses les plus honteuses ne coutent rien a dire ou a 
faire, qui jure volontiers et fait des serments en justice autant que l'on lui en 
demande, qui est perdu de reputation, que l'on outrage impunement, qui est un 
chicaneur de profession, un effronte, et qui se mele de toutes sortes d'affaires. (674-
75)
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La Bruyere’s characters, by contrast, have no titles and often begin by giving a name 
to the type. Moreover, many portraits present basic physical characteristics in their opening 
lines63 before describing the typical behavior of a social type, as the beginnings of the 
portraits of “Giton” and “Phedon” reveal:
Giton a le teint frais, le visage plein et les joues pendantes, 1 ceil fixe et assure, les
epaules larges, l’estomac haut, la demarche ferme et deliberee. II parle avec 
confiance; il fait repeter celui que l’entretient, et il ne goute que mediocrement tout 
ce qu’il lui dit.
“Phedon a les yeux creux, le teint echauffe, le corps sec et le visage maigre: il dort 
peu, et d’un sommeil fort leger; il est abstrait, reveur, et il a, avec de l ’esprit, Fair 
d ’un stupide: il oublie de dire ce qu’il sait, ou de parler d evenements qui lui sont 
connus [...]. (VI. 83)
The above observation leads to a formal rapprochement between La Bruyere’s writing and 
seventeenth-century heroic portraiture. His sketches follow the model that precious 
portraitists prefer that prescribes the descriptive order of face and body (minimally, and more 
so here), then personality. This association is, paradoxically, strengthened by the fact that, 
while La Bruyere’s names are often Greek, the tie to Theophrastus Greek template is not 
assured. Salon portraitists habitually assign names from Antiquity (or ones that sounded 
Greek or Roman) and use initials in their writings and conversations for pleasure and 
deception. For example, Mademoiselle de Scudery was “Sappho” in her writing and social 
circle, Madame de Rambouillet was “Arthenice” (an anagram of “Catherine”) in her
63 Harth, stressing the connection to Theophrastus, claims the opposite (125).
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“chambre bleue,” and La Rochefoucauld signed his self-portrait in Recueil des portraits 
“M.R.D.”.
By employing ancient-sounding names and initials, La Bruyere inserts his text into a 
dialogue with both Theophrastus’ Characters and planar portraiture. Les Caracteres can thus 
be viewed as a hybridization of the two portrait forms: the moral sketch from Antiquity and 
the seventeenth-century heroic portrait, itself a melange of antique and contemporary styles, 
ideas, and forms. La Bruyere’s use of formal features of seventeenth-century planar 
portraiture together with a spirit of unmasking taken in part from Theophrastus suggests a 
novel mimetic project that had lasting effects in both society and literature. This influential 
painting reveals itself as even more complex as one assesses the content of individual entries 
in Les Caracteres in relation to the portrait’s basic function of resemblance. Analyses of the 
characters’ ability to describe and their objects of depiction lead once more to the notions of 
hybridity, ambiguity, and shrewd socio-political and literary commentary.
Particular resemblance was most certainly on the period reader s mind. Despite their 
Greek monikers, most of La Bruyere’s sitters were identified in keys, valid or not, that widely 
circulated upon the publication of the expanded 1693 edition (Harth 123). The presence of 
unofficial keys in addition to the accusations of libel flung at La Bruyere point to a strong 
desire among contemporary readers to seek real-world models, despite (and perhaps because 
of) the author’s claims to systematically obfuscating his sitters’ identities (123). Titillated by 
a game of hide-and-seek purposefully encouraged, if not initiated, by La Bruyere, readers 
seem to have bought into the idea of the sketches’ particularity.
Nevertheless, his characters repel on certain levels this desperate search, for they are 
just as suggestive of generality as they are of particularity. The description of “Giton,” for 
example, manages to encapsulate his complexion, face, regard, shoulders, stomach, and 
gait— enough characteristics to suggest particularity— in one short sentence, yet his features
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seem a correlate of his behavior/ performance. The particularity of the sketches therefore 
seems a surface feature that hides a global urge to self-fashion in ridiculous ways based on an 
individual’s perceived models of behavior. La Bruyere’s text thus exploits the pervasiveness 
of self-presentation that court life under Louis XIV necessitated. Projecting a form of 
satirical mimesis similar to Moliere’s “miroirs publics (Critique I. 658) (and even using 
similar language as one finds in La Critique de l’Ecole des femmes, such as the reference to 
painting “d’apres nature”) (I: 661), Les Caracteres posits its models as ready-made forms that
the author merely transcribes:
Je rends au public ce qu'il m’a prete; j'ai emprunte de lui la matiere de cet ouvrage: il
est juste que, l’ayant acheve avec toute l'attention pour la verite dont je suis capable,
et qu'il merite de moi, je lui en fasse la restitution. II peut regarder avec loisir ce
portrait que j'ai fait de lui d'apres nature, et s'il se connait quelques-uns des defauts
que je touche, s'en corriger. (693)
Drawing its own satirical portrait by its behavior and speech, the character opposes 
the true “honnete homme,” who disappears in La Bruyere’s work in a cloud of decorum. He 
casts the figures that remain, whom he claims draw themselves, in a very stylized critical 
light that refuses to be outshone by their social rank or personal wealth. The author indeed 
takes figures from “nature,” but his sitters are not necessarily particular individuals. They, 
like the work itself, are amalgams that the author personalizes through the very process of 
distilling them into “caracteres.” Like Moliere, he aims to present the Ideas (in the Platonic 
sense) of the individuals that individuals aim to imitate, and, as a result, les divers 
personnages qui se prelassent sur cette scene n’ont ni substance ni identite” (Brody 35). His 
models are thus ephemeral and faceless on a certain level, but they, like the salon models that 
he at once exploits and opposes, do not categorically deny the function of resemblance. He 
presents his contemporaries as shifting figures, but their portraits nonetheless yield a certain
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picture of various castes and groups in his society, as the titles of chapters heavy with 
portraiture suggest.
The chapter titles, which announce subjects of discussion (“Des ouvrages de l ’esprit,” 
“Du merite personnel,” “Du coeur,” “Des biens de fortune,” “Des jugements,” “De la mode,” 
“De quelques usages,” “De la chaire”), places to be described (“De la ville,” “De la cour ), 
people to be described (“Des femmes,” “Des grands,” “De l’homme,” “Des esprits forts”), or 
combinations of the above topics (“De la societe et de la conversation,” “Du souverain ou de 
la Republique”), suggest at first glance a comprehensive portrait of society, including royals, 
nobles, bourgeois, artists, and clergy. Hence, the chapter “Des grands” promises a composite 
of such individuals, just as “De la cour” establishes the setting for characters that play out 
their roles at Versailles. The cornucopia of portraits of different types within the chapters 
themselves (with the notable exceptions of “Du coeur” and “Des esprit forts,” which each 
only contain one) reinforces the ideas of thoroughness and completeness.
However, the appearance of totality seems as “dissimule” (Soler 637) as the work’s 
author upon closer scrutiny. Where, for example, are the common people in this mix? 
Moreover, the subject of the portraits can be thus narrowed down to “le monde” and its 
closest environs, but how can one possibly give an accurate group portrait of so many 
individuals? La Bruyere’s answer to this question is that there are no individuals, an idea that 
he fleshes out again and again in his portraits, observations, and aphorisms. As he states in 
“De l’homme,” “les hommes n ’ont point de caracteres, ou s’ils en ont, c ’est celui de n ’en 
avoir aucun qui soit suivi, qui ne se demente point, et ou ils soient reconnaissables. Ils 
souffrent beaucoup a etre toujours les memes” (XI. 147). He thus gives non-portraits of 
types, groups, and castes that function, paradoxically, as portraits. The result is a unique 
version of anti-portrait, one that will have literary repercussions in the prose fiction to follow, 
as I show later in this section.
La Bruyere simultaneously exploits and problematizes the idea of the portrait, a 
complex notion that a reading of the sketch “Theobalde” in “De la societe et de la
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conversation” helps explain, for this character illustrates clearly La Bruyere s art of imitating 
those who imitate a social Idea. The fragment is likewise important in that it showcases both 
his innovative technique of providing multiple portraits within the same sketch and his 
general characterization of salon culture, the atmosphere in which the heroic portrait reached 
its zenith. The portrait of “Theobalde” begins with a string of personal pronouns and 
interrogatives:
Je le sais, Theobalde, vous etes vieilli; mais voudriez-vous que je crusse que vous 
etes baisse, que vous n'etes plus poete ni bel esprit, que vous etes presentement aussi 
mauvais juge de tout genre d'ouvrage que mechant auteur, que vous n'avez plus rien 
de naif et de delicat dans la conversation? (V. 66)
The initial “je” is a narrative technique that surfaces frequently in Les Caracteres, as in the 
sketches of “Theodote” (VIII. 61) and “Demophile” (X. 11). The figure of the keen observer, 
the “je” sees through social disguises (poses) like that of the aging salon figure Theobalde. 
Moreover, the “je le sais” is a mise-en-abime not only of the sketch, which in the end lifts the 
curtain on the ridiculousness of Theobalde’s existence, but also of the work as a whole, which 
seeks to do so for the entire machinery of “le monde.”
The apostrophe to Theobalde is likewise not a unique feature of the sketch, for one 
finds direct addresses to characters in other descriptions like that of “Zenobie” (VI. 78).
While it is absent in Theophrastus’ writing, in which the “vous” is uniquely the reader, this 
technique suggests again a link to the 1659 portrait collections, for one finds such 
apostrophes in the anonymous sketch of Mademoiselle Hubert (“Olimpe”) and Gramont’s 
description of Madame Deshoulieres (“Amarillis”) in Recueil des portraits. The reader, 
however, is necessarily implicated by this “vous,” which imbues the pronoun with an 
ambiguous quality: who is being described: Theobalde or the reader? The je functions 
similarly: is the author, the narrator, or the reader able to see through the character’s act? The
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instability of the pronouns destabilizes the reader, just as the series of rhetorical questions in 
the first few lines threaten to destabilize the sketch of Theobalde.
This vertigo is temporarily stilled by the sentence that follows: “Votre air libre et 
presomptueux me rassure, et me persuade tout le contraire.” The narrator gives Theobalde 
back his status as poet, wit, and supreme judge of artistic works. However, the subtle notes 
of opposition to Theobalde’s carefully crafted image begin to sound again immediately 
following this declaration via equivocal statements. These equivocations gradually merge 
into a cacophony of laughter directed toward the character by the end of the text:
vous etes done aujourd'hui tout ce que vous futes jamais, et peut-etre meilleur, car si 
a votre age vous etes si vif et si impetueux, quel nom, Theobalde, fallait-il vous 
donner dans votre jeunesse, et lorsque vous etiez la coqueluche ou l'entetement de 
certaines femmes qui ne juraient que par vous et sur votre parole, qui disaient: Cela 
est delicieux; qu'a-t-il dit? (V. 66)
The narrator’s comment that “vous etes done aujourd'hui tout ce que vous futes jamais, et 
peut-etre meilleur” is equivocal, for saying that he has not changed at all or that he is even 
more so like he was is neither a compliment nor a detraction. The adjectives “v if ’ and 
“impetueux” similarly refuse to be pinned down, for one can apply them either in positive or 
negative ways. The expressions “etre la coqueluche and etre 1 entetement function in like 
manners. While the first expression can mean “to be one’s idol,” the additional meaning of 
“coqueluche,” “whooping cough,” together with its sonorous similarity to “cocu” (“cuckold”) 
opposes the possible flattery of the comment. Given as a synonym, “l ’entetement” here 
seems also to mean “idol” or “obsession,” but its meanings of “obstinacy” and 
“stubbornness” cast a shadow over the compliment.
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The final line, “eela est delicieux; qu'a-t-il dit?” clears up all of the portrait’s 
ambiguities by making the reader reconsider the entire sketch through the lens of irony. 
Theobalde’s interlocutors, while complimenting him, have no idea what his comments mean. 
Trying to fit the mold of the razor-sharp wit, he offers dialogue that seems witty but that 
cannot be so because it is completely obscure to his audience. The resulting image is of a 
salon-goer whose attempts to fashion himself into a verbal giant, one whose sayings are 
quoted and whose judgment is universally admired, succeed on the surface but fail miserably 
on a deeper level. Other salon figures play the role of accepting his mask to his face, but the 
whisper behind his back, “qu’a-t-il dit?” reveals a shared knowledge of his ridiculousness.
This final question illustrates La Bruyere’s ability to sketch more than one figure at 
the same time. Merely pretending to understand Theobalde, the coquette enacts the author s 
aphorism cited earlier, “L’on ouvre et l’on etale tous les matins pour tromper son monde; et 
l’on ferme le soir apres avoir trompe tout le jour” (VI. 42). Eloquent, polite, but ruthlessly 
duplicitous, the character of the coquette is encapsulated in this four-word clause. Like 
Theobalde, she plays a variety of roles on the salon stage. To the old “wit” she is an 
appreciative younger listener, but to her friends she is a willing participant in the secret game 
of putting him down.
This sketch is further enlightening in that the coquette’s inability or unwillingness to 
understand Theobalde’s comment speaks to a general lack of communication among La 
Bruyere’s characters, an idea that reinforces the notion of role-playing. Like actors on stage, 
they repeat scripted lines for the benefit of others: they seem to converse with each other, but 
the dialogue is empty of meaning. The inability of the above characters to communicate adds 
detail to the author’s characterization of the salon. Portraits like that of Theobalde and the
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coquettes paint this milieu as a place full of people who try to be “poetes” and beaux esprits 
but who really have nothing worthwhile to say despite their “conversations delicates.”
Importantly for this study, the above conclusion clarifies La Bruyere’s stance toward 
the detached salon portrait, which, in part, furnished a model for his work. Casting the salon 
(and the poets of the salon) in such a negative light does the same for the planar sketches that 
emerged from it. Via a critique of its collective authors, he suggests a basic emptiness—  a 
failed effort to depict— at the heart of heroic portraiture. Furthermore, in its place he offers 
what he posits as a true account of this milieu: a meaningful conversation about the roles 
people play and their reasons for playing them.
The lengthy sketch of “Pamphile” in “Des Grands” highlights the above ideas about 
La Bruyere’s novel mimetic theories and practices. A loud, self-serving courtier who has 
“une fausse grandeur qui l’abaisse” and who is “plein de lui-meme,” he is explicitly cast as an 
actor or, rather, as a buffoon in a farce: “les Pamphiles sont-ils toujours comme sur un 
theatre: gens nourris dans le faux, et qui ne hai'ssent rien tant que d’etre naturels; vrais 
personnages de comedie, des Floridors. des Mondoris” (IX. 50). The narrator s changing 
ways of referring to Pamphile in the text recreate the character s falseness. At first, he is 
“Pamphile”: “Pamphile ne s’entretient pas avec les gens qu’il rencontre dans les salles ou 
dans les cours.” Later, the narrator refers not to him as “Pamphile,” but as the type 
“Pamphile” : “Un Pamphile est plein de lui-meme, ne se perd pas de vue, ne sort point de 
l’idee de sa grandeur, de ses alliances, de sa charge, de sa dignite.” He is now “a Pamphile,” 
a plural singular that takes away his particularity. Finally, the narrator pluralizes the type 
explicitly by describing “les Pamphiles”: “On ne tarit point sur les Pamphiles: ils sont bas et 
timides devant les princes et les ministres; pleins de hauteur et de confiance avec ceux qui 
n ’ont que de la vertu; muets et embarrassees avec les savants; vifs, hardis et decisifs avec
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ceux qui ne savent rien” (IX. 50). Always wearing masks to suit the occasion, “Pamphile” 
can thus represent any number of real sitters.
The narrator sums up the character neatly for the reader: “un Pamphile en un mot 
veut etre grand, il croit l’etre, il ne Test pas, il est d ’apres un Grand” (IX. 50), a 
crystallization of the portrait that also summarizes the mimetic agenda of the work. La 
Bruyere displays what people want and believe themselves to be, as well as what they are. 
Again and again, the narrator claims to see through the sitter’s fiction, as in the portrait of 
“Philemon” in “Du merite personnel,” in which the narrator in an apostrophe to the character 
exclaims, “Pon ecarte tout cet attirail qui t ’est etranger, pour penetrer jusques a toi, qui n ’es 
qu’un fat” (II. 27). The sketch of “Menophile” in “De la cour,” cited above, provides an 
additional example of this sort of “penetration”:
Menophile emprunte ses moeurs d’une profession, et d ’une autre son habit: il masque 
toute l’annee, quoique a visage decouvert: il parait a la cour, a la ville, ailleurs, 
toujours sous un certain nom et sous le meme deguisement. On le reconnait: et on 
sait quel il est a son visage. (VIII. 48)
Menophile does not “go”; rather, he “appears” (or “seems”) always “in the same disguise.” 
The narrator, however, “recognizes him/ it” and exposes his falseness. Moreover the 
ambiguous pronoun “on,” meaning either “one,” “we,” or “people in general,” implicates the 
reader. The pronoun thus performs the goal of the text: the reader is now aware of both 
Menophile’s mask and his real face, that of a “malhonnete homme,” underneath.
Each character is thus a double portrait, for it exposes the pose of the sitter, which is 
a self-portrait, and simultaneously shows the narrator-author’s portrait of the sitter. Thus, in 
acting as caricatures of others, sitters turn themselves into other sorts of types, and both 
personae—  the generic public type and the generic type that self-fashions—  are objects of the
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author’s criticism. For example, the sketch of Theobalde describes not only the codes of 
behavior of the witty salon-goer and the coquette (idealized self-portraits), but also those of 
the people who play the roles, in this case the incomprehensible salon-goer who tries to be 
witty and the deceitful coquette. The two portraits are in opposition in that they give 
conflicting views of the subject, but they are likewise dependent upon each other. The 
negative portrait that unmasks relies on the idealized one to provide a baseline for opposition. 
Moreover, this dynamic recreates the general relationship between planar and spherical 
portraiture that all of the texts in this chapter illustrate: the anti-portrait at once relies on and 
opposes the heroic portrait. Hence, it is oppositional, but it is still a portrait.
The above examples likewise occasion reflection upon a recurring topic of discussion 
in this chapter, the relationship between public and private. La Bruyere’s consistent theme of 
unmasking points to an acknowledgment of the separation between the two realms.
However, the pervasive idea of providing the “type behind the type” in Les Caracteres or 
showing, as the author states, that “les hommes n’ont point de caracteres” (XI. 147) prevents 
one from drawing this conclusion. He may claim to see through the surface fiction, but the 
entities that he describes that lie under these masks are no more particular. The division 
between public and private thus seems a chimera in La Bruyere’s work, for the private is no 
more particular than the public.
Brody characterizes La Bruyere’s composite portrait as one that displays, above all, a 
“vide moral” (65)—  groups of similar people largely driven by a common urge (and 
necessity) to self-fashion. The bitter joke, then, at the core of Les Caracteres is that there is 
nothing unique behind the public personae of the author’s contemporaries. The implications 
of this idea are significant regarding heroic portraiture. La Bruyere aims to show that there is 
no particular substance to the nobles depicted in the books of Vies illustres and the 1659
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compilations. Unlike other anti-portraitists, such as Bussy-Rabutin and the anonymous 
author of Caracteres de la famille rovale, he does not attempt to give individual faces to 
particular noble subjects by claiming to fill in the missing private. It is true that he assigns 
names and, at times, bodies, but they are of collective types.
Moreover, particularly in the case of his characterizations of courtesans and 
bourgeois, a basic human type underlies these types: the cutthroat self-promoter. He 
describes this primordial character in a harsh diatribe describing the supreme rule of self-
interest in “De la cour”:
L’on se couche a la cour et l ’on se leve a la cour sur l’interet; c est ce que 1 on digere
le matin et le soir, le jour et la nuit; c ’est ce qui fait que l’on pense, que l’on parle, 
que l’on se tait, que l ’on agit; c’est dans cet esprit qu’on aborde les uns et qu on 
neglige les autres, que l’on monte et que l’on descend; c est sur cette regie que 1 on 
mesure ses soins, ses complaisances, son estime, son indifference, son mepris [...]. 
(VIII. 22)
Driving every gesture at court, the ambitious self motivates the posing that results in the 
figures of “De la cour.” La Bruyere’s gesture of unmasking thus overturns the reader’s 
expectation of viewing the private, unique faces of (in the case of De la cour ) courtly 
figures. Instead, he offers the idea that a “penetration” of the specific leads to, by contrast, 
larger groupings: a more comprehensive public than what initially seems public.
Such imbedded discussions of public and private existences are suggestive of La 
Bruyere’s exploitation of and commentary on the body of ethnological literature, an idea put 
forth by Campbell in Wonder and Science: Imagining Worlds in Early Modem Europe (231). 
As Campbell develops, this pseudo-historical body is exemplified by the writings of Andre 
Thevet, such as his accounts of indigenous populations in South and North America, Les
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singularitez de la France antarctique (1557) and Cosmographie universelle (1575), 
respectively. While his claims are at times dubious (modem scholars doubt if he ever even 
went to North America), Thevet’s writing is characteristic of both an early modem 
fascination with difference and a compulsion to group and classify, as Campbell explains 
throughout her book. La Bruyere satisfies this urge on one hand by dividing his characters 
into groups, first in chapters and then under the names of individual figures.
On the other hand, however, he subverts the very idea of ethnography by creating the 
reverse of a phylogenetic tree, characterized by the discovery of even more common features 
the closer the groups are scrutinized. La Bruyere thus treats the collections of ethnological 
prototypes in a similar manner as he does Theophrastus’ Characters and detached salon 
portraiture. While he seems at first in a state of compliance with their formal and thematic 
codes, a closer examination of the work reveals his complicity as a pose. To return to the 
idea of hybridity, he combines elements of these genres not only to forge a new mode of 
depiction, but also to comment on prior techniques of portrayal, which his work obliquely 
opposes.
As I maintain throughout this thesis, portraiture is inherently tied to socio-political 
commentary, and La Bruyere’s work has been historically categorized as political.
Displaying the chapter titles “Des grands,” “De la cour,” and “De la societe et de la 
conversation,” the text explicitly presents its socio-political engagement with its framing (and 
framed) milieu. Its author was a bourgeois who, as a tutor to Conde’s son, moved in noble 
circles, and it therefore seems logical to categorize his overall negative portrait of society as a 
manifestation of bourgeois frustration with the reigning ideological system and, hence, a 
symptom of the brewing political turmoil. This conclusion, however, seems simplistic at best 
when one sets aside the work’s portraits to consider the other forms of writing in the text, 
particularly the final chapter, “Des esprits forts.” A lengthy defense of piety and an apology
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for belief in the existence of God that does not highlight characters, this chapter s agenda 
hardly fits into the “angry bourgeois desiring social change” motivational model.
Harth is also quick to point out the fallacy of this argument based on the author’s 
blanket sociological criticisms: “La Bruyere is not unequivocal in his attitudes toward these 
groups (the grands, the financiers, the courtiers). His attack on the grands is counterbalanced 
by his rage against the financiers who have been displacing them” (124). Harth’s theory is 
supported by a closer examination of the text’s “indiscriminate criticisms of nearly all the 
social groups within his purview” (125), including nobles, judges, clergy, and, particularly, 
bourgeois. She also notices the hypocrisy lodged in the author’s criticism of bourgeois 
arrivistes and uses La Bruyere’s stance as an example of common bourgeois sympathies
toward the caste above them:
with a recent family history that included a good number of parvenus, La Bruyere
sounds a suspicious note in his invective against the new rich. As one who bought an
ennobling office, who lived in the intimate shadow of the grands in a royal
household, his natural wish would have been to dissociate himself from his own
class. This was exactly the posture of bourgeois on the rise in La Bruyere’s day. The
sale of offices was theoretically a profitable business for the monarchy, because
bourgeois customers were only too eager to buy their way into the nobility. (124-25)
Harth neutralizes the theory that La Bruyere aimed to subvert the power of the ruling caste
and fingers La Bruyere’s own social ambition as a motive for criticisms directed specifically
toward the bourgeoisie, such as one finds in the conclusion of the sketch of Cydias in De
la societe et de la conversation”: “C'est en un mot un compose du pedant et du precieux, fait
pour etre admire de la bourgeoisie et de la province, en qui neanmoins on n aperfoit rien de
grand que l'opinion qu'il a de lui-meme” (V. 75).
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In the portrait of “Cydias,” La Bruyere mocks the sitter for his poor display of phony 
pedantry and wit. He also targets the bourgeois caste for admiring nobles who present 
themselves as caricatures of true honnetete or for its members’ collective inability to judge 
true honor from a shoddy copy. This two-pronged attack against the author s own social 
group and the circle to which he bought entrance surfaces throughout Les Caracteres. For 
example, in “Des Biens de fortune,” one finds the following sardonic sketch of the general 
relationship between the two castes: “Si le financier manque son coup, les courtisans disent 
de lui: ‘C'est un bourgeois, un homme de rien, un malotru;’ s'il reussit, ils lui demandent sa 
fille” (VI. 7).
Despite this pervasive critical attitude, the author, as Harth also notes, admires both 
groups on certain levels: the nobles whose automatic stature he desires and the bourgeois 
whose increasing social importance was “the disrupting agent of an old social order which he 
despises as one excluded from its upper ranks, and which he admires as one aspiring to 
solidarity with the elite” (Harth 125). The largely negative tone of the Caracteres, however, 
tips the scales forcefully away from approbation and toward condemnation. The “love” in the 
love-hate relationship for both levels of society seems to stem from the fact that La Bruyere 
could not extricate himself from his own social condition. Much like a reluctance to disown 
completely one’s family, La Bruyere is not able to detach himself definitively from his native 
and adopted castes.
La Bruyere’s answer to his social predicament (loathing the groups to which he 
belongs) is to adopt what Harth terms a “negative universality”: “The function of La 
Bruyere’s characters is to reveal a truth valid for all classes, to attain a universality purified of 
any class affiliation” (125). Moreover, this universality is interwoven with his chosen form 
of portraiture. Les Caracteres portrays nobles, clergy, and bourgeois in an identical satirical 
light: the author accords the power of portraiture universally. Paradoxically, by criticizing 
bourgeois on the same pages and in the same ways, he endows the lower castes with the same 
rights to sketch verbally as the group that exploits it so heavily in official works throughout
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the century. In a parallel movement, he continues the comic and subversive traditions of 
turning heroic portraiture against its purveyors. As Harth exclaims, “how removed are his 
Caracteres from the old mythological portrait! Of mythology there remains practically 
nothing” (124). He thus aims to strip both nobles and bourgeois bare of their public guises, 
and their naked bodies are, in La Bruyere’s view, pitifully similar. In so doing, he provides 
tools for future bourgeois authors to use in their efforts of explicit literary and socio-political 
subversion, but, again, he does not participate overtly in this struggle.
This is not to say, however, that leveling attacks against different echelons of society
indicates the author’s complacency with the system. La Bruyere’s work exudes a global 
frustration with castes and the individuals that people and perpetuate them, an attitude that 
puts the author in an awkward position as one who participates in the same system. The rage 
that courses through this text is, I believe, a function of his insider-outsider existence: he is 
not only disgusted by his multiple milieus, but also (and perhaps more so) by his practice of 
acquiescence. Hence, La Bruyere himself bitterly plays a role in “cette pantomime absurde, 
in which “les divers personnages qui se prelassent sur cette scene n ’ont ni substance ni 
identite” (Brody 35).
By creating the fagade of an objective distance to his subject, La Bruyere participates 
in the spirit of compiling “ethnological prototypes” (Campbell 231) in this age of studying, 
classifying, and labeling. The scrutinizer, however, does not highlight his role as member of 
the typology; rather, he projects the distanced air of one who is disdainfully familiar with the 
subject matter but detached from it. In this spirit, he chooses to highlight a particular role for 
himself: that of writer extraordinaire via a “litterarite excessivement visible” (Brody 57). As 
Brody also notices, Roland Barthes prefers to highlight La Bruyere’s pose as a self-conscious 
author rather than his ability to depict the mores of his time. In virtue of La Bruyere’s status 
as a “writer’s writer,” Barthes honors him with the title “l ’ecrivain” (Essais 231). Serge
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Doubrovsky later reiterates the literariness of the text (and quotes Barthes) by declaring that 
examples like the paired Giton and Phedon reveal “la visibilite soudaine du code, car ce 
qu’on ‘voit’ d’abord, en lisant ce texte, ce n’est ni un ‘riche’ ni un ‘pauvre,’ mais un ecrivain. 
Le langage se sait et se proclame artifice” (56). The author’s meticulous attention to style, 
form, and vocabulary make language the subject of its own self-portrait in Les Caracteres.
As Barthes suggests above, on display in this text are not merely the sketches of 
social figures but the art of sketching or portraiture. Les Caracteres is a work about how we 
sketch ourselves in our daily lives and how we self-represent and represent others in 
literature. Les Caracteres is necessarily a portrait and a double self-portrait: the author 
depicts a society of which he is a member while supposedly copying “naturally” the self- 
portraits (or social poses) of its members. Here, portraiture again finds itself in the 
spotlight— not as a salon darling but simultaneously as an efficient means of satire (a 
familiar role that it occupied in Bussy’s text and in secret novels and portrait collections) and 
a vehicle for a stylistic and linguistic experimentation. La Bruyere selects portraiture as the 
showcase for his immense talent, and, as a result, the vehicle will henceforth remain in 
dialogue with Les Caracteres.
Paradoxically, he demonstrates the lack of substance at the core of all of the 
individuals he describes (thus, the group he depicts) largely through a form that is meant to 
resemble or to particularize and flesh out rather than efface. Just as La Bruyere reveals the 
moral emptiness of individuals surrounding him, his performative portraits unveil the 
astonishingly generic nature of the planar portrait with its illusion of details and shameless 
flattery. One can thus view his work as an ironic commentary simultaneously on his 
compatriots and on the heroic portrait. It describes and performs the decorated vacuity of 
members of various castes in order to ridicule both the individuals who make caricatures out
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of themselves in the form of their own laughable, stereotypical behavior to conform to an 
idealized portrait and the idealized portraits that they have fashioned as their templates.
As I explored at the beginning of this section, La Bruyere’s text incorporates 
elements of Theophrastus’ brief moral character sketches while it also links itself to two- 
dimensional portraiture and period ethnographic studies. The result is a hybrid text that takes 
elements familiar to the early modem reader and defamiliarizes them to produce an 
innovative, round form of verbal sketching that reshapes and ironizes the genre. The 
portrait’s role of resembling an individual fades in importance in Les Caracteres as the 
sketches of human nature, language, and the portrait genre take precedence. La Bruyere’s 
ironized character pretends to describe but is aware of and exploits its own emptiness to 
comment upon universal social existence and the nature of language itself. This new form of 
portrait is essential to the character development in the emergent psychological novel, which 
adds La Bruyere’s means of depiction to its bag of tricks. As the following chapter explains, 
this emergent genre of fiction draws elements from an expanding cast of characters to craft 
the codes of its own “realistic” and/ or ironized depictions of the members of its changing 
socio-political frame.
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Part III: The “Hyper-type” and the Early French 
Psychological Novel
While La Bruyere’s eclectic collection of maxims, observations, and portraits seems 
a very distant relative of the early psychological novel on the literary family tree, the two 
surprisingly share theoretical traits. As Patrice Soler remarks, there is a perpetual tension in 
La Bruyere’s sketches between silence and proliferation, brevity and expansion, and 
classicism and novelty (638). This constant exchange between opposing forces is 
demonstrated by the detailed if still generic nature of his portraits as described in the 
preceding chapter. Such tensions highlight the artificial nature of the author’s society and, on 
a deeper level, the lack of clear referents and boundaries in a world of seemingly 
unquestionable absolutes concerning society, language, and literature.
One can say that La Bruyere’s portraits are “realistic” as opposed to particular in that 
they are depictions of the generic masks that individuals wear and of the even-more-generic 
underlying individuals rather than portrayals of actual sitters. Although his imaginative 
sketches seem more like caricatures than portraits, it is probable that La Bruyere’s theatrical 
society contained many versions of “Phedon” and “Giton,” just as we see these same vices 
and tics reflected in the faces of today. Thus, although readers cannot often point to real- 
world models for his descriptions, one believes in the possibility of such characters. Lanson 
long ago eloquently described the dynamic between the absence of particular depiction and 
plausibility in La Bruyere’s work:
II ne s’agit pas de faire voir la personne, il s’agit de fixer 1’attention des lecteurs sur 
diverses particularites de la personne, de faire naitre de ces particularites des idees 
ingenieuses, de les assembler en rapports piquants, de meler si intimement l’exercice
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de l’esprit du peintre a la description des caracteres du modele, que Ton ne sache pas 
ce qui interesse ou amuse le plus, le modele etudie, ou le tour donne a cette etude.
(qtd. in Soler 643)
Merging form, style, and depiction, the author fashions a hybrid portrait: his own 
version of the ancient “character.” Its overarching use of irony in addition to its hybrid 
portrait status place this text in the interstices among the portrait, emblem, maxim, and 
satirical text, where it establishes itself as both “insider” and “outsider. The former role 
supports the text’s claim to knowledge about the subject matter, while its alterity allows it to 
comment on society and literature’s functions. La Bruyere’s writing points a finger not at 
individuals, but at a society and, even more importantly for its relationship to the novel, at 
itself.
Roland Barthes uses similar language to describe the modern novel when he writes 
that “l ’ecrivain montre du doigt le masque qu’il porte” (Degre 32). The process of setting up 
and tearing down through self-commentary gives the novel the openendedness (Bakhtin 11) 
that allows for dialogue within and among literary systems and between text and reader. As 
Mikhail Bakhtin explains, the novel’s focus on “the process of becoming” (5) that it achieves 
through incessant imitation and contradiction of forms, tropes, and styles (part of its comic 
heritage) together with the incorporation of a diversity of voices, genres, and discourses 
repels theorists’ attempts to encapsulate the notion of “novelness.”
I recognize a similar textual fertility in the “forme breve. La Bruyere s writing, like 
that of the other “Moralistes” (particularly La Rochefoucauld), and the many examples of 
critical portraiture that I study in this thesis reveal a similar alternation between belonging 
and “commenting” that simultaneously defines and explodes the idea of “portraitness. One 
thus witnesses a kinship between the “caractere” and the novel, a relationship that Soler
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intimates in his repeated comparisons of passages from Les Caracteres to balzacien 
descriptions (e.g. 646-47).
Again, however, the kinship is not readily obvious between this collection of “formes 
breves” and the vast narrative weave of a novel of manners. Notwithstanding the temporal 
proximity, the similarity is even more difficult to pinpoint between Les Caracteres and the 
early French psychological novel, which seems to reject the detached portrait. Beginning 
with La Princesse de Cleves (1678), these works, unlike the romance and, in large part, the 
nouvelle, do not rely on discernible literary portraits for their principle means of character 
development. The key to finding their link to La Bruyere and to understanding the alternate 
uses of planar and spherical depictions in these novels lies in the fulfillment of the promise of 
their characterological titles. Proper names (often of women) grace their covers, and, unlike 
Clelie and Cassandre. they offer seemingly complete mental portraits of their heroines, or 
“hyper-portraits,” as a parallel focus to the plot rather than as a series of anecdotes strung 
together.
Planar literary portraiture cannot serve as the unique method of depiction in novels 
offering ongoing, time-infused development or hyper-portraiture. Rather, it fulfills other 
roles, for example, it functions as a starting point for depiction (as in La Princesse de Cleves) 
or a source of ironic commentary (as in Manon Lescaut) (1731). In both cases, its role is 
oppositional. As does the spherical set-piece portrait, the four-dimensional depiction, while it 
opposes, exists because of this tension, and it is in the gap between portrait forms that it 
manages to comment upon the act of depiction itself. Moreover, working also in the interest 
of plausibility, the evolving focus on the hyper-portrait in the early psychological novel 
demands a critical reconsideration of its narrative-stopping, succinct sketches, for such
embedded texts necessarily take on new functions within works that present themselves as 
named portraits.
The advent of the hyper-portrait, which purports to present the true, inner person in 
addition to the persona (often represented by a set piece) as both evolve over time, 
automatically leads to questions concerning the relationship between private and public. At 
one of the many intersections where these two domains meet, there is a signpost labeled 
“identity,” a place that invites reflection upon both an individual’s concept of self and upon 
others’ perceptions of an individual. As a representational answer to the question “Who is 
this person?” the literary portrait is a textual incarnation of this metaphorical locus. Whether 
the sitter is real or imagined, the literary portraitist views her/ him from this same summit, for 
both the complex identity of an actual person and the non-existent one of a fictional character 
are shaped (concentrated and compiled, respectively) through the author’s contacts with 
reality and representations of reality. Descriptions that often present themselves as detailed 
biographies or autobiographies, fictitious hyper-portraits of the seventeenth and eighteenth- 
century psychological novel offer the scholar a view of the early modern author’s vantage 
point at the crossroads of the real and the plausible and the private and the public.
Hyper-portraits, or those that “expand and secrete unchecked” (Forster 77) over the 
course of a novel, represent attempts to recreate an individual’s public and private 
transformations throughout his/ her life. The focus on change and development has led me to 
create a new category to separate them from their less complex ancestors, planar and 
spherical sketches. A hallmark of the budding novel, experimentation with four-dimensional 
characters displays not only a high degree of interaction between the real and the imagined, 
but also a heightened awareness of the self-fictionalization (hence, slipperiness) that underlies 
the notion of identity. As my earlier studies of La Rochefoucauld and La Bruyere suggest,
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this mimetic agenda and commentary is a continuation of lines of inquiry raised by previous 
forms of portraiture (and by the comic theater of Moliere, it must be noted). In this section, I 
will use close readings to explore further the construction of complex fictional identities, a 
novelistic technique that aims to simulate the human condition.
I am able to characterize as a type of portrait what has heretofore been studied by 
critics like Forster as the early “character” in virtue of the work presented in the first two 
sections of this thesis. As explained in Part One, the psychological novel emerged during a 
time when painting and poetry were aesthetically linked. As period commentary reveals, ut 
pictura poesis” was the dominant theory that authors variously took as their mantra or reacted 
against. What is more, the consistent use of text in painted portraits and the corresponding 
prevalence of painting imagery in verbal sketching prove that the painting-poetry link carried 
over into the art of personal depiction. The popularity of plastic and verbal portraiture for 
tasks as varied as commemoration, nation-building, and defamation suggests that the 
representation of an individual was conceived of as portraiture. The same is true for 
imaginary characters or historical ones framed in consciously literary works, for character 
descriptions are largely presented as portraits in the romance (as in Madeleine de Scudery s 
“jeu de portraits partages” in Clelie) and secret history/ nouvelle genres (as in Bussy’s “voila, 
mes chers, le portrait de Madame de Sevigne” in Histoire amoureuse des Gaules) (149). 
Before the emergence of the novel, characters are portraits, for the portrait, which initially 
sums up the figure, is not challenged or nuanced by the events of the plot. Rather, plot and 
portrait reinforce each other to create largely planar characters.
Moreover, as I outline in Part Two, the psychological novel took shape during the 
pinnacle of the detached salon portrait’s popularity. In virtue of its socio-political roles, 
expression of the classical “ut pictura” doctrine, and stylized form, this version of portraiture
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drove the art of verbal sketching into the ideological and aesthetic limelight. As a result, 
verbal depiction emerged as an even greater literary tour de force with which writers had to 
contend. In virtue of salon society’s fleeting but intense focus on the genre, the portrait was 
suffused with an energy that gave it a renewed separateness, even within the pages of a larger 
work.
It is again useful to apply Berger’s typology of painted portraiture in this effort to 
chart the incarnations and resonances of the verbal sketch. As the chapter on spherical 
portraiture in Part Two outlines, one sees a movement in both painting and verbal sketching 
toward the optical mode, characterized by art that takes a harder look at individuals and their 
ritualistic masks. This process continues in Berger’s textural mode, which has affinities with 
my conception of hyper-portraiture. Highlighting “the act of finishing” (Berger 55), texture 
in painting that is ostentatiously displayed as such is infused with time. Similarly, in the 
spirit of the novel’s openendedness, the signs of the act of depiction are a function of the 
hyper-portrait’s making and continuous re-making. Unlike a description framed by white 
space or highlighted by narratological devices that call attention to its separateness, a hyper- 
portrait grows and changes over the course of the narrative; it is never presented as a fixed, 
finished set piece.
Moreover, as does a painting in the textural mode, a hyper-portrait displays “the 
qualities of paint and the traces of the painter’s hand” (53) in that it presents itself in 
opposition to embedded set pieces (hence drawing attention to its status as a portrait) in texts 
like I .a Princesse de Cleves and Manon Lescaut that continue to exploit the language of 
portraiture. The juxtaposition of forms of depiction further inserts hyper-portraiture into a 
dialogue with textural painting, for it “activatejs] the observer shuttle” (57). Berger’s useful 
image of the reader’s oscillating gaze between global impression and minute detail when
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faced with a painting in the textural mode informs an understanding of the interactions of 
portrait types within early novels. Moving between planar or spherical set pieces that present 
themselves via language and form as portraits and the larger characterological canvas of the 
hyper-portrait, readers are forced to interpret the work as a whole through the lens of verbal 
sketching and vice-versa. The idea of an observer shuttle is also suggestive of how early 
novels with characterological titles— those that necessarily feature hyper-portraiture— imbue 
ancestral portrait forms with new meanings and functions. Framed by portraits that are not 
succinct and readily identifiable within the pages of a novel, planar and spherical set pieces
necessarily have new resonance.
It is both the changing significance of set pieces and the portrait’s metamorphosis 
into character that are the dual foci of the following chapters. In short, I look at how the 
evolving psychological novel copes with portraiture s status in the seventeenth century. The 
following studies reveal that it reacts to earlier forms of depiction most notably by using the 
set piece ironically, a phenomenon that is not surprising considering the novel’s comic and 
oppositional roots. Rather than erasing the genre (reacting by completely denying it), these 
first psychological novels ostentatiously use set pieces and references to portraiture. 
However, they do so for their own complex critical purposes.
The historical link between portraiture and prose together with the continued 
awareness of portraiture in the early psychological novel suggest that the latter genre s 
ongoing character descriptions, often the focus of the entire work, are indeed a mode of 
portraiture. Moreover, the continued use of ancestral portrait forms in early psychological 
fiction by narrators and hyper-characters that use portraiture as a means of self-expression 
and self-scrutiny provides further evidence for the portrait’s use as a model for the novelistic 
character. I consider the mental journeys of characters like Prevost s Renoncour hyper­
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portraits and the personae themselves as hyper-types or characters that represent evolving 
multiple types. Just as real individuals fashion their lives on a variety of shifting social 
stages, hyper-types change in their different roles. As compared to their predecessors, such 
characters perpetuate a new version of novelistic verisimilitude. As I will prove, the 
complementary shifting modes of portraiture and codes of novelistic plausibility thus speak to 
the verbal sketch’s essential role in the novel’s development.
The first chapter is both an overview of the interplay of types of literary portraiture in 
La Princesse de Cleves and a study of how these interactions enact aspects of the relationship 
between history and fiction. This psychological novel, the first of the French tradition to 
have been granted the title, displays portraits from all three of my categories: planar, 
spherical, and hyper. It thereby offers a rare opportunity to study the complementarities and 
tensions that result from this coexistence. An outline of the portrait’s crucial and diverse 
functions in La Princesse de Cleves establishes Madame de La Fayette’s text as a milestone 
in portraiture, for the genre plays the leading role in the work’s much-praised character 
development. Most importantly, the text also exhibits the first four-dimensional portrait in 
the French novelistic tradition: the depiction of Madame de Cleves. Her ongoing and 
evolving mental portrait marks the moment when this “forme breve” is (almost) seamlessly 
incorporated into the story; the novel is her portrait, and her global portrayal is presented as a 
frame for the other depictions in the work.
The second chapter analyses the portrait’s crucial role in L ’Abbe Prevost’s Histoire 
du Chevalier des Grieux et de Manon Lescaut. Prevost’s manner of depiction reveals much 
about his social milieu, ideas about fiction and portraiture, and writing process. The complex 
layers of depiction in the fictional memoirs represent both bids for plausibility and self- 
conscious commentaries on the status of portraiture and representation in general. Through
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the gesture of portraiture, the author sets up a complex frame game in which the object of the 
portrait constantly shifts and the only reliable source of portraiture comes from narrative 
style. In virtue of a subtle irony that gives new functions to portraiture, the text offers a key 
to understanding the major change in early modern literary hyper-portrayal away from the 
sincere, over-arching moral portraits of characters like Madame de Cleves toward the highly 
satirized first-person narration of Marivaux’s Marianne. In doing so, it attests the verbal 
sketch’s continued significant presence in the history of the French novel.
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Chapter 1: From Nouvelle to Novel: La Princesse de Cleves, 
Portraiture, and the Evolving “Mensonge Romanesque”64
An analysis of portraiture provides a key to understanding the themes and agendas of 
Madame de La Fayette’s La Princesse de Cleves. the fictional love story between the real 
Due de Nemours and the invented Mademoiselle de Chartres. Critics like Naomi Schor, Eric 
Van der Schueren, Malcolm Cook, Isabelle Ripplinger, Jessica Carpenter, and Brigitte 
Roussel have previously explored the significance of visual portraiture in the work. Their 
studies focus largely on the primordial roles of two scenes involving portrait-objects: that of 
the heroine’s stolen portrait and that of the love scene in the pavilion at Coulommiers. As the 
above critics have noted, the miniature of the princess that the Due de Nemours purloins 
under her gaze both establishes a system of exchange between the lovers and provides 
Monsieur de Cleves with concrete evidence of his wife’s inclination for Nemours. In the 
following accusatory exclamation to the princess, Monsieur de Cleves underscores the 
portrait’s value both to him and to the plot: “Vous avez donne, madame, vous avez donne ce 
portrait qui m ’etait si cher et qui m ’appartenait si legitimement. Vous n ’avez pas pu cacher 
vos sentiments; vous aimez, on le sait” (124). The visual portrait plays a central role in the 
courtship of the duke and the princess, as illustrated by the scene of the rapt Madame de 
Cleves making love to Nemours’s portrait by torchlight. Her reaction to the picture prompts 
the duke to reveal himself and thus his passion to her directly for the first time.
64 This term is taken from Jan Herman’s Le Mensonge romanesque: Parametres pour l’etude du roman 
epistolaire (Amsterdam, 1989), a work that exploits the ideas in Rene Girard’s Mensonge romantique 
et verite romanesque (Paris, 1961).
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The consistent use of language evoking portraiture throughout the text is also 
evidence of the work’s reliance on the idea of depiction. The text is seeded with salon-style 
portrait metaphors worthy of the 1659 compilations. One finds references to painting, 
painters, and the art of mimesis, such as “Mme de Chartres [...] faisait souvent a sa fille des 
peintures de l’amour” (41) and “Madame lui dit qu’il n ’y avait point de personne comme 
celle qu’il depeignait” (43).
Despite the critical attention paid to the portrait-objects and the pervasive use of the 
language of salon sketching, the functions of verbal sketching in La Princesse de Cleves have 
gone unnoticed. Literary portraits, however, are displayed alongside painted likenesses 
within this venerable work. When broached with an eye trained toward verbal sketching, the 
oft-ignored initial pages of the text— what I term the introduction— are seen to form a 
gallery of set-piece planar and spherical portraits of real and fictitious members of Henri II s 
court (an observation that Harth likewise makes) (214-15). Although an object of period 
criticism (notably by Valincour in Lettres a Madame la Marquise ***),65 the lengthy opening, 
heavy with portraiture, is extremely significant for my thesis. The initial pages of the novel 
establish its setting, themes, narrative style, plot, and characters via the technique of succinct 
portraiture, a fact that underscores the ability of the portrait to function as an optic through 
which to read and understand the entire text.
Importantly for this thesis, the structure of the introduction announces the new 
method of hyper-portraiture in that it is both framed and fractured by a nuanced sketch of 
Henri II. I will argue that Henri’s segmented and ambiguous sketch, together with the planar
65 “Mais en lisant cette longue description de la Cour, qui est au commencement, je crus que j ’allais 
lire l’histoire de France, et j ’oubliai la Princesse de Cleves, dont je n’avais jamais vu le nom qu’au titre 
du livre. Peut-etre que cela a ete ainsi dispose adroitement, pour surprendre le lecteur: car je vous 
avoue que lorsqu’au bout de 36 pages je retrouvai cette princesse, dont je ne me souvenais plus, je 
sentis presque la meme surprise que le Prince de Cleves, lorsqu’il la rencontra chez le joaillier italien 
(91-92).
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depiction of his wife Catherine, subverts the heroic encomium even before it is presented as 
such, a gesture that opens the door for new mimetic methods. Suggested by the book’s 
characterological title, the technique of hyper-portraiture allows the author to present ongoing 
psychological development of her heroine. Madame de La Fayette develops this technique as 
the narrative swerves away from the relatively unkingly king to focus on the princess’s 
evolving mentality and her moral uniqueness indexed by the work’s title, the princess s 
exemplary behavior, and the ensuing “querelle” vis-a-vis the plausibility of her stunning 
confession. Hyper-portraiture, a technique that both challenges and complements its formally 
simpler ancestors (planar and spherical sketches), fulfills the promise of the work’s title by 
delivering a story that runs parallel to those of the famous love triangle and the splendor and 
downfall of the court of Henri II: Madame de Cleves’s Bildungsroman.
An analysis of portraiture reinforces the fact that La Princesse de Cleves is a 
revolutionary text (a “nouvelle nouvelle”), this time in virtue of its ability to accord the verbal 
sketch new functions in the interest of verisimilitude and sophisticated moral commentary. 
Madame de La Fayette’s complex use of portraits and her general take on the notion of 
identity are summed up by an embedded aphorism that Madame de Chartres tells to her 
daughter: “Si vous jugez sur les apparences en ce lieu-ci, [...] vous serez souvent trompee: ce 
qui parait n ’est presque jamais la verite” (56). The text performs the maxim through its 
portraits in that the heroic set pieces that seem like traditional character presentation are not 
the locus of character development in the story. Rather, the hyper-portrait takes over the role 
formerly played by planar sketches in the romance and nouvelle, as I will show in the 
comparison of these genres to the early psychological novel later in this chapter.
The maxim also provides a mise-en-abime of this novel’s view of public versus 
private identities: what one witnesses in society is false. As indicated in the first few pages
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via the example of Catherine de Medicis, whose beauty paradoxically conceals a “profonde 
dissimulation” (35), the outer mask of the individual (represented by the planar portrait) is 
portrayed as such— as a persona or ethos to be taken off or substituted at will. The novel 
presents past and present court society as theater and its own version of the private world of 
characters off this stage as reality. Madame de La Fayette thus sets up a contrast between 
identifiable “portrait” and “truth,” an opposition highlighted by the anti-type portrait and the 
La Bruyere-style “caractere” discussed in the preceding chapter.
Together with the use of verbal sketching to launch commentary on the natures of 
society and identity, the mixture of portrait types in La Princesse nudges the portrait farther 
along on its circuitous evolutionary path toward the modem subject. With great aplomb, 
Madame de La Fayette interlaces the three categories of depiction outlined in my dissertation: 
planar portraits (as in the highlighted portrayal of Nemours in the introduction), spherical 
ones (such as the subtly round description of Henri II), and hyper ones (as in the detailed, 
evolving mental sketch of the princess). In the way that Madame de La Fayette builds upon 
flat descriptions to create more complex characters through opposition, her book represents 
an elegant textual transition between the romance’s heroic depictions, the comic novel’s anti­
portraits, and the eighteenth-century psychological novel’s hyper-portraits. In virtue of its 
display of the evolution from heroic sketch to diffused character, the text proves the portrait’s 
ancestral relationship to the novelistic character of the eighteenth century.
The fact that Madame de La Fayette chooses to construct the background of her tale 
using succinct literary portraits suggests from the beginning the genre’s essential role in the 
emergence of the French psychological novel. Like the fossil of a feathered dinosaur to an 
evolutionary biologist, the embedded portrait types in La Princesse de Cleves provide many 
clues to the portrait’s kinship to the modem novelistic character. In this chapter, I study first
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the work’s innovations concerning the interactions of the three types of literary portraits 
largely via a close reading of the text’s introductory section. This analysis leads to a 
discussion of portraiture’s intense involvement with changing verisimilitude in the nouvelle 
and early psychological novel. Throughout this chapter, I will revisit my dissertation s 
ongoing examination of the complex rapports between the notions of public and private, 
history and fiction, and sign and referent.
Bursting with salon-style depiction, the gallery of portraits that opens the novel 
provides a foundation for more complex, oppositional styles of portraiture. Much like a 
nobleman presenting idealized paintings of his ancestors to a visitor in order to establish a 
baseline for his own identity, Madame de La Fayette embeds heroic set pieces throughout the 
introduction. The first line of the work, “La magnificence et la galanterie n’ont jamais paru 
en France avec tant d’eclat que dans les demieres annees du regne de Henri second” (35), 
constructs a gilded frame for the glittering portrayals of courtiers to follow. It is thus upon a 
platform of distinct, flattering verbal sketches that the author presents and uses alternate 
forms of depiction.
Together with the opening sentence, the heroic sketches are introduced by a phrase 
that automatically pours them into a two-dimensional mold: “Jamais cour n ’a eu tant de 
belles personnes et d ’hommes admirablement bien faits” (36). This generic description of the 
court atmosphere glosses a torrent of brief portraits, a structure that is reminiscent of the 
series of detached planar tributes in Divers portraits, to which, notably, Madame de La 
Fayette contributed a sketch of Madame de Sevigne that conforms to the heroic type. The 
content of the sketches likewise recalls the heroic set pieces of 1659, as evidenced by the 
flattering portrayal of Marie Stuart:
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Marie Stuart, reine d ’Ecosse, qui venait d’epouser M. le Dauphin, et qu’on appelait la 
reine dauphine, etait une personne parfaite pour 1’esprit et pour le corps; elle avait ete 
elevee a la cour de France, elle en avait pris toute la politesse, et elle etait nee avec 
tant de dispositions pour toutes les belles choses que, malgre sa grande jeunesse, elle 
les aimait et s’y connaissait mieux que personne. (36)
Marie’s mythical presence is created by the adjectives “parfaite” and “belles” and by 
the repeated use of the blanketing adverb “tout.” Moreover, the fact that the author fails to 
tell of Marie’s grim future of sin and sudden death also speaks to the combined project of 
idealization, dissimulation, and illusion in the initial gallery of courtiers. Even shorter than 
those of the salon portrait books, her description is a crystallization of the already- 
concentrated sugary expositions of her time, an idea that suggests an effort on the part of the 
author to provide a “type of a heroic type,” or a sketch of a succinct ancestor to other portrait 
forms.
The hyperbolic “nombre infini de princes et de grands seigneurs d ’un merite 
extraordinaire” continues after another framing, flattening remark of the narrator: “Ceux que 
je vais nommer etaient, en des manieres differentes, l’omement et 1 admiration de leur siecle 
(36). As with Mary Stuart, Madame de La Fayette chooses in the descriptions that follow to 
ignore the negative aspects of the real individuals and the milieu in which they supposedly 
shone so brightly. The cloud of civil war, religious upheaval, and tragic end of the Valois 
line do not figure in the fictitious tapestry of courtly bliss that she weaves in the opening 
pages. Nevertheless, as I will discuss in detail later, the deceitful and ambitious behavior of 
these “ornaments” of their time, as outlined later in the novel, clashes with their heroic 
existences in the introductory section. While the work’s heroine provides an oppositional 
model of behavior, this pattern holds true for her love interest, the Due de Nemours.
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Although his exceedingly superlative portrait singles him out initially as an exception to the 
courtly code of treachery, at the end of the work even he fails to live up to the princess’s 
inimitable standard.
Despite Nemours’s eventual moral failings, his portrayal is a model of seventeenth- 
century planar sketching. Moreover, his description’s position, length, superlative content, 
explicit references to portraiture, and prefiguring of the princess’s hyper-portrait foreshadow 
his importance in the novel. The portrait of Nemours is located at the physical center of the 
historical description, and it is the longest of the complete sketches that form the portrait 
gallery of the introduction. The content of the passage is the element that most effectively 
marks Nemours as a major player. Using spatial terms, the narrator places the effusively 
supreme Nemours “above” his contemporaries, and even above the king himself (a tension 
that I treat later):
Mais ce prince etait un chef-d’oeuvre de la nature; ce qu’il avait de moins admirable, 
c’etait d’etre 1’homme du monde le mieux fait et le plus beau. Ce qui le mettait au- 
dessus des autres etait une valeur incomparable, et un agrement dans son esprit, dans 
son visage et dans ses actions que l’on n ’a jamais vu qu’a lui seul; il avait un 
enjouement qui plaisait egalement aux hommes et aux femmes, une adresse 
extraordinaire dans tous ses exercices, une maniere de s’habiller qui etait toujours 
suivie de tout le monde, sans pouvoir etre imitee, et enfin un air dans toute sa 
personne qui faisait qu’on ne pouvait regarder que lui dans tous les lieux ou il 
paraissait. (37)
Like that of Marie Stuart, his sketch is a concentrated archetype of salon flattery, but 
it is even more hyperbolic than the surrounding planar sketches. The author presents him as 
the fantasy lover for her class: a perfect (until the end, that is) pairing of physical beauty and
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honnetete. Paradoxically, his “least admirable” quality (his physical beauty) is only flawed 
because it is surpassed by his sublime personality, further marked by a “disposition a la 
galanterie” (37). Above all, the narrator’s vocabulary, particularly the use of the adverb 
“only” (“on ne pouvait regarder que lui”) and the expression “un chef-d’oeuvre de la nature,” 
characterizes Nemours as unique, a person and a work of art “sans pouvoir etre imitee.” A 
courtly super-hero, he represents his own model of greatness— he is so “incomparable” that 
his perfection is on a plane unattainable by others and only describable in imprecise terms of 
pure admiration, a feature that one finds most often in salon portraits of Louis XIV (as in 
Madame de Bregis’s “Portrait de Tirsis” in Recueil des portraits). Paradoxically, however, the 
fact that Nemours is inimitable casts doubt upon the text’s ability to describe him or to create 
an imitation of him that recreates his real existence. This purposeful breach in the text’s logic 
of mimesis foreshadows its use of other modes of depiction. Even more importantly, it 
underscores the running commentary on the art of depiction that courses through the entire 
work.
The excerpt’s vocabulary likewise indicates a tight relationship to the art of 
portraiture. The seeded artistic metaphors, “un chef-d’oeuvre de la nature” and “imitee,” 
recall, notably, the 1659 portrait books, which use such references with abandon. Another 
feature of the sketch that highlights its ties to the detached salon portrait is its link to 
preciosite. As Domna Stanton suggests in The Aristocrat as Art. this code of behavior has the 
desire “to transform the self into art” (29) as a central principle, an idea at the heart of 
Nemours’s depiction. The affinities with prior salon set pieces overtly posit the sketch as a 
portrait, another feature that underscores its significance to the gallery and the forthcoming 
story.
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There is nothing negative here about the Due de Nemours, whose powers of 
attraction are similarly exceptional:
II n ’y avait aucune dame dans la cour dont la gloire n ’eut ete flattee de le voir attache 
a elle; peu de celles a qui il s’etait attache, se pouvaient vanter de lui avoir resiste, et 
meme plusieurs a qui il n ’avait point temoigne de passion, n ’avaient pas laisse d en 
avoir pour lui. (37)
The above description of the duke’s irresistibility is also significant in that it both 
foreshadows his involvement with Madame de Cleves and introduces her hyper-portrait. A 
singular woman able to do what “peu de celles a qui il s etait attache can accomplish, 
Madame de Cleves spends the novel succumbing to Nemours’s charms mentally (hence 
privately) and repelling his attempts to have a “galanterie” with her publicly. Nemours’s 
sketch offers a taste of the princess’s singularity: more unique than even Nemours and the 
king, she turns the above comment on its head with her refusal to acknowledge publicly an 
attachment that would flatter the “gloire” of a lesser person. Further, rather than boasting 
about her refusal, she keeps the mental affair a secret after she terminates it and retires to a 
life of private seclusion. Nemours’s portrait is again revealed as a central moment in the 
introduction because of this prefiguring quasi-mise-en-abime of the plot.
The initial background section stretches beyond Nemours’s “masterpiece of 
traditional portraiture to feature elaborations of the king’s relationships to characters 
previously presented in heroic terms, such as le Vidame de Chartres and the Due de Guise. 
Of note is another set piece of admiration, the only sketch of a “particulier.” Le Marechal de 
Saint-Andre is a young favorite of the king who, like Nemours, Guise, and Cleves, falls for 
the princess:
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II etait un des favoris, et sa faveur ne tenait qu’a sa personne: le roi 1’avait aime des le 
temps qu’il etait dauphin; et depuis, il l’avait fait marechal de France, dans un age ou 
l’on n ’a pas encore accoutume de pretendre aux moindres dignites. Sa faveur lui 
donnait un eclat qu’il soutenait par son merite et par l’agrement de sa personne, par 
une grande delicatesse pour sa table et pour ses meubles et par la plus grande 
magnificence qu’on eut jamais vue en un particulier. (39)
The above citation shows that even the representative of the lesser noble caste emerges from 
the book’s introduction as a polished example of perfection.
Intriguingly, the final lines of the Marechal’s description are similar to the first line 
of the book: “La magnificence et la galanterie n ’ont jamais paru en France avec tant d ’eclat 
que dans les demieres annees du regne de Henri second” (35). The similarity suggests that 
the Marechal, like the other characters, exists within the shadow (the body) of the king. Just 
as in the opening of the tale, the words “eclat,” “magnificence,” and “jamais draw the reader 
to the figure of Henri II, the seeming underlying focus of the introduction, for they signal a 
final return to the king’s portrait. At this late point in the introduction, however, the 
hyperbolic references to such splendor highlight, rather, the kind of identity that the novel 
will challenge and change via the hyper-portrait of the princess.
In fact, elements of the above planar portraits portend this questioning. As already 
mentioned, the idea of Nemours’s inimitability, if taken to its logical conclusion, suggests as 
much. Furthermore, the singularity of the Marechal’s identity as a “particulier” questions the 
code of heroic portraiture. His is the only description to mention mundane features of the 
sitter’s personality like good taste in food and furniture. The Marechal’s portrait highlights 
and opposes the heroic code by representing a variation on it.
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The paint of the golden frame established by the book’s opening sentence begins to 
erode slightly even from the beginning, for the gallery’s first complete, succinct sketch it is 
more spherical than planar. The description of the queen, Catherine de Medicis, initially 
characterizes her as “belle” (35), but this flattering observation is quickly perturbed by a 
focus on her underlying perfidy. The embedded text’s swerve toward sphericality is 
introduced by a clause beginning with “quoique,” a technique often used in anti-portraiture to 
negate the initial complement66: “quoiqu’elle eut passe la premiere jeunesse; elle aimait la 
grandeur, la magnificence et les plaisirs” (35). The narrator claims that Catherine likes 
grandeur, but she does not accord her the usual compliments ( grandeur de 1 ame, etc.) 
found in seventeenth-century planar sketching. The narrator further qualifies her as an 
“ambitious” (35) woman adept at hiding her true feelings behind a social mask:
il semblait qu’elle souffrit sans peine l’attachement du roi pour la duchesse de 
Valentinois, et elle n ’en temoignait aucune jalousie, mais elle avait une si profonde 
dissimulation qu’il etait difficile de juger de ses sentiments, et la politique l’obligeait 
d’approcher cette duchesse de sa personne, afin d’en approcher aussi le roi. (35)
As I have implied previously, the planar portrait is (or at least mimics) the mask. In refusing 
the queen such a depiction, the author delivers an anti-portrait that undermines the initial 
collective planar model of the court suggested in the novel’s opening line.
Catherine’s depiction strikingly recalls the collective anti-portrait of Amerinthe in 
Clelie. which describes its sitter as beautiful but treacherous because of her consistent 
dissimulation. Like that of Amerinthe, the overall impression of Catherine is unflattering, for 
her appearance and power as queen render her falseness even more dangerous. Importantly
66 See the studies o fClelie’s Amerinthe and the king’s portrait in Caracteres de la famille royaje in Part 
Two.
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for this study, the set-pieee portrait as a literary form is therefore called into question along 
with its subject. A means of applying literary “fard” (151), as Madame de Motteville 
declares in her description of the Queen Mother in Divers portraits, salon portraiture helps 
shape the public persona that allows nobles like Catherine to practice “une si profonde 
dissimulation.” In an effort both to correct the historical record and reshape the heroic 
portrait, Madame de La Fayette offers a supposedly more truthful anti-portrait of the queen 
instead.
The use of the verbs “sembler” and “temoigner” in Catherine’s sketch suggests that 
observed public behavior is always questionable in this society, where it is “difficult” to 
discern the truth from the mask.67 Catherine’s trait of dissimulation, presented as the very 
basis of noble self-fashioning, introduces the central trope of the novel: seeming as opposed 
to being. The scheming queen, who incarnates this conundrum, presents in the first few 
paragraphs of the novel the complexity both of motives and desires (her ambition 
accommodates her jealousy and wounded pride) and of how such motivations play 
themselves out in public and private spheres. The seeming-being gap, as I will show later, 
likewise prefigures the public-private contrast represented by the character of the king and the 
more personal conduct-self struggle that Madame de Cleves faces.
Interpolated throughout the introductory section and framing everything before the 
eponymous heroine’s introduction, the spherical sketch of the king adheres to a more subtle 
code of spherical portraiture than does the portrayal of his wife Catherine, for it presents itself 
initially as a heroic set piece. In virtue of its extended form and mixed content, it gently sets 
in motion the portrait’s journey in the novel from planar sketch to hyper-depiction. Henri II s
67 This trope resonates throughout the entire body of literature at this time. Most famously, it is the 
“raison d’etre” of the writings of the “Moralistes” Pascal, La Rochefoucauld, and La Bruyere.
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portrait begins in the second sentence of the novel and continues throughout the second 
paragraph:
Ce prince etait galant, bien fait et amoureux; quoique sa passion pour Diane de 
Poitiers, duchesse de Valentinois, eut commence il y avait plus de vingt ans, elle n’en 
etait pas moins violente, et il n ’en donnait pas des temoignages moins eclatants. 
Comme il reussissait admirablement dans tous les exercices du corps, il en faisait une 
de ses plus grandes occupations. C’etaient tous les jours des parties de chasse et de 
paume, des ballets, des courses de bagues, ou de semblables divertissements; les 
couleurs et les chiffres de Mme de Valentinois paraissaient partout, et elle paraissait 
elle-meme avec tous les ajustements que pouvait avoir Mile de la Marck, sa petite- 
fille, qui etait alors a marier. (35)
The above passage establishes a seemingly planar baseline identity for the monarch, 
one that reflects the broad brushstrokes of the heroic 1659 portrait books and contemporary 
romances. The adjectives “galant” and “eclatants” are drawn and reshaped from the book’s 
first sentence, but, here, the author applies them to the person of the king rather than to his 
court. This technique reinforces the idea that Henri is the court (and that it is strikingly 
elegant). The king therefore embodies the code of “galant” behavior that characterizes his 
milieu, and the best evidence for his splendor is his unwavering passion for Diane de Poitiers. 
His affection is “violente” and his tokens of love “eclatants,” descriptors that suggest literary 
heroes like Lancelot and Cyrus. The facts that he is handsome, athletic, and fond of sport and 
pageantry reinforce the connection to the loyal and brave protagonists of medieval epics, 
salon romances, and Arthurian tales. These links also, however, foreshadow his untimely 
death as a result of a splintered lance during one of his beloved jousts. This oblique reference
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likewise suggests the more complex nature of Henri’s depiction that comes to light as his 
portrait resurfaces throughout the introduction.
The unflattering description of Catherine mentioned above is followed by another 
morsel of her husband’s extended portrait that expounds upon his preferences and habits.
One again finds echoes of the heroic portrait type in the section devoted to his commerce 
with women:
Ce prince aimait le commerce des femmes, meme celles dont il n ’etait pas amoureux: 
il demeurait tous les jours chez la reine a l’heure du cercle, ou tout ce qu’il y avait de 
plus beau et de mieux fait, de l’un et de 1’autre sexe, ne manquait pas de se trouver. 
(36)
Henri comes across here as a conversationalist, or at least one who enjoys being surrounded 
by female courtiers. The king’s omnipresence and omnipotence are indicated by his diligent 
attendance at the queen’s circle. Mixing “every day” with his courtiers, he is posited as the 
overseer, and thus controller, of his society. Again, this idea is recreated by the physical 
framing of all of the introduction’s character sketches by the continuing portrait of the king.
As the narrator quickly bounces from Mary Stuart back to Henri, she again casts him 
in a heroic light, but one that wanes a bit more than in previous fragments of the portrait. The 
narrator draws attention to his physical fitness, but she posits the love of literature (as well as 
the idea of “taste”) as qualities that belong more to the father, Frangois Premier, than to the 
sporty son: “Le gout que le roi Frangois premier avait eu pour la poesie et pour les lettres, 
regnait encore en France; et le roi son fils, aimant les exercices du corps, tous les plaisirs 
etaient a la cour” (36). Henri comes across as a corporal creature instead of as a learned, 
savvy ruler, an idea that renders his portrayal ambiguous in terms of its relationship to heroic 
salon portraiture. As discussed earlier, the 1659 set pieces generally focus on moral
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characteristics, yet the current king’s portrait, heavy with references to his athleticism and 
preferences, conspicuously avoids discussion of his personality.
The finishing details of Henri’s depiction further call the nature of his sketch into 
question. Mixed in with the descriptions of his loyalty to friends, love of battle, and success
as a ruler is a negative comment:
ce prince allait jusqu’a la prodigalite pour ceux qu’il aimait; il n ’avait pas toutes les 
grandes qualites, mais il en avait plusieurs, et surtout celle d’aimer la guerre et de 
l’entendre; aussi avait-il eu d ’heureux succes, et, si on en excepte la bataille de Saint- 
Quentin, son regne n ’avait ete qu’une suite de victoires. (39)
Despite the compliments lodged in the above descriptions, the narrator’s admission that the 
king did not have “toutes les grandes qualites” is, in the context of contemporary portraits of 
Louis XIV, decidedly irreverent. Indeed, Henri ITs portrait as a whole does not recreate the 
slack-jawed admiration that official descriptions of the ruling monarch offer the reader. For 
example, despite the claim in the preface of Recueil des portraits to present the ‘ sincerite 
with which its authors “ont descrit leurs perfections et leurs defaux” (N. pag.), its two 
portraits of Louis XIV at the head (in many ways) of the collection hardly offer up the king’s 
“defects,” a promise that spherical sketches by the anonymous author of Caracteres de la 
famille rovale and Saint-Simon will fulfill. Unlike Henri, who is only “galant, bien fait et 
amoureux” (35), Louis in seventeenth-century official portraiture is “le plus galant et [...] le 
mieux fait de tous les Hommes, il est grand, d’une taille parfaite” (Bregis 2-3).
Additionally, the reference to Saint-Quentin casts a shadow over the light of Henri’s 
previous descriptions, for it hints at the dark side of life at this time: civil wars, Henri’s 
meaningless death, and the forthcoming end of the Valois line. The narrator’s conclusion 
about Henri, that “il n ’avait pas toutes les grandes qualites, mais il en avait plusieurs,” also
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suggests this darkness, for it is a seriously diluted version of the frequent “mais” structure 
used in contemporary portraiture to nullify faults. Here, no explanation is given after the 
“but” to mollify the first clause’s assertion. The second clause merely restates the idea of the 
first— that Henri was generally lacking, as, indeed, history was to prove. In short, Henri is 
presented as ambiguously less-than-perfect in an introduction peopled by heroic figures and 
deceptive villains.
Madame de La Fayette’s motives for depicting the king in this manner remain veiled; 
perhaps she feared deflecting light from Louis’s shining disk, and/ or she wished to dull that 
disk with spherical depiction of his ancestor to avenge the disgrace of her “Frondeur” friends. 
Regardless of the intent, the implications for portraiture within narrative frames are 
significant. Henri’s portrait is tinged with a modern sense of realism, for he is a spherical 
character in virtue of imperfections and an implied dark future, elements that are absent from 
the introduction’s other heroic sketches. Moreover, the fragmented structure of the portrait 
reinforces the king’s ambiguity—he is a shattered, mixed person instead of a unified persona.
Madame de La Fayette skillfully brings the introduction to a close by circling back 
around to the main frame of the tale suggested by its first sentence: Henri’s reign (“son regne 
n ’avait ete qu’une suite de victories”). This circle seems to complete the king’s character, or 
to reify his status as omnipresent and all-powerful in the introduction, an idea reinforced by 
the interpolation of his portrait throughout. However, this notion contradicts the preceding 
characterization of the king as less-than-perfect, which is also suggested by the portrait s 
structure. The tension between Henri’s indentities reveals the shifting nature of the public 
persona: Henri II, while on the surface a splendid monarch (Apostolides’s “le Roi”), is 
ambiguous at the core of his identity (“le roi”). His situation is thus similar to that of a real 
individual, whose nebulous private self is cloaked by public masks. As such, his portrait
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exudes a sphericality that contrasts with most of the other embedded sketches in the 
introduction.
Rather than Henri the man, the first and last lines of the introduction present the 
“deus ex machina” of the introduction and, debatably, the novel: the king. Although his 
character does not figure directly in much of La Princesse de Cleves, his presence provides 
both the model for the “galanterie” that defines this society and, in a sense, the impetus for 
the plot. This implicit presence provides the princess’s missing father in that the head of state 
sits in for the head of the family. The importance of his character is indicated upon his death 
at the end of the third volume, the point at which the carefully constructed worlds of the court 
and Madame de Cleves fall apart: “Enfin la cour changea entierement de face” (147).
Moreover, this sentence, which combines the notions of “change” and “face,” defines 
the technique of hyper-portraiture that takes over from the initial sketches as the principle 
means of character development in the tale. While Madame de La Fayette does not give him 
the time to evolve that she does the princess, she accords the king, again, a sphericality via a 
mixture of surprisingly human traits, a stark contrast to the, as it were, generically generic 
evocation of the rest of the court presented in the introduction. She also spreads his depiction 
throughout the initial pages of the book, a technique that at once underscores his oblique 
centrality (he is central while being fractured; he is central while being contained, in part, 
within the sketch of a courtesan) and gives a taste of her work’s forthcoming in-depth, 
continuing sketching. The king’s fragmented portrait works together with the knowledge of 
his ridiculous historical fate to suggest the notion of changing public and private identities 
over time, which prefigures the hyper-portrait of the princess. Henri’s royal body or his 
public persona frames the intrigues of his courtiers, including Madame de Cleves, just as his 
portrait frames and underlies the introduction to the novel. However, the king is himself
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caught in a web of social and literary frames, which underscores the novel’s intense gaze on 
the ambiguous dynamics between public and private spaces and individuals. In this way, 
Henri gives the paternal original of public identity whose overthrow makes the hyper-portrait 
of the princess possible.
Using the planar set pieces and the more spherical, fragmented portrayal of the king 
as both models and sources of contrast, Madame de La Fayette begins the ongoing, 
developing portrait of the heroine with a traditional, idealized set of descriptors. The same 
technique that introduces the king, an initial heroic fragment that treats mainly the princess’s 
appearance inserts the sketch into a dialogue with salon and classical portrait forms. The 
opening alexandrine further solidifies the link to planar predecessors:
II parut alors une beaute a la cour, qui attira les yeux de tout le monde, et l’on doit 
croire que c ’etait une beaute parfaite, puisqu’elle donna de l ’admiration dans un lieu 
ou Ton etait si accoutume a voir de belles personnes [...] la blancheur de son teint et 
ses cheveux blonds lui donnaient un eclat que l’on n ’a jamais vu qu’a elle; tous ses 
traits etaient reguliers, et son visage et sa personne etaient pleins de grace et de 
charmes. (41)
As in the detached salon literary portrait, romance, and contemporary nouvelle, the princess’s 
features are generic. Her “perfect beauty,” “regular” features, and face “full of grace and 
charms” deny the portrait’s basic function of resemblance to a particular person, for they 
instead give information that describes period cultural norms of beauty.
The initial sketch likewise expresses the heroine’s uniqueness via the “only” of the 
statement “un eclat que l’on n ’a jamais vu qu’a elle,” which, together with her “perfect” 
beauty, sets her apart from the other characters. This adverb (as well as the title) hints at her 
singular presence in the novel as the primary object of the narrator’s psychological analysis,
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yet her uniqueness cannot be established and authenticated by the set-piece portrait. The 
initial sketch thus highlights the inadequacy of salon portraiture to fulfill the promise of the 
characterological title, a gesture that validates the innovative portrait form that dominates the 
majority of the work.
Before these kinds of insights appear, however, Mademoiselle de Chartres’s portrait 
undergoes a formal treatment that continues to follow Henri’s model. Following a succinct, 
flattering initial description of her physical attributes, the narrator divulges bit-by-bit details 
of her character. Her baseline portrait takes shape largely through the eyes of other 
characters like Monsieur de Cleves, Nemours, and, in particular, her mother, Madame de 
Chartres. For example, immediately following the princess’s first words in the novel (a frank 
discussion with her future husband about her indifference toward him), the reader learns that 
her mother “admirait la sincerite de sa fille, et elle l’admirait avec raison, car jamais personne 
n ’en a eu une si grande et si naturelle” (51). Furthermore, the narrator presents aspects of her 
personality as both natural qualities and those taught by her mother: “Mme de Chartres 
joignait a la sagesse de sa fille une conduite si exacte pour toutes les bienseances qu’elle 
achevait de la faire paraitre une personne ou l’on ne pouvait atteindre” (52).
The above quotes do much more than just tell the reader about the princess’s qualities 
and upbringing. Via descriptions of her “sincerite” and “conduite si exacte,” the narrator 
paves the way for the heroine’s true distinction in the avowal scene and ensuing renunciation 
of her passion for Nemours. The expression “faire paraitre” in the final citation suggests this 
oppositional inclination. In so doing, it gives an interestingly equivocal view of the 
princess’s existence— she is necessarily not what she appears. Moreover, this dual identity 
will be borne out by events in a way the other portraits would not lead the reader to suspect.
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The narrator adds brushstrokes to the time-infused characterization of the heroine by 
an increasing penetration of her mentality, a technique applied only briefly to other 
characters, as if the fact that she has an inside accords one to others. Exceeding the 
sphericality of the king, the princess’s character grows into a portrait that displays the human 
(private) side of the “unattainable,” “perfect” (public) courtesan. While still retaining a laser­
like focus on her public face (what falls under the gaze of the other characters), the hyper­
portrait charts her shifting interior journey from indifferent girl to guilt-ridden, reclusive 
widow. This type of complex portraiture unfolds over the course of the narrative from the 
moment of her meeting with the Due de Nemours; it is a product of Madame de Cleves’s 
gradual understanding of her own attachment to Nemours, which the reader experiences at 
the same time as the heroine.
The princess’s hyper-portrait also marks the advent of normatized portraiture’s 
incorporation of the kind of insights and observations previously assigned other genres like 
the maxim. Madame de Chartres’s aphorism (“ce qui parait n ’est presque jamais la verite”), a 
mise-en-abime of the novel’s overarching theme, is enacted in the ongoing portrait of her 
daughter. As the aphorism suggests she will, the princess, a member of this society of 
dissimulation, hides her true feelings behind a composed face of courtesy and decorum.
Moreover, Madame de La Fayette intertwines the genre of the anecdote with that of 
the portrait in her evolving sketches. Featured in the period “nouvelle galante” and “nouvelle 
historique,” types of prose to which La Princesse de Cleves is undeniably linked (as I will 
discuss later in this chapter), the anecdote plays a significant role in the shaping of the 
heroine’s character. There are four recognizable embedded tales in the novel: the stories of 
the Duchesse de Valentinois, Madame de Toumon, Anne Boleyn, and the Vidame de 
Chartres, all of which treat the dangers of passion at court. Of particular importance are the
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two that Madame de Chartres and Madame la Dauphine recount to the princess of the 
Duchesse and the Queen of England, respectively. Older and more experienced than 
Madame de Cleves, these women use stories of courtiers’ triumphs and mistakes to give her 
the ability to survive in their treacherous world. The anecdotes of deception regarding 
Madame de Toumon and the Vidame de Chartres likewise make an impression upon the 
princess, who, by the time of the famous “aveu,” is sufficiently paralyzed by the fear of a 
similar fate. As a result of the direct and oblique advice of others through maxims and 
anecdotes, she steadfastly refuses to enter into any such “galanterie” with Nemours. This 
decision, it must be noted, causes her the loss of her husband and lover, and, shortly 
thereafter, her life.
Combining the maxim, anecdote, and portrait, the character of Madame de Cleves 
hears, digests, and lives out “formes breves” told to her throughout the story. They modify 
her sketch before the eyes of the reader as she absorbs the advice and examples of others and 
uses the information to make her own decisions. In turn, the tale of the princess, which is 
synonymous with her virtuous portrait and her mother’s maxim, can serve as an example to 
readers.
As suggested by the alexandrine that introduces the princess to the reader (“il parut 
alors une beaute a la cour”) (40), hyper-portraiture also encompasses literary territory 
heretofore reserved for the tragic exposition. Indeed, Adam expresses this idea when he 
describes the events of the novel as “le tragique veritable” (19) as does the period critic 
Valincour, who suggests that the work’s avowal scene “ferait un bel effet sur le theatre” 
(190). The heroine’s mental state, “un dechirement interieur” (Princesse 9) according to 
Adam, evolves over the course of the narrative in a way similar to a tragic character’s moral 
journey on stage. Formerly the sole domain of psychological character development, tragedy
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now shares the ability to explore intensely moral dilemmas and their effects on characters 
with the psychological novel. Much like a period “monologue interieur,” the narrator 
describes Madame de Cleves’s internal dilemmas and charts her absorption of the 
aforementioned “formes breves.” For example, after the disastrous affair of the Vidame de 
Chartres’s lost letter, in which the princess mistakenly believes Nemours to have mistreated 
an unknown mistress, she reflects upon the motives of others, questions her feelings, 
considers her duties, and envisions her fate:
Elle fut etonnee de n ’avoir point encore pense combien il etait peu vraisemblable 
qu’un homme comme M. de Nemours, qui avait toujours fait paraitre tant de legerete 
parmi les femmes, fut capable d’un attachement sincere et durable. Elle trouva qu’il 
etait presque impossible qu’elle put etre contente de sa passion. Mais quand je le 
pourrais etre, disait-elle, qu’en veux-je faire? Veux-je la souffrir? Veux-je y 
repondre? Veux-je m ’engager dans une galanterie? Veux-je manquer a M. de 
Cleves? Veux-je me manquer a moi-meme? Et veux-je enfin m ’exposer aux cruels 
repentirs et aux mortelles douleurs que donne 1’amour? (119)
Much like Corneille’s Chimene and Racine’s Emilie, Madame de Cleves talks through her 
emotions as her voice drowns out that of the narrator. Her “dechirement interieur” is thus 
displayed as if she were a character on stage, which is a revolutionary technique in French 
prose fiction.
Such psychological delving begins to take over from other portrait forms in La 
Princesse de Cleves upon the grand entrance of Nemours at the royal ball, a scene that again 
implicates portraiture. Smitten with the look—the public self-fashioned portrait—of each 
other and keenly aware of the other’s identity in virtue of previous oral descriptions by other 
characters, they gravitate toward one another and dance without any introduction. The royals
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remark on the singularity of the event (“Le roi et les reines se souvinrent qu’ils ne s’etaient 
jamais vus, et trouverent quelque chose de singulier de les voir danser ensemble sans se 
connaitre”) (54) and tease the couple about not having been introduced. Nemours confesses 
to have known precisely with whom he danced, but the princess lies to Madame la Dauphine: 
“Je vous assure, madame, [...] que je ne devine pas si bien que vous pensez” (54). This 
obvious dissimulation gives the princess a roundness that paves the way for the narrator’s 
psychological observations that unfold, together with the story, to forge her hyper-portrait. 
Moreover, it enacts the “faire paraltre” of her mother’s teachings by underscoring the 
difference between her interior and exterior identities. As I explored in Part Two, 
dissimulation is again shown to be an element by which the anti-type supposes the planar 
portrait.
It is important to note that characters that have a strictly planar existence in the 
introductory section likewise begin to come alive after the scene of the ball. For instance, the 
narrator penetrates the Due de Guise’s mind as she describes his chagrin after viewing the 
princess and Nemours dance together:
Le chevalier de Guise, qui l’adorait toujours, etait a ses pieds, et ce qui se venait de 
passer lui ait donne une douleur sensible. II [le] prit comme un presage que la 
fortune destinait M. de Nemours a etre amoureux de Mme de Cleves; et, soit qu’en 
effet il eut paru quelque trouble sur son visage, ou que la jalousie fit voir au chevalier 
de Guise au-dela de la verite, il crut qu’elle avait ete touchee de la vue de ce prince, 
et il ne put s’empecher de lui dire que M. de Nemours etait bien heureux de 
commencer a etre connu d’elle par une aventure qui avait quelque chose de galant et 
d’extraordinaire. (54)
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Again, the very notion of the heroic portrait’s ability to depict is called into question as the 
narrator adds at times conflicting detail to the seemingly complete descriptions of the 
introduction.
The analyses of the princess’s mentality begin after the ball when the narrator 
announces that “Madame de Cleves revint chez elle, l’esprit si rempli de tout ce qui s’etait 
passe” (54). Her subsequent encounters with the duke make “une grande impression dans son 
coeur” (55), a first impression that passes through the stages of jealousy, denial, guilt, 
avowal, culpability, and self-deprivation under the subtly scrutinizing gaze of the narrator and 
thus the reader. Through a third-person style that disappears in the following century to 
reemerge in the novel of manners, Madame de La Fayette takes the seventeenth-century 
reader to a new level of progressive character development that mixes exterior observation 
and interior analysis. The princess’s realization of her passion through jealousy is a 
spectacular example of this style of narration’s sophisticated modulation between the worlds 
outside and inside of the main character’s head. The following passage, which describes her 
reactions to receiving a letter that she assumes assures Nemours’s unfaithfulness, illustrates 
the technique of blending an analysis of the passions (bordering on indirect free style) and 
cold observation:
Madame de Cleves lut cette lettre et la relut plusieurs fois, sans savoir neanmoins ce 
qu’elle avait lu. Elle voyait seulement que M. de Nemours ne l’aimait pas comme 
elle l’avait pense et qu’il en aimait d ’autres qu’il trompait comme elle. Quelle vue et 
quelle connaissance pour une personne de son humeur, qui avait une passion 
violente, qui venait d’en donner des marques a un homme qu’elle en jugeait indigne 
et a un autre qu’elle maltraitait pour l’amour de lui! Jamais affliction n ’a ete si
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piquante et si vive [...] ce mal, qu’elle trouvait si insupportable, etait la jalousie avec 
toutes les horreurs dont elle peut etre accompagnee. (99)
Intriguingly, this new narrative style combines the simultaneous tendencies of the century, as 
described by Campbell in Wonder and Science, to study and classify the tangible and to 
marvel at the inexplicable. The narrator holds the heroine at a distance to observe her while 
she contemplates the character’s emotions, an idea related to the public-private trope that runs 
through the text.
The final glimpse into Madame de Cleves’s psyche occurs after her refusal of the 
duke’s proposal and subsequent retreat from court life:
Enfin, elle surmonta les restes de cette passion qui etait affaiblie par les sentiments 
que sa maladie lui avait donnes. Les pensees de la mort lui avaient [rap]proche la 
memoire de M. de Cleves. Ce souvenir, qui s’accordait a son devoir, s’imprima 
fortement dans son coeur. (179)
The language here reflects that of the very beginning of her mental journey, when the Due de 
Nemours “fit une grande impression dans son coeur” (55). With a finesse similar to her 
treatment of the king’s portrait in the introduction, Madame de La Fayette brings the four­
dimensional portrait full circle by replacing the impression of Nemours (a portrait of her 
passion) with that of her husband (that of her duty) in the heart of the heroine.
The idea of a circle also applies to the princess’s depiction. She begins as a generic 
golden beauty, a “little luminous disk” of perfection, to use Forster’s metaphor for flat 
characters (69). She evolves over the course of the narration into a complex character that 
has an inside that constantly questions itself and an outside that provides a moral example but 
that does not conform to the social codes of her milieu. At the end of the work, she retires 
from society because of her difference. Authentic in an inauthentic world, she is no longer an
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example of courtly honnetete and beauty but is rather a moral exemplum. which is a planar 
type of its own. As does her hyper-portrait, Madame de Cleves disappears at the end of the 
novel, which is enacted in the way in which the author portrays her: she goes from flat to 
spherical to hyper and back again to flat as she lives out the rest of her short life in seclusion. 
The fact that she moves between a “maison religieuse” and “chez elle” (180) during this time 
is significant, for it points to her shifting status as both a moral paragon-courtier hybrid and a 
character that at different times in the novel is subject to different types of depiction. The 
ending thus reinforces the malleability of the work’s literary portraits, and idea that occasions 
further reflection upon the relationships of portrait types in the text.
Again, La Princesse de Cleves is revolutionary in terms of the history of verbal 
sketching in that it allows baseline portraits and anti-portraits to interact with their time- 
infused relation, hyper-portraiture. As I have suggested, however, the boundaries between 
categories are somewhat fluid in the novel, which gives rise to ambiguities and tensions 
regarding the work’s central character and message. As in biological evolution, a certain 
amount of competition automatically arises between the different species of portraits in La 
Princesse de Cleves. While the three types of portraiture coexist seemingly harmoniously at 
first glance, there are undercurrents of tension that course throughout the book. These 
competing streams rise to the surface quickly once questions about the novel’s focus of 
depiction are considered. All three portraits mentioned as examples of their respective 
groups (Nemours, Henri II, and Madame de Cleves) are presented, in various ways, as central 
sitters: Nemours, for the position of his portrait in the introduction, the metaphor “chef- 
d ’oeuvre,” and the foreshadowing enclosed in his portrait; the king, for the manner in which 
his court is the setting for the work and his sketch permeates the introduction; and the
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princess, whose name appears on the cover of the book, who is allowed interior monologues 
as the narrator analyzes her psyche, and whose life provides the chief exemplum of the work.
The struggle between the king and Madame de Cleves for centrality seems 
particularly charged when one considers that his death at the end of the third volume signals 
the novel’s spiral into tragedy (“la cour changea entierement de face”) (147) and thus more 
intense inferiority. Furthermore, this event gives the king a brief hyper-existence in addition 
to his planar and spherical ones, as it hints at his evolution from robust, rash “homme galant” 
to a mortal who dies in a ridiculous way before exhibiting any noteworthy moral qualities.
By also assuming a hyper existence (even if only briefly), the king again challenges Madame 
de Cleves as the central figure of the story. Indeed, it is his “galant” example that seems to 
spur the recklessness o f everyone at court except the princess. The portraits thus frame and 
reframe each other in virtue of an inherent ambiguity of form and referent.
The malleability of the portraits is also revealed by descriptions of other characters 
like the Due de Guise, as mentioned earlier. The shining figures of courtly behavior 
described in the introduction conflict with the tales of their behavior once the story begins. 
For example, the Vidame de Chartres is strictly a heroic figure at first. Having “une grande 
amitie” (44) for the heroine and her mother, he is “distingue dans la guerre et dans la 
galaterie” as well as “beau, de bonne mine, vaillant, hardi, liberal” (37). Furthermore, he 
collaborates willingly with his relative Madame de Chartres to ensure that her daughter 
marries well (46). The Vidame, however, steps out of this two-dimensional existence when 
the anecdote of his lost letter and shameful treatment of his mistress unfolds later in the 
novel. Madame de La Fayette briefly gives him a place in the spherical spotlight, but, in 
doing so, she reveals him to be an unfaithful “sot,” the opposite in private as he appears in 
public. The ongoing evolution of planar portraits into more complex ones is a remarkable
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feature of the work that both charts verbal depiction’s changing relationship to narrative and 
complicates the idea of textual framing.
The implications of the work’s evolving portraits are significant in terms of their 
effects upon the idea of a central character, or characterological frame. This frame is likewise 
perturbed by the frequent embedded anecdotes, such as those of Diane de Poitiers and Anne 
Boleyn, that likewise divert the reader’s attention away from the princess’s moral story. 
Erving Goffman’s ideas on textual framing inform a discussion of the complex layers of this 
text. He suggests that the reader’s state of being caught up in a novel assures its status as a 
frame or an organizer of experience that makes interpretation possible. Just as a painted 
portrait has a surrounding structure that denotes its borders, divides it from the surrounding 
wall, and, consequently, allows an observer to know it as a “portrait,” the title of a book 
provides the initial frame of reference for the reading experience, or Goffman’s “primary 
framework” (21). With a glance at the book’s spine, the modern reader deduces that La 
Princesse de Cleves will most likely concern a woman of noble birth from a former time 
period. The fact that her name adorns the cover also suggests that she and her actions will be 
described in some detail, the end result of which is the creation of her portrait within the 
reader’s mind.
The relationship between the characterological title of a book and its contents 
traditionally presents itself as one of name and referent, yet in a work like La Princesse the 
internal and external frames seem to guide and nuance the naming process in a way that 
suffuses the name-referent-sense dynamic with ambiguity.68 Because characters like the 
princess exist initially in the realm of fiction, each reader must create referents and meanings
68 For more information on the beauties and problems of sense-reference theory, see Saul Kripke’s 
Naming and Necessity (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1980).
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for him/ herself through the process of reading. This shifting semantic rapport suggests that 
the boundaries between frame and character (or portrait, as Madame de La Fayette’s novel 
insists) are mutable, a consequence of the puzzling but fertile rapport among names in novels 
and their referents and meanings.
This flexibility is further complicated in La Princesse de Cleves by the 
interchangeability of the characters’ frames that I describe above. Vying for the reader’s 
attention, the portraits and anecdotes stake rival claims to centrality in various ways. The 
book, however, circles back again and again to the princess’s motives and desires, an idea 
that manifests itself formally through the linguistic repetitions cited previously. Via such 
shifts and circles in portraiture, the author comments on both the portrait’s (in)ability to 
represent and the real individual’s paradoxical state of being at once a public persona and a 
private person.
The oscillations among frames and identities highlighted in La Princesse de Cleves 
are likewise expressed in the work’s dominant trope: the relationship between the public and 
the private or the different types of self that together form a sitter. The final portrait of the 
princess, the inner self that the omniscient narrator creates for her combined with the public 
self that she displays in her meetings with other characters, is essentially flattering in virtue of 
her moral triumph over internal conflict and mental infidelity: she is a strong woman who 
does not succumb to lust or forsake her vows. In this way, Madame de La Fayette’s hyper­
portrait of the princess seems to edify the heroic noble symbol rather than subvert it. Again, 
however, the princess does not conform to the ideal of honnetete painted in the planar 
portraits of the salon, which focus much more on “galanterie” than on piety. Moreover, she is 
a divided figure whose inside does not match her outside, a condition that heroic sketches do 
not describe. The portrait the author paints of her milieu also undermines the idea of the
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princess as a planar character, for the reader is left with an extremely unfavorable impression 
of French court life with its deceptions and malicious machinations. The characters’ public 
masks, created by their initial set pieces, are the object of criticism, for they are unraveled 
over the course of the story as the god-like personae are revealed to be individuals. Indeed, 
the reader’s sense of the heroine as a self stems from the contrast between the planar sketches 
of the introduction and the ongoing psychological analysis of the rest of the work. The 
hyper-portrait rather than the planar sketch, then, grants the reader a key to discovering self 
and truth in La Princesse de Cleves. but it necessarily relies on its mimetic ancestors to 
establish this truth. In tandem with this reliance, however, is an embedded commentary on 
the inadequacy of planar and spherical set pieces to imitate adequately the multi-leveled 
existence of a real person.
The psychological exploration of the princess reveals the beginning of a change in 
fiction from the historical public to the imaginary private. The fact that Bussy and other 
writers of clandestine memoirs were punished for their insolence shows that the historical 
private of nobles was obviously off limits, yet the popularity of such works and of nouvelles 
suggests a strong public desire to read about the private exploits, past and present, of the 
upper classes.69 With its intense scrutiny of a very intimate situation and surrounding 
anecdotes of courtly intrigue, La Princesse de Cleves fed the public’s craving for gossip 
without directly stepping on any royal toes. Like the generic but detailed descriptions of the 
characters, the book as a whole embodies the tension of both supporting the contemporary 
ideological system and subverting it, for it observes the code of not delving into the private
69 Known as “libelles,” fictionalized accounts of the private lives of historical and contemporary people 
of power were among the most popular clandestine books. See Robert Damton’s many books and 
articles on the subject, particularly The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-Revolutionary France (New 
York, 1995) and its companion, The Corpus of Clandestine Literature in France 1769-1789 (New 
York, 1995), as well as The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge and London, 1982).
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life of a real noble. One can see the power of such a movement to “reshape” ideology, to use 
Erica Harth’s terminology (30), in that it perpetuates the awareness both of the importance of 
the individual and of the necessary existence of a private life, ideas that shatter the ideal of 
the flawless, courageous aristocrat.
The nouvelle of the late seventeenth century, a genre with which La Princesse de 
Cleves is intimately associated,70 also displays the movement in official prose toward the 
discussion of characters’ intimate lives. Before shifting from an analysis of the importance of 
verbal sketching as an overarching organizer of the reading experience, a method of 
depiction, a means of storytelling, and a symbol of these things in La Princesse de Cleves to 
portraiture’s crucial contribution to new codes of verisimilitude, a brief look at the nouvelle’s 
global mimetic agenda and use of portraits seems warranted. Comprising a mixed body of 
texts including “nouvelles galantes” and “histoires secretes” (accounts of supposedly secret 
love affairs that often appeared in period gazettes), “nouvelles historiques” (stories of 
historical love affairs), and combinations of the two (Harth 183), the nouvelle marketed itself 
as a window into the private worlds of real and fictional nobles. This discussion will allow for 
a clearer understanding of the text’s innovations regarding both portraiture and plausibility 
that contribute to its status shift from nouvelle to novel.
As its name indicates, the “nouvelle,” which as an adjective means ‘new’ and as a 
noun ‘news,’ is tied to concepts of orality, contemporaneousness, and truth. One of the most 
prolific writers of nouvelles, Donneau de Vise, explicitly aimed to express these semiotic 
relationships. In the preface of Les Nouvelles galantes, comiques et tragiques (1669), he 
sketches his stylistic philosophy, one that at first seems to highlight mimesis (translation of 
salon conversation) rather than inventio: “Ces sortes d’ouvrages n ’etant que des recits de
70 In fact, Barbin published the work anonymously as a “nouvelle” or a “petit roman” in virtue of its 
short length (in comparison to the romance) and duodecimo format.
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choses plus familieres que relevees, le style en doit etre aussi aise et aussi naturel que serait 
celui d ’une personne d ’esprit qui ferait agreablement un conte sur-le-champ” (N. pag.). 
Similarly, in his characterization of the nouvelle through the lens of Donneau’s work, the 
modem critic Jacques Chupeau opposes its “truth” to the early novel’s “poetic 
verisimilitude”: “La nouvelle galante, devenue histoire veritable, se place en marge de la 
fiction et des enjolivements de la litterature” (1406).
However, “on the margins of fiction” is still within the frame of fiction. Donneau 
suggests as much in asserting that his stories “must be as easy and as natural” as true oral 
accounts—that they must seem real. While Chupeau associates the nouvelle more with 
history than with fiction, Donneau’s implicit reference to verisimilitude calls this idea, as well 
as the generic distinction itself, into question. Indeed, as my study of the art of portraiture 
has suggested, the transparent rendering of individuals and events is impossible. Depicting a 
person or story entails the process of reshaping for many significant reasons, including the 
particularity of interpretation and the inability of a symbolic medium to encapsulate the 
complexity of reality.
The criteria for labeling La Princesse de Cleves a roman instead of a nouvelle 
therefore rely on differences other than the nouvelle’s supposed closer ties to real events.
The dropping of the diminutive suffix in the English language (from “nouvelle” to “novel”) 
elegantly embodies the primary points of divergence between the two generic categories in 
several ways. The first of these is the longer length of La Princesse de Cleves as compared to 
most other examples of the nouvelle, such as “Histoire de la Princesse de Montpensier” 
(1662) and “Histoire de la Comtesse de Tende” (1718) by the same author, which are 
respectively approximately one-fifth and one-tenth the size of La Princesse. Rather than
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representing an example of the nouvelle, this psychological novel encloses it, for it embeds 
shorter anecdotes that resemble the contemporary nouvelle.
An additional source of difference between the nouvelle and novel categories, one 
that is far more important, is suggested by an alternate definition of the former term that 
emphasizes its status as contemporary hearsay. Richelet’s dictionary of 1680 defines 
“nouvelle” both as “un recit ingenieux d’une avanture agreable” and “[un] avis sur ce qui 
regarde quelque personne ou quelque chose” (76). A titillating combination of pseudonyms, 
sex, scandal, and surprise, the nouvelle presents itself as an event experienced firsthand or 
picked up from the hiss of conversational static and, often, as a source of counter-history. As 
Harth explains, “official and unofficial nouvelles alike grew up in an ambience of the 
clandestine. The function of the genre was to tell the untold story of history, to give
pseudosecrets of state” (181).
T .a Princesse de Cleves shares, in part, the gossipy tone of the nouvelle, for its author 
doubtlessly both drew from contemporary events and individuals to create the fictional 
aspects of her story and aimed to present the story-behind-the history of life in Henn II’s 
court. The elements of the king’s portrait that treat his affair with the Duchesse de 
Valentinois suggest that hearsay is likewise a source of information, even regarding historical 
figures, in the work: “Ce prince etait galant, bien fait et amoureux; quoique sa passion pour 
Diane de Poitiers, duchesse de Valentinois, eut commence il y avait plus de vingt ans, elle 
n’en etait pas moins violente, et il n’en donnait pas des temoignages moins eclatants (35). 
However, the novel leans more toward official history in that it tones down the nouvelle’s 
focus on perversion, or “vice,” described by Charles Sorel in De la connoissance des bons 
livres (1671) (165-66) (also cited by Harth) (182). Many nouvelles like Courtilz’s “Les Bas 
de soie verts” (1698) display a crude eroticism; this story recounts the identification of an
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unfaithful woman by the color of her stockings after her husband and the king view her 
having sex through a keyhole. While certain moments in La Princesse de Cleves are certainly 
erotic, such as the scene in the pavilion at Coulommiers when she is enraptured with 
Nemours’s portrait, the work does not exhibit the explicit sexual images of Courtilz’s tale.
Additional differences arise when one considers the use of verbal sketching in the 
nouvelle and La Princesse de Cleves. The nouvelle typically displays abbreviated flattering 
or damaging planar portraits. For example, the Princesse de Montpensier in Madame de La 
Fayette’s tale of the same name is “une des personnes du monde le plus achevee” (445).
Harth rightly claims that nouvelles rely heavily on structures and techniques gleaned from the 
romance (“the roman was their most immediate model”) (197). Their portraits, while 
noticeably shorter than embedded romance sketches, generally follow the two-dimensional 
template that authors like Mademoiselle de Scudery established earlier.
It is important to note that some nouvelles do indeed feature spherical portraits 
together with planar ones. Segrais’s “Honorine,” for example, gives a slightly round 
portraiture of its protagonist, who is “mediocrement belle” despite being rich (278). Saint- 
Real’s “Dom Carlos” delivers a three-dimensional sketch of its hero, who “n ’etait pas 
regulierement fait” (509) but is a person about whom “on ne pouvait pas dire qu’il fut 
desagreable” (509). “Dom Carlos” also exploits planar portraiture, as in the description of 
the newly married Queen of Spain: “elle etait nee toute belle et elle se trouvait alors dans le 
plus grand eclat qu’une extreme jeunesse puisse donner a une beaute parfaite” (511). Unlike 
La Princesse de Cleves. however, Saint-Real’s short story does not allow its characters to 
shift portrait types or to evolve over the course of the plot; in the end, Dom Carlos is still 
misshapen but affable.
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The latter work is also important in virtue of its explicit commentary on idealized 
portraiture. Not only does the above passage describing the Queen of Spain display the 
nouvelle’s common use of superlative portraiture, but it also, paradoxically, reveals a 
sheepishness on the part of the author about using heroic depiction. Saint-Real recognizes the 
“exagerations ordinaires en faveur des princes” and, elsewhere in the tale, the common 
distortions in portraiture (506) before using this same mode of depiction himself.71 The 
author’s description of planar portraiture’s “exagerations” informs an understanding of its 
status at the time in relation to the nouvelle’s version of verisimilitude, for it marks the genre 
as outdated. In Marxism and Literature. Raymond Williams characterizes cultural and 
literary elements that are “wholly recognized as an element of the past, to be observed, to be 
examined, or even on occasion to be consciously ‘revived’” as “archaic (122). Saint-Real 
seems to recognize two-dimensional portraiture as archaic according to Williams’s definition, 
but he nevertheless exploits the form in describing his characters. Despite the authorial pose 
of reluctance to use succinct verbal sketching, Saint-Real’s actions point to a more inclusive 
attitude toward past forms of portraiture. This practice recalls Williams’s notion of the 
“residual,” an element that “has been effectively formed in the past, but [...] is still active in 
the cultural process, not only and often not at all as an element of the past, but as an effective 
element of the present” (122). In “Dom Carlos,” the salon-style portrait seems to have 
qualities of both the archaic and the residual: it is highlighted as demode but is still used as an 
element of depiction.
It is not, again, the sole means of depiction in “Dom Carlos.” This nouvelle 
juxtaposes planar and spherical portraiture, a technique that, along with its cynicism of 
princely representations, demonstrates a movement away from the unquestioning insertion of
71 Such duplicity is also common in the portrait books of 1659. See, for example, Madame de 
Motteville’s sketch of La Reine Mere in Divers portraits.
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heroic set pieces as the sole means of character development. La Princesse de Cleves. as I 
have shown, likewise does not settle for the exclusive use of type figures and set-piece 
depictions to form its cast of characters and to tell its story. By contrast, the author subtly 
undermines planar and spherical sketches by questioning their capacities to depict 
realistically as it fashions the hyper-portrait of the princess, a technique that marks it as 
undeniably different from period petits romans. Showalter suggests that the seeds of ongoing 
depiction lie in the romance in his statement that “Mile de Scudery had pointed the way for 
these minute analyses of the human heart, where the realism is all psychological” (34). 
Madame de La Fayette thus draws more heavily from the romance than from the nouvelle in 
fashioning her version of ongoing portraiture.
Despite the differences between the nouvelle and La Princesse de Cleves. both genres 
intermingle history and fiction to conform to a code of verisimilitude that aims to tell the 
“untold story” of recent events. Their settings are more contemporary than those of the 
romance (a difference that Showalter notes) (34), which allows the author to seed the text 
with more detail, or to appear to depict truthfully the recent history of her own social reality 
in this age of studying and classifying. The movement toward a more psychological and, 
thereby, fictional character development is both countered and complemented in the early 
psychological novel by the preference for the concreteness of more contemporary settings 
over the ancient and medieval frames of the romance. The focus on recent history and the 
insistence on a material objectivity that it entails is explained in Segrais’s Les Nouvelles 
francoises (1656), in which Princesse Aurelie contrasts the history-fiction dynamic in the 
romance and the nouvelle:
c’est la difference entre le Roman et la Nouvelle; que le Roman ecrit ces choses 
comme la bienseance veut, et a la maniere du Poete; mais que la Nouvelle doit un peu
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davantage tenir de 1’Histoire, et s ’attacher plutot a donner les images des choses 
comme d’ordinaire nous les voyons arriver, que comme notre imagination se les 
figure.72 (I. 146)
Moreover, Segrais’s comments on the shift from romance-style vraisemblance to that of the 
nouvelle recall Berger’s identification of the movement in painted portraiture from the 
symbolic mode to the graphic and optical modes. In both cases, artists turn to their 
environments—to a concrete nature—around them to find their models as they turn away 
from liturgical imitation.
Harkening back to Aristotle’s distinction between Poetry (which must be plausible 
and thereby more philosophical) and History (which must be true) (54) and surprisingly 
prefiguring Moliere’s mimetic agenda as outlined in Part Two, Segrais outlines a modified 
version of the interaction between the real and the realistic. His version of plausibility 
requires that the event be something that a contemporary individual sees “d ’ordinaire” or that
|
(s)he can easily imagine witnessing. Segrais uses the probable as his general rule instead of 
the possible, and I-a Princesse de Cleves adheres to this rule in terms of setting and plot much 
more than do the romanciers. For example, it is possible that Mandane in Le Grand Cyms be 
kidnapped but left untouched by her captors so many times, but the event in “ordinary” life 
seems as improbable as the romance’s peripeteia, coincidences, and idealized characters. The 
predilection for a modem, French frame and cast of characters in the nouvelle and La 
Princesse de Cleves exemplifies a general trend toward achieving a graphic material truth.
A study of the blended focus in Madame de La Fayette’s novel on the “verite d’ame” 
and the “verite materielle,” to use Coulet’s terms (I. 257), allows for an understanding of its 
revolutionary approach to plausibility that provides a model for the psychological novels of
72 Showalter likewise discusses this scene in The Evolution of the French Novel (23).
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the following century. My thesis’s focus on portraiture provides new insight into the 
psychological realism achieved in this first French psychological novel, whose new form of 
verisimilitude hinges upon the text’s much-praised “peinture du coeur” (I. 252). As Coulet’s 
use of the word “peinture” suggests, the art of depiction is crucial to the work’s perceived 
enhanced plausibility.
Functioning simultaneously as a frame in which to read the work and an embedded 
form or tool with which to help forge the overarching depictions of the princess and the other 
characters, the verbal sketch illustrates spectacularly the early novel’s agenda of exploiting 
and relying on other literary forms in its bid for enhanced plausibility. For example, it 
flagrantly embeds the anecdote, which is similar to the nouvelle. The anecdote that other 
characters tell the princess fit Donneau’s definition of a nouvelle, for they are brief tales of 
intrigue with an erotic flair that emerge “naturally” from courtly conversations. This novel 
thus both sets itself apart from and highlights its connections to the nouvelle by displaying 
examples of the shorter genre within its larger psychological tale. Moreover, as do the 
romance, comic novel, and nouvelle, it uses portraits, letters, maxims, and poems to spin its 
web of realistic fiction, but it is singular in the way in which it combines forms (particularly 
the portrait, anecdote, and maxim) to suffuse them with new functions. As I have argued, the 
portrait is a privileged form in La Princesse de Cleves that reinforces the notion of the novel’s 
hybridity and the flexibility of the embedded forms themselves.
The coexistence in the work of portraits of historical and imaginary figures also 
speaks to its hybridity. It is important to note, however, that Madame de La Fayette’s use of 
historical and imaginary characters together was not a new technique, for the “roman 
historique” and the comic novel had been blending real and invented figures throughout the 
century. Indeed, this intermingling seems to follow the rules that Georges de Scudery sets
Ill
out in the introduction to Ibrahim, as discussed in Part Two, which deny the alteration of 
historical events and dates but endow the author with the right to invent unknowable 
conversations, attachments, and additional characters (35). In addition to the creation of new 
personae, the heroicizing of historical individuals is also a common feature of prose fiction 
before Madame de La Fayette’s work, as evidenced by the aforementioned example of 
Horatius (“C odes”) in Clelie. whom Mademoiselle de Scudery transforms from disfigured to 
glamorous.
La Princesse de Cleves plays off of the romance’s established code of character 
development and, via the act of portraiture, modifies it. Not only does the author invent 
Nemours’s conversations and confect his love interest (a la the Scuderys), but she also 
accords her invented character of the princess complex motives and desires, which she 
analyses in great detail. At the same time, she displays a meticulousness regarding the 
historical accuracy of her story that recalls that of the nouvelle; for example, as Valincour 
notes, she accords the correct colors to the different participants in the joust (117). In this 
way, the work nudges prose fiction toward a new focus and form that highlight 
simultaneously the “verite d’ame” or fictional psychological development (previously the 
domain of the romance) and the “verite materielle” (the focus of the contemporary nouvelle). 
The author shifts to a different, more complex kind of analysis, one feature of which is its 
innemess; another, seemingly paradoxically, is its movement toward objective observation. 
Portraiture is thus a vehicle for this dual movement in La Princesse de Cleves. The historical 
characters are fictionalized through the process of exposing their inner thoughts, and the 
imaginary heroine is the subject of an even greater scrutiny on the part of the narrator.
The continued wide-scale use of idealized planar characters in the nouvelle seems to 
contradict Princess Aurelie’s call for an aesthetic that moves away from the “maniere du
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Poete” of the romance and toward “les images des choses d’ordinaire.” Madame de La 
Fayette, by contrast, seems to adhere to Segrais’s new rules in terms of character 
development if one looks beyond the set pieces of the introductory section and considers the 
spherical and hyper-portraits that emerge throughout the text, which, via opposition, give 
more human depictions. Paradoxically, however, she achieves this through the redemption of 
the romantic focus on “une verite d ’ame,” which she gives as plausible (if oppositional) a 
home in the world of “la verite materielle” as she can (whence the differential use of the term 
nouvelle). The resulting hybrid form is now termed a novel instead of a nouvelle, a 
distinction that underscores the singularity of the work’s code of verisimilitude.
This does not mean, however, that writers like Madame de La Fayette suddenly felt 
the need to write plausible tales. The aforementioned statements by Scudery and Segrais 
indicate that verisimilitude is a source of concern in the entire body of seventeenth-century 
prose fiction. Showalter suggests that vague (in his view) “changes in taste” around 1660 
underlie the transition from the romance’s version of verisimilitude to that of the nouvelle 
(28). This observation rightly underscores the doubtless effects of the readership’s desire 
upon literary production, but it suggests both a too-rapid transformation (the romance would 
remain extremely popular well into the next century) and a lack of theoretical reflection on 
the part of authors who were, conversely, very concerned with the plausibility of their 
writings. Indeed, the manic worry of psychological novelists in the following century over 
their version of verisimilitude that results in the exclusive adoption of first-person narration is 
a continuation of this literary concern rather than a rupture. Hence, the balance between 
history and fiction in La Princesse de Cleves is a modification of previous codes of 
plausibility that serves, in turn, as a model code for later psychological novelists who forge 
different but related “novelistic lies” in search of what we now label “realism.”
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Modem discussions of plausibility in Madame de La Fayette’s novel are unavoidably 
skewed if scholars do not consider period notions of the plausible. Gerard Genette in Figures 
II eloquently describes the changing nature of vraisemblance as a result of the changing 
social codes of “bienseance” to which texts and readers are necessarily tied: “Le recit 
vraisemblable est done un recit dont les actions repondent, comme autant d ’applications ou 
de cas particuliers, a un corps de maximes regues comme vraies par le public auquel il 
s’adresse” (76). Genette explains that Madame de Cleves’s avowal, which implicitly 
expresses the maxim “une honnete femme doit tout confier a son mari,” does not have social 
currency in Madame de La Fayette’s society; it is “une action sans maxime” (75). La Reine 
Dauphine says as much in the novel when she scolds the princess for telling Monsieur de 
Cleves about the Vidame’s letter: “il n ’y a que vous de femme au monde qui fasse confidence 
a son mari de toutes les choses qu’elle sait” (116). The princess’s conduct throughout the 
novel thus breaks the codes of conduct, which are interwoven with those of verisimilitude. 
What counts as vraisemblable shifts from genre to genre over time, whence one way of 
posing the problem (according to period critics) of verisimilitude in the Princesse. 
Interestingly, a work now lauded for its new code of plausibility was lambasted at the time on
the grounds of excessive implausibility.
As period critics like Bussy-Rabutin express, the heroine’s avowal and subsequent 
renunciation are “extravagant”— the actions of a romance heroine rather than those of the 
protagonist of a nouvelle: “l ’aveu de Mme de Cleves a son mari est extravagant et ne se peut 
dire que dans une histoire veritable; mais quand on en fait une a plaisir, il est ridicule de 
donner a son heroine un sentiment si extraordinaire” (qtd. in Genette, Figures 71-72). 
Describing the implausibility of the same scene (in which Nemours hides in the garden at 
Coulommiers and overhears Madame de Cleves’s confession to her husband), Valincour
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writes, “je ne sais si je me trompe, mais il me semble que ces manieres d ’incidents si 
extraordinaires sentent trop l ’histoire a dix volumes: il n ’etait rien de plus aise que de rendre 
la chose naturelle et croyable” (111). He then goes on to propose more plausible ways of 
having Nemours eavesdrop on the couple.
Bussy and Valincour’s comments reveal that plausibility is the main source of 
disagreement in the “querelle” that results from the work, an idea that the ongoing debate in 
the Mercure Galant of 1678 further supports (Genette, Figures 71). Indeed, while he finds 
much to admire in the work like the description of the ball where the princess meets the duke 
for the first time (“[c’] est fort galante et bien imagine) (97), Valincour harshly condemns the 
text’s believability on the grounds of both fiction and history. Like the Scuderys, he 
acknowledges the author’s right to embellish history: “Je sais bien qu en faisant une histoire 
de la nature de celle-ci, on se donne la liberte de changer les evenements, lorsque l’on juge a 
propos, ou d’en tirer les inductions que l’on croit utiles a son sujet” (118). Yet, his sense of 
the degree to which authors of historical fiction can reshape the facts of history and the rules 
of reality obviously varies greatly from that of Madame de La Fayette. In the most lengthy 
document of the querelle, 1 .ettres a Madame la Marquise ***, he critiques aspects of the 
work’s psychological plausibility as well as its attempts at material objectivity. The 
motivations, speeches, and behavior of Monsieur de Cleves feature prominently in the 
diatribe; for example, he mocks the prince’s desperate actions after the avowal and finds his 
death from grief completely unreasonable (126-27). Valincour questions the material 
believability of the text for reasons as variable as the fact that Nemours does not catch cold in 
the forest at night (112) to the fact that the gentlemen in the room do not promptly return the 
Vidame de Chartres’s letter to him after it falls from his pocket (103).
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To flesh out his critique of the novel’s sources of implausibility Valincour embeds a 
lengthy dialogue between the narrator and “***,’’ a friend who, echoing Boileau’s L ’Art 
poetique. holds “bon sens” above the pleasure of discovering the princess’s passion (134).
The friend attempts to convince the narrator that, while an author can either write completely 
imaginative tales with no regard for history or can embellish history, (s)he must not change 
what is known of history as does Madame de La Fayette (134-38). In the following passage, 
he describes the perfect mixture of truth and fiction:
Je voudrais si bien surprendre mes lecteurs, qu’il leur semblat que je n ’aurais ecrit 
que ce que les historiens auraient oublie d’ecrire, ou ce qu’ils auraient laisse pour ne 
pas entrer dans un trop grand detail. Enfin, je voudrais que mes fictions eussent un 
rapport si juste et si necessaire aux evenements veritables de l’histoire, et que les 
evenements parussent dependre si naturellement de mes fictions, que mon livre ne 
parut etre autre chose que l’histoire secrete de ce siecle-la, et que personne ne put 
prouver la faussete de ce que j ’aurais ecrit. (142)
The comments of the narrator’s interlocutor seem to convince the narrator (“il n ’a pas aussi 
tort en toutes choses”) (148), at least in part, of the need for a code of plausibility similar to 
the one outlined earlier by Segrais. To period critics embroiled in the querelle, Madame de 
La Fayette’s close material analysis of matters of the heart—the domain of the romance 
inserted into a recent and inaccurate historical frame— the frame of the gossipy nouvelle 
thus does not ring true.
What critics then and now, however, universally recognize as revolutionarily 
believable is the princess’s psychological evolution or her hyper-portrait. Valincour lauds la 
peinture” the author makes of Madame de Cleves’s interior:
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Ces retours de Madame de Cleves sur elle-meme, ces agitations, ces pensees 
differentes qui se detruisent l’une l’autre, cette difference qui se trouve de ce qu’elle 
est aujourd’hui avec ce qu’elle etait hier, sont des choses qui se passent tous les jours 
au-dedans de nous-memes, que tout le monde sent, mais qu’il y a tres peu de 
personnes qui puissent depeindre de la maniere dont nous le voyons ici. (187)
Here, using the verb “depeindre” and referring to the princess’s development over time, 
Valincour suggests that the author achieves her “grande finesse de sentiments (149) by
means of the literary portrait.
Blurring the lines between real people and ones that seem true, La Princesse de 
Cleves forges a new portrait in a space in which truth intertwines with but opposes fiction. 
The parallel increased oppositions and complementarities between the real and the realistic 
create new challenges for later novels. Following the lead of this text, they must plausibly 
insert detailed hyper-portraits of imaginary individuals into familiar history to forge 
successful webs of verisimilitude that cause readers to accept their story-portraits as truthful 
renderings. As Madame de La Fayette’s tale suggests, the relationship of the historical and 
the fictional in the early novel is thus more believable when authors manage these points of 
contact in the realm of character development. The text remains plausible even today on the 
level of psychological development in spite of the “nonchalance de Madame le La Fayette en 
face de la vraisemblance materielle” (Coulet I. 253) noted by period and modem critics. To 
use Goffman’s language, the potential disruptors of the frame, such as the lack of attention to 
the facts of history and the laws of time, do not outweigh the “engrossables” (346) of La 
Princesse de Cleves. of which the most engrossing is clearly the minute analysis of Madame 
de Cleves’s internal conflict.
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Planar literary portraiture, as the organizer of the reading experience and the genre 
without which Madame de La Fayette cannot construct oppositional spherical and hyper­
descriptions, thus provides the means with which this text achieves its successful lie. Coulet 
suggests the importance of the literary portrait in fulfilling the text’s agenda of vraisemblance 
by his use of a portrait metaphor in describing its narrative aims:
Pour la premiere fois dans 1’histoire du genre romanesque, la peinture du coeur est le 
principal objet d ’un roman; les faits lui sont subordonnes, l’analyse qui s’inserait 
jusqu’alors entre les moments successifs du recit est devenue recit elle-meme; dans 
La Princesse de Cleves, Madame de La Fayette a supprime la division si sensible 
chez Mademoiselle de Scudery entre Faction et la psychologie, en faisant apparaitre 
dans celle-ci un interet du meme ordre que l’interet precedemment cherche dans 
celle-la. (1.252)
Coulet’s conflation of the notions of “verite d’ame” and “peinture du coeur” likewise 
validates portraiture’s role in the text. As he sees it, painting (meant, I believe, as “accurate, 
realistic mimesis”) is able to deliver truth.
Moreover, he suggests portraiture’s enhanced functions in La Princesse de Cleves 
when he observes that the author merges “action and psychology.” For the first time, plot 
merges with depiction as the portrait assumes four-dimensionality. Madame de Cleves’s 
ongoing development is presented as a parallel plot to both the love triangle and the story of 
Henri II’s reign, and this psychological story line intertwines with the other narrative threads. 
In this way, portraiture, no longer a digression, is narrative and vice-versa. The combination 
of these two elements (and thus their enhanced status) is made possible by the third-person 
narrator’s subtle, skilled oscillation between distanced description and psychological 
penetration.
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Accompanying these shifts in the portrait’s functions are changes in the form of the 
portrait itself and the means of physically incorporating it into the text, both of which impact 
the work’s plausibility. Firstly, the passages that stand out as similar to salon portraits are 
shorter than those in the 1659 collections and the romance, whose sketches were generally 
several pages or paragraphs. At the beginning of the text, Madame de La Fayette further 
distills the heroic portrait, a technique that speaks to the desire of nouvellistes to shorten or 
omit any digressions. The reduction of the length of the set piece may well be a bid to 
encourage the reader to stay involved with the main narrative or be more engrossed. Perhaps 
also the author nods in the direction of planar portraiture at first to ease the reader into the 
tale. By using the familiar convention of the set piece, the text establishes a comfort zone for 
the reader before presenting innovative methods of portraiture.73
Madame de La Fayette also handles the physical incorporation of the set-piece verbal 
sketch differently than do her predecessors, a phenomenon that informs the portrait’s impact 
on changing codes of plausibility. In the romance, the portraits are often identified as such: 
they are often presented by characters as mini-texts, usually within dialogues or a “jeu de 
portraits,” as in the scene in Clelie where the princess Lysimene and her attendants play the 
game of “portraits partages” (IX. 295). One witnesses a similar reflex of separating the 
portrait from its frame in Bussy-Rabutin’s Histoires amoureuses des Gaules, in which the 
portrait of Madame de Sevigne is walled off from the surrounding dialogue by the character 
Bussy’s introductory comment, “je vous en faire un fidele rapport” (144) and his closing 
statement, “Voila, mes chers, le portrait de Madame de Sevigne” (149).
By contrast, the portraits identifiable as mini-texts in Madame de La Fayette’s book, 
although very brief, are divided from the text neither physically (via white space, chapter
73 This is an argument Malcolm Cook makes regarding plastic portraiture and verisimilitude in the 
work (142).
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numbers, or quotation marks) nor narratively (via an introduction, game, or gloss). Her 
technique recalls that of other period nouvellistes. For example, in the Mercure galant’s 
anonymous “La Vertu malheureuse” (1678) (which has, notably, an avowal scene similar to 
that in La Princesse). the narrator summarizes the heroine’s qualities (“elle etait belle sans 
fierte, civile sans abaissement, spirituelle sans affectation, complaisante sans contrainte”) in 
between a promise of veracity and a description of her father (463). Similarly, Courtilz s Le 
Mort ressuscite” in Nouvelles amoureuses et galantes (1678) begins abruptly with a brief 
sketch of its main character before launching quickly into the character’s bizarre tale of 
jealousy and deception:
Le chevalier de ... est homme de qualite, comme tout le monde sait, bien fait de sa 
personne, de l’esprit infmiment, mais de complexion trop amoureuse pour son repos. 
Peu de gens ont ete plus heureux que lui dans la galanterie, mais peu de gens aussi 
ont essuye de plus grands revers de fortune la-dessus. (701)
Rather than point out the narratological interruption, writers like Courtilz and Madame de La 
Fayette integrate more smoothly set-piece character depiction into the text. The technique 
aims to keep the reader’s attention focused on the main story, or within the boundaries of the 
work’s “mensonge romanesque.”
This phenomenon initially seems to suggest a reduction of the status of the portrait as 
a genre in the nouvelle and early psychological novel. However, the new roles of the portrait 
again point to the basic tension between appearance versus reality that characterizes the work 
as a whole: succinct verbal sketching appears to lose importance in the text, but a new type of 
portraiture uses it as a starting point and a point of contrast for enhanced complexity of 
character and plot. Madame de La Fayette thus pays homage to the genre of the recognizable
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literary portrait by the gesture of reforging it to produce a character with a different level of 
plausibility.
A consideration of this gesture reveals additional exchanges between frame and 
portrait. The embedded initial description of Madame de Cleves, or what would seem to be 
the “portrait,” is changed and developed by the framing psychological analysis or the hyper­
portrait. She begins as a jewel of perfection at court (spied first in a jewelry shop, no less), 
but the author is quick to point out that this image is a persona: her mother “achevait de la 
faire paraitre une personne ou l ’on ne pouvait atteindre” (52). Madame de Chartres fashions 
her daughter into a model of bienseance that lives out the maxims of her society. The reader 
soon begins to discover the private individual who lives by her own maxims as the narrator 
penetrates her aura of decorum. The idealized information of the set piece (the princess’s 
social mask that the reader sees her take on and off) combines with the particular information 
of the hyper-portrait (her private existence) to strengthen the text’s authority to present the 
whole “truth” about its character, wherein lies her plausibility in many respects. There is a 
tense complementarity between the mini-portrait and the overarching description: 
metaphorically speaking, the portrait of Madame de Cleves is wearing a locket that contains a 
portrait of herself, but her choice of adornment adds to the overall portrait of herself and her 
milieu. The layers of complexity gained by this quasi-mise-en-abime structure augment the 
princess’s believability in that they expose her public and private selves and the interactions 
between the two.
The resulting hyper-portrait works in the interest of a new type of plausibility, for the 
evolution over time and insight into motives and desires that it provides render the princess a 
more particular type of noble. Hence, her character answers the public desire for “the story 
behind the story” that other nouvellistes attempt to satiate by simply recounting anecdotes. In
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so doing, the princess’s ongoing sketch contributes greatly to the text’s arsenal of 
“engrossables” (Goffman 346), elements that allow it to spin a believable yam, despite the 
fact that its heroine is fictitious and its material details to not conform to the rules of the real 
world.
Forster’s comments on the nature of novelistic characters versus real people shed 
light on how the use of purely invented characters helps a novel like La Princesse de Cleves 
achieve plausibility:
But people in a novel can be understood completely by the reader, if the novelist 
wishes; their inner as well as their outer life can be exposed. And this is why they 
often seem more definite than characters in history, or even our own friends; we have 
been told all about them that can be told; even if they are imperfect or unreal they do 
not contain any secrets, whereas our friends do and must, mutual secrecy being one 
of the conditions of life upon this globe. (47)
According to this theory, La Princesse de Cleves presents la Princesse de Cleves in her 
entirety. Unlike the characters in the text, readers are not able to compare portraits of 
Madame de Cleves and to discuss their likenesses to the real woman, for she, as a novelistic 
persona that has no real world sitter, is a product of the sum of her depiction. Forster implies 
that the princess’s characterization is a perfectly accurate depiction, one that does not need 
comparing or touching up, for its referent is itself within the mise-en-abime of a novel. The 
heroine seems to enact this idea at the end of the novel when she disappears behind the walls 
of convent and home— she shows us that the depiction is closed, finished, and complete.
However, her disappearance also leads one to question Forster’s notion of the 
complete depiction of invented characters. Following the princess’s final conversation with 
Nemours, the narrator is unable to penetrate her mind as she lives out the rest of her
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abbreviated life. The story continues, if only briefly, after the depiction ceases, in spite of the 
fact that the heroine continues to think and feel in her secluded milieu. She thus escapes the 
gaze of the narrator and the reader when she retires from “le monde. The fact that the 
protagonist slips from the grasp of the narrator seems a complex commentary on the nature of 
depiction, an idea that again implicates portraiture as the work’s leitmotiv. La Princesse de 
Cleves is a portrait, as its title suggests, and this idea entails that of resemblance. However, 
resemblance is not mimetic transparency. The princess’s disappearance recreates the 
inability of painted and literary portraiture to deliver the referent, as described in Part One.
The fact that her private existence is obscured at the end of the work also seems to 
play into the text’s bid to render her a more plausible character. She assumes the opacity of a 
real person whose thoughts the narrator cannot intercept and transmit. This final “coup de 
verisimilitude,” however, is a paradox, for the princess’s four-dimensionality, whence her 
increased plausibility as a persona, is largely a product of the implausible interception and 
transmission of her mental state. This paradox reveals the extent to which Madame de La 
Fayette wrestles with the incompatibility of plausible third-person narration and plausible 
depiction, a problem that many eighteenth-century novelists attempt to solve by the use of the 
first-person.
The equivocal relationship among the text’s characters as illustrated by the functions 
of their portraits is an additional element in the work’s efforts to achieve plausibility, one that 
relies on ties to the real world frame of the novel. The pronounced tension between the king 
and the princess described previously aims to recreate the situation of the noble in a 
hierarchical system. Individuals struggle to find personal identities within the body of “le 
Roi” (Apostolides 11) or the king’s all-encompassing social and symbolic existence.
Madame de La Fayette hints at her own condition and that of her friends who, as ex-
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Frondeurs, must continue to function as subjects of a king whom they tried to depose. On the 
other hand, her work also demonstrates the fact that this defeated group continues to wield 
influence in the milieu of their subjugation through, among other things, writing. This theory 
again occasions reflection upon the author’s romantic wish fulfillment: not only does she 
create a near-perfect ideal of manliness in Nemours and a moral exemplum in Madame de 
Cleves, but she also creates a world in which the values of her unique group are set above 
those of the victors of the Fronde rebellions. This self-referentiality, itself a generic comment 
on living as an oppositional element in a monarchical system, enhances the work’s 
verisimilitude by grounding it on a philosophical level in the real.
Furthermore, the interactive relationship between sovereign and subject reenacts that 
of history and fiction in the novelistic frame: does the setting frame the narrative or vice- 
versa? In other words, does the historical cadre allow Madame de La Fayette to paint a 
portrait of the imaginary princess, or does the tale of the princess yield a detailed landscape 
painting of Henri II’s milieu (hence, “le Roi” himself)? The inability to answer this question 
suggests a successful novelistic enterprise rather than a source of confusion.
The ambiguous interactions of portraits and the novelistic frame evoke the 
overarching question of how the novel relates to other genres of literature. Just as the reader 
wonders whether the setting of La Princesse de Cleves frames the heroine or vice versa, one 
can ask if the novel’s swallowing of other genres, particularly the classical “formes breves” 
like the portrait, negates them, reifies them, or imbues them with additional functions. As I 
have suggested in this chapter, short forms oppose, but they also interact and merge with the 
early novel, an idea that suggests a process other than erasure and replacement.
This conclusion calls into question the term “short form,” for it is an expression that, 
although useful for this study, exists only in opposition to a “long form,” such as the novel.
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Viewing the novel as a combination of the “short” and the “long” (or the “classical” and the 
“modem”) represents a rejection of the strict “Ancien-Modeme” division, an idea that critics 
like Lafond and DeJean, who question the very idea of “classicism,” have also pursued. The 
embedded portraits in La Princesse de Cleves lie at the locus of the confluence of two co­
existing literary streams: the classical forms and the prose fiction that has traditionally been 
considered its countercurrent. An analysis of the interaction of portraits, aphorisms, and 
anecdotes with the framing novel reveals that they constitute the very building blocks of the 
novelistic form as character, moral, and plot, a dynamic that again casts doubt upon the idea 
of framing versus framed. Moreover, the portrait’s central function in La Princesse de 
Cleves. as described in this chapter, accords a place of honor in the history of the modem 
novel to a genre associated generally with “preciosite” and classicism.
The crucial roles of “formes breves” like the portrait indicate that the “new” aesthetic 
system revolving around the nascent psychological novel engages in a dialogue with the 
classical aesthetic. While the codes shift according to time and genre, the idea that both rely 
on the very idea of verisimilitude, a concept assembled from ancient sources, reinforces the 
link between the two bodies of writing. A refusal to separate types of writing into a neat “us- 
them” mentality (as many critics did throughout the famous “Querelle des Anciens et des 
Modemes”)74 provides a richer ground for literary analysis that considers both tensions and 
interactions.
74 See Jean DeJean’s Ancients against Modems : Culture Wars and the Making of a Fin de Siecle 
(Chicago, 1997) for both a general description of the debate and an original view of the 
(mis)interpretation of this “querelle” throughout the history of literary criticism. See also Francois de 
Callieres’ Histoire noetiaue de la guerre nouvellement declaree entre anciens et modemes (Paris, 1688) 
for a contemporary account of the dispute.
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This inclusive interpretive stance recalls M. M. Bakhtin’s notions of novelistic 
hybridity in The Dialogic Imagination. He describes the effects of the novel’s incorporation 
techniques on other forms of writing:
They become more free and flexible, their language renews itself by incorporating 
extraliterary heteroglossia and the ‘novelistic’ layers of literary language, they 
become dialogized, permeated with laughter, irony, humor, elements of self-parody 
and finally—  this is the most important thing— the novel inserts into these other 
genres an indeterminacy, a certain semantic openendedness, a living contact with 
unfinished, still-evolving contemporary reality (the openended present). (7)
As Bakhtin explains, the modern novel does not replace or destroy other genres; rather, it 
uses and changes them. In juxtaposing and blending them, it infuses them with new functions 
and an enhanced awareness of their own representational complexities. Moreover, this 
process brings into dialogue historically determinate discourses. I do not wish to imply, 
however, that these conversations are completely harmonious, for the novel subverts and 
mocks the forms that it incorporates even as it constructs its world with them. Indeed, the 
critical backlash regarding the mixture of codes of the romance and nouvelle in La Princesse 
suggests the opposite. Nevertheless, the very fact that emergent forms embed literary forms 
that adhere to different codes of plausibility, even if only to subvert them, assures the 
continued significance of past forms.
Madame de La Fayette embeds planar and spherical portraits even while proffering a 
form of depiction that offers a different flavor of plausibility by combining story (time) and 
portraiture: the work uses portraits to forge a new type of portrait. In so doing, she gives such 
seemingly fixed set pieces a new flexibility as she modifies their roles. By merging narrative 
and depiction, Madame de La Fayette changes the face of the literary portrait from one that
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looks into a mirror to admire itself to one that beholds itself with a more critical eye.
Enriched with new roles, this portrait qua novel does not signal the death of the verbal sketch 
as a genre, but its commemoration. Here, it is refashioned into the hyper-portrait, a form that 
characterizes most of the psychological novels of the first half of the eighteenth century, from 
l’Abbe Prevost’s Manon Lescaut (1728) to Pierre de Marivaux’s La Vie de Marianne (1731- 
42) to Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Julie, ou la Nouvelle Heloise (1761).
A privileged genre in La Princesse de Cleves. the portrait in its many forms paints 
not only the characters’ personalities, but also the novel’s ability to use other genres to 
achieve its version of “vraisemblance,” as described by Bakhtin. Most significantly, the 
resulting techniques of depiction that it presents provide a template for the eighteenth-century 
psychological novel’s code of character development. Portraiture, again, lies at the heart of 
the text’s shift from nouvelle to novel.
Authors of eighteenth-century prose fiction generally followed Madame de La 
Fayette’s lead; their novels display a similar downplaying of the mini-portraits made popular 
in Mademoiselle de Montpensier’s circle and a predilection for painting the mentalities of 
their heroes and heroines with more precise brushstrokes. Unlike those of the romance and 
nouvelle, the characters of eighteenth-century psychological novels develop slowly over the 
course of the novel through conversations, letters, and first-person revelations. In this way, 
their personalities are divulged to the reader in a more natural75 way— a manner that 
reflected and reshaped the slowly evolving tastes of both authors and the reading public vis-a- 
vis novelistic verisimilitude. Instead of clubbing the reader over the head with narrative- 
stopping depictions, novelists allowed the reader to create for her/ himself a more nuanced
75 “Natural” in the eighteenth-century sense of a style “qui n’est point deguise, point altere, point farde, 
mais tel que la nature l’a fait,” as described in the Dictionnaire de l'Academie francoise of 1740’s 
definition of “nature.”
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mental portrait that, insofar as it is steeped in time and presented within first-person narrative 
frames, is more realistic in the modern sense.
Against the ground of an inauthentic society whose denizens painted their own 
portraits, noble and bourgeois novelists, purposefully or not, produced characters that 
challenged the social norms of the ruling elite. The astute social commentary lodged in La 
Princesse de Cleves supports the idea that the early psychological novel was engaged in a 
perpetual dialogue with society, one that would continue both to bring ideology into the pages 
of novels and to cause novels to impact society. Madame de La Fayette s means of achieving 
a new version of natural plausibility via, in large part, literary portraiture marks an important 
evolutionary step in codes of plausibility and ideological engagement that manifest 
themselves in the works of prose fiction to follow.
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Chapter 2: Layers of Portraiture in M won Lescaut: Changing 
modes of Representation in a Changing Society
An object of critical evaluation most commonly in the contexts of the mid- 
seventeenth-century romance and the 1659 portrait books, the literary portrait as it relates to 
the early modem psychological novel is curiously absent from scholarly discussions. The 
verbal sketch, however, did not expire as a social or literary currency when its novelty as a 
salon game waned. Indeed, the literary portrait continued to provide, in both set-piece and 
expanded form, the primary mode of character development in eighteenth-century French 
psychological novels. Moreover, I will argue that within the novel’s frame the verbal sketch 
took on enhanced functions related to evolving codes of plausibility, the exploration of 
representational systems, and the changing socio-political climate.
Between the publication of I .a Princesse de Cleves and L’Abbe Prevost’s Memoires 
H’nn hommp He qnalite emerged, according to Rene Demoris, a body of experimental and 
disordered prose (7). While sprawling, comic initiation stories like Alain Rene Lesage’s 
picaresque Histoire de Gil Bias de Santillane (1715-35) and Courtilz de Sandras s 
swashbuckling Memoires de Monsieur d ’Artagnan (1700-01) are not the focus of this study, 
the portrait, while often intensely abbreviated remains in them a staple of characterization, 
social typology, and satire. For example, Courtilz reduces the verbal sketch often to a few 
lines, but he nevertheless introduces most characters by a summary of their personalities, as 
revealed in the description in Memoires de Monsieur d’Artagnan of Mainvilliers, one of
76 A notable exception is Faith Beasley’s article “Rescripting Historical Discourse: Literary Portraits by 
Women” in Papers on Seventeenth-Centurv French Literature XIV.27 (1987): 517-35.
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d ’Artagnan’s “camarades,” “qui etait un eveille et qui ne demandait pas mieux qu’a rire et 
faire rire les autres” (45). Similarly, that of an unnamed, deceitful girl wanting to marry 
d ’Artagnan “avait autant d’esprit qu’elle etait mechante, et qui etait encore plus mechante 
qu’elle n ’etait agreable” (131). In line with their often-comic intentions, such novels also 
make use heavily of the traditional comic type, as in Courtilz’s use of the term “fanfaron” 
when describing the character Besmaux (45) in the same book.
Works like Mempires de Monsieur d’Artagnan are also noteworthy for their status as 
first-person “pseudo-memoirs” (Demoris 179), a form that takes over from the third-person 
nouvelle and dominates the psychological novels of the entire eighteenth century. The wide- 
scale adoption of first-person narration is a symptom of the changing relationship between 
fiction and history as historians tease apart the two and novelists try to further intertwine 
them. As Demoris explains: “l’apparition de cette espece est liee a 1’evolution du genre 
historique, qui entraine une modification des rapports existant entre roman, memoires et 
histoire” (179). Often published in other countries (particularly Holland and Switzerland) to 
avoid the stringent censorship under Louis XIV,77 popular false (auto)biographies blurred the 
already hazy line between history and fiction in an effort to feed the public desire for 
previously hidden, intimate details of true lives or of lives that seemed true (Damton 76, 
Demoris 180). Their efforts seem to satisfy Valincour’s demands (through the mouthpiece of 
the character ***) cited in the previous chapter for novels that seamlessly weld fiction and 
history:
77 Robert Damton describes the following system of censorship under Louis XIV: “the state tried to 
control the printed word by subjecting it to institutions that typified the absolutism of Louis XIV. 
censorship (censeurs royaux) attached to the Direction de la librairie or book trade administration), 
police (specialized inspecteurs de la librairie under the lieutenant general of police in Paris), and a 
monopolistic guild (provincial corporations and especially the Communaute des libraries et des 
imprimeurs de Paris, which owned most book privileges and enforced them by inspecting domestic 
shipments). In order to be published legally, a book had to clear all sorts of hurdles within this system 
and to appear with a royal privilege printed out in full” (xix).
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Enfin, je  voudrais que mes fictions eussent un rapport si juste et si necessaire aux 
evenements veritables de l’histoire, et que les evenements parussent dependre si 
naturellement de mes fictions, que mon livre ne parut etre autre chose que l’histoire 
secrete de ce siecle-la, et que personne ne put prouver la faussete de ce que j ’aurais 
ecrit. (142)
To help accomplish the appearance of an “histoire secrete,” the subjects of scrutiny in roman- 
memoires are often named contemporary people rather than fictional members of a historical 
society like the heroine of f a  Princesse de Cleves. As in the nouvelle and period gazettes, the 
focus of false memoirs on the real or imagined “Pon dit” supports the link between gossip 
and literature, which likewise plays into the genre’s bid for believability. This relationship 
likewise expresses itself in the clandestine collections of portraits of the same era, such as 
Caracteres de la famille rovale and Portraits et caracteres des personnes les plus illustres deja
cour de France (1703).
Satirical pseudo-memoirs announce the psychological novels of the eighteenth 
century in their choice of the first-person form of the “journal intime.” Their narrative style 
marks a major shift away from the third-person narrators of seventeenth-century romances 
and nouvelles, a trend explored most notably by Jean Rousset and Rene Demoris. 
Eighteenth-century “found texts,” fictional memoirs, and epistolary novels provide evidence 
that the omniscient narrator “had been ridiculed into obscurity by 1700” (Showalter 144) 
because of the real-world impossibility of such description. One of the main vehicles of this 
ridicule was the comic novel, which satirized long before 1700 the techniques of the 
romance. For example, in Furetiere’s 1 .e. Roman bourgeois the intrusive “je” refuses to take 
on the role of the romance narrator. He expresses an inability to describe scenes that he has
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not witnessed: “Mais, par malheur, on ne sait rien de tout cela, parce que la chose se passa en 
secret” (69).
This narrative change was due, in the opinion of many critics like Showalter, to “the 
continuing refusal of the more acute readers to be satisfied” (35) with the plausibility of 
romances and nouvelles. On one level, eighteenth-century psychological novelists make use 
of personal journals, letters, and anecdotes to create the illusion of giving a more complete 
and personal psychological depiction of the narrator. They also use these forms to justify the 
sources of information, which again stems from an obsessive concern with plausibility. The 
voyeuristic appeal of this literary form lies in its suggestion of a window into a private world: 
a truthful portrait of an individual who writes outside of the constraints of propriety.
This shift corresponds to the sociological crisis of the time, characterized by the oft 
cited “declin de la noblesse a l’ascension de la bourgeoisie” (Goubert and Roche 332).78 In 
terms of fiction’s role in this process, one can see that Jules Brody’s “nouvelle realite sociale: 
1’implantation en France d’un nouveau capitalisme, le triomphe de la bourgeoisie, la 
domestication de la noblesse” (67) is linked to the popularity of iconoclastic pseudo­
memoirs.” Works that describe the public mask in order to contrast it with the exposed 
private self illustrate an authorial willingness to bring down to earth the heretofore symbolic 
noble for a variety of reasons (often, however, economic rather than ideological). Willingly 
or not, this body of literature played into, if not the “rise of the bourgeoisie” (a notion 
challenged by critics like Sarah Maza), then an atmosphere of ideological change in which
the clouds of revolution formed.
A traditional element of the seventeenth-century memoir, such as those by Tallemant 
des Reaux and the Cardinal de Retz, the literary portrait figures heavily in the early pseudo­
78 Well-known sources on sociopolitical change in the early modem period include Georges Pages s La 
Monarchie d’Ancien Regime en France (Paris, 1946), Roland Mousnier s Etat et societe en France au 
XVIIe et XVIIIe siecles (Paris, 1968) and Les institutions de la France sous la monarchie absolue : 
1598-1789 (Paris, 1974), Pierre Goubert and Daniel Roche’s Les Francais et l’Ancien Regime (Pans, 
1984), and P. J. Coveney’s France in Crisis (Totowa, N. J., 1977).
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memoir’s sociological and literary iconoclasm. This former salon game’s aura of preciosity 
and aristocratic glorification is an ideal vehicle of criticism for writers of prose fiction whose 
works comment on aesthetic and social systems of the recent past. The power of the 
subverted heroic portrait is exemplified by the narrator Renoncour’s use of a verbal set piece 
in the introduction to Manon Lescaut. This depiction, which presents itself explicitly as a 
literary portrait, illustrates the possibilities of satire lodged in the detached portrait’s form, 
just as it opens the door to understanding the portrait’s additional new functions in early 
psychological novels of the eighteenth century.
Here, I will offer a new reading of Manon Lescaut through the lens of verbal 
sketching, an analysis that aims likewise to illustrate the literary portrait’s essential role in 
early eighteenth-century literature and society (if the two may be separated). In the 
Memories and its framed tale Histoire du Chevalier des Grieux et de Manon Lescaut, Prevost 
presents ongoing portraits of his characters that vary wildly in their clarity, content, and 
means of execution. A feature of the early psychological novel, indicated by its frequent 
characterological title, is the extensive use of the hvper-portrait. which is, again, an expanded, 
time-infused psychological depiction that unfolds throughout the novel. Prevost establishes a 
link between traditional seventeenth-century portraiture and novelistic character development 
when he exhibits a planar description of the narrator in the Memoire’s preface as well as a 
succinct sketch, complete with portrait metaphors, of the lovelorn Chevalier Des Grieux in
the introduction of Manon Lescaut.
While the idealized brushstrokes of the former portrait, as I will show, match those of
its salon predecessors, the conflicting content of Des Grieux’s set-piece portrait, Manon’s 
ambiguity, and Renoncour’s shifting self-presentation over the course of the narration 
together reveal an ironic game at the heart of Prevost’s treatment of portraiture. After a brief 
look at how this analysis fits into the body of criticism devoted to Manon Lescaut, I will 
establish that the narrator’s use of portraiture allows for a novel interpretation of the
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masculine “I.” By considering irony lodged in the use of literary forms, my observations 
about portraiture’s role in this narrative and its surrounding memoir may well provide a link 
between structuralist and feminist approaches to this much-discussed text.
There is a great deal of tension in the historic and modem critical discussions of 
Manon Lescaut. Eighteenth-century interpretations focus almost exclusively on Manon's 
moral status (Deloffre and Picard clix-clx). Modem feminist critics such as Naomi Segal and 
Nancy K. Miller continue to analyze Manon, but they consider her the unfortunate object of a 
male agenda of literary oppression and sexualization. Using sexually charged language,
Segal attempts to counteract the nineteenth-century compulsion to make Manon into a fetish: 
“in the Romantic age, Manon is extracted from her context and bounced about like an 
inflatable doll: she becomes the focus of fantasy and fixation” (xxv). In fingering Renoncour 
as an unfaithful narrator, she adopts a position that aims to balance a fixed gaze on narration 
(principally that of Des Grieux) and on Manon’s status as a voiceless woman.
Following in the footsteps of Patrick Brady, modem scholars Valentini Papadopoulou 
Brady and Patrick Coleman agree that analyzing narrative structure is crucial to 
understanding this text, but they deny Manon the “independent existence” (Coleman 4) 
assigned by Segal. Papadopoulou Brady chides those who pass judgment on Manon as a 
person and who do not take into account the novel’s narrative form: if we forget the 
important distinction between ‘his,’ ‘their,’ and ‘her’ story, we will be duped by him [Des 
Grieux] and will commit an error in judgment” (159). Papadopoulou Brady falls victim to 
the same trap, however, by failing to consider that Manon Lescaut lay originally within the 
frame of Renoncour’s memoirs. While her notion (shared by Segal and Miller) that 
“whatever we hear regarding Manon throughout the story is given to us by men, in a text full 
of men and controlled by male voices” is valid, her assertion that these voices are a kind of
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male chorus orchestrated and conducted by Des Grieux” (158) is questionable, for the 
chevalier’s tale is filtered through that of Renoncour. Thus, while she finds fault with those 
who interpret Manon’s words (for they are reported by Des Grieux), she analyzes Des 
Grieux’s “voice,” even though it is reshaped by the narrator’s memoir.
Coleman judiciously weighs previous attempts to study character and narrative 
strategies in this novel. He places himself among scholars who view the Memoires as 
providing “a broader moral and aesthetic context in which the problematic elements of that 
story can better be understood” (3). Acknowledging Jean Sgard’s work in Prevost romancier, 
Coleman emphasizes the critical possibilities of keeping Manon in its original framework 
while simultaneously looking for the “inner dynamic of the work”: “We need to read Manon 
in the context of its time and, to begin with, as part of Prevost’s developing oeuvre” (5).
As my declared focus on Renoncour’s preface indicates, I prefer to assume 
Coleman’s stance. Although quickly extracted from the surrounding fictitious memoir (in 
1733) and re-titled, reedited, and even rewritten by Prevost himself, the narratives of Des 
Grieux and Manon are richer in interpretive possibility when considered in their original 
frame. I will thus use my exploration of Renoncour’s prefacing remarks, themselves a 
moment of transition, as a dual means of reinserting Manon back into its original context and 
of easing the sting of Manon’s condition felt by the feminist camp. As my analysis of 
Renoncour’s use of literary devices, particularly portraiture, will reveal, neither Renoncour 
nor Des Grieux emerge unscathed from Prevost’s treatment. Furthermore, this study of 
Prevost’s extensive, varied use of verbal sketching will help illuminate the literary portrait’s 
critical functions within early French novels.
It is not surprising to find literary portraits and references to portraiture in Prevost’s 
writing. In the article “Portraits in Eighteenth-Century French Fiction,” Malcolm Cook
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proposes that the frequent appearance of painted portraits in prose fiction at this time is a bid 
for enhanced verisimilitude through the use of familiar, circulating objects: “One would 
indeed expect that authors seeking to produce illusions of reality would, necessarily, include 
everyday objects as part of this process” (142). In his view, portrait-objects contributed to the 
verisimilitude of a tale by providing plausible cultural touchstones. While Cook refers only 
to the psychological novel, the plastic portrait’s central presence in works such as Honore 
d ’Urfee’s L ’Astree. Charles Sorel’s Polvandre. Madame de La Fayette’s Zaide, and Saint- 
R ear s “Dom Carlos” indicates that it served a similar purpose in other types of prose 
throughout the seventeenth century.
Like portrait-objects in narratives, literary portraits, on a very basic level, lent 
plausibility to early novels in virtue of their prevalence in society and literature. The game of 
portrait making was a typical pastime among salon-goers during the mid-seventeenth century. 
Indeed, the direct literary product (and proof) of its popularity, as noted by critics of the 
portrait detache Harth, Lafond, and Plantie, were the 1659 portrait collections. However, the 
literary portrait, linked to fashion, rather rapidly passed out of favor as a salon diversion, as 
indicated in Le Dictionnaire de l'Academie Francoise’s definition of “portrait” of 1740, 
which emphasizes the verbal sketch’s status as demode: “c ’estoit la grande mode, il y a 
quelque temps, de faire les portraits de tout le monde” (II. 385).
Although no longer the darling of the salon, the verbal sketch continued to provide 
character descriptions in prose fiction throughout the “Grand siecle” and into the following
I
century. From idealized, such as Hermenesilde in the romance Zaide (1670) who has “un si 
beau teint et des yeux si bleus” (La Fayette 62), to malicious, such as Louis XIV as sketched 
in the secret history Histoire du palais, ou Les Amours. Louis XIV (1715) who is “tout a fait 
incommode s’il n’estoit Roy”) (3), embedded verbal sketches furnished, in addition to
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familiar literary objects, quick characterizations of the characters (real or fictitious). The 
quasi-omnipresence of the verbal portrait in early French prose thus allowed novelists to use 
it as a way of welcoming the reader into the comfort zone of “ordinary narration. This zone 
is a synonym for the code of verisimilitude at the heart of the early psychological novel. The 
literary portrait therefore played a role in the novel’s attempts to captivate its readers into 
believing its version of reality: its “mensonge romanesque.”
It is important to note that, as is always the case, some authors balked at the set piece 
qua character description. For example, Madame de Villedieu adopts an explicit stance 
against the technique in the nouvelle “Histoire de Nogaret et de Mariane,” in which Mariane 
declares as she presents herself and her husband as actual referents, le portrait des heros et 
de 1’heroine, qui est le prelude ordinaire des narrations, m ’est interdit” (568). The prevalent 
use of the portrait to weave a plausible “lie” thus prepared a fertile ground for reactions such 
as that of Madame de Villedieu as well as satire and subversion of the form, as exhibited in 
Prevost’s work.
As my analysis of Prevost’s use of set-piece depiction will reveal, eighteenth-century 
psychological novelists employed portraits to describe simultaneously object and subject a 
point not seen by the feminist critics listed above. A prime target for satirical purposes in 
virtue of its ancient roots and ties to salon culture, verbal sketching represented a way to 
characterize and satirize not only the portrait’s sitter, but also the portraitist. This genre 
played the dual role of depicting (at times through the act of depiction) and commenting upon 
portraiture as a means of depiction. The role of set-piece portraits in narrative thus evolved 
from a choppy means of introducing characters, as one finds in Bussy-Rabutin’s Histoire 
amoureuse des Gaules. to a mode of simultaneously portraying and commenting on the nature 
of portrayal, as in the preface of Manon Lescaut.
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More precisely, while the type of individual with whom authors associated portraits 
did not change, writers’ attitudes toward portraits themselves and the portraitists who made 
them evolved remarkably. The fashioning of set-piece literary portraits continued to attach 
itself to the noble class but became a mark of frivolity and/or pedantry rather than one of 
distinction. Instead of the main technique of character description, the set-piece portrait 
ranked as one device among many to achieve ongoing character development, or hyper­
portraiture, in psychological novels. Moreover, the hyper-portrait partnered well with 
shifting narrative strategies that accompany the increasing popularity of the novel in 
eighteenth-century France,79 the most obvious of which is the global use of first-person 
narration.
Manon Lescaut’s agenda of being taken for an accurate account of a man’s desperate 
love for an unfathomable girl is thus advanced by the fact that it is framed within a memoir. 
Moreover, the truth value of the text is explicitly addressed in Manon's preface, in which the 
self-styled Renoncour claims to give the reader a faithful rendition of Des Grieux’s story:
Je dois avertir ici le lecteur que j ’ecrivis son histoire presque aussitot apres 1’avoir 
entendue, et qu’on peut s’assurer, par consequent, que rien n’est plus exact et plus 
fidele que cette narration. (Histoire 38)
Narrators like Renoncour present themselves as giving transparent self-analyses, for the 
narrator is both painter and subject. In contrast to historical seventeenth-century self-portraits 
that posit themselves as transparent but collapse under the weight of authorial posturing (such 
as La Rochefoucauld’s entry in Recueil des portraits^ the fictional self-hyper-portrait actually
79 Sources on the popularity of romances and novels in the early modem period include Joan DeJean’s 
Tender Geographies: Women and the Origins of the Novel in France (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1991), Ian Watt’s The Rise of the Novel (Berkelely: University of California Press, 1957), Erica 
Harth’s Ideology and Culture in Seventeenth-Century France (Ithaca and London: Cornell University 
Press, 1983), and Robert Damton’s The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, Mass. 
and London: Harvard University Press, 1982).
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succeeds, in a sense, in creating the individual rather than distorting him/ her through 
language. Here, both painter and sitter lie within the realm of fiction. Thus, no division of 
subject— no competing portrait painted by a different voice—  is immediately available 
within first-person fictional self-portrayal. This seems a bid to rid the portrait of its inherent 
real-world ambiguity, a product of its function as a representational symbol that has different 
meanings to different recipients. Eighteenth-century psychological novelists reshaped the 
verbal portrait in their works via one-voiced narration with, in part, the aim of enhancing the 
plausibility of their writing. The first-person narrator of the eighteenth-century memoir tries 
to assure perfect portraiture by avoiding succinct, separate character descriptions of him/ 
herself. The reader thus creates an image of the narrator bit-by-bit through his/ her style, 
gradual self-characterization, and evolving relationships with other characters.
This system breaks down in Renoncour’s Memoires, however, even from the start, 
for one finds a third-person description of him in the “Lettre de l’editeur” that frames the 
entire work. Describing him as an example of a “caractere heroique,” the fictional editor 
forges a planar portrait that would not seem out of place in the 1659 collections or the 
Scudery romances. The editor paints Renoncour as “un homme si digne de compassion par 
ses malheurs, et si estimable par la fermete d’ame avec laquelle il les a supportes.” 
Furthermore, he is an “illustre aventurier” who “dans sa jeunesse [etait] un des hommes de 
France les mieux faits et du meilleur air il est encore, malgre son grand age, d une 
figure tres prevenante, et du caractere le plus aimable du monde” (Oeuvres 1. 13). The term 
“heroic character” immediately marks the description as a portrait, and its focus on moral 
depiction, strings of superlatives, mention of past beauty, and heroic vocabulary reinforce its 
connection to planar verbal sketching. In beginning his work in this manner, Prevost seems 
at once to establish the planar portrait’s importance in the work as a means of character
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description and to pour Renoncour into an unbreakable heroic mold. Yet, by the end of the 
Memoires where one finds the embedded tale of Des Grieux (for Manon is the seventh and 
final tome of the memoir), Prevost reshapes both the form of the heroic portrait and the 
heroism of Renoncour. A close study of the author’s means of depiction in the preface of 
Manon suggests that both the heroic set piece and the faithfulness of Renoncour cave in under 
the weight of authorial irony.
Novels that treat their over-arching narrators ironically play with the idea of an 
identity between the reader’s voice and that of the narrator by making their narrators highly 
“unreliable” (Booth 158-59) and, to varying degrees, ridiculous. Unflattering self-portraits 
painted by narrators through their own words make the reader uneasy with the narrative style, 
for he/she is forced to internalize the object of criticism through the repeated “I.” The 
reader’s recognition of the author’s critical stance toward the narrator produces an oscillation 
in the reader’s mind between proximity and distance to the narrative voice: the reader is at 
once the narrator and the narrator’s critic. This intricate game of placement and displacement 
has a broader critical agenda, one that implicates portraiture at its very core. Readers, in 
creating an image of the ironically handled narrator as they digest his/ her words, are forced 
simultaneously to forge satirized portraits of themselves and to regard critically those 
portraits. Portraiture and narration interact in this way— in the interest of aesthetic, 
linguistic, and social commentary— in Prevost’s Memoires d ’un homme de qualite and the 
enclosed Manon Lescaut.
Prevost’s carefully constructed system of plausible depiction intentionally breaks 
down when one considers that Manon Lescaut is framed within Renoncour’s memoir. All the 
voices explicitly pass through Renoncour’s mouth, regardless of his protestations of accuracy 
in recording the conversations. What is more, the events are based (at least putatively) on
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Des Grieux’s self-narration, which, as will be discussed later, can be read as a pose. The 
embedded stories in the memoir are thus representations of representations (of 
representations) of conversations and events.
The portraits of Manon and Des Grieux that result from this layered, filtered 
narration are, not surprisingly, hazy. Manon’s nebulous character has long been a subject of 
critical interest. As feminist scholars like Miller and Segal have shown, her story is trapped 
within the voices (and poses) of Des Grieux and Renoncour; she thus cannot sketch herself 
through narration. Passing through two fictitious filters, she is certainly not the sitter of the 
portrait entitled, later, “Manon Lescaut,” for her identity remains a mystery to both the
characters and the reader.
The obsessed Des Grieux neither describes his mistress’s appearance nor sums up her 
personality while recounting his tale to Renoncour, who likewise does not give any details 
about her. Des Grieux resists analyzing Manon’s wantonness and merely makes vague 
statements about her natural inclinations toward debauchery, “son penchant au plaisir”
( Histoire 40). While formally dissimilar from the idealized portraits of the seventeenth- 
century, Des Grieux’s portrayal of Manon is reminiscent of this type of depiction in content, 
for it is full of generic adoration and claims of devotion that recall Berger s symbolic 
(liturgical) mode of painting. He describes her beauty in non-specific terms: she is simply 
“charmante” (39) and “ma belle maitresse” (41). Moreover, he repeatedly uses metaphors of 
dominance to describe Manon, who is to Des Grieux “la souveraine de mon coeur” (41) and 
“l ’idole de mon coeur” (186). However, it is clear to the reader that Manon’s personality and 
motives are unknown to Des Grieux, who continues to sing the praises of his mistress despite 
her unfaithfulness. Renoncour’s reaction upon meeting the charming, well-spoken Manon 
chained to a group of prostitutes, “je ne pus m’empecher de faire, en sortant, mille reflexions
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sur le caractere incomprehensible des femmes” (37), reinforces the mysteriousness of the 
“bewitching synthesis” (Kavanagh 147) that is Manon.
Des Grieux is a similarly fluid character. Renoncour attempts to persuade the reader 
that the chevalier’s voice occupies most of the text, but the existence of the framing memoirs 
assures Renoncour's imprint. Des Grieux is denied self-depiction while talking of Manon 
because Renoncour usurps his voice, just as a sitter for a painted portrait must cede control of 
his image. Indeed, Renoncour says as much in the preface, where he describes Des Grieux as 
“un caractere ambigu” fHistoire 30). Renoncour warns the reader that he/she, like himself, 
will not understand this supposed narrator. The set-piece moral (non-)portrait of Des Grieux 
delivered by Renoncour ironically recreates the fiction of Des Grieux’s “I”; uniquely about 
Des Grieux’s moral character, it is startlingly equivocal:
J ’ai a peindre un jeune aveugle, qui refuse d’etre heureux, pour se precipiter 
volontairement dans les demieres infortunes; qui, avec toutes les qualites dont se 
forme le plus brillant merite, prefere, par choix, une vie obscure et vagabonde, a tous 
les avantages de la fortune et de la nature; qui prevoit ses malheurs, sans vouloir les 
eviter; qui les sent et qui en est accable, sans profiter des remedes qu’on lui offre sans 
cesse et qui peuvent a tous moments les finir; enfin un caractere ambigu, un melange 
de vertus et de vices, un contraste perpetuel de bons sentiments et d ’actions 
mauvaises. Tel est le fond du tableau que je presente. (29-30)
Renoncour seems explicitly to characterize the above description as a written 
“painting” of an individual, or a literary portrait, through the sandwiching statements, “j ’ai a 
peindre un jeune aveugle” and “tel est le fond du tableau.” The claim is ambiguous, however, 
as the painting in question can refer either to the set-piece portrait in the introduction or to the 
entire novel, which confusingly bears the name, later, of Manon. Renoncour thus offers the
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reader a text that resembles a painted portrait mislabeled as someone else, an idea that calls 
into question both the validity of the depiction and the trustworthiness of the narrator.
Instead of Des Grieux transparently sketching himself and others through his “I,” the reader 
receives a blurred sketch of Des Grieux as Renoncour sketches his pose, which is 
fundamentally a sketch of how Prevost presents and thus perceives people who sketch.
The narrator’s brief portrait of Des Grieux simultaneously promotes and undermines 
the tale’s verisimilitude. Concerned uniquely with Des Grieux’s motivations and desires, the 
description seems at first to play out the early psychological novel's agenda of cultivating 
plausible and detailed psychologies of its protagonists. In this case, even before the reader 
begins the tale, Renoncour has given him/her a frame for interpretation: psychological 
analysis. Conversely, Renoncour posits the interpretation as impossible by calling his sitter 
“ambiguous.” Using the terms “peindre” and “tableau” to frame the portrait, the narrator 
wishes to impose a way of reading the text that creates an image of Des Grieux’s mentality in 
the reader’s mind, but, on the other hand, he declares the portrait unachievable due to the 
inscrutability and futility of the chevalier's actions.
Renoncour’s characterization of Des Grieux as an undecipherable mix of traits 
recpresents an even greater shift in portraiture away from the two-dimensional encomiums of 
the Grand Siecle than that enacted by the anti-portrait as described in Part Two. 
Characterizing an individual as unknowable opposes the tone of both planar and spherical 
descriptions, which claim to present complete, truthful sketches of their subjects. By 
describing Des Grieux in equivocal opposing terms, Renoncour gives us a non-portrait: the 
embodiment of “un caractere ambigu” in the tradition of the ever-evolving self-portraitist 
Montaigne. On one hand, the depiction performs in the interest of psychological realism, for 
it is a portrait that defies being painted, just as a real man cannot be reduced to a single myth.
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On the other hand, such a nebulous character unravels the web of verisimilitude, for how can 
Des Grieux take shape in the reader’s mind when he is presented as a series of contrasts?
This frame game illustrates the shifting code of verisimilitude in the eighteenth 
century, which attempts to, on one level, envelop the fictional character in a complex series 
of frames that mimics multi-leveled existence in the real world and, on another level, use 
these formal bids for plausibility to draw attention to the problems (and possibilities) of 
representation. Prevost’s parallel narrative agendas of increased verisimilitude and artistic 
commentary through the questioning of plausibility are further supported by a comparison of 
the hazy portraits of Manon and Des Grieux with the clearer portrayal (on the narrative 
surface) of Renoncour in the preface. Although there is not a succinct portrait of him 
anywhere in the memoirs, he poses himself here (as self-portraitists do) as an analytic, 
faithful, learned writer, which is a stark contrast to the emotional, ambiguous Des Grieux 
(much like the past Renoncour in love with Selima) and the “natural” Manon. Renoncour 
arranges this pose by exploiting forms and styles gleaned from literary history, and from this 
lofty position he tries to convince the reader of the truths of the pose itself, the embedded tale 
to follow, and the raison d ’etre for Des Grieux’s “aventures de fortune et d ’amour” (31).
Regarding the latter, he outlines the text’s didactic value in the following wonderfully 
duplicitous passage: “Outre le plaisir d ’une lecture agreable, on y trouvera peu d’evenements 
qui ne puissent servir a l’instruction des moeurs; et c ’est rendre, a mon avis, un service 
considerable au public, que de l ’instruire en l’amusant” (30). Renoncour’s justification on 
moral grounds is an introductory technique seen in blatantly ironic prefaces from the same 
century, such as that of Choderlos de Laclos’s Les Liaisons dangereuses and Le Marquis de 
Sade’s Justine, ou les malheurs de la vertu. Although more subtle, irony plays a role in 
Prevost’s preface as well. Prevost’s narrator defends the inscription of Des Grieux’s story on
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the grounds that it serves as an example of bad conduct that the reader should not follow. On 
the surface, the story of Manon and Des Grieux is therefore an extension of Renoncour’s 
tutelage of Rosambert, the young duke whom he, a seasoned, cultivated, well-read noble, 
guides around Europe. Renoncour is, however, driven from his pose as omniscient guide and 
tutor and forced into a different stance by his writing style. He is transparent in his role as a 
garrulous literary snob (and an increasingly boring, didactic narrator) whose memoirs drift off 
into an embedded narrative, never to return.
Despite Jenny Mander’s objections (152-53), the painter reveals himself to be the 
object of depiction in Manon Lescaut when the memoirs, and particularly the preface, are 
taken into account; the focus of Manon Lescaut is more on the moral self-portrait that the I 
paints through the discursive act than on the “he” or “she” described. As the primary 
fictional narrator in whose style the memoirs are written and whose history is partially 
recreated in Des Grieux's tale, Renoncour indeed “betrays his [...] personality in the process 
(152) of describing. In this way, he enacts the well-worn notion attributed to both Leonardo 
da Vinci and Cosimo de Medici that “ogni pittore dipinge se” (“every painter paints 
him self’).
In this preface, Renoncour paints an evolving moral self-portrait, or group portrait, of 
the social type he represents through an embellished literary style that features the verbal 
sketch. The status of the portrait as demode at this time suggests the need for “the hunt for 
authorial irony” (194) of which Mander is so suspicious. While she claims, not without 
reason, that Des Grieux’s tale can effectively stand on its own and that it merits analysis in its 
own right, the presence of Renoncour’s preface combined with the changes in his behavior as 
narrator (from emotional to didactic) in the Memoires demands a consideration of both irony 
and Manon's position in the framing text.
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Despite our differing answers, Mander and I both pose the same question when faced 
with Manon Lescaut: “Who is the who that is being represented?” (Brilliant 13)— a question 
that Richard Brilliant uses to explain the challenge of the painted portrait s shifting referent. 
Prevost’s dizzying exploitation of the literary portrait’s ambiguity parallels the prevalence of 
“imperfect multiple portraits” (Cook 142) in early novels such as Madame de La Fayette’s La 
Princesse de Cleves and Rousseau’s Julie ou la nouvelle Heloise, as studied by Cook. Cook 
holds that this underscoring of ambiguity in portraiture signals an engagement in an aesthetic 
debate on the ability of art to represent perfectly (142). In his view, the instability of the 
portrait-object’s “sign” (to use Saussurian vocabulary) made them elegant sources of 
quiproquos and peripeteias. Christopher Braider, in “Image and Imaginaire in Moliere s 
Spanarelle. on le cocu imaginaire.” makes the same case for portrait-objects in seventeenth- 
century theater. He ascribes to the miniature that circulates in this play the function of 
highlighting a portrait’s “characteristic ambiguity” (1152). Interpreted differently by each of 
Moliere’s characters, the depiction of Lelie “helps us see by contrast the diverse ways in 
which spoken or written signs are subject to misassignment and misconstrual (1152).
Such arguments for the multiple roles of plastic depictions in literature are not 
surprising, for art historians specializing in painted portraiture like John Pope-Hennessy, 
Lome Campbell, Richard Brilliant, and Harry Berger have previously explored their many 
functions in society as commemorative, iconographic, talismanic, economic, sexual, political, 
historical, decorative, and instructive objects. Able to fulfill myriad roles in different 
situations to different individuals, the portrait has a “characteristic ambiguity” that stems, in 
part, from painting’s existence as “an art of signs” (Bryson xiii). The portrait-object s status 
as a symbol is thus related to the ever-changing recipient, but its shifting nature is also a 
product of the painter’s interpretation and the notion of posing.
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Harry Berger eliminates the idea of transparency in portraiture by delineating the 
basic fictions that depiction necessarily entails. His useful study of Rembrandt’s self- 
portraits establishes that painted portraits are fictionalized both by the filter of the painter and 
again by the sitter’s own self-presentation, or “fiction of the pose”: “one never simply, 
unconditionally, presents oneself. Rather, one presents oneself as— as a sitter of a certain 
sort” (171). These fictions allow Cook and Braider to make similar queries regarding 
relationships among sign, meaning, and referent about portrait-objects in literature.
Moreover, the literariness of fictional portraits gives them even greater interpretive 
possibilities in virtue of their multiple representational existences as painted portraits forged 
by language.
The literary element of fictional plastic depictions, alluded to earlier by Braider’s 
shift from a discussion of portrait-objects to that of linguistic representation, occasions 
reflection on the linguistic ambiguities and functions of the literary sketch. Applying Cook 
and Braider’s models to an analysis of verbal portraiture in Prevost’s work reveals that the 
embedded literary portrait, like its painted cousin, provides a similar commentary on 
representation. Prevost’s awareness of this dialogue is evident in his skillful manipulation of 
verbal portraiture, an embedded literary genre that furnishes early French novelists with a 
powerful socio-political tool of ironic assessment. My answer to Brilliant’s question “Who is 
the who that is being represented?” regarding Manon Lescaut is, on at least one level, 
Renoncour. However, I stress that, in virtue of portraiture’s very nature, the sketch is of a 
shifting, changing Renoncour whose final impression is both unflattering, as his use of 
portraiture in Manon Lescaut’s preface reveals, and open-ended, as his failure to resume 
narration after Des Grieux’s tale indicates.
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In this preface, Prevost portrays Renoncour as unable to paint a portrait in his attempt 
to use set-piece portraiture. Prevost’s refusal to give his protagonists a supernatural ability to 
see inside of their objects of description (to give a succinct moral portrait of them) suggests a 
new descriptive function for the traditional narrative-stopping portrait. Here, it portrays the 
narrator as a “portraitist-type” (the digressing, chatty noble) rather than provides a succinct 
means of describing the portrait’s subject, Des Grieux.
Renoncour’s incapacity to portray Des Grieux and Des Grieux’s consistent 
misreading of Manon seem at first to posit Prevost, as a writer (a painter of people), in an 
awkward position vis-a-vis his work. Upon further consideration, however, the inability to 
depict in Manon Lescaut indicates an ingenious validation of the role of portraiture in the 
novel on at least two levels. First, the misunderstandings between Prevost’s protagonists 
recreate the mental distances among real individuals. In doing so, they impart a subtle new 
form of plausibility to his work. Moreover, although the mental disconnects among 
Renoncour, Des Grieux, and Manon reflect the impossibility of transparent communication in 
reality, they are not a negation of novelistic character development. As the ruler of his own 
“univers autarcique” (Barthes, Deere 25), Prevost invents Renoncour’s ways of writing and 
recounting, thereby infusing every word with his narrator s portrait.
An analysis of other elements of the preface adds detailed brushstrokes to its 
unflattering image of Renoncour. The sentence that follows Des Grieux’s portrait provides 
more clues to the overarching narrator’s personality: “Les personnes de bon sens ne 
regarderont point un ouvrage de cette nature comme un travail inutile (Histoire 30). Calling 
upon the public to join him, he further flaunts his own philosophical and literary “good 
sense” by quoting Horace’s famous piece of advice to authors “ut jam nunc dicat jam nunc 
debentia dici/ Pleraque differat et praesans in tempus omittat” (“That he say now what is
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required to be said now/ that he defers many things and omit them for the present time”) 
(translation mine) (29). Renoncour’s preface is packed with sententiousness, allusions to 
ancient philosophical texts, and rhetorical techniques. Horace again makes an appearance 
when Renoncour evokes the notion of “instructing while pleasing” from Arspoetica (371-72). 
Such references seek to situate his preface within a solid, authoritarian framework, one that 
Renoncour cultivates throughout the later Memoires in his role as tutor and guide to 
Rosambert, to whom he declares “le savoir va de pair avec la qualite” (Oeuvres 1. 120)
Moreover, the repetitious “qui” of the cited portrait that leads to a crescendo of 
antitheses like “infortune” and “fortune” and “vertus” and “vices” (Histoire 30) magnificently 
illustrates Renoncour’s rhetorical impulse. Belonging to the antique genre of portraiture, the 
embedded depiction of Des Grieux is thus a product of the same reflex that causes the 
narrator to spout sententious statements and antitheses. Renoncour’s use of the portrait 
contributes to his self-portrayal as unreliable (as one who “defers” and “omits”) and pompous 
(one who wants to show off his knowledge of rhetoric and literature).
Prevost’s harsh characterization of this narrator in the last stages of his literary life is 
further evidenced by Renoncour’s fascination with the “caractere ambigu.” Renoncour seems 
to find the ambiguous Des Grieux and the equally mysterious Manon more interesting than 
the story of his own life— he does not take up the reins of overt narration at the end of the 
tale. He thus breaks his promise in the preface: “V oid done son recit, auquel je ne melerai, 
jusqu’a la fin, rien qui ne soit de lui” (emphasis mine) (38).
This incomplete narrative frame suggests, on one hand, a usurpation of voice by Des 
Grieux, whose “I” inhabits the final sentence of the novel, which describes his intended 
reunion with his brother. However, his very ambiguousness prevents the reader from 
accepting the transparency of his tale. The book as a whole recreates the equivocal portrait in
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the preface and thus bears the mark of Renoncour’s narrative filter. The oscillation of 
narrative voice between Renoncour and Des Grieux purposefully casts doubt upon the truth 
value of all narration in this t e x t -  the narrator of Manon Lescaut is no longer a narrator (for 
he claims to give his voice to Des Grieux), his preface is no longer a preface (for it is a 
fictional layer of narration that gives no real information about the tale), and his portrait is no 
longer a portrait (for its antitheses give no information about the character). The realization 
that the preface is not at all what it appears to be leads directly to the idea of irony. By 
ironically exploiting traditional genres of literature such as the literary portrait, this preface 
forces the reader to reevaluate their functions within the novel.
This use of the literary portrait in Manon Lescaut enhances its traditional descriptive 
role. The only identifiable mini-portrait lies within the preface, which is authored by a 
character that the author satirizes. The preface itself thus becomes a type of portrait: that of 
the pompous, moralizing narrator who, rather than finding a style of his own, uses those of 
writers from the past (thereby declaring himself on the side of the “Anciens” in the famous 
“Querelle des Anciens et des Modemes”). The embedded depiction of Des Grieux in the 
preface becomes an element of Renoncour's hyper-portrait that develops throughout the 
memoirs, in which he begins as a similarly love-struck youth and finishes by replacing his 
life story with the stories of others. The author mocks Renoncour and the literary impulses 
that he represents, Prevost’s own creation and at once the focus and the displaced center of 
the overarching memoir, simultaneously because of and through his use of an old-fashioned 
portrait.
Prevost thus wields the portrait as a weapon of irony against a creator of portraits, an 
idea that is ironic in another sense of the word, for it is Prevost who actually created the 
portrait that he attributes to his fictional narrator. Is he thus mocking himself? This
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confusing circularity is eliminated by a consideration of the parallels and differences between 
the primary (fictional) function of the set-piece portrait for the narrator and its secondary 
(real) function for Prevost. While they both aim to describe, the former role has a goal of 
imitation (whether he succeeds or not, Renoncour aims to sum up Des Grieux), while the 
latter aims at criticism. By satirizing a traditional portraitist, Prevost derides both the genre 
of the set-piece portrait and the individual who attempts to encapsulate a man’s personality in 
a few sentences, a technique that his hyper-portrait of Renoncour opposes.
This rough handling of Renoncour uncovers a game of masks infused with irony on 
one level but descriptive on another. Prevost simultaneously pushes the narrator away with 
the distancing effect of satire but draws him back by his interest in the narrator’s evolution 
from disinherited youth and soldier of fortune in the first volume to slave, husband, and 
widower in the second to smug teacher in the remainder of the memoirs. As the final volume 
of Renoncour’s reminiscences, Manon Lescaut is the narrator’s swan song— his last chance 
to complete his self-portrait (which is done through the portrait of Des Grieux, which is 
ostensibly a portrait of Manon). The narrator’s “channeling” of Des Grieux (“V oid done son 
recit, auquel je ne melerai, jusqu’a la fin, rien qui ne soit de lui”) allows him to be at once the 
pining young lad and the quoting pedagogue, thus summing up both Renoncour’s character 
(he was once a similarly passionate youth and is now a writer) and the human condition (we 
all change through experience and reading). While Prevost sets up Renoncour to fail on the 
surface by ridiculing his over-blown mimetic and didactic impulses, the character succeeds 
on a deeper level in that he reveals himself as a type: a product of society and a condition that
no character or real person can avoid.
Renoncour’s multi-faceted existence within the Memoires that culminates in this self-
sketch, seconded by the ambiguous portraits of both Manon and Des Grieux, indicates
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Prevost’s sophisticated awareness of the literary portrait’s function as a sign and of the 
fluidity of signs themselves. Deloffre and Picard suggest as much about Manon’s portrait:
“Or il y a autant de Manons que de lecteurs, tant est discrete la caracterisation du personnage 
(cv). Presenting the reader with varying degrees of ambiguity and a shell-game of points of 
view, Prevost underscores not only the impossibility of pinpointing a character’s referent but 
also the shifting nature of identity in the real world.
The portrait’s multiple functions in the psychological novels of the eighteenth 
century (and in the satirical collections that preceded it, notably Les Caracteres) recreates 
social changes that led to the overthrowing of the Ancien Regime. Most critics cite the “rise 
of the bourgeoisie” accompanied by increased political turmoil and economic problems as 
characteristics of this period.80 Even those who question the validity of this “rise,” like Sarah 
Maza, speak of a complex series of socio-political and literary events that created linguistic, 
and broader cultural, contexts within which the Revolution became ‘thinkable (8).
Prevost's writing has a place in this tumultuous moment in history, as it recreates 
social tensions in its uses of embedded literary forms. As Thomas Kavanagh declares, 
“Manon 1 escaut stages the confrontation of two antithetical worlds: that of a doomed 
stability anchored in the old order of the nobility and clergy with the hyper-dynamic, chance- 
driven instability of money and circulation” (146). The text’s exploitation of the heroic form 
is a manifestation of this culture clash, but it also indicates a continuity regarding the two 
orders and their modes of literary production. A recognition of the literary portrait’s 
contributions to Prevost's writing suggests a link between forms and mindsets heretofore
80 Sources on the changing social, political, and economic structures during the Old Regime include 
Roland Mousnier’s Flat et societe en France au XVIIe et XVIIIe siecles (Paris: Centre de 
Documentation Universitaire, 1968), Erica Harth’s Ideology and Culture in Seventeenth-Century 
France (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1983), and English Showalter s The Evolution of 
the French Novel. 1641-1782 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1972).
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considered “classical” and “modem.” It thus provides evidence for Maza's notion of a 
complex atmosphere of tense interconnectivity between literary and social systems. While it 
does not deny its discussion, this stance revises the standard model of action and reaction that 
posits classical versus modem and noble versus bourgeois.
This view recalls Raymond Williams’s astute analysis of socio-political and aesthetic 
change. On one hand, he recognizes the need for terms to describe cultural forces that 
emerge, dominate, and subside, such as “bourgeois culture. On the other hand, he cautions 
against oversimplifying “the complex interrelations between movements and tendencies” 
(123), for “no mode of production and therefore no dominant social order and therefore no 
dominant culture ever in reality includes or exhausts all human practice, human energy, and 
human intention” (125). In other words, there are always social and literary countercurrents 
that the dominant culture cannot include, a fact that allows the process to repeat itself 
continually by creating the space in which emergent culture can develop. The dominant 
thus co-exists at all times with the “residual” (active structures from the past) and the 
“emergent” (structures that will take over from the dominant). While successfully 
incorporating elements of the past, dominant culture struggles to include oppositional 
emergent forces (121-27). As Maza also suggests, major cultural and literary change is 
necessarily gradual and dialectical.
These socio-political and literary processes are re-enacted on the stage of the 
emergent novel as the planar literary portrait interacts with new forms of prose. As I showed 
in the preceding chapter, it figures heavily in the nouvelle and first psychological novel, 
which belong to the same dominant culture as does the heroic sketch. In a way, the two- and 
three-dimensional succinct set piece is a frame for the very earliest psychological fiction as 
the dominant culture scrambles to incorporate new modes of thinking and writing. The tables
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are turned, however, by the time of Prevost’s work. In many ways a product of the dominant 
culture under Louis XIV, the heroic sketch in 1730 is a residual element. At one time, 
however, it had enormous worth as a form, and Manon Lescaut cashes in on its past social 
and literary resonances as enlists it as a baseline of character development and uses it as a 
weapon of social and literary irony.
The portrait’s evolving function from simply describing a character to commenting 
on the speaker and—most importantly— on the nature of representation reveals that it is 
engaged in a dialogue with its surrounding text, its past forms, and its social frame. This self­
questioning (often manifested as self-parody) helps create the quality of “indeterminacy” that 
Mikhail Bakhtin ascribes to the novel (7). An ironically presented set-piece portrait such as 
one finds in the preface of Manon Lescaut embodies this dialectical process in virtue of its 
dual status as insider and outsider: it is a part of the novel, but at the same time it retains its 
otherness as an identifiable mini-genre encased in the text, a role that is further highlighted by 
its position in the preface. The classical portrait, like other embedded genres, thus oscillates 
between participating and commenting to become an important contributor to the eighteenth- 
century psychological novel’s complex agenda of becoming, as Roland Barthes declares, un 
univers autarcique, fabriquant lui-meme ses dimensions et ses limites” (Degre 25). It is only 
through a consideration of Manon’s relationship to its framing text that Prevost’s “universe” 
can be understood.
Moreover, it is only through a reconsideration of the seemingly demode verbal sketch 
that the changing dialogue between history and fiction in the emergent novel can be fully 
heard. This dialogue takes center stage in the early psychological novel, wherein the lines 
between the real and the realistic are purposefully blurred in the pursuit of new flavors of 
plausibility. Prevost’s persistent and varied use of different forms of verbal sketching
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suggests again the complementarity between literary portraiture and novelistic verisimilitude; 
Manon Lescaut is a work that beautifully illustrates the multi-leveled, productive interactions 
between the two genres that characterize the majority of prose fiction during my thesis’s 
chosen time frame. The relationship between the novel and the verbal sketch, however, does 
not magically vanish after 1730. Engaged in an intimate discussion since before its 
emergence, character and portrait continue to speak to each other, although perhaps in more 
hushed tones. In light of this historical dialogue, any further attempt by novelists to depict 
real or fictitious individuals necessarily evokes literary portraiture, an art that is neither lost 
nor forgotten.
i
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Figure 1. Theodore Gericault, Le Radeau de la Medusc, 1819, Louvre, Paris; rpt. in Albert 
Alhadeff, The Raft of the Medusa: Gericault. Art. and Race. (Munich, London, and New York: 
Prestel, 2002).
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Figure 3. Philippe de Champaigne, Cardinal Richelieu, c. 1637, Louvre, Paris; rpt. in <http://
www.artunframed.com/images/artmis37/champaigne97.jpg>.
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Figure 4. Rembrandt Workshop (?), Half-Length Figure of Rembrandt, ca. 1638, Private 
Collection; rpt. in Harry Berger, Fictions of the Pose: Rembrandt against the Italian 
Renaissance (Stanford: Stanford UP, 2000) Frontispiece.
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Figure 5. Frontispiece, Recueil des portraits et eloges en vers et en prosa (Paris: Sercy and 
Barbin, 1659) N. pag.
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Figure 6. Hans Holbein the Younger, Portrait of the Merchant Georg Gisze. 1532, Staatliche 
Museen, Berlin; rpt. in <http://www.kfki.hU/~arthp/art/h/holbein/hans_y/1535/2gisze.jpg>.
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Figure 7. Guillaume Scrots, Edward VI of England Aged Nine, 1546, National Portrait 
Gallery, London; rpt. in Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London. 
Yale UP, 1990) 205 .
Figure 8. Anamorphosis as viewed from the side.
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Figure 9. Ludovico Buti, Charles II. Duke of Lorraine, and his Daughter Christina, Grand 
Duchess of Tuscanv (with mirror behind), 1592, Museo di Storia della Scienza, Florence; 
rpt. in Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1990) 206 .
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Figure 10. Francis 1. Queen Eleonora and a Fool, c. 1535, Royal Collection, Hampton Court; 
rpt. in Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1990)
207.
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Figure 11. A Daughter of Petrus Gonsalvus. c. 1582, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; rpt. 
in Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1990) 146 .
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Figure 12. Lucas Furtenagel, Hans Burpkmair and his Wife, 1529?, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna; rpt. in Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: 
Yale UP, 1990) 195.
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Figure 13. Jean Picard, Sdpio and Richelieu. Jean Puget de la Serre, Le Portrait de Scipifin 
I'Africain: on I’imagc de la gloirc et de la vertu. representee au naturel dans Cglle dfi 
Monseigneur le cardinal, due de Richelieu; rpt. in Erica Harth, Ideology and Culture in 
Sovonir.o.nrh-Co.nnirv France (Ithaca and London: Cornell UP, 1983) 86.
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Figure 14. Hans Holbein the Younger, Anne of Cleves, 1539, Louvre, Paris; rpt. in chttp://
www.artchive.com/artchive/H/holbein/holbein_anne_of_cleves.jpg.html>.
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Figure 15. Alonso Sanchez Coello, Don Carlos. 1564, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; rpt. 
in Lome Campbell. Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1990) 200 .
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Figure 16. Comelis Zeeuw, Maria Gameel. 1564, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; rpt. in 
Lome Campbell, Renaissance Portraiture (New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1990) 209 .
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Figure 17. Sandro Botticelli, Young Man with a Medal c. 1470s, Uffizi, Florence; rpt. in 
<http://www.faculty.sbc.edu/aflaten/ ARTH113x2p2.html>.
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Figure 18. Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-portrait. Frowning, 1630, Rijksprentenkabinet; 
Amsterdam; rpt. in <http://www.mystudios.com/rembrandt-sp-angry-expression.jpg>.
Figure 19. Rembrandt van Rijn, Self Portrait at the Age of 63, 1669, National Gallery, 
London; rpt. in <http://www.mystudios.com/rembrandt/ rembrandt-paintings-age-63.html>.
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Figure 20. Titian, The Three Apes of Man. 1511-12, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh; 
rpt. in <http://www.artunframed.com/ titian.html>.
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